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Aim and Scope of the Information Sciences and
Technologies Bulletin of the ACM Slovakia

ACM Slovakia offers a forum for rapid dissemination
of research results in the area of computing/informatics
and more broadly of information and communication sci-
ences and technologies. It is primarily a web based bul-
letin publishing results of dissertations submitted at any
university in Slovakia or elsewhere, perhaps also results
of outstanding master theses. Besides that, conferences
that meet bulletin’s expectations with regard to scien-
tific rigor are invited to consider publishing their papers
in the bulletin in form of special issues. Besides the web
version of the bulletin, a paper version is available, too.

The Bulletin aims:

• To advance and to increase knowledge and inter-
est in the science, design, development, construc-
tion, languages, management and applications of
modern computing a.k.a. informatics, and more
broadly of information and communication sciences
and technologies.

• To facilitate a communication between persons hav-
ing an interest in information and communication
sciences and technologies by providing a forum for
rapid dissemination of scholarly articles.

Scope of the Bulletin is:

• original research in an area within the broader fam-
ily of information sciences and technologies, with
a particular focus on computer science, computer
engineering, software engineering and information
systems, and also other similarly well established
fields such as artificial intelligence or information
science.

Types of contributions:

• Extended abstracts of doctoral dissertations.
This is the primary type of article in the Bulletin.
It presents main contributions of the dissertation in
form of a journal paper together with separate sec-
tion with list of published works of the author. In
Slovakia and the Czech Republic, it corresponds to
typical length of so called autoreferat. In fact, it is
envisaged that publishing the extended abstract in
the Bulletin makes autoreferat obsolete and even-
tually can replace it completely. It should be noted
that by publishing it in the Bulletin, the extended
abstract will receive a much wider dissemination.

Exceptionally, at the discretion of the Editorial
Board, the Bulletin may accept extended abstracts
of other than doctoral theses, e.g. Master theses,
when research results reported are sufficiently wor-
thy of publishing in this forum. Rules and proce-
dures of publishing are similar.

• Conference papers. The Bulletin offers orga-
nizers of interesting scientific events in some area
within the scope of the Bulletin to consider pub-
lishing papers of the Conference in the Bulletin as

its special issue. Any such proposal will be subject
of discussion with the Editorial Board which will
ultimately decide. From the scientific merit point
of view, method of peer reviewing, acceptance ratio
etc. are issues that will be raised in the discussion.

Besides that the Bulletin may include other types of con-
tributions that will contribute to fulfilling its aims, so
that it best serves the professional community in the area
of information and communication sciences and tech-
nologies.
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Abstract
This thesis is devoted to the descriptional complexity of
finite state automata. We focus mainly on the transition
complexity of one-way nondeterministic automata pro-
duced originally from regular expressions and on the state
complexity of two-way finite automata equipped with an
additional “pebble” movable along the input tape.

We consider conversions of regular expressions into real-
time finite state automata, in which the length of each
ε-path is bounded by a fixed constant k. For k = 2,
i.e., for automata in which no ε-path is longer than 2,
we show that the conversion of a regular expression into
such automaton produces only O(n) states, O(n) ε-free
edges, and O(n logn) ε-edges. We also show how to trans-
form these 2-realtime machines into 1-realtime automata,
where each ε-path degenerates into a single ε-edge, still
with onlyO(n logn) edges. These results break the known
lower bound Ω(n log2 n/ log logn), holding for 0-realtime
automata, i.e., for automata with no ε-transitions.

We also study the relation between the standard two-way
automata and more powerful devices, namely, one-pebble
two-way finite automata. Similarly as in the case of the
classical two-way machines, it is not known whether there
exists a polynomial trade-off, in the number of states, be-
tween the nondeterministic and deterministic pebble two-
way automata. However, we show that these two machine
models are not independent: if there exists a polynomial
trade-off for the classical two-way automata, then there
must also exist a polynomial trade-off for the pebble two-
way automata. Thus, we have an upward collapse (or
a downward separation) from the classical two-way au-
tomata to more powerful pebble automata, still staying
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within the class of regular languages. The same upward
collapse holds for complementation of nondeterministic
two-way machines. These results are obtained by show-
ing that each pebble machine can be, by using suitable
inputs, simulated by a classical two-way automaton (and
vice versa), with only a linear number of states, despite
the existing exponential blow-up between the classical and
pebble two-way machines.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
F.4.3 [Theory of Computation]: Mathematical Logic
and Formal Languages—Formal languages; F.1.1 [Theo-
ry of Computation]: Computation by abstract devi-
ces—Models of computation

Keywords
descriptional complexity, finite state automata, regular
languages

1. Introduction
This thesis concerns the descriptional complexity of finite
state automata. More precisely, we examine two rather
independent problems in the field of descriptional com-
plexity of one-way and two-way finite automata.

The analysis of different tools describing formal languages
not only with respect to their expressive power, but tak-
ing also into account descriptional complexity of these
tools, is a classical topic of the formal language theory.
Descriptional complexity studies the efficiency while de-
scribing objects. Its measure is the description length,
represented by the number of states (state complexity),
transitions (transition complexity), alphabet size. It also
investigates the “inherent” complexity of tools, e.g., upper
and lower bounds on the number of states or transitions.

The main topics on which the descriptional complexity is
concentrating its attention, could be summarized in the
following questions:

• What is the economics of a model (tool) represent-
ing a formal language, that is how efficiently can
a model describe a formal language besides other
models?

• What is the price of a conversion from one tool to
another? What are the corresponding lower and up-
per bounds and can they be attained?

The same questions can be posed when applying opera-
tions on models. We shall focus mainly on the second
question.
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The notion of an algorithmic “machine” has appeared for
the first time in the 1930’s, when Turing defined an ab-
stract model, later called Turing machine. During the
next twenty years, several scientists studied simple ver-
sions of present finite automata. For example, in the early
1940’s, McMulloch and Pitts [49] used finite state ma-
chines to model neuron nets. Over the same period, Huff-
man, Mealy and Moore, independently from each other,
introduced the “today’s” one-way deterministic finite au-
tomata (1dfas) in [37], [51] and [53], respectively. In-
tensive study of 1dfas at that time (sometimes under
the name of sequential machines) established many basic
properties, including, for example, the Kleene’s definition
of regular languages [44]:

Definition 1.1. A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is regular if and
only if it can be described by a regular expression α, i.e.,
L = L(α).

Thereupon, in 1959, Rabin and Scott [55] suggested the
concept of the one-way nondeterministic finite automaton
(1nfa) and also proved its equivalence to the one-way de-
terministic machine, defining the well-known subset con-
struction. They also gave another equivalent definition of
regular languages:

Definition 1.2. [55] A language L ⊆ Σ∗ is regular if
and only if it can be accepted by a deterministic or non-
deterministic finite automaton M . i.e. L = L(M).

A rapid development of formal language and automata
theory continued also during the 1960’s and 1970’s. There
were many papers published in this area. On behalf of all
let us mention at least: examination of relations between
different formalisms describing regular languages [50], is-
sue of the determinism versus nondeterminism question
in finite automata [62], exploring nondeterminism in two-
way finite automata [58], and the birth of other mod-
els, while investigating regular languages, augmented by
some new and special properties, such are e.g., sweeping
automata [64], or pebble automata [6, 56]. We cannot
omit one of the first books on finite automata, written by
Marcus in 1964 [48].

But automata theory was not only a theoretical branch
of the computer science. Besides, it has had quite many
applications in practice, for example lexical analysis [1,
2], text editing and pattern matching [45].

Later, at the turn of 1970’s and 1980’s, it was supposed
that all interesting facts about finite automata are known
except for a few isolated and very hard problems. It
seemed that not much further work could be done on reg-
ular languages [68]. However, the contrary is the case.
Mainly in the last twenty years, many new and fascinat-
ing results were published, for example on state complex-
ity of operations on regular languages [40, 41, 59, 69, 30],
minimalization of nondeterministic finite automata [39],
trade-offs between diferent formalisms (1dfa, 1nfa, reg-
ular expression, two-way automata, pebble automata...),
see for example [21, 22, 35, 36, 34, 42, 13], nondetermin-
ism versus determinism problem [42, 43, 34], etc.

Even nowadays there is an important progress in research
areas of formal language and automata theory. It seems
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Figure 1: Relations between different models
representing regular languages. 1NFA - one-
way nondeterministic finite automata including ε-
transitions, ε-free 1NFA - one-way nondeterminis-
tic finite automata without any ε-transitions, RE
- regular expressions, 1DFA - one-way determin-
istic finite automata.

that the theory of automata and languages experiences a
revival these days.

2. Thesis objectives
The objective of the presented dissertation is to investi-
gate the descriptional complexity of finite state automata,
primary focusing on:

• the transition complexity of one-way nondetermin-
istic automata working in the “real” time

• the relation between the state complexities of classi-
cal two-way automata and two-way automata equip-
ped with a “pebble” as a marker movable along the
input tape.

3. Conversion of regular expressions to realtime
automata

Still, not all relations among descriptional complexity of
different kinds of formalisms are known, even when re-
stricting to devices describing regular languages only. De-
spite the simplicity of regular languages, some important
problems concerning them are still open. Regular expres-
sions and finite automata without ε-transitions are two of
the most popular formalisms for regular languages. The
size of an automaton is measured by the number of its
transitions, while the size of a regular expression is the
number of occurrences of alphabet symbols in it.

It is known that a conversion of a nondeterministic ε-
free finite automaton into an equivalent regular expression
may cause an exponential blow-up [16]. For the converse
direction, it was conjectured that the best conversion is an
O(n2) conversion [63]. Only quite recently [35, 36], it was
proved that, for each regular expression of size n, there ex-
ists an equivalent ε-free automaton with only O(n log2 n)
transitions. After that, it has been shown that if we con-
sider regular languages over a binary input alphabet, the
above upper bound can be reduced to O(n logn) transi-
tions [21]. This result was also generalized to the case of
regular languages over a fixed alphabet with at most s
input symbols: O(s n logn) edges are sufficient here. We
have summarized the mentioned results in a demonstra-
tive picture, showing the relations between different for-
malisms representing regular languages (Figure 1).

The upper bounds, which were presented above, are com-
plemented in [46] by the lower bound Ω(n log2 n/ log log n).
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Comparing O(n log2 n) with Ω(n log2 n/ log logn), that is,
the upper and lower bounds, it seems at the first glance
that no significant improvement is possible.

However, if we allow ε-transitions, the standard conver-
sion of a regular expression into an equivalent automaton
does not produce more than O(n) transitions. The cru-
cial drawback of such automaton is that, due to cycles
consisting of ε-edges only, there may exist computation
paths of unbounded length.

Therefore, it is quite natural to ask what we have to
add to an ε-free automaton to break the lower bound
Ω(n log2 n/ log log n), and still have an automaton with a
linear computation time, in the length of the input. This
condition can be even more restrictive, by requiring the
automaton to execute only a constant number of steps in
between reading any two consecutive symbols from the
input.

We have named such machines, with the length of all ε-
paths bounded by a constant, as“realtime”automata. Re-
altime devices play an important role in practice. Here we
shall concentrate on the simplest realtime devices, with-
out any auxiliary memory, which are one-way finite state
automata.

A k-realtime automaton M , where k ≥ 0 is an integer
constant, is a nondeterministic finite state automaton in
which the length of each ε-path is bounded by k. There-
fore, a k-realtime automaton processes the input in “real
time,” with a constant number of executed steps in be-
tween reading any two consecutive symbols from the in-
put. For this reasons, an automaton is called realtime, if
it is k-realtime for some constant k.

We investigate the properties of the first few levels. As a
special case, the automaton is 2-realtime, if each ε-path is
of length at most 2. In other words, the machine cannot
change its state, without reading an input symbol, more
than two times in a row, and hence an input of length `
must be processed in at most 3` + 2 steps. Similar, but
even more restrictive, properties are typical for 1-realtime
automata, where each ε-path degenerates into a single ε-
edge.

It should be clear that for k = 0 we get exactly the class
of ε-free automata.

In this work, we shall show that already for k = 2, the con-
version of a regular expression produces only O(n logn)
transitions. More precisely:

Theorem 3.1. For each regular expression of size n ≥
1, there exists an equivalent nondeterministic 2-realtime
automaton with at most 4n+2 states, n ε-free transitions,
and n·( 2

log(3/2)
·logn+ 0.744) ε-transitions.

The basic idea of the translation consists of several steps.
First, the given regular expression α is converted into the
normal form, also with unifying the unary nodes in the
tree representation of α with their sons. Thus, we get a
special form of a binary tree. Then, the regular expres-
sion α is translated into a 1nfa with at most 2n states
and n ε-free-transitions, according to the following theo-
rem and using rewriting rules described in the dissertation
work:

Theorem 3.2. [21] Each regular expression α of size
n ≥ 1 can be replaced by en equivalent nondeterministic
automaton M with at most 2n states and n ε-free transi-
tions, such that:

(a) For each subexpression β in α, corresponding to a
subtree below some node in the tree representation
of α, there exists a subautomaton Mβ in M , which
is a subgraph in the graph representation of M .

(b) For each β′, a subexpression of β corresponding to
some subtree with the top node located in the subtree
for β, Mβ′ is a subautomaton of Mβ, i.e., a subgraph
nested in the subgraph for Mβ.

(c) Mβ has a single entry point, a state enβ ∈ Q, and a
single exit point, a state exβ ∈ Q, with enβ 6= exβ,
such that a string a1 . . . ak ∈ Σ∗ is in L(β) if and
only if there exists a path of edges connecting, within
the subgraph for Mβ, the state enβ with exβ and
labeled by a1 . . . ak.

(d) Any path going into the subgraph for Mβ from the
surrounding environment must pass through the sta-
te enβ. Further, Mβ has no edges ending in enβ.

(e) Any path leaving the subgraph Mβ to the surround-
ing environment must pass through the state exβ.
Further, there are no edges from the surrounding
environment ending in exβ.

The resulting automaton still contains some ε-transitions,
and is not 2-realtime. Finally, in order to eliminate the
lengths of the ε-path to at most 2, we use special sets of
incoming and outcoming boundary states.

We also show an easy transformation of these 2-realtime
machines into 1-realtime automata, where each ε-path de-
generates into a single ε-edge. The basic idea is to re-
place a path consisting of an ε-free edge followed by an
ε-transition by a single ε-free transition. The original ε-
edge is removed.

The number of transitions in the resulting automaton is
still below O(n logn).

Theorem 3.3. For each regular expression of size n ≥
2, there exists an equivalent nondeterministic 1-realtime
automaton with at most 4n+ 2 states, n·( 1

log(3/2)
·logn−

0.128) ε-free transitions, and n · ( 1
log(3/2)

· logn + 1.872)
ε-transitions.

4. Translation from classical two-way automata
to pebble two-way automata

The relation between determinism and nondeterminism is
extensively studied. It is one of the key topics in theoret-

ical computer science. The most famous is the P
?
= NP

question, but the oldest problem of this kind is

dspace(n)
?
= nspace(n).

Similarly, we do not know whether

dspace(logn)
?
= nspace(logn).

However, a positive answer for the O(logn) space would
imply the positive answer for the O(n) space, and hence
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the answers to these two questions are not independent.
Analogically, a collapse of nondeterminism with determin-
ism for the O(log log n) space would imply the same col-
lapse for the O(logn) space. (For a survey and bibliogra-
phy about such translations, see e.g., [20, 67].) Analogous
upward translations can be derived for time complexity
classes as well.

At first glance, the problem has been resolved for finite
state automata. Even a two-way nondeterministic finite
automaton (2nfa, for short) and hence any simpler device
as well (e.g., its deterministic version, 2dfa) can recog-
nize a regular language only. Thus, 2nfas can be con-
verted into deterministic one-way automata. However,
the problem reappears, if we take into account the size of
these automata, measured in the number of states (i.e.,
estimating the state complexity of these automata).

On one hand, we know that eliminating nondeterminism
in one-way n-state automata does not cost more than
2n states (by the classical subset construction), and that
there exist witness regular languages for which exactly
2n states are indeed required. (For examples of such lan-
guages, see [47, 54, 59].)

On the other hand, we know very little about eliminating
nondeterminism in the two-way case: it was conjectured
by Sakoda and Sipser [58] that there must exist an expo-
nential blow-up for the conversion of 2nfas into 2dfas.
Nevertheless, the best known lower bound is Ω(n2) [14],

while the best conversion uses about 2n
2

states (convert-
ing actually into deterministic one-way machines). Thus,
it is not clear whether there exists a polynomial trade-off.
The problem has been attacked several times by prov-
ing exponential lower bounds for restricted versions of
2dfas: Sipser [64] — for sweeping machines (changing the
direction of the input head movement at the endmark-
ers only); Hromkovič and Schnitger [34] — for oblivious
machines (moving the input head along the same trajec-
tory on all inputs of the same length); Kapoutsis [42] — a
computability separation for “moles” (seeing only a part
of the input symbol thus traveling “in a network of tun-
nels” along the input). For machines accepting unary lan-

guages, a subexponential upper bound 2O(log2 n) has been
obtained by Geffert, Mereghetti and Pighizzini [23].

It was even observed [58] that there exists a family of reg-
ular languages {Bn : n ≥ 1} which is complete for the two-
way automata, playing the same role as, e.g., the satisfia-

bility of boolean formulas for the P
?
= NP question or the

reachability in graphs for dspace(logn)
?
= nspace(logn):

the trade-off between the 2nfas and 2dfas is polynomial
if and only if it is polynomial for Bn, i.e., if and only if
Bn can be accepted by a 2dfa with a polynomial number
of states. (For 2nfas, n states are enough to accept Bn.)

We have summarized the known upper bounds for con-
versions between different types of finite state automata
on Figure 2.

In the absence of a solution for the general case, it is
quite natural to ask whether some properties of the two-
way automata cannot be translated into more powerful
machines or language classes, in perfect analogy with the
corresponding results for the upward translation estab-
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Figure 2: Relations between different models of
one-way finite state automata and two-way finite
state automata.

lished for the classical space and time complexity classes.
So far, the only result of this kind [4] is that if an ex-
ponential trade-off between 2nfas and 2dfas could be
obtained already by using a subset of the original lan-
guage that consists of polynomially long strings, then
dspace(logn) 6= nspace(logn).

In the same spirit as in [4], we shall study the relation be-
tween the standard two-way automata and more powerful
devices, namely, two-way nondeterministic and determin-
istic finite automata equipped with a single additional
“pebble”(one-pebble machines), movable along the input
tape (pebble-2nfa, pebble-2dfa, respectively). The two-
way one-pebble machines were first introduced in 1967 by
Blum and Hewitt [6]. Later, several scientists were study-
ing variations of devices augmented with one or more peb-
bles (in particular Turing machines [13, 67], and robots
exploring graphs [3]).

Formally, a one-pebble two-way nondeterministic finite au-
tomaton (pebble-2nfa, for short) is A = (Q,Σ, δ, qI , F ),
where Q is the finite set of states, Σ is the finite input
alphabet, `,a 6∈ Σ are two special symbols, called the
left and the right endmarker, respectively, and qI ∈ Q is
the initial state. The transition function δ is of the form
δ : Q × (Σ ∪ Σ• ∪ {`,a,`•,a•}) → 2Q×{−1,0,+1,−1•,+1•}.
The presence of the pebble on the current input tape
symbol a ∈ Σ ∪ {`,a} is indicated by using the sym-
bol a• ∈ Σ• ∪ {`•,a•}, while the new input head move-
ments −1•,+1• are introduced to move the pebble. More
precisely, a classical transition in the form δ(q, a) 3 (q′, d),
with a ∈ Σ∪{`,a} and d ∈ {−1, 0,+1}, is applicable only
if the pebble in not placed on the current input tape sym-
bol (change the current state from q to q′ and move the
input head in the direction d), while δ(q, a•) 3 (q′, d) can
be executed only if the pebble is placed on a ∈ Σ∪{`,a}
at the moment (move the input head in the direction d,
but leave the pebble in its original position). Finally, a
transition δ(q, a•) 3 (q′, d•), with d• ∈ {−1•,+1•}, moves
also the pebble in the same direction d, together with the
input head. Transitions in the form δ(q, a) 3 (q′, d•) are
meaningless, and hence not allowed.

The machine A starts its computation in the initial sta-
te qI with both the input head and the pebble placed on
the left endmarker, and accepts by reaching, anywhere
along the input tape, a final state q ∈ F . Similarly, the
final position of the pebble is irrelevant for acceptance.

A one-pebble two-way deterministic finite state automa-
ton (pebble-2dfa) is defined in the usual way.
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Despite the fact that such single pebble can be used to
mark some input tape position, even a nondeterminis-
tic one-pebble machine cannot accept a nonregular lan-
guage [13, 67]. However, measured in the number of
states, the pebble machines are much more powerful. Con-
verting a pebble-2dfa to a classical 2nfa may require an
exponential blow-up, i.e., the loss of the pebble cannot be
compensated economically by gaining nondeterminism:

Theorem 4.1. For each sufficiently large n, there ex-
ists a finite unary language Ln that can be accepted by
a pebble-2dfa with n states, but for which each 2nfa re-

quires at least 2Ω(
√
n·logn) states.

Similarly as in the case of the classical two-way machines,
we do not know whether there exists a polynomial trade-
off between the pebble-2nfas and pebble-2dfas. How-
ever, we show that these two machine models are related:

Theorem 4.2. If, for some function f(n), each 2nfa
with n states can be replaced by an equivalent 2dfa with
at most f(n) states (no pebbles), then each pebble-2nfa
with m states can be replaced by an equivalent pebble-2dfa
having no more than 5·f(3m) states.

In particular, if f(n) ≤ O(nk), that is, if there exists a
polynomial transformation from nondeterministic to de-
terministic classical two-way automata, then there must
also exist a polynomial transformation, with the same de-
gree of the polynomial, from nondeterministic to deter-
ministic two-way automata equipped with a pebble, since
5·(3m)k = (5·3k)·mk ≤ O(mk).

Thus, we have an upward collapse (and a downward sep-
aration) between the classical two-way automata and the
much more powerful pebble model, but staying still within
the class of regular languages.

A similar upward collapse holds for the trade-off between
a two-way nondeterministic automaton accepting a lan-
guage L and a machine for the complement of L:

Theorem 4.3. If, for some function f(n), each 2nfa
with n states can be replaced by a 2nfa with at most
f(n) states recognizing the complement of the original lan-
guage (no pebbles), then each pebble-2nfa with m states
can be replaced by a pebble-2nfa with no more than 5·f(3m)
states recognizing the complement.

In particular, if f(n) ≤ O(nk), that is, if there exists a
polynomial transformation for complementing nondeter-
ministic classical two-way automata, then there must also
exist a polynomial transformation, with the same degree of
the polynomial, for complementing nondeterministic two-
way automata equipped with a pebble.

Corollary 4.4. For each pebble-2dfa with m states,
there exists a pebble-2dfa with at most 60·m states recog-
nizing the complement of the original language.

So far, the problem of the polynomial trade-off is open for
both these models. These results are obtained by showing

that each pebble-2nfa (or pebble-2dfa) can be, by using
suitable inputs, simulated by a classical 2nfa (or 2dfa,
respectively) with only a linear number of states, despite
the fact, that the blow-up between the classical and peb-
ble two-way automata is exponential. (See Theorem 4.1
above.)

The same holds for the corresponding conversions in the
opposite direction, from the classical machines to pebble
machines.

5. Concluding remarks
In this thesis, we have studied the descriptional complex-
ity of finite state automata. More precisely, our interest
has been focused on two research topics: we have exam-
ined the transition (and state) complexity of the transla-
tion of regular expressions into one-way finite automata,
and the state complexity while eliminating nondetermin-
ism within two-way pebble automata.

We have shown a conversion of regular expressions into
nondeterministic 2-realtime automata, using at most 4n+
2 states, n ε-free transitions and n·( 2

log(3/2)
·logn+0.744) ε-

edges. We have also shown a construction of a 1-realtime
automaton with at most 4n+ 2 states, n·( 1

log(3/2)
·logn−

0.128) ε-free transitions and n·( 1
log(3/2)

·logn + 1.872) ε-

transitions. Alternatively, there exists also another con-
struction of a 1-realtime automaton, with a smaller num-
ber of states and ε-transitions, but with a slightly in-
creased number of ε-free transitions. In all above cases,
the total number of all edges is bounded by O(n logn).

How many transitions are needed for a general case of
k-realtime automata, where k > 2, is still an open prob-
lem. It might be possible that, by using ε-paths longer
than 2, we may potentially save some transitions. This
is related to the open question of whether there exists a
fixed constant k such that, for each n, the resulting k-
realtime automaton will have only O(n) transitions. The
best (rather trivial) construction of a realtime automaton
with a linear number of transitions, known to the authors,
can be obtained by using the automaton of Theorem 3.2
as a starting point, in which we eliminate all cycles com-
posed of ε-edges by unifying all states in such a cycle into
a single state. However, this results in an (n−1)-realtime
automaton, that is, in k = n − 1, which is not a fixed
constant.

In Table 1, we give a survey on complexity of different
types automata resulted from conversions of regular ex-
pressions.

Afterwards, we have discussed the conversion of pebble-
2nfas to pebble-2dfas from the state complexity perspec-
tive. Already in 1978, it was conjectured by Sakoda and
Sipser that there must exist an exponential blow-up, in
the number of states, for the transformation of the clas-
sical 2nfas into 2dfas. Nevertheless, this problem is still
open. We have shown, by Theorem 4.2 above, that such
blow-up could possibly be derived by proving an exponen-
tial gap between pebble-2nfas and pebble-2dfas. Even
showing a less impressive lower bound for the pebble-2nfa
versus pebble-2dfa trade-off, say, Ω(nk) with some k ≥ 3,
would imply the same lower bound Ω(nk) for the classi-
cal 2nfa versus 2dfa conversion. (To the best of au-
thors’ knowledge, the highest lower bound obtained so
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Type of automata States ε-free edges ε-edges

ε-free automata O(n) O(n log2 n) 0
(0-realtime)

1 realtime automata O(n) O(n log n) O(n log n)

2 realtime automata O(n) O(n) O(n log n)

k realtime automata ? ? ?
k > 2

ε-automata O(n) O(n) O(n)

Table 1: Conversion of regular expressions into
1NFA. The best known upper bounds for different
types of automata.

far is Ω(n2) [14].) Since a pebble automaton is a differ-
ent computational model, the argument might use some
different witness languages.

Similarly, by Theorem 4.3, proving an exponential gap
for the complementation of the pebble-2nfas would im-
ply the same exponential gap for the complementation of
the classical 2nfas. This, in turn, would imply the ex-
ponential gap for the trade-off between 2nfas and 2dfas,
and also between pebble-2nfas and pebble-2dfas, since
the complementation for the deterministic two-way ma-
chines is linear (namely, 4·n states for 2dfas, by [24], and
at most 60 ·n states for pebble-2dfas, by Corollary 4.4
above).

The most natural related open problem is whether the
translation results presented in Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 can-
not be generalized to two-way automata equipped with
more than one pebble placed on the input tape. More
precisely, we do not know whether a polynomial trade-
off between nondeterministic and deterministic k-pebble
two-way automata implies the polynomial trade-off for
automata equipped with k+1 pebbles. The same ques-
tion can be asked about complementation of multi-pebble
2nfas. (The argument might be quite difficult, since such
machines can accept non-regular languages: as an exam-
ple, already with 2 pebbles we can easily recognize L =
{anbncn : n ≥ 0}, which is known not to be context-free.)
Nevertheless, the answers to these questions might bring
a deep insight into the world of O(logn) space bounded
computations, since the multi-pebble 2nfas and 2dfas
correspond to the complexity classes nspace(logn) and
dspace(logn), respectively (see Section 3.2 in [67]). For
example, we know that nspace(logn) is closed under com-
plement, by the inductive counting [38, 66], but the induc-
tive counting technique increases the number of pebbles.

Similarly, we need translation(s) among other computa-
tional models that are weak enough to stay within the
class of regular languages but strong enough to provide,
in some cases, a more succinct representation than the
classical models. (As an example, we do not know too
much about complexity of two-way automata equipped
with a pushdown of a constant height [22].)
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Abstract
SPEM is MDA’s standard used to define software and sys-
tems development processes and their components. Un-
fortunately, its specification is semiformal, thus it is not
possible to make and to verify created language state-
ments with formal techniques such as the consistency or
satisfiability verification. In order to solve this insuffi-
ciency, we propose an approach to SPEM transformation
to the Semantic Web technical space that results into the
SPEM ontology creation. Additionally, we present three
approach’s utilizations that are: a SPEM model valida-
tion with ontology, an ontology based approach to project
planning and an approach to software project enactment
with a supplier.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.0 [General]: Standards; D.2.9 [Management]: Soft-
ware process models; I.6.4 [Simulation and Modeling]:
Model validation; K.6.1 [Project and People Manage-
ment]: Life cycle

Keywords
MDA, SPEM, OWL, Semantic Web, model validation,
project plan verification, software project enactment

1. Introduction
The software engineering is application of a systematic,
disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, op-
eration, and maintenance of software [17]. Despite the
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fact that at present there exist many software develop-
ments process frameworks, the fact that relatively few
projects are completely successful is an indicator of the
difficulty of the task [19]. One of the problems is that
standard software development process frameworks are
usually used as a navigable websites that contain only
human-readable descriptions with supporting materials
as documents templates etc. Thus, these kinds of frame-
works cannot be used to represent machine interpretable
content [36]. Moreover, these process frameworks are used
in the technical spaces [20] that have model based archi-
tecture, such as MDA or EMF [34]. These kinds of tech-
nical spaces also limit knowledge based processing, owing
to their weakly defined semantics [9]. Moreover the dif-
ficulty of software development is greatly enhanced when
it is inevitable to cooperate with a supplier. The general
issue is to manage a lot of differences such as different
tasks, software work products, guidelines, roles etc [17].

1.1 Motivation
However, at present the emerging field of Semantic Web
technologies promises new stimulus for Software Engi-
neering research [12]. The Semantic Web is a vision for
the future of the Web, in which information is given ex-
plicit meaning, making it easier for machines to automat-
ically process and integrate information available on the
Web [21]. The today’s key Semantic Web technology is
OWL. It is intended to be used when the information
contained in documents needs to be processed by appli-
cations, as opposed to situations where the content only
needs to be presented to humans [2]. Thus if we transform
a definition of a software method to the Semantic Web
technical space, we can use many knowledge oriented tech-
niques to maintain them. In this work we address such op-
portunity. We use SPEM, the MDA standard used to de-
fine software and systems development processes and their
components [26]. We transform SPEM from the MDA
technical space to the Semantic Web technical space; so
we can work with SPEM as with an ontology. Based
on this transformation, we propose three approaches that
utilize created SPEM ontology in the context of selected
SWEBOK knowledge areas that are: model validation,
project verification and software project enactment with
a supplier [17].

2. State of the art
The thesis presents an approach to extending and utiliz-
ing the Software and Systems Process Engineering Meta-
model 2.0 with OWL-DL ontology. The subject is a SPEM
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Ontology development from the SPEM metamodel, thus
we present the definitions of the terms metamodel, model
and ontology first [23, 4, 7, 29, 10, 11, 14]. Further we
present SET domain ontologies that refer to the ontologies
whose main goal is to represent (at least partially) knowl-
edge of a certain subdomain within SET matter [22, 1,
15] and research works that concern with MDA combi-
nation with the Semantic Web [5, 13, 27, 9]. Finally, we
discuss three works that are closet to our work, since their
also intends to use SPEM in the Semantic Web technical
space.

The first work proposes to represent SPEM in DL [35].
The work creates mapping from MOF to DL and map-
ping from [24] constraints of SPEM to DL. The reason
for the former mapping is to represent the SPEM MOF
based metamodel with DL and the latter is to represent
additional OCL constraints that supplement the SPEM
metamodel with additional semantics.

The second work proposes SPEM process constraint def-
inition with the semantic rules with SWRL [31]. Note
that SWRL is W3C Semantic Web Rule Language that
combines OWL and RuleML [16]. The work introduces
that the most SPEM terms can be directly translated into
OWL. Additionally it states that the translation does not
aim at substituting the original model, because it serves as
a complement for adding reasoning and inference support
to SPEM based models. A prototype design of an engine
for process constraint verification is presented. The main
idea is to verify consistency between SWRL process con-
straints that can be obtained from the EPF Composer
and SWRL process constraints from a project plan.

Finally, the third work also intends to use SPEM in the
Semantic Web technical space. It presents a competency
framework for software process understanding [36]. The
motive is to create assessments for a correct understand-
ing of a process that can be used in a software develop-
ment company. The paper introduces creation of SPEM
software process ontology for the SCRUM [32] software
process with EPF Composer again. Consequently paper
presents generation of assessments that were generated
with the IMS QTI, and XML based e-Learning standard
with several examples.

3. Thesis objectives
As we have already stated in the motivation, we focus
on SPEM transformation to the Semantic Web technical
space and on concrete utilizations of such approach. Since
we have evaluated that the above mentioned proposals
have addresses to this area only partially, our objectives
are:

• to present the more comprehensive analysis of the
SPEM 2.0 Metamodel and the SPEM UML Profile
in order to create a SPEM OWL-DL ontology

• to create the more accurate ontology architecture
for SPEM 2.0 with respect of the SPEM metamodel
2.0

• to present and implement a utilization of created
SPEM ontology for a SPEM model validation

• to present and implement a utilization of created
SPEM ontology for a project plan verification

• to present and implement a utilization of created
SPEM ontology for a software project enactment
with a supplier

4. Transforming SPEM to the Semantic Web
technical space

The SPEM metamodel is MOF-based and reuses UML 2
Infrastructure library [32]. Its own extended elements are
structured into seven meta-model packages. Above these
packages SPEM defines three compliance points (CP)
which are: the SPEM Complete CP, SPEM Process with
Behavior CP and Content and SPEM Method Content
CP. The scope of our solution is covered with Compli-
ance Point ”SPEM Complete”. The reason of this compli-
ance point is because we need to use all SPEM elements,
where the most important are defined within the Method
Content package, the Process with Method package and
the Method Plugin package. The Method Content meta-
model package provides the concepts for SPEM users and
organizations to build up a development knowledge base
that is independent of any specific processes and devel-
opment projects. The Method Content elements are the
core elements of every method such as Roles, Tasks, and
Work Product Definitions. The second necessary meta-
model package that we need is the Process with Method
metamodel package. Process with Methods defines the
structured work definitions that need to be performed to
develop a system, e.g., by performing a project that fol-
lows the process. Such structured work definitions delin-
eate the work to be performed along a timeline or lifecycle
and organize it in so-called breakdown structures. Finally,
the third necessary package is the Method Plugin meta-
model package. The Method Plugin allows extensibility
and variability mechanisms for Method Content and Pro-
cess specification. It provides more flexibility in defining
different variants of method content and processes by al-
lowing content and process fragments to be plugged-in
on demand, thus creating tailored or specialized content
only when it is required and which can be maintained as
separate units worked on by distributed teams.

4.1 The transformation problem
Since we want to work with SPEM likewise with an on-
tology, we have to transform it from the MDA technical
space to the Semantic Web technical space. We can use
several approaches to do so [28]. Certainly we preferred
fully automatic approaches, but at last we have concluded
that this method is unrealizable. The first such approach
is a XSL transformation from the SPEM metamodel se-
rialized in XMI [25] directly to a SPEM ontology. But
even we had generated SPEM ontology classes with their
taxonomy taken from the SPEM metamodel, the fact is
that this approach was not sufficient, because the gener-
ated ontology does not contain all necessary information.
The biggest problem was to identify relationships used
for SPEM models specification, hence for object proper-
ties necessary for a SPEM ontology either. To be more
concrete, Figure 1 shows an excerpt of the SPEM meta-
model that defines several Method Content elements and
their relationships.

The figure depicts that the Default Responsibility Assign-
ment element is a metaclass associated with the Work
Product Definition metaclass and the Role Definition
metaclass. But from this metamodel it is impossible to
find out, that the Default Responsibility Assignment is
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Figure 1: Excerpt of Method Content elements
and their relationships

an association between the Role Definition and the Work
Product Definition in a SPEM model. Thus it was impos-
sible to transform this element to an object property in
the transformed SPEM ontology. Moreover, it was also
impossible to find out, what element should be the do-
main and the range of this relation. What we need is to
have SPEM in such form that defines its syntax either.
To do so, we can use the XMI form of the SPEM UML
Profile that fulfills exactly this requirement. This time,
it was possible to identify a relationship, since such ele-
ment extends the Association or Dependency metaclasses.
But again, it was impossible to identify the domain and
the range of a relation. Moreover, even the stereotypes
are structured in the taxonomical hierarchy likewise in
the SPEM metamodel, some of them are bypassed. For
example, the Method Content Use stereotype is omit-
ted, thus the Task Use stereotype is generalized from the
Breakdown stereotype directly. The reason is because the
SPEM UML Profile does not need the full taxonomy, be-
cause in general, the purpose of a UML profile is to pro-
vide concrete language elements to create a model rather
than represent semantics [3].

However, it was finally certain, that the full automatic
approach of the SPEM ontology was not possible. As we
have already mentioned, some elements are missing in the
SPEM UML Profile. Nevertheless, they are essential from
the ontology point of view. For example, a reason can be
to assert a common axiom to a parent element only once,
rather than multiple times to its all child elements. The
motive is to have as simplest definition of the ontology
as possible, because the more simple ontology the better
is its maintenance. Since the missing Method Content
Use stereotype is the key concept for realizing the sepa-
ration of processes from method content, it is mentioned
in the SPEM specifications and in our work very often.
Therefore it is very essential to have it in a SPEM ontol-
ogy also, because one of the main ontology purposes is to
define all essential concepts from a domain that an ontol-
ogy describes. Other problem we have addressed in the
SPEM UML Profile is that its XMI serialization does not
included the keywords of the stereotypes that are used
for a stereotype presentation. Since our objective is to
use the commonly accepted concrete notation for SPEM
elements, we found additional reason to abandon just au-
tomatic generation of a SPEM ontology.

4.2 Solution
Based on previous facts we have decided that our ap-
proach of a SPEM ontology creation will be semiauto-
matic. The automatic part was used to generate ontology
classes with their taxonomy. If the SPEM metaclass was
neither a relationship nor package, we have transformed it
to ontology as class. Such information was acquired from
the SPEM UML Profile, since every stereotype is defined
with a metaclass that it extends. Note that a package
metaclass element is transformed to an ontology since the
purpose of both concepts is to group elements into logi-
cal units [6]. So, we have generated full taxonomy of the
SPEM metamodel classes that constitute the SPEM on-
tology. Many of the OWL classes were initially abstract
metaclasses, thus not aimed for a SPEM model specifica-
tion, but they are essential for purposes of ontology, as we
have already mentioned. Several SPEM ontology classes
are depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Excerpt of the generated SPEM ontol-
ogy classes represented with the Ontology UML
Profile

The second step that had to be done was to create the
relationships, i.e. object properties, between the ontology
classes. Seeing that we have presented in previous that it
is impossible to obtain them automatically, we had to es-
tablish them manually. Keywords of stereotypes instead
of stereotypes names were used to create object proper-
ties. Additionally it was necessary to set their domains
and ranges, where we used the SPEM metamodel spec-
ification. Figure 3 presents an excerpt of created object
properties.

So, in the previous, we have presented the transformation
of the SPEM metaclasses and their relationships to the
SPEM Ontology. The created ontology provides the con-
cepts for a SPEM method ontology and also for a SPEM
process ontology. Thus we have transformed the Method
Content metamodel package together with Process with
Method metamodel package to the Semantic Web techni-
cal space.

The last metamodel package that had to be transformed
was the Method Plugin metamodel package. The SPEM
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Figure 3: Excerpt of the SPEM ontology object
properties represented with the Ontology UML
Profile

metamodel states, that a Method Plugin package contains
a Method Content package and the Process package. By
other words, a Method Plugin is a Package that repre-
sents a physical container for Content and Process Pack-
ages. It defines a granularity level for the modularization
and organization of method content and processes. A
Method Plugin can extend many other Method Plugins
and it can be extended by many Method Plugins. Like-
wise as a package from MDA is transformed to an on-
tology, the Containment or Import relation in the MDA
technical space can transformed to the Import relation in
the Semantic Web technical space.

Finally, we can evaluate our approach in short. Since we
have merged the SPEM metamodel to the SPEM UML
Profile, we have created an extended SPEM UML Pro-
file in matter of fact. Hence the mapping between the
created Extended UML Profile and UML Ontology Pro-
file was established; therefore the SPEM Ontology can be
represented with the Ontology UML Profile as it is shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. Since the hallmark work [9]
proposes the transformation of a MDA standard to the
Semantic Web technical space with a mapping between
UML Ontology Profile and an arbitrary UML Profile, we
conclude that we created the solution that is conformable
to this approach.

5. An Approach to Ontology Oriented SPEM
Models Validation

In order to enable a SPEM method content model and
a SPEM process model validation, we decided to create
reusable engine that will be the base engine for every
our further SPEM utilizations. Since the key models of
the SPEM are the method content model and the pro-
cess model, the engine should work with these models
inevitably. We have already presented the SPEM Ontol-
ogy creation in Section 4, thus only a transformation of
a SPEM method content model to a SPEM ontology and
a SPEM process model to a SPEM process ontology has

to be created. Consequently we have to present an OWL
DL based engine that can reason with all these three on-
tologies. To accomplish this task, we have a several pos-
sibilities which we discuss in following text.

The first possibility is to use a SPEM method ontology
and a SPEM process ontology as the instances of the
SPEM Ontology. The second possibility is to state a
SPEM method ontology as the specialization of the SPEM
Ontology and a SPEM process ontology as the instance of
a SPEM method ontology. Likewise as a method content
model is separated from its use in the process, the model
level is separated from its instance in this second possibil-
ity. Thus a software process is the instance of a software
method. Note that the Content Trace object property
is not necessary, because is replaced by the Instantia-
tion relation. The third possibility is to use a SPEM
method content as the instance of the SPEM Ontology,
and a SPEM process ontology as the instance of a SPEM
method ontology.

However, all of these three possibilities are technically cor-
rect, but all of them are unsuitable for purposes of this
work. The first problem is that we want to use OWL DL
reasoning, because this dialect of OWL retains computa-
tional completeness, i.e. all conclusions are guaranteed to
be computable and decidability, i.e. all computations will
finish in finite time [8]. Therefore the third possibility that
we have mentioned must be excluded in instant. But why
even the two others proposed possibilities are unsuitable?
The reason is because both of them do not count with real
individuals of a real development project. It is evident
that a requirement specifier is a real person, ”Samuel Fox”
for example, than the Role Use ”Requirements Specifier
Use”. By other words, an additional instance level for real
individuals is needed, but it will cause the unconformity
with the OWL DL reasoning again. To avoid this prob-
lem, we can state that a SPEM process model represents
the instance level, rather than class level. But even this
solution is insufficient. The first problem is that a SPEM
process model is not intended to represent concrete indi-
viduals, thus the change of the SPEM metamodel should
be made to redefine the SPEM process semantics in order
to use this solution. Additionally in a real project, con-
crete resources (e.g. ”Samuel Fox”) are assigned much lat-
ter than an appropriate SPEM process is selected. Hence
even this solution is unusable.

5.1 Solution
Based on previous facts we have realized we need a solu-
tion that addresses to all mentioned problems. Solution
must to enable to validate the SPEM Ontology, a SPEM
method ontology and a SPEM process ontology. It also
must be extendable with the individuals from real projects
(e.g. obtainable from a project plan) and finally, the so-
lution must be OWL DL conformable. An approach that
fulfills to all these requirements is that a SPEM method
ontology will be the specialization of the SPEM Ontol-
ogy and a SPEM process ontology will be the special-
ization of the SPEM Ontology either. Figure 4 depicts
the presented solution from the MDA and the Seman-
tic Web point of view. It shows the mapping between a
SPEM metamodel element and a SPEM ontology class,
between a SPEM method content model element and a
SPEM method ontology class and finally between a SPEM
method content use model element and a SPEM method
content use ontology class.
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Figure 4: Mapping between elements of SPEM in
MDA and SPEM in the Semantic Web in the con-
text of the Approach to SPEM Models Validation
with Ontology

Since we have resolved the problems that we have stated,
we can continue to define the engine for a SPEM model
validation. The engine should be usable for two scenarios,
a SPEM method content model validation and a SPEM
process model validation. To do so, the mandatory condi-
tion is to transform both models from the MDA technical
space to the Semantic Web technical space. This require-
ment is not hard to accomplish because an UML model
transformation even extended with arbitrary UML Profile
can be transformed to a XMI serialization [18].

All we need is to create a transformation from a serialized
SPEM method content model and from serialized SPEM
process model to the SPEM method ontology and SPEM
process ontology. Due to these requirements, we have cre-
ated XSL transformations SPEMMethodContent2OWL
and SPEMProcess2OWL. The former transforms
a method content model serialized in XMI to a SPEM
method ontology, and the latter transforms a SPEM pro-
cess model to a SPEM process ontology. Since we have
created the SPEM Ontology already, the OWL DL rea-
soning can be executed with an OWL DL reasoner. If the
reasoning process contains only the SPEM Ontology and
a SPEM method ontology, then the first SPEM model
validation scenario is accomplished, or if a SPEM process
ontology is additionally included, then the second SPEM
model validation scenario can be executed. If the reasoner
finds the inconsistency, its source should be removed. The
engine for a SPEM model validation is depicted in Figure
5.

6. Solution
Our approach of the ontology based project plan verifica-
tion fully reuses the previously presented ontology based
SPEM model validation. The main extension is that the
individuals from a project plan are also included for the

Figure 5: An approach to ontology oriented
SPEM models validation

reasoning process. A project planning system usually sup-
ports creation of a project plan using the breakdown el-
ements, such as phases, milestones, tasks, roles etc. The
purpose is to decompose them to the atomic elements
that can be executed by or assigned to a project mem-
ber. This is the reason, why the SPEM Method Con-
tent Use metaclasses are specialized from the Breakdown
metaclass. The child classes of the Method Content Use
metaclass are the Work Product Use, the Role Use and the
Task Use. Therefore the enactment of a project plan with
a SPEM process definition has to create the instantiation
relation between method content uses elements included
in a project plan and method content uses elements that
constitute a SPEM process ontology. Thus, our approach
is fully conformable with the SPEM architecture that ex-
plicitly states a process enactment with the project plan-
ning systems through the instantiation relation. From
the ontology point of view the elements obtained from a
project plan are the individuals of a SPEM process ontol-
ogy.

So, the previous engine for a SPEM model validation is
reused and simply extended with individuals, which can
be obtained from a project plan. Therefore the engine for
project plan verification includes several additions than
the engine for a SPEM model validation. First addition is
a XSL transformation MPP2OWL that generates SPEM
process instances that constitute project plan ontology
from a XML format of a project plan. Second addition is
the XSL transformation SPEMProcess2OWL that trans-
forms XML format of a project plan to a SPEM process
model. Note that this transformation could be bidirec-
tional, thus it is possible to generate project plan from
a SPEM process model also. Since the scope of SPEM
is purposely limited to the minimal elements necessary to
define any software and systems development process, the
SPEM metamodel does not include elements such as Iter-
ation, Phase etc. The reason is because not every software
development process needs to have iterations for example.
Therefore we had to extend the engine for a project plan
verification with the SPEM Base Plugin either. The en-
gine that supports the ontology based project generation
and verification is depicted in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: The engine for ontology based project
planning

7. An Approach to Software Project Enactment
with a Supplier

Our approach to software process enactment with a sup-
plier is based on OWL DL verification with a set of dif-
ferent method plugins, which represent different meth-
ods and processes of a company and its supplier. When
the result of the OWL DL verification is inconsistency,
it means that a project cannot be enacted with a sup-
plier and the source of inconsistency should be removed.
Therefore the necessary condition to use this method is to
have company’s and supplier’s software process specified
with SPEM models. Additionally, this approach can be
used to other scenario than the software project enact-
ment with a supplier that is the precise evaluation of the
relationships between standard software processes such
as RUP with Microsoft Solution Framework for example.
Even this is out of scope of this work we wanted to point
on it, since it is very interesting topic. The substantial
part of the engine for a project enactment with a supplier
is depicted in Figure 7.

The approach consists of several major steps. First it is
necessary to transform the both method plugins to the
ontologies. Since a Method Plugin is constituted with
a Method Content and a Process we can reuse our pre-
viously defined XSL transformations SPEMMethodCon-
tent2OWL and SPEMProcess2OWL to create desired on-
tologies. A method plugin 1, i.e. company’s method plu-
gin is transformed to a SPEM method content ontology 1
and a SPEM process ontology 1, whereas a method plugin
2, i.e. supplier’s method plugin is transformed to a SPEM
method content ontology 2 and a SPEM process ontology
2. Second it is necessary to create mapping [8] between
the elements of these ontologies, because some of them
are usually related. To create mapping, the relationships
such as sameClassAs, subClassOf, isEquivalentWith, sub-
PropertyOf or samePropertyAs can be used. Finally, the
OWL DL validation is executed to verify consistency be-
tween the both method plugins.

Figure 7: The engine for software project enact-
ment with a supplier

8. Implementation
We have used the Protégé [30], a free open source ontol-
ogy editor and knowledge-base framework with the Pel-
let[33], an open source OWL DL reasoner that support
standard reasoning capabilities such as the consistency
reasoning, satisfiability verification, classification and ver-
ification. These capabilities were necessary for our ap-
proaches implementation which we have created. The
consistency reasoning was used to verify whether the on-
tologies used in our approaches are consistent or not. The
concept satisfiability was helpful to ensure that created
SPEM content or process model can be really used. See-
ing that the unsatisfied classes cannot have individuals, it
means that a reality based on a SPEM model cannot ex-
ist. The classification was also very important because an
ontology class must to adhere to all axioms stated with its
superclasses. Finally either the realization was necessary,
due to ensure that an individual adheres to all axioms
stated with its all classifiers on the one hand, and that an
individual has inferred just its desired classifiers on the
other hand.

9. Conclusion
The state of art presented in this thesis was divided to
the three major groups. The works that concern with on-
tologies in software engineering in general constitute the
first group. The works that concern with the usability of
ontologies in the MDA technical space constitute second
group. Finally, the works that are closest to our work,
which focus on the utilization of ontologies for SPEM
constitute third group. Hence the evaluation of the the-
sis’ contributions is primarily focused against this group.
When we compare our work with these works, we con-
clude that we have created

(a) the more comprehensive analysis of the SPEM meta-
model and the SPEM UML Profile in order to create
a SPEM ontology than every mentioned work
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(b) the more accurate ontology architecture for SPEM
with respect to the actual SPEM metamodel than
every mentioned works

(c) the additional ontology based approach to SPEM
model validation with implementation

(d) the more accurate ontology based approach to a
project plan verification with implementation than
the first and third work

(e) the additional ontology based approach to software
project enactment with a supplier with implemen-
tation

Explanation:

• The reason of (a) is because the second and the
third work did not analyze the SPEM metamodel
with concern of creating an ontology of SPEM as
comprehensive as we did. The second paper depicts
just an excerpt of the SPEM metamodel and con-
cludes that ”the most SPEM terms can be directly
translated into OWL”. Third paper does not dis-
cuss SPEM metamodel at all. First work has that
intention, but unfortunately the paper is outdated
and concerns with the SPEM metamodel version
1.1, that did not support the separation of method
content from process; and on the contrary, the pa-
pers proposes transformation of SPEM metamodel
constraints in OCL to the ontology, but the actual
SPEM metamodel does not support OCL anymore

• The (b) is implied from (a)

• None of the works have presented an approach to
neither a SPEM method model nor a SPEM process
verification with a SPEM ontology, hence the (c) is
true

• Just the second approach has concerned with the
project plan verification with a SPEM ontology.
Even (a, b, c, e) are true we cannot to say that
our approach of project plan verification is more ac-
curate (with respect of SPEM metamodel), rather
is more comprehensive. If we focus only on the sub-
stantive part of the approach, the second work uses
instantiation relation between project plan and a
SPEM process either, thus it conforms to the project
plan enactment with a SPEM process as it SPEM
defines. Moreover, the approach proposes use of
SWRL that add rules to the reasoning process. Thus
we conclude that the approach proposes reasoning
with advanced expressiveness.

• None of the presented works have concerned with
the reasoning of more method contents or processes,
thus (e) is true either
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Abstract
System-on-chip is an integrated circuit comprising of nu-
merous functional cores which can be of various types.
Testing of such diverse circuit is very complex problem.
Test access to digital cores is ensured by core wrapper ar-
chitectures. The paper presents two novel contributions
to core test wrappers: (1) the set of optimization tech-
niques for parallel interface to provide faster test applica-
tion and (2) effective method of delay fault test generation
requiring only the simple test wrapper architecture.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.7.3 [Reliability and Testing]: Test generation

Keywords
system-on-chip, test wrapper architectures, test genera-
tion, delay test, skewed-load test

1. Introduction
Integrated circuits technologies are very fast growing in-
dustry. According to expert studies the number of tran-
sistors integrated on a single chip is growing every year
rapidly [3]. The number of functional blocks that can
be implemented on a chip is increasing as well. Such
whole systems integrated on chip (SoC — System-on-
Chip) contain different types of memories and functional
blocks (cores), which are mostly provided by different ven-
dors/designers. The most currently used technology in
practice is CMOS [3]. The nanometers technology struc-
tures are nowadays supplied with low power. Therefore, a
voltage difference between logic values decreases rapidly,
new defects appear, and the total yield is reducing in the
device production.
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Testing of integrated circuits has always been a very im-
portant area of applied informatics [8]. Role of testing is
to increase the production yield and also to ensure a sat-
isfactory lifetime of integrated circuits. Testing of digital
circuits in the past was focused on methods and efficient
test generation algorithms, later on automatic testing of
digital circuit (e.g. BIST — Build-in Self Test) and de-
sign of easy-testable sequential circuits using various scan
methods. However, with the SoC platform increase new
problems need to be solved.

Testing of a complex SoC system with different and of-
ten deeply embedded logic cores and memories faces new
test requirements. The embedded cores are not acces-
sible from primary ports, and therefore design methods
were developed to improve their testability [8]. The con-
ceptual architecture for the core test distinguishes three
basic elements [24]:

• Test pattern source and sink — a test pattern source
generates test vectors and a sink stores and/or eval-
uates core responses.

• Test access mechanism (TAM) — on-chip test data
transportation from a source to a core and from a
core to a sink.

• Core test wrapper — provides controllability and
observability of the core inputs/outputs and ensures
the switching capability between the core and its
various TAMs.

Core test wrappers are mostly designed in accordance
with one of two IEEE standards: IEEE 1149.1 — Test Ac-
cess Port and Boundary-Scan Architecture [1] and IEEE
1500 — Testability Method for Embedded Core-Based In-
tegrated Circuits [2].

IEEE 1149.1 standard (known as JTAG) was developed
for testing circuit boards using boundary scan. For its ver-
satility and certain similarity between the board testing
and SoC testing it is also used as the core test wrapper.
IEEE 1500 standard test wrapper additionally offers op-
tional parallel test access and simple non-state-machine
control in comparison with IEEE 1149.1 standard from
design view.

Beside the growing test complexity, new defects appear in
latest technologies, which manifest as increased delay. If
the delay is relatively small, under certain circumstances
it may not occur in functional mode at all. However,
even such small defects may cause failures later in the
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functional lifetime. Therefore, digital circuits need to be
tested also for delay faults.

Several models for delay faults have been proposed to
model the different types of delay faults and based on
different testing approaches. Generation and application
of tests for delay fault models become a standard part of
the testing procedures of digital circuits. But the gener-
ation and application of such tests for cores embedded in
SoC is not a trivial problem [8].

The contribution of this thesis is improvement of the test
quality of digital cores embedded in SoC with application
of test vectors through the standard testability architec-
tures. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Mo-
tivation is presented in Section 2 and main objectives in
Section 3. Section 4 describes proposed optimization tech-
niques for parallel interface. Section 5 describes proposed
method for delay fault test generation aimed at embedded
cores. The paper is concluded by experimental results.

2. Motivation
The aim of the thesis was to improve the quality of test-
ing of digital cores surrounded with test wrapper (1) by
optimizing the parallel interface for faster test application
and (2) by effective method of delay fault test generation
requiring only the simple test wrapper architecture.

2.1 Test wrapper optimization
The size of cores embedded into SoC is growing, which
results in long test sequences with long application time.
Therefore, a parallel test access became a very popu-
lar test application feature. It increases the test data
throughput and decreases the test application time. But
these advantages are not provided automatically. When
the width of the parallel TAM is not equal to the core ter-
minals number the test wrapper may need to perform a
test width adaptation. All test scan elements (input, out-
put scan cells and internal scan chains) should be formed
into the parallel scan lines of which the number is equal
to the TAM width. The parallel scan lines should be bal-
anced [9] for one of several parameters — length of lines,
scan-in time and scan-out time for different test types.
The proper optimization for the desired parameter has to
be done.

2.2 Delay fault test generation method
Embedded digital blocks and their interconnections have
to be verified by at-speed testing to satisfy the quality and
reliability of nowadays SoCs. Once a chip is fabricated,
it must be tested for pre-specified clock frequency and
therefore testing has to also cover speed related faults.

Many delay fault models and related test generation tech-
niques have been defined and used in digital circuits [10,
17,18]. The common feature of the most delay fault mod-
els is that test is composed of vector-pairs < v1, v2 >,
where v1 is the initialization vector and v2 is the exci-
tation vector for delay fault detection. The basic delay
fault models are: transition fault, gate delay fault and
path delay fault. The transition and the path delay fault
models are the most frequently applied ones for combi-
national and scan-based sequential circuits. Several new
models [14, 16] have been developed to use or combine
some of the positive features of the basic models.

The scan chain design is the most frequently used method

to increase testability of deeply embedded cores in SoC.
However, using the scan-based test architectures in vector-
pair testing is not a trivial problem. Test generation al-
gorithms for combinational and scan-based synchronous
circuits are well known while application techniques of
tests through test wrappers are still under development.

Three basic approaches should be considered for vector-
pair test application through a core’s internal scan chains:
skewed-load test [19], broadside test [20] and enhanced
scan test. Skewed-load and broad side tests use scan chain
composed of simple scan cells (one memory element per
one cell). The first vector of vector-pair is shifted in like
a standard test vector. Difference between these two test
approaches lies in the way how to produce the second
vector. Broadside test uses circuit’s response and skewed-
load test uses one additional shift to produce the desired
excitation vector. On the other hand, enhanced scan test
uses enhanced scan cells (two memory elements per one
cell). The test architecture is much larger in compari-
son with simple scan chains but its advantage is in the
capability of arbitrary vector-pairs application.

The enhanced scan cell is also used in test wrapper design
to provide vector-pair test. Several approaches [21–23]
deal with vector-pair application differently but none of
them uses simple boundary scan chain without assistance
of surrounding cores.

3. Objectives
The thesis objectives for embedded digital cores testing
optimized for test application time and minimal test area
in SoCs using the test wrapper architectures are:

• Development of optimization methods for the paral-
lel test wrapper interface allowing the arrangement
of scan cells and internal scan chains based on the
following criteria:

– effective application of test vectors for the core
internal test,

– effective application of test vectors for the core
external test,

– and the balance of the total length of parallel
lines.

• Development of a test generation method for de-
lay faults with primary application to test wrappers
comprising simple boundary scan chains. The gen-
erated test must be applicable to the core without
any assistance of neighboring test wrappers.

• Development of a methodology for the universal ap-
plication of the test generation method for delay
faults in a variety of test wrapper architectures.

4. New test wrapper optimization tech-
niques

The set of single optimization techniques [4] and one re-
configurable technique were developed for parallel scan
lines optimization. Subsection 4.1 describes the single
optimization techniques, Subsection 4.2 describes the re-
configurable technique, and experimental results are pre-
sented in Subsection 4.3.
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4.1 Single optimization techniques
Four optimization techniques have been developed for the
parallel scan lines ordering [4]. Each technique can be ap-
plied on the core with the parallel interface and is targeted
to internal (INTEST) or external (EXTEST) testing. The
first technique is targeted to cores in which mainly the in-
ternal structure is tested. It means INTEST application
time (scan-in time) and reading responses time (scan-out
time) are optimized. When INTEST is performed, the
test vectors are applied into input scan cells and inter-
nal scan chains. Therefore, input cells have to be or-
dered to the beginning of the parallel scan lines for scan-
in time minimization. For scan-out time minimization,
output cells are ordered at the end of the parallel scan
lines. The internal scan chains are used with scan-in and
scan-out procedures as well. The optimization technique
distributes the scan cells and the internal scan chains to
create balanced parallel lines for scan-in time and scan-
out time.

The second technique is targeted to a core used for test-
ing of surrounding cores. The core provides external test
(EXTEST). In this case the test vectors are applied into
core outputs and the responses are captured in core in-
puts. Therefore, the scan objects order is proposed in the
following scheme: output scan cells, internal scan chains,
input scan cells. The optimization is performed for bal-
ancing scan-in time and scan-out time of EXTEST.

The other two techniques are targeted to balance not
scan-in time and scan-out time but the lengths of the par-
allel lines. One technique uses the scan object ordering
for the internal and the other one for the external test.

Comparison of single optimization techniques showed ad-
vantages of each technique. If the parallel access is opti-
mized for one test type, the application of this test type is
very efficient. If a core has no preferred test type the best
choice is to select one of the techniques for the lengths of
the parallel lines. However, these two techniques form a
compromise and the scan-in time and the scan-out time
for both test types are longer than the times for optimiza-
tion for one test type. This was the main reason for devel-
opment of the reconfigurable optimization technique using
advantages of the two single optimization techniques.

4.2 Reconfigurable optimization technique
The reconfigurable optimization technique combines the
best scan-in time and scan-out time for both INTEST
and EXTEST in one test wrapper. It uses single opti-
mization techniques for INTEST and EXTEST simulta-
neously. The wrapper is constructed as a reconfigurable
architecture where the ordering in the parallel lines de-
pends on the test type.

The technique firstly arranges the parallel lines optimized
for INTEST. In the beginning of the lines, there are in-
put scan cells, then internal scan chains, and output scan
cells. All parallel lines are balanced for scan-in time and
scan-out time for INTEST. The EXTEST optimization
is slightly different from the single optimization for EX-
TEST. In the reconfigurable architecture it is not required
to connect internal scan chains in configuration for the
external test. They are used only for the internal test.
Therefore, the EXTEST ordering redistributes the input
scan cells as well as the output scan cells in all parallel
lines evenly. When Φi is the number of input scan cells

and k the number of parallel lines, one line in EXTEST
configuration contains n input cells where n = Φi/k.
In this configuration maximal difference between parallel
lines lengths is 1 bit (when k is not integer divisor of Φi).

The difference between the two scan configurations lies
not only in ordering (input cells are ordered first in paral-
lel lines for INTEST but at the end of lines for EXTEST)
but also in the numbers of scan cells and internal chains
in lines. Switching between two configurations is provided
by several multiplexers. The simplest way how to recon-
figure is to add one additional multiplexer into each scan
cell. This solution enlarges the test area in the SoC and
therefore is not satisfactory. The proposed reconfigurable
technique minimizes the number of multiplexers. In vari-
ous test wrappers for various cores the number of multi-
plexers is different. The main idea is to find the longest
chains of scan cells of one type. These chains are defined
on the basis of both parallel line configurations. Then one
multiplexer serves one chain.

An example of the reconfigurable architecture generated
by the proposed technique is shown in Figure 1. The
small blocks in the figure represent chains of input scan
cells (pale blocks), output scan cells (black blocks), and
internal scan chains. The written numbers stand for the
number of scan cells of one chain. One multiplexer is con-
nected before each block of scan cells. Configuration for
the internal test (Figure 1a) is used during WP INTEST
instruction execution. Figure 1b shows configuration for
the external test where the internal scan chains are not
connected. The number of multiplexers in presented ex-
ample is 13 instead of 85 (one multiplexer for each scan
cell).

When the test wrapper with the parallel test interface is
designed in accordance with IEEE 1500 standard the in-
struction set has to contain WP PRELOAD instruction.
The reconfigurable wrapper architecture has two configu-
rations of parallel lines therefore new instruction has to be
added. WP PRELOAD instruction uses configuration for
the internal test and new WP PRELOAD E instruction
uses second configuration for the external test.

4.3 Experimental results
The reconfigurable optimization technique is intended to
reduce scan-in time and scan-out time for internal and
external tests in one test wrapper. Table 1 shows several
parameters of the single technique for EXTEST (columns
2 to 7) and of the reconfigurable technique (last four
columns) for different width of the parallel interface. The
first column shows suggested widths of the parallel inter-
face (it is also the number of parallel lines). Next two
columns show the maximal and minimal length of paral-
lel lines. The experiments shown in Table 1 have been
made for a core with 33 input bits, 16 output bits, and 4
internal scan chains (with chains lengths: 16, 12, 8, and
6 bits). Scan-in and scan-out parameters for EXTEST
are the same for both techniques for all widths of the
parallel interface. But the reconfigurable technique gives
better times for INTEST (scan-in and scan-out columns
for INTEST) in comparison with the single optimization
technique for EXTEST (scan-in and scan-out columns for
INTEST).

Table 2 shows the area overhead comparison for several
cores [6]. The gates numbers of the standard test wrap-
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Figure 1: Reconfigurable wrapper architecture. Configuration for a) INTEST and b) EXTEST.

Table 1: Parameters of single optimization technique for EXTEST and reconfigurable optimization tech-
nique

Optimization technique for external test Reconfigurable optimization technique
INTEST EXTEST INTEST EXTEST

width max min scan-in scan-out scan-in scan-out scan-in scan-out scan-in scan-out
2 46 45 46 46 8 17 38 29 8 17
3 32 29 32 32 6 11 25 20 6 11
4 28 12 28 28 4 9 19 16 4 9
5 25 10 25 25 4 7 16 16 4 7
6 24 8 24 24 3 6 16 16 3 6
7 23 7 23 23 3 5 16 16 3 5
8 22 6 22 22 2 5 16 16 2 5
9 21 5 21 21 2 4 16 16 2 4

10 20 5 20 20 2 4 16 16 2 4
11 20 4 20 20 2 3 16 16 2 3
12 20 4 20 20 2 3 16 16 2 3
13 19 3 19 19 2 3 16 16 2 3
14 19 3 19 19 2 3 16 16 2 3
15 19 3 19 19 2 3 16 16 2 3

pers without parallel interface are in the second row of
table. The third row gives the numbers of gates of the
test wrappers with 3-bit parallel interface. The area over-
heads comparisons with standard test wrappers from the
second row are shown in the fourth row. The areas of the
reconfigurable test wrappers generated by the proposed
technique are in the fifth row and the comparison with
the standard wrapper in the last row. For all cores the
area overhead of the reconfigurable test wrappers is less
than 1% of the standard test wrapper area with the serial
interface only.

5. New delay fault test generation method
The new method was developed for delay fault test gen-
eration aimed at embedded cores. The proposed method
is designated for transition faults test generation with
primary application through simple boundary scan chain
(one memory element per one scan cell). Simple boundary

Table 2: Area overhead comparison
core is35938 is35933 iid3s32 iigost32
standard wrapper

115 022 102 504 61 638 58 295
w/o parallel
interface
(no. of gates)
wrapper with 3-bit

115 390 102 801 61 748 58 410parallel interface
(no. of gates)
area overhead (%) 0,32% 0,29% 0,18% 0,20%
reconf. wrapper

115 758 103 026 61 919 58 512
with 3-bit parallel
interface
(no. of gates)
area overhead (%) 0,64% 0,51% 0,46% 0,37%
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scan chain occupies smaller area than enhanced bound-
ary scan chain but for its simpler construction it is not
suitable for ordinary delay fault test. Therefore, it was
necessary to propose a method to generate tests for de-
lay faults applicable through simple boundary scan chain.
The method is based on skewed-load test (launch-on-shift
test) for the internal scan chains and the basic principle
is characterized by Strategy 1.

Strategy 1. A vector-pair to detect transition faults
is applied through a simple scan chain as a one bit se-
quence, where an excitation vector is created by one bit
shift of an initialization vector.

The basic requirements of the proposed method for the
optimal test length of generated test for transition faults
were (1) test application via a simple scan chain without
the use of neighboring test cores (Strategy 1), and (2) the
minimal test application time. The second strategy was
formulated to minimize test application time.

Strategy 2. The vector-pairs diagnosing the transi-
tion faults create one sequence of binary values in which
each vector-pair corresponds to the strategy 1 and also two
consecutive vector-pairs are generated by one or more bit
shifts.

5.1 Basic principles of the proposed method
The transition fault test consists of vector-pairs where one
vector-pair covers one or more transition faults. The ex-
citation vector of vector-pair is actually a stuck-at test
vector according to basic principle of delay fault test. For
this reason, the majority of existing automatic test gen-
erator for transition faults is based on test vectors for
stuck-at-0 and stuck-at-1 faults.

The bit sequence formed by the random or pseudo-random
vectors corresponds to Strategy 1 and 2. The length of
this type of bit sequence is very long, which leads to intol-
erable increase of test application time for larger circuits.
This solution also needs use of a fault simulator to deter-
mine the fault coverage.

The proposed method for generating a bit sequence is
based on deterministic tests and thus it generates a de-
terministic test sequence for transition faults. However,
it is not possible to use standard tests for stuck-at faults
like it is used in other test generators for delay faults [7,
11, 12, 15]. Existing stuck-at tests are optimized mostly
for a minimal number of test vectors. For that reason se-
lection of appropriate vectors for transition fault test in
accordance to Strategy 1 and 2 is very limited due shift
dependency. Therefore, the proposed method uses modi-
fied stuck-at tests, which consists of sets of test vectors for
every detectable stuck-at fault. This approach increased
the probability of delay fault test generation for test Strat-
egy 1 and 2, and also the overall coverage of delay faults.

The initialization and excitation vectors can be merged
into one bit sequence if the corresponding bits are identi-
cal, or at least one of them is undefined. This condition
is known as vector consistency and the bit sequence is
referred to as m-vector.

Definition 1. Let v1 denote the initialization vector
and v2 the excitation vector in the circuit with N inputs

Table 3: Allowed bit combination for defining m-
vector

v1i v2i−1 mi

0 0 0
0 X 0
X 0 0
1 1 1
1 X 1
X 1 1
X X X

then m = (m1, m2, . . . mN+1) with m1 = v11, mN+1 =
v2N is m-vector only if mi for i = 2, 3, . . . N is determined
by one of the possibilities from the table 3.

M-vector is the bit sequence N + 1 bits long, where exci-
tation vector (v2) is generated by one shift operation of
the initialization vector (v1).

To find an appropriate initialization vector, the proposed
method uses a set of excitation vectors for the second type
of transition fault on the same wire. The set of excitation
vectors does not cover whole set of initialization vectors
for second transition fault on the same wire. Therefore,
the proposed method includes simulator of initialization
values. It performs two basic operations:

1. In the case that no vector from the set is suitable
for m-vector creation the simulator is used to find a
suitable initialization vector.

2. If there is a vector from the set, which is also an ini-
tialization vector for opposite transition fault, the
simulator finds its minimal form (vector bits, which
initially provide test value propagation to outputs
are replaced by undefined values) and thus also pro-
vides a minimal form of m-vector.

One of the proposed method requirements is the shortest
test application of the generated test sequence which is
achieved only by a short generated test sequence. The
length of the sequence is determined by two factors: (1)
number of m-vectors in the sequence, and (2) capability
to cover more transition faults by one m-vector.

The proposed method generates more m-vectors for each
transition fault. Set of m-vectors for each transition fault
is searched to find minimal number of m-vectors, which
would cover all faults in the core. Searching the set of
m-vectors starts with singular m-vectors.

Definition 2. M-vector is known as singular m-vector
only if none of others m-vectors can diagnose the transi-
tion fault.

Singular m-vector covers the transition fault as only one;
therefore it must be certainly included in the generated
test sequence. Application of initialization vector and
excitation vector consequently creates a partial sensitive
path in the core. The sensitive path is created between
the primary inputs and wire where the transition fault is
tested. M-vector may also cover other transition faults
which occur on the sensitive path.
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Definition 3. Let ms ∈ S is singular m-vector and
mf ∈ Mf is m-vector covering the transition fault f , if for
all vector bits is (msi = 0∧mfi ̸= 1)∨(msi = 1∧mfi ̸= 0)
for i = 1, 2, . . . N , then it is considered that m-vector mf

overlaps m-vector ms.

If the set Mf contains only one m-vector, which can over-
lap one singular m-vector, this overlap is performed. If
the set Mf contains more vectors, which can overlap the
same singular m-vector the selection of the best one is
performed in several steps. The number of replaced un-
defined bits in the singular m-vector is considered and
also overlapping m-vectors for fault f are compared with
overlapping m-vectors of other faults.

If the set Mf contains no m-vector, which overlaps any
singular m-vector, it is necessary to choose the represent-
ing m-vector of the set Mf . The selection of the best
m-vectors for transition faults without any overlap on sin-
gulars m-vectors is made with the constraint to find the
minimal number of m-vectors, which would cover all re-
maining faults.

The proposed method generates minimized set of m-vec-
tors, which covers all diagnosable transition faults in the
core under test. The set can be formed into one of three
test types. Each type is applicable to various types of test
wrapper architectures.

6. Experimental results
The proposed method for delay test generation was val-
idated with numerous experiments. Test pattern gener-
ator Atalanta [13] was used to generate excitation vec-
tors. This stuck-at fault generator provides generation
of multiple test vectors for every fault. This feature was
mandatory, since the proposed method is based on it.

Experiments were performed using combinational bench-
mark circuits ISCAS’85 and sequential benchmark cir-
cuits ISCAS’89 with internal scan chains. Two param-
eters were observed: transition fault coverage and test
application time. Table 4 shows results for minimal test
sequence on selected circuits. The minimal test sequence
is aimed for wrapper containing simple boundary scan
chains (tables with all results are placed in the thesis).
For every circuit Table 4 depicts the number of m-vectors
needed for transition fault test and the bit length of gener-
ated test sequence. Average distance represents the aver-
age distance of two consequent m-vectors in the generated
bit order. For example, the average distance for circuit
s510 is 7 bits. It means the new m-vector starts every 7th

bit in average. The length of m-vectors, which is N + 1,
has also influence on average distance. The length of m-
vectors for circuit s510 is 26 bits, thus one bit is in 4
m-vectors in average. Ideal case is when the distance is 1.
In that case every m-vector is only one bit shift distant
from previous one. In that case excitation vector of first
m-vector is also initialization vector of second m-vector.

Last column of Table 4 shows compress ratio defined by
the equation (L−Lo)/L, where Lo is length of generated
test and L = number of m − vectors ∗ (N + 1). Table 4
also shows transition fault coverage. The average coverage
for all shown circuits is 83.4%. All tests were generated
with default ordering of core inputs. The test coverage

depends also on the shift dependency; therefore it can be
improved by inputs reordering.

7. Conclusions
The aim of the thesis was to improve the quality of test-
ing of digital cores surrounded with test wrapper (1) by
optimizing the parallel interface for faster test application
and (2) by effective method of delay fault test generation
requiring only the simple test wrapper architecture.

The developed optimization methods of the parallel in-
terface generate parallel scan lines based on four criteria
for different types of the applied test. The use of this
method in the design process of test wrapper offers effec-
tive utilization of the whole width of the parallel interface.
For more effective test application the reconfigurable test
wrapper architecture was also developed; this architecture
benefits from the simultaneous use of two optimization
criteria without significant area increase. The developed
optimization methods were implemented into a software
tool for automatic generation of wrapper structures [5].

Another result of the thesis is the new test generation
method for one delay fault model — for transition faults.
The developed method is based on skewed-load test and
it eliminates the disadvantage of fast scan enable signal.
The generated delay fault test can be applied through test
wrapper with only simple boundary scan chain; this elim-
inates the necessity to use the extended boundary scan
chain for the application of delay fault test. The method
generates three types of tests, for which the methodology
of their application for different test wrapper architectures
was designed; by this the method gained on universality.

The effectiveness of the developed method for transition
delay test generation was verified on the selected set of
combinational and sequential circuits. The experiments
show significant reduction of test vector application time
for delay faults in comparison with other recently pub-
lished transition test methods for embedded digital cores.
The generated tests require only simple test wrapper ar-
chitecture for the delay fault test.
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Abstract
System level diagnostics is targeted to complex computer
systems. The basis of this diagnostics is defined by formal
diagnostic models. The paper presents diagnostic process
over the symmetric diagnostics model. A new Boolean
syndrome decoding algorithms have been developed and
implemented for the one-step diagnostics of t-diagnosable
regular systems over this model. New Boolean expres-
sions for the system model were defined for regular sys-
tems based on simplification of test syndrome decoding.
The developed algorithms were tested on several examples
of computer architectures and the results were compared
with existing and published another syndrome decoding
algorithms. The presented algorithms consume less time
for larger computer systems in comparison with current
algorithms.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
B.8.1 [Reliability, Testing, and Fault-Tolerance]: Sys-
tem diagnostics

Keywords
t-diagnosable system, PMC model, one-step diagnostics,
system level diagnostics

1. Introduction
At the present time system diagnostics is one of the im-
portant testing topics targeted to large computer systems.
Typical representatives of such systems are the large scale
distributed computer systems and loosely coupled multi-
processor and multicomputer systems. Each unit - a pro-
cessor of the system is a complex device and therefore it
is a source of defects due to manufacturing, environment
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conditions, life time, etc. Testing and diagnostics of pos-
sible faults in such systems is solved at the system level.
The main objective of the system level diagnostics is the
identification of unit’s state (faulty or fault-free states).
The system-level diagnostics concept was introduced by
Preparata, Metze and Chien [1]. The links among pro-
cessors can be used also for testing connected other pro-
cessors, later named also as diagnostic links. A system
graph model called PMC model was defined for systems
which can be decomposed into units (processors) that are
capable of testing each other. The goal is to identify the
set of faulty processors in the system based on a given
collection of test outcomes produced by the system units.

In general, let us assume that a system S consists of com-
plex blocks (units) u0, u1, ..., uN−1, where N is the num-
ber of system units. It is supposed that self-testing of
each system unit uj (tested unit) is initialized by linked
adjacent unit ui (testing unit). When a self-test is com-
pleted, the tested unit uj provides test results to testing
unit ui. Each system unit can be faulty or fault-free,
and it is assumed that this state does not change dur-
ing the diagnostic process. The testing unit can produce
correct or incorrect test result, independent of the state
of the tested unit. The set of all testing process results,
called a syndrome [12], consists of the binary outcomes
related to state of each tested unit in the system. Deter-
mining the status of the system units from the syndrome
is known as the syndrome decoding process. Some diag-
nosis algorithms have been developed for identification of
actual states of all system units. The main difficulty of
the syndrome decoding process is the fact that any unit
in the system can be in a faulty state. Subsequently, such
unit may generate a correct or incorrect test result irres-
pectively of the actual state of the tested unit.

If states of all system units are identified in a single step
of the syndrome decoding process, the system is referred
to as one-step diagnosable system. One-step diagnostics
can be done only if the number of faulty units is not above
the parameter t defined by the expression: N > 2.t + 1,
where N is the number of units in t-testable system and
t is the threshold of the number of faults. If each system
unit is tested by t other units then the system is called
t-diagnosable system [9].

Some modifications of the PMC model were defined, e.g.
Boolean formalization [8], extended properties of model
in regular computer structures [2], asymmetric extension
of BGM model [16].
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The thesis was targeted to simplify and minimalize time
dependency of the syndrome decoding process performed
by algorithms based on Boolean formalization in selected
computer structures. The paper is organized as follows.
The next section (Section 2) describes a small background
to the basic of the PMC model and the Boolean repre-
sentation of the testing status. Section 3 describes mo-
tivation and objectives of the thesis and Section 4 and
Section 5 present main contributions to the system level
diagnostics for selected types computer structures. The
last section (Section 6) concludes the paper.

2. The PMC model
The first diagnostics model is the PMC model with sym-
metric test results evaluation. It assumes that a test per-
formed by a fault-free unit is reliable and that performed
by a faulty unit is completely unreliable [6]. Then diag-
nosed system can be represented by an oriented system
graph G = (U, E), where a set of nodes N represents sys-
tem units and a set of edges E represents the test relations
between system units. The edge orientation is based on
unit types (testing or tested unit). The edge (ui, uj) ∈ E
exists if and only if units ui and uj are interconnected
and unit uj (tested unit) is tested by unit ui (testing
unit) with binary outcome γij . This outcome represents
the state of unit uj without knowledge of unit ui state.
The outcome value γij depends on evaluation by testing
unit ui (γij = 0 for fault-free state and γij = 1 for faulty
state). Results from all tested units are constituted into
one binary sequence called test syndrome or simple syn-
drome, later marked σ [12].

In the system level diagnostics, the output of each dia-
gnostic algorithm under the PMC model is a division of
the system unit set N into subset Uf containing units
declared as faulty, subset K of units declared as fault-
free and subset S of suspect units (units with unidentified
status) [7]. Effectiveness of diagnostic methods depends
on correctness and completeness of the used algorithm for
identifying faulty units from syndrome σ. The diagnostics
is referred to as correct if the diagnosed status of each
unit corresponds to its actual status. The diagnostics is
complete if all units are classified as fault-free or faulty
and subset S is empty [8].

2.1 Boolean expressions for faulty units diagnostics
The PMC model was extended by other Boolean varia-
bles and expressions for identifying faulty units in t-diag-
nosable system. One general deterministic algorithm was
developed over the extended PMC model. Thus the PMC
model was enriched by evaluation of each vertex of the
system graph by one binary variable which gains the value
0 or 1 [8].

Let the PMC model be represented by system graph G =
(U, E), where U = u0, u1, ..., uN−1 and edge (ui, uj) ∈
E exists if and only if unit ui is tested by unit uj with
binary outcome γij . Each edge in G is evaluated by one
syndrome outcome γij and each tested unit uj is evalua-
ted by one binary variable xj . The variable added to each
unit in graph G expresses its state in dependence on the
status of both tested and testing units. Let xi and xj

be variables added to arbitrary system unit ui and uj ,
ui, uj ∈ U, (ui, uj) ∈ E, then for the received syndrome
element γij the expressions 1 - 4 can be defined (the ope-
rator ¬ means logical negation of a variable, the ”.” and

”+” symbols represent the logical operations AND, OR).

¬xi . ¬xj → ¬γij (1)

¬xi . xj → γij (2)

xi . ¬xj → ¬γij + γij (3)

xi . xj → γij + γij (4)

Thereafter the problem of finding the logical values xi, i =
0, 1, ..., N − 1, which compose the Boolean vector R =
(xi) is transformed into Boolean expression solving. The
Boolean expressions 1 - 4 can be simplified to 5 and 6 de-
scribing the relationship between the states of the testing
unit ui and of the tested unit uj (faulty or fault-free).

xi + xj + ¬γij (5)

xi + ¬xj + γij (6)

The solution process is based on the transformation of
the binary outcomes of syndrome σ into the Boolean ex-
pression in the normal conjunctive form (NCF). The basic
totals correspond to each outcome γij , (ui, uj) ∈ E, i, j ∈
0, 1, ..., N − 1 and they are defined by 7.

xi + xj ⇐⇒ γij = 1 , xi + ¬xj ⇐⇒ γij = 0 (7)

The expression 7 presents the situation where the tested
unit or the testing unit or both may be faulty. The defined
Boolean expressions can be assigned to each interconnec-
tion in the system graph. The Boolean expressions of the
whole system can be rewritten into the NCF form and
assigned to each syndrome of the tested system. Then,
the syndrome decoding process is based on solving the
Boolean function 8, where #E is the number of edges.

∏

0≤k<#E

Bk = 1, where (8)

Bk = (xi + xj) ⇐⇒ γij = 1

Bk = (xi + ¬xj) ⇐⇒ γij = 0

For the diagnostics of faulty or fault-free units in sys-
tem under the presented extension of the PMC model
consists of finding the combination of logical values as-
signed to Boolean vector R = (xi), i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1 for
which Boolean function B = 1. Then algorithm, named
SYDEB (SYndrome DEcoding based on Boolean function
solution), consists of the following steps [13]:

1. Generation of function B from actual syndrome σ.

2. Generation of all combinations of the Boolean varia-
bles for the solved function B.

3. Exclusion of all the generated combinations for which
B ̸= 1.

4. If only one Boolean vector R = (x0, x1, ..., xN−1)
remains as the solution of B = 1, then the state of
all units in the system can be identified in one step.

5. If more than one combination of logical values re-
mains, the identification of faulty units is executed
sequentially.

Complexity of SYDEB is O(2N ) due to the generation
of all combinations of the Boolean variables in vector R.
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This means that its usage is appropriate just in systems
with approximately tens of processing units only [3]. In
extension of the listed approach by a selective choice of
the input set according to the property of the PMC model

is reduced to the value O

(
N

t

)
[3].

3. Motivation and Objectives
The complexity of the syndrome decoding algorithm SY-
DEB can be modified for some selected system structures
with effective applications in system level diagnostics, e.g.
for regular structures. The complexity of system diagnos-
tics can be decreased by reducing the number of Boolean
variables in function B based on other aspects related to
the regular structures defined in [14]. A regular system
should be divided into smaller special parts depending on
test outcomes. Using this aspect a new structure, called
Z-aggregate, was defined in some heuristic syndrome de-
coding algorithms [14], [15].

The main objectives of the thesis are targeted to define
new or modified Boolean expressions and Boolean func-
tion solution for selected computing structures, to develop
new effective algorithms for one-step faulty units identifi-
cation using new Boolean expressions and transformation
of Z-aggregates to the Boolean formalization. The PMC
model was selected as the basic system model for struc-
ture representation.

4. The PMC model for regular structures
Simplification of the PMC model can be defined on the
properties of regular system structure. Let S be a sys-
tem with regular structure (e.g. hypercube, 3D-toroid,
3D-cube, etc.), which is represented by a k-regular orien-
ted graph G = (U, E), where U = u0, u1, ..., uN−1, N is
the number of units and E = (ui, uj) | ui tests uj with
outcome γij , i, j = (0, 1, ..., N − 1), i ̸= j. We propose the
following assumptions for regular structures testing based
on definitions presented in [2]:

• Adjacent units perform bidirectional tests, in other
words, if (ui, uj) ∈ E then also (uj , ui) ∈ E.

• The system graph G is k-regular, i.e. all vertices in
U have the same degree k (every unit tests, and is
tested by exactly k neighbours).

• Minimum diagnosability level is defined as t = k.
By higher levels of system regularity and number
of units the estimated minimum diagnosability level
increases [6].

Then we transfer these properties into new diagnostic def-
initions for regular structures represented by the PMC
model and syndrome σ [14]:

• if γij = 0 ∧ γji = 1, then ui is faulty;

• if γij = 0 ∧ ui is fault-free, then uj is also faulty;

• if γij = 0 ∧ uj is faulty, then ui is faulty;

• if γij = 1 ∧ γji = 1, then unit ui or uj is faulty.

Based on these new properties, new Boolean expressions
can be defined and reduced for syndrome decoding algo-
rithms. Both are described in the following subsections.

4.1 Reduced Boolean expressions
It is assumed that in regular structures bidirectional links
exist between two units; thus, both can be used for di-
agnostics. Therefore generation of Boolean expressions of
the final function B can be simplified [4] by Definitions
1, 2.

Definition 1. Let G = (U, E) be a system graph of a
k-regular system with N units where U = u0, u1, ..., uN−1,
E = (ui, uj), ui tests uj and syndrome σ = (gammaij),
ui tests uj with binary outcome γij. Then B = Bij , i, j =
(0, 1, ..., N −1) is a Boolean function for faulty units diag-
nostics and for each couple (ui, uj), (uj , ui) ∈ E the fol-
lowing rules exist according to the values of γij and γji:

• if γij = 0 ∧ γji = 0 =⇒ Bij = (xi + ¬xj) ∧ Bji =
(xj + ¬xi);

• if γij = 0 ∧ γji = 1 =⇒ Bij = (xi + ¬xj) ∧ Bji =
(xj + xi);

• if γij = 1 ∧ γji = 0 =⇒ Bij = (xi + xj) ∧ Bji =
(xj + ¬xi);

• if γij = 1 ∧ γji = 1 =⇒ Bij = (xi + xj) ∧ Bji =
(xj + xi);

Definition 2. The rules described in definition 1 can
be simplified by integration of Bij and Bji into one Boolean
expression B<ij>. Then the following expressions are
valid:

• if γij = 0∧γji = 0 =⇒ B<ij> = (xi.xj +¬xi.¬xj);

• if γij = 0 ∧ γji = 1 =⇒ B<ij> = (xj);

• if γij = 1 ∧ γji = 0 =⇒ B<ij> = (xi);

• if γij = 1 ∧ γji = 1 =⇒ B<ij> = (xi + xj).

Reduction of the number of Boolean function results is in
50% complexity in comparison with the Boolean function
used in the SYDEB algorithm.

4.2 Z-aggregates in regular structures
Transformation of Z-aggregates from the existing heuris-
tic algorithm into the Boolean algorithm SYDEB can sim-
plify the diagnostics process. Let G = (U, E) be system
graph of k-regular system with N units. Then for an ar-
bitrary syndrome σ, a subgraph G0 = (U0, E0) of G with
a set of edges E0 is defined by 9 [15].

E0 ⊆ E, E0 = (ui, uj) ∈ E|γij = 0 ∧ γji = 0 (9)

If sub-graph G0 can be divided into r strongly connected
subgraphs GZq, where r is an arbitrary number, then each
subgraph GZq will define a set of strongly connected nodes
UZq according to expression 10 and this set is called a Z-
aggregate. It is supposed that each node from set U will
occur in one set UZq at the most.

GZq = (UZq, EZq) (10)

G0 =

r−1∪

q=0

GZq
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New properties were defined for k-regular systems mode-
led by the PMC model based on the Z-aggregates.

Definition 3. Let UZ0, UZ1, ..., UZr−1 be groups of Z-
aggregates defined over syndrome σ using system graph
G = (U, E), where r is positive integer number and Uf

is a group of faulty units. Then for each couple of units
uZqi, uZqj ∈ UZq, i, j = 0, 1, ..., UZq − 1, q = 0, 1, ..., r − 1,
the following properties are valid:

1. Actual faulty state is identical for all units from UZq.
It means if uZqi, uZqj ∈ UZq for i ̸= j and uZqi ∈
Uf , then uZqj ∈ Uf .

2. If uZqi, uZqj ∈ UZq for which (uZqi, uZqj) ∈ E and
the test outcome is γZqiZqj = 1, then each unit from
UZq is faulty. It means that for ∀uZql ∈ UZq is
valid: uZql ∈ Uf , l = 0, 1, ..., UZq−1.

3. If uZqi ∈ UZq and uZql ∈ UZp, p = 0, 1, ..., r − 1, l =
0, 1, ..., UZp−1, q ̸= p, and (uZqi, uZql) ∈ E with test
outcome γZqiZql = 0, then all units from UZp are
faulty.

The mentioned properties are the basis for reduction of
the number of variables in Boolean function B. The new
properties have been defined for representation of faulty
state of units in Z-aggregates in the final function B intro-
duced in the next definition.

Definition 4. Let be σ a test syndrome of the sys-
tem S = (U, E) and X = x0, x1, ..., xN−1 be the vector
of Boolean variables in function B expressed in the NCF
form, which is generated by the deterministic algorithm
SYDEB. Let exist a group of Z-aggregates UZ related to
the syndrome σ, UZ = UZq, q = 0, 1...r − 1. Then X can
be transformed to XZ = xi | xi representing the state of
unit ui, ui ∈ UZq, for i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1, q = 0, 1, ..., r − 1
+ xZq | xZq representing the state of units from UZq, q =
0, 1, ..., r − 1.

According to definition 4, Boolean variables xi, for i ∈
0, 1, ..., N − 1, which represent actual state of units in-
tegrated in one Z-aggregate (UZq) have identical values.
Therefore in Boolean function B these variables are re-
placed by one variable only marked by XZq. Then the
number of the Boolean variables can be minimized in
the new developed algorithm. Then time complexity of
solving the examinated Boolean function in the syndrome
decoding process for regular system structure is also re-
duced.

Roughly, the new syndrome decoding algorithm for sys-
tems with regular structure, named SYDEB-Z, is based
on the following steps:

1. The system graph for k-regular system is divided
into subgraphs defined by Z-aggregates related to
test syndrome σ.

2. Boolean function B is calculated for the whole sys-
tem including Z-aggregates. All units in the same
Z-aggregate are represented by the same Boolean
variable in calculated function B.

3. Solution of B = 1 in the context of t-diagnosability
is solved like in primary SYDEB algorithm.

The main disadvantage of this algorithm is generating Z-
aggregates for each test syndrome σ. It means it has to
be executed for each test run.

4.3 System decomposition method
Test syndrome decoding by the basic SYDEB algorithm
is based on solving Boolean function in the CNF form.
Each variable xi of the function represents actual state
of unit ui, i = 0, 1, ..., N − 1. New rules for decompo-
sition of systems, e.g. a multiprocessor system defines
the basics of the new algorithm for one-step diagnosis in
t-diagnosable systems. The system decomposition is re-
alised over the related graph model by finding cycles with
the same length by using graph edges. Then Boolean
function can be divided according decomposition of the
system structure.

Identification of faulty units in the system after Boolean
function B decomposition runs indenpendently for partic-
ular subsystems. The resulting set of faulty units is iden-
tified by composition of particular solutions of all subsys-
tems. The next subsection describes a method for system
decomposition as the basis of the new diagnostic algo-
rithm. The proposed decomposition method assumed the
bidirectional inteconnection links in system and mutual
testing between adjacent units.

Let S be a system, which is represented by an oriented
graph G = (U, E), where U = u0, u1, ..., uN−1, N is the
number of units and E = (ui, uj) | ui tests uj with the
outcome γij , i, j = (0, 1, ..., N − 1), i ̸= j. We make the
following assumptions for the proposed decomposition:

1. Adjacent units perform bidirectional tests, in other
words, if (ui, uj) ∈ E then also (uj , ui) ∈ E.

2. When ϵ is the length of the shortest cycle in a system
graph G(U, E) of system S, the edge cover set of
graph G has to be completely covered by cycles with
length ϵ .

Assume that system graph G(U, E) of system S can be
divided into h smaller subsystems Sd, d = 0, 1, ..., h − 1
with identical structure. The result of the system graph
decomposition is a set of non disjunct subgraphs Gd that
are related to a set of units Ud ⊂ U , edges Ed ⊂ E and
test syndrome σd ⊂ σ for all subsystems Sd. The following
rules are valid for the graph decomposition:

1. All subgraphs cover the graph by edges and identify
all cycles there with the same length ϵ.

2. The number of units Ud is identical in each subgraph
Gd. Each unit belongs to at least one subgraph Gd,
for d = 0, 1, ..., h − 1 and expression 11 has to be
fulfilled.

U =

h−1∪

d=0

Ud (11)

3. Edges of each subgraph Gd = (Ud, Ed) create a bidi-
rectional cycle. Each edge belongs to at least one
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subgraph Gd, for d = 0, 1, ..., h − 1 and expression
12 has to be fulfilled.

E =

h−1∪

d=0

Ed (12)

4. A partial syndrome σd for the subsystem Sd is a
subset of the test outcome γrs from σ for which ex-
pression 13 is valid.

σd = γrs|ur, us ∈ Nd, (er, es) ∈ Ed (13)

The decomposition of the system S is based on structure
of such system and can be described by set A defined by
expression 14, where S = system structure, σ = current
syndrome and Uf = set of faulty units.

A = (S, σ, Uf ) (14)

Then decomposition of the system is represented by de-
composition of set A into subsets Ai according to 15.
The division of system S is realized by decomposition of
graph G to non-disjunctive subgraphs Gi = (Ni, Ei), i =
0, 1, ..., h − 1.

A = Ai (15)

Ai = (Si, σi, Uf ), i = 0, 1, ..., h − 1

The primary SYDEB algorithm was modified to the new
algorithm, named SYDEB-D, uses the above-mentioned
system decomposition and consists of two basic phases.
The first one is a preparatory phase for creating special
index and mapping tables of a system generated from a
decomposed system structure. It is applied on the system
only once, before system running. The index table trans-
forms the Boolean function generating process and their
solution into a simple process of searching solution in this
table. The mapping table performs reindexing of system
units and outcomes of actual syndrome into the index ta-
ble range according to defined system decomposition.

The second phase is applied to the system during its run
and syndrome decoding and identification of faulty units
is done.

5. Experimental results
Effectivenes of the developed algorithms SYDEB-Z (SY-
DEB with Z-aggregates) and SYDEB-D (SYDEB with
Boolean function decomposition) for test syndrome deco-
ding was evaluated by experiments in t-diagnosable re-
gular systems with different sizes, which were simulated
by sofware implementation (2-dimensional grid, 3-dimen-
sional toroid). The main disadvantage of the primary
SYDEB algorithm is its exponential time dependency on
the number of units in the system. Both new developed
and implemeted algorithms minimalize its time consump-
tion whereas the other parameters of the SYDEB algo-
rithm are the same. Therefore, time complexity, coret-
ness and completeness of the syndrome decoding process
by new proposed algorithms were monitored in the per-
formed experiments. The results were compared with ex-
perimental results of two published algorithms (the pri-
mary SYDEB [13] algorithm and heuristic EDARS algo-
rithm [5] for regular structure).

Time complexity of all four algorithms (SYDEB, EDARS,
SYDEB-Z, SYDEB-D) were measured in the experimets.
It was realized over the following regular structures, which
were simulated by software implementation:

• 2-dimensional grid [10] with degree of regularity
k = 4 (Figure 1, 2).

• 3-dimensional toroid [11] with degree of regularity
k = 6 (Figure 3, 4).

Figure 1: Time complexity in 2-dimensional grid.

Figure 2: Memory consumption in 2-dimensional
grid.

Figure 3: Time complexity in 3-dimensional torus.

The presented experiments performed over selected sys-
tems have shown that two new presented algorithms for
syndrome decoding in one-step t-diagnosable systems have
approximately the same results as the EDARS algorithm.
Both algorithms achieved 100% corectness and complete-
ness of syndrome decoding process during practicall ex-
periments.
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Figure 4: Memory consumption in 3-dimensional
torus.

6. Conclusions
The work contributes to the system level diagnostics based
on the PMC model. New rules were defined for the PMC
model for defined system structures. Two innovative and
effective algorithms of one-step system level diagnostics
SYDEB-Z and SYDEB-D have been developed and im-
plemented using simplified Boolean expressionfor faulty
units identification from a test syndrome in t-diagnosable
systems. The first algorithm, SYDEB-Z, is based on an
idea from the heuristic algorithm EDARS; the idea of Z-
aggregates was transformed into Boolean function genera-
tion in systems with regular structure, where the number
of Boolean variables can be significantly reduced.

For the second algorithm, SYDEB-D, new implementa-
tion approaches were defined in the form of index and
mapping tables for decreasing the time for decoding of
several syndromes. Its main advantage is using for other
systems with regular structure. It is specific by its imple-
mentation simplicity and deterministic solution in com-
parison with both SYDEB and EDARS algorithms.
Against the primary SYDEB algorithm, syndrome decod-
ing process is performed without the need to generate and
solve Boolean function B. This task is realized by defined
decomposition of a system structure with defined index
and mapping table, which has been prepared before diag-
nostics algorithm run.

Both algorithms were tested over selected examples of
regu-lar computer structures and the results have been
compared with two existing algorithms EDARS and
SYDEB. The experiments have shown effectiveness of both
algorithms for syndrome decoding process mainly for more
complex and large systems.
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Abstract
The topic of this thesis is web service composition with us-
ing planning methods and knowledge approach. Web ser-
vices are programs located on computer networks (mainly
on internet). Each web service provides certain function-
ality (e.g. translation between two languages). If it is
not possible fulfill request by one web service (e.g. it’s
needed translate word from English to Spanish but there
is not available service, which directly translates words
between these two languages), web services composition
can help here (e.g. there is one web service to translate
English word to German, and second service, which trans-
lates German word to Spanish). In presented thesis were
introduced own approaches for handling this problems,
which outgoing from existing methods and system for au-
tomated web service composition. These approaches are
based on using knowledge representation, either on onto-
logical web service description (OWL-S) and other onto-
logical description, e.g. description of domain (OWL -
Ontology Web Language). The composition is performed
by artificial intelligence planning methods. For planning
was choices PDDL language. In this work is introduced
methods for transformation ontologies into PDDL plan-
ning task. Beside this is there proposed complete web
service composition system, which was also partially im-
plemented.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.8 [Artificial Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control
Methods, and Search—Plan execution, formation, and
generation; H.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]:
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1. Introduction
Web services (WS) are distributed programs located on
networks (most frequently on internet) and using by stan-
dard protocols (most frequently by HTTP). The concept
of WS was introduced by major IT corporation as Mi-
crosoft, IBM and Sun and was proposed as alternative
to object-oriented distributed standards as COBRA1 and
Java RMI 2. There are two main properties of WS: they
must be self-descriptive and they must be interoperable
together regardless to environment (program language),
in which they was created. The self-describing of WS is
allowed by service descriptions, which are available to-
gether with services. WSDL (Web Service Description
Language) is one of the most used language for WS de-
scriptions. The independence WS from environment is
given by theirs communication style. They communi-
cate by structuralized messages. Majority of WS using
for communication XML messages, which utilize SOAP
(Simple Object Access Protocol) standard. Beside SOAP
oriented WS exist also other approaches e.g. REST. Sub-
mitted work but dealt only with SOAP WS.

WS may be presented as standards programs, which pro-
vide some functionality (e.g. service translates word from
one language to another). The information about WS in-
puts and outputs is located in WSDL description. Beside
this information is in WSDL descriptions described also
the way of interaction with the specific service. If there
isn’t possible fulfill user request by one WS, then occurs
the problem of web service composition. There may ex-
ist WS, which composition is able to fulfill user request.
The goal of WS composition is to produce workflow and
dataflow created from available WS. With execution this
workflow is attained required result. Given workflow may

1Common Object Request Broker Architecture,
http://www.cobra.org.
2Java: Remote Method Invocation:
http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4.2/docs/guide/rmi/index.html
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be represented e.g. by plan, where particular WS may be
connecting by defined constructs (e.g. if then else, cycles
etc.).

There exist a various methods and system, which dealt
with automated web services composition (AWSC). Sev-
eral of this methods and systems using artificial intel-
ligence planning methods for AWSC (e.g. [13][18][17]).
The goal of this thesis was analyse the possibility of using
knowledge approaches together with this planning meth-
ods for fulfillment AWSC problem and provide own sys-
tem proposal for this possibility. More detailed objectives
description can be seen in next subsection.

1.1 Thesis objectives
The work deal with AWSC and is especially focused on the
composition problem definition. For the primary compo-
sition problem definition are used knowledge approaches
(OWL and OWL-S ontologies), which in next step must
be translated into planning task. The objectives of this
thesis were defined as follows:

• Analyze actual state in the web service area and web
service composition domain.
The goal of this step is present a survey of WS,
standards and technologies related with WS from
a WS composition perspective. Next goal is intro-
duce general WS composition system, and describe
particular parts of this system.

• Analyze available planning methods and approaches
in term of their usability for web service composi-
tion.
The goal is an analyze of planning methods in terms
of WS composition requirements, next provide a sur-
vey of most widely used AI planning methods, as
well as existing proposals and systems for WS com-
position. Further the aim is delimiting a suitable
planning language for WS composition.

• Propose own solution for WS composition with uti-
lize knowledge approaches.
In regards to WS composition problem, planning
methods and existing systems analysis, the goal is
to provide own system for WS composition, which
should use a knowledge approaches for primary WS
composition problem description.

• Implement and experimental verify a functionality
of proposed system for knowledge base AWSC.
The goal of this step is an implementation WS com-
position system, with focus on semantic problem de-
scription into planning task transformation, and ex-
perimental verification.

Following these objectives is work dividing in two main
logical ports. First parts provides theoretical base in the
AWSC area (sec. 2, 3, and 4). Second part (including
sec. 5 and 6) contains own system proposal with a main
part of this work, namely with a transformation process
from external composition problem specification to inter-
nal specification (see fig. 1).

2. WS standards and technologies
Web services are distributed programs located on net-
works (most frequently on internet) and used by stan-
dards protocols (most frequently by HTTP protocol).
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Figure 1: Automated WS composition framework

Among most important standards and technologies, which
related with WS compositions issue, belong:

• WSDL (Web Service Description Language)[2] is the
most used language for WS description. It makes pos-
sible describe the offer of available operation in WS,
parameters of these operations, a way of communica-
tion with WS etc.

• SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol)[3] is XML based
protocol. It serves to interaction with WS and to infor-
mation exchange among WS over network interface by
using XML messages. It is platform and programming
language independent. It’s mean that it was proposed
with the aim of independent of concrete programming
language model.

• UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integra-
tion) is a standard to registration, categorization and
discovery of WS. Methods of working with UDDI evoke
a catalogue, in which is located information about WS
providers and about provided WS. WS, which are reg-
istered in UDDI, must work with standards as WSDL
and SOAP. Each WS in UDDI must have assigned ex-
plicit WSDL document.

• OWL (Ontology Web Language)[4] is the language de-
signed for ontology description on internet. It belongs
among languages, which serve to knowledge represen-
tation, and it is approved by W3C3 consortium. In a
computer science ontology presents formal knowledge
representation by a set of concepts and a relationship
among these concepts in some domain. OWL is seman-
tic language for publishing and sharing ontologies.

• OWL-S (Semantic Markup for Web Services)[5] may
be characterized as ontologically descriptive language
for WS. The base WS descriptive languages (as e.g.
WSDL) are in terms of semantic web insufficient (mainly
in terms of automation some activity on internet). But
with incoming ontologies was showed, that there is a
possibility describes WS by ontologies, and connect these
descriptions with existing ontologies. These descrip-
tive ontologies for WS were called OWL-S (for reason
that they are OWL ontologies and are used for service
describing). Mainly motivational task, which suggests
creation of OWL-S, was: automated WS discovery, au-
tomated WS invocation and automated WS composi-
tion.

3. Automated web service composition
Automated web service composition (AWSC) presents a
manner of processes creation, which are represented by
workflows. This workflows consist of available WS, which

3World Wide Web Consortium: http://www.w3.org/
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Table 1: Comparison of selected systems for WS composition
System Process

generator
technique

WS standards
support

Internal rep-
resentation of
problems

System type Dynamic interference
with system

WS composi-
tion - PRO-
LOG

Logical pro-
gramming

OWL-S,
WSDL

Logical pro-
gramming
programs

semiautomatic
composition
and collabo-
ration with
user

no

SHOP2 sys-
tem

HTN plan-
ning

OWL-S,
WSDL

SHOP2 do-
main

automatic
composition

no

OWLSXplan Extended for-
ward planning
FF and HTN
planning

OWL-S,
WSDL, OWL

PDDL 2.1 automatic
composition

yes, OWLSXplan
version 2

WSPlan Unspecified
AI planning
methods

WSDL PDDL 1.2 automatic
composition
with man-
ually WS
choice

no

SEMCO-WS Petri Nets WSDL,OWL-
S, OWL

GWorkflowDL semiautomatic
composition
by workflow

no

are needed for users request solutions. On Fig.1 is pic-
tured general system design for AWSC. This is one of
simplest system architecture, on which may be explained
WS composition process. Among particular parts belong:

• WS storage - serves on storage WS received from WS
providers.

• Translator - serves to information processing received
from users and from WS storage. By using this in-
formation is next defined external specification of WS
composition problem. The translator performs a pro-
cess of transformation between external and internal
specification of WS composition problem. The exter-
nal definition may use for problem definition e.g. se-
mantic web standard as OWL ontologies and OWL-S
ontological WS descriptions. The internal specification
is selected in retard to type of process generator (e.g.
if the problem generator is a planner, than the inter-
nal specification may be represented by using specific
planning language - for example PDDL, Prolog etc.).

• Process Generator - following user request, which is
translated into internal specification, is in this part re-
alized process creation. At the end of this is providing
a set of atomic WS with workflow and dataflow among
these WS.

• Evaluator - evaluation occurs in case, if there is avail-
able a lot of processes, which satisfy user request.

• Executor - execution of selected WS in order given by
process generator. The result of this execution is next
provide to user.

4. Planning
To solve the WS composition problem may be used var-
ious methods, e.g. Petri Nets [23], situation calculus[15]
or an artificial intelligence planning methods [12][19][14].
Just then the last mentioned AI planning methods are
considered as the best choice to AWSC process gener-
ator. Planning task in general consists from following

parts [27]: the description of available actions (definite in
some formal language - domain theory), the initial state
description of planning and the goal (final) state descrip-
tion. Planning task may be represented as some world
model and may be write as pentad <S,S0,G,A,Γ>[13],
where:

• S represented a set of all possible states in given world
model,

• S0 is a subset of S, and represent initial state

• G is a subset of S, and represent goal state,

• A is a set of all available actions, from which each
change the world state by passing its from one state
to another,

• relation Γ is a subset of S × A × S and define precon-
ditions and effects for each action.

Among most used methods for AI planning belongs e.g.:

• space-state planning [7],

• graph oriented planning [25],

• planning by using hierarchical nets[17],

• planning by using logical programming [16].

4.1 PDDL
In case of there is used planner as process generator in
AWSC system, is needed to choose formal language, which
will be used for planning task definition. As one of most
suitable language for this choice may be consider PDDL
language (Planning Domain Definition Language). Lan-
guage PDDL arose out of effort planning domain and
planning problem description standardization. It arose
for international planning competition requirements ICP
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4 and this language is among planning community greatly
popular. There exist various planners, which use PDDL
as formal planning language, and may be used in AWSC
system (e.g. [10][11]). Planning task is in PDDL divide
into two sets:

• planning domain definition and

• planning problem definition in regard to planning do-
main.

Planning domain definition consists from domain name
definition, next from types, which may be used in do-
main and in corresponding planning problem, from predi-
cates definition and from sets of available actions. A plan-
ning problem definition binds to some planning domain.
Therefore is necessary in PDDL problem definition defin-
ing name of this domain. Next this definition contains
concrete objects, initial and goal state.

4.2 Existing proposals and systems
There exist several proposal and system for (semi-)auto-
mated web service composition. In table 1 are presented
and compared selected systems for WS composition:

• Prolog WS composition [16],

• SHOP2 system [12],

• OWLSXplan [18],

• WSPlan [14] and

• SEMCO-WS [23].

Among most frequently choice for AWSC belong utiliza-
tion of OWL-S WS descriptions with planning task defi-
nition by PDDL language, and in next step solving this
planning task by selected AI planner. Submitted work
dealt with similar approach too, at which there is pro-
posed utilization further OWL ontologies for planning
state definition. These ontologies next with OWL-S WS
descriptions present external specification of composition
problem. Internal specification is represented by PDDL
planning task. Own system proposal with transformation
process description can be seen in next section.

5. System proposal for WS composition utiliz-
ing knowledge approaches

The proposal of own system for automatic web service
composition come out from general proposal presented
on fig. 1. Submitted proposal but includes specific stan-
dards, technologies and methods in regard to particular
WS composition parts.

A proposal of own system will be marked by short cut
KWSC - K nowledge oriented W eb Service C omposition.
KWSC system (fig. 2) utilize knowledge approaches for
WS composition problem definition. For WS descriptions
were chosen in regard to AKWC analysis OWL-S onto-
logical descriptions. From view of WS composition are

41st International planning competition - 1998:
ftp://ftp.cs.yale.edu/pub/mcdermott/aipscomp-
results.html

given descriptions suitable mainly because they allow for
inputs and output assign exact type definition from on-
tologies (e.g. if WS input is English word, in contrast to
WSDL description, which allow define only fact that this
word is string, OWL-S description allow utilize a concept
from ontology, which is mapping to corresponding input
from WSDL description). In additional to other possibil-
ity OWL-S descriptions allow define precondition (which
must be fulfilled for WS execution) and effect (which will
be changed after this WS execution). Besides this OWL-S
WS description is in given proposal proposed utilization
OWL ontologies for domain description. Each WS com-
position is realizing in some domain (e.g. word translator
domain, travel domain, crisis management etc.). There-
fore is convenient have described this domain by ontology
and using this ontology for definition initial and goal state
of the composition problem.

External specification defines composition problem by
using OWL ontologies and OWL-S WS descriptions. Do-
main OWL ontologies and OWL-S descriptions of services
are located in knowledge data base. By utilization do-
main OWL ontology user define initial and goal state,
which are also represented as ontologies.

As process generator was chosen AI planner. There
may be used random AI planner with condition that it
is able to solve planning described by PDDL language.
PDDL planning task represents internal specification of
composition problem. In the system is then necessary
transform external specification, which is described by
semantic standards, into internal specification, which is
described by PDDL planning task (see sec. 6). This
transformation is performing in translator. Translator
is tool, which transform OWL ontologies and OWL-S de-
scriptions into PDDL planning domain and problem by
available algorithm. Even though that a lot of authors
dealt with WS composition by OWL-S and PDDL, there
exists only little available information about how there is
perform transformation and planning task creation (e.g.
[12, 22]). The presented system additionally uses OWL
ontologies for definition domain states. Therefore there
was necessary introduction original algorithms, by which
is able to transform composition problem described by
using knowledge approaches into PDDL planning task.
The selected AI planner in next step solves this gener-
ated planning task and provide plan, which consists from
PDDL actions. PDDL actions were obtained from OWL-
S processes. Therefore there is needed backward mapping
obtained actions from plan into corresponding OWL-S
processes and generate workflow. Likewise is necessary
creating dataflow by mapping PDDL actions inputs and
outputs from generated plan into corresponding OWL-S
processes inputs and outputs. There is also possibility to
transform this generated PDDL plan into OWL-S com-
posed process, which consists from atomic processes or
simpler composed processes.

Execution engine execute generated plan. Engine com-
municate with knowledge base, from which obtain OWL-S
WS descriptions with their processes, and with WS stor-
age. After plan execution the result is provided to user.

6. PDDL planning task creation from semantic
problem composition description

For initial and goal state description are using OWL on-
tologies and for WS descriptions OWL-S descriptions. To-
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Figure 2: Own system proposal for AWSC

gether these ontologies (OWL and OWL-S) specify exter-
nal specification of WS composition problems. Internal
specification is specified by PDDL planning task. There
are introduced transformation rules for transform exter-
nal representation into internal. These rules are presented
as algorithm, from which some were inspired by existing
proposals for OWL-S description processing with plan-
ning task [17, 22]. PDDL structures will be described
in EBNF5 form. PDDL planning task consists from two
parts [8]:

• planning domain and

• planning problem.

Each from this two parts will be handling particularly in
next two subsections.

6.1 PDDL planning domain
Complete EBNF form for PDDL planning domain can be
seen e.g. in [8]. For AWSC using knowledge approaches
was EBNF form simplified. This simplified EBNF form
of PDDL planning domain structure then looks likes is
showing below:

<domain> ::= (define (domain <name>)

[<require-def>]

[<types-def>]:typing

[predicates-def>]

<action-def>*)

In the case of PDDL planning domain creation is neces-
sary properly utilizing information, which is included in
domain OWL ontology and in OWL-S WS descriptions.
The PDDL domain creation problem may be divided into
five parts. After these parts is for visualization presented

5Extended Backus-Naur Form - is using for a formal de-
scription computer programming languages and other for-
mal languages

this process on figure 3 and in this manner created exam-
ple in example 4.

1. Domain name (domain <name>)

This is the name of PDDL domain. This name may
be obtained from domain OWL ontology header.

2. Domain requirements ([<require-def>])

This is an optional element of PDDL domain struc-
ture. In case that this element isn’t include, is there
automatically assumption one requirement, concrete
STRIPS (:strips). In our case we create PDDL do-
main from OWL ontologies and therefore we need
also other requirements, e.g. the possibility of type
definition (:typing).

3. Domain types ([<types-def>]:typing)

To PDDL types may correspond classes and a rela-
tionship class-superclass in OWL ontologies. PDDL
types are created for each OWL class definition. In
the case if OWL class has superior class (super-
class), also the corresponding PDDL type has su-
perior type. If superior class doesn’t exist, superior
type for corresponding PDDL type is object.

4. Predicates ([predicates-def>])

Predicate may represent property or relationship be-
tween entities. Predicates are in PDDL domain
structures represented as atomic formula skeleton.
Each this skeleton represents one predicate and con-
sists from predicate name and a set of parameters.
Predicates may be considered as patterns, by which
is possible create facts. These facts are created by
substitution using concrete object in predicate vari-
able. Predicate will be created from domain OWL
ontology. For PDDL predicates creation are using
object properties, data properties and OWL classes
definitions.

5. Actions (<action-def>*)

Each PDDL action consists from name, parameter
and action body. Action body next consists from
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Figure 3: Creating PDDL planning domain from
semantic described composition problem

precondition and effect. To create PDDL action
will be used OWL-S WS description. The PDDL
action name will be created from the WS operation
name. Parameters will be defined by using input
from OWL-S process description. OWL-S may con-
tain three type of process:

(a) Atomic process is the simplest OWL-S process.
From the view of user this process represent
one step and there is a directly web service in-
vocation. This WS is described by OWL-S.

(b) Simple processes are not directly executable.
Likewise as atomic processes are simple pro-
cesses considered as one step processes too. Sim-
ple process serves to abstract description of
atomic and composite processes.

(c) Composite process is a process composite from
subprocesses. A decomposition composite pro-
cess into simpler parts is performing by given
constructors (sequence, split, split-joint, choice,
if-then-else, iterate, repeat until and repeat
while). A composite process execution inhere
in execution its parts, finally in execution atomic
processes.

For each from these three types was proposed partic-
ular set of algorithm. Processes besides inputs and
outputs may contain also preconditions and effects.
These may be in OWL-S description represented by
various definitions, e.g. most frequently by SWRL
and KIF conditions. In own proposed system is
assumption, that there are only SWRL conditions.
By own created algorithms are retrieved from given
SWRL conditions PDDL precondition and effects,
which together create PDDL action body.

6.2 PDDL planning problem
Complete EBNF form for PDDL planning problem struc-
ture can be seen in [8]. As EBNF planning domain form
also EBNF planning problem form was for AWSC using
knowledge approaches simplified. This simplified EBNF
form of PDDL planning problem structure then looks likes
is showing below:

<problem> ::= (define (problem <name>)

(:domain <name>)

(define 

  (domain travel)

  (:requirements  :strips :typing)

  (:types road thing place at – object 

 person vehicle - thing)

  (:predicates 

    (at   ?has_place - place  ?has_thing - thing)

    (road   ?has_place_to ?has_place_from - place)

    (person   ?person - person)

    (vehicle   ?vehicle - vehicle)

    (thing   ?thing - thing)

    (place   ?place - place)

  )

  (:action Driving

    :parameters

      (?Thing – string

       ?FromPlace ?ToPlace - place)

    :precondition 

      (and (road ?FromPlace ?ToPlace) 

        (at ?FromPlace ?Thing))

    :effect 

      (and (at ?ToPlace ?Thing) 

        (not (at ?FromPlace ?Thing)))

  )

)

Figure 4: PDDL planning domain example

[<require-def>]

[<object declaration>]

[<init>]

<goal>+)

PDDL planning problem will be created from initial and
goal OWL ontologies. The structure of PDDL problem
consists from following definitions:

1. Problem name (problem <name>)

A manner for obtaining PDDL problem name and
requirements is similar as in case of PDDL domain
creation.

2. Domain name (:domain <name>)

Domain name represents the name of domain, which
is in relation to PDDL problem.

3. Problem requirements (<require-def>)

There are all requirement flags required in problem
definition.

4. Objects (<object declaration>)

Objects represent in PDDL problem concrete ob-
jects, which may be substituted on predicates pa-
rameters and create facts in planning task. By cre-
ating PDDL object are utilized classes instances
(OWL individuals) from initial OWL ontologies.

5. Initial state (<init>)

Initial state is in PDDL problem represented as a
set of literals, which represent positive or negative
atomic formulas. For PDDL predicates holds, that
they are represented by atomic formula skeleton. By
mapping concrete PDDL object to atomic formu-
las skeleton are creating atomic formulas, by which
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described composition problem

there are represented facts in initial state. Therefore
must be well-known predicates from PDDL domain.

6. Goal state (<goal>+)

Goal state is in PDDL problem represented likewise
as initial state by using atomic formulas. But addi-
tionally these may be in conjunction (and), disjunc-
tion (or) or negate (not) and combination of these
operators.

On figure 5 is illustrated the process of PDDL planning
problem creation from OWL ontologies. Simple example
is next shown in figure 6.

7. Conclusions
Following objectives of this thesis is possible identify the
following results:

1. In the work is presented a survey of WS together
with semantic web standards and technologies, which
related with WS and which are important for WS
composition issue. There is also presents very gen-
eral model for web services composition, which con-
sists from several parts and one of mainly parts rep-
resents process generator. Generated processes are
represented by workflow and dataflow. By execution
this workflow is fulfilled WS composition problem.

2. There is described relation between composition prob-
lem and planning task definition. In the work is
presented several main planning method suitable for
WS composition and also description several exist-
ing proposal and system for (semi-)automated web
service composition, which are compared. There
was also presented one of most used planning lan-
guages, namely PDDL.

3. In practical part is showed own system proposal,
which provide WS composition by utilization knowl-
edge approaches as OWL ontologies and semantic
OWL-S WS descriptions. Given system come out
from analysis area of AWSC and existing systems for
AWSC. For external composition problem specifica-
tion are selected OWL ontologies. By using these

(define 

  (problem pb1)

  (:domain travel)

  (:requirements  :strips :typing)

  (:objects   a b c d - place  mazda – vehicle  

              john - person)

  (:init    

    (place a)

    (place b)

    (place c)

    (place d)

    (at b mazda)

    (at a john)

    (road a b)

    (road b a)

    (road b c)

    (road c b)

    (vehicle mazda)

    (road c d)

    (road d c)

    (person john)

  )

  (:goal 

    (and (at d mazda) 

      (at d john))

  )

)

Figure 6: PDDL planning problem example

ontologies are described domain states. Web ser-
vices are described by using OWL-S ontologies. For
internal composition problem specification was se-
lected PDDL language. The main part of work fo-
cus on creation PDDL planning task from seman-
tic ontologies (OWL and OWL-S). From external
specification of WS composition problem, described
by OWL and OWL-S, is needed generating PDDL
planning task, which may be next solved by using
AI planner. Therefore in work were introduced sev-
eral algorithms, which perform creation of PDDL
planning domain and problem.

4. Following theoretical proposal there are implemented
selected algorithms. By using this algorithms may
be presented suitability of proposed method for web
service composition by using knowledge approaches.

7.1 Contributions
Major section in work dealt with transformation seman-
tic described composition problem (by OWL and OWL-S
ontologies) into planning task described by PDDL lan-
guage. In the work was proposed utilization ontologically
description of domain, in which is performing composi-
tions. Further there is introduced several algorithms dealt
with transformation problem from OWL and OWL-S de-
scription into PDDL planning task. OWL-S preconditions
and effects definition are described by SWRL conditions.
Given conditions are used to creation preconditions and
effect of PDDL actions. PDDL planning task consists
from domain and problem. Each from these two parts
has several subparts. E.g. planning domain definition
consists from types definition, predicates, actions and like-
wise. Planning problem contains objects, initial and goal
state definitions. Among main contribution of this work
belong processing WS composition by utilization knowl-
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edge approaches and proposal own system for WS compo-
sition with usage ontologically description of composition
problem. In work is presented full transformation process
of planning task creation, which may be solved at the end
of this process by optional PDDL planner.
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Abstract
The Internet era has brought higher level of communi-
cation among heterogeneous distributed information sys-
tems and human end users. One of the challenging de-
mands of the nowadays distributed information systems
is to collect information from legacy systems of various
organizations and from human users in order to semi-
automatically manage a business process or to enact de-
cisions on various management levels. This collection of
information should be enacted in a secure manner through
IP-based network while ensuring trust between both par-
ties – information consumers as well as information pro-
viders. In a typical distributed application setting many
actors participate in the process where the competences
between all parties are explicitly defined. The gathering
of information can be enacted either from legacy systems
or from human end-users through electronic devices. We
have identified that processes in production environments
require collection of widely spread information stored over
the network with specific access rights and security level.
The information confidentiality and trust play one of the
crucial roles in our approach, which enables to set up
complex processes for coordinated information collection
in confidential and trusted way.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this dissertation is to propose a distributed
secure agent platform for coordinated information collec-
tion using central point coordination with special regard
on security and trust. In the context of this dissertation,
the discussed term “information” means any meaningful
data that are available from information sources or ac-
cessible using human communication (e.g. decision mak-
ing). The idea behind the information collection comes
out of the concept of agent systems, specifically mobile
agent (MA) and multi-agent system (MAS). MA is viewed
as an autonomous program migrating among distributed
computers over the network. It mediates communication
autonomously in behalf of delegating entity (person or
organization). It is presumed that access to information
sources is restricted to the authorized entities and such
information sources providing services only in their local
environment. The agent can contain confidential infor-
mation (e.g. credit card number, personal information,
etc.) needed to reference other information and therefore
the communication and data of the agent have to be se-
cured in order to avoid attacks from outside. Accessing
such confidential resources requires mutual trust of infor-
mation provider and consumer in order to assure both
parties that the information an agent can access or even
hold will not be misused or compromised in any way. In-
formation provider has to convince an issuer of an agent
that s/he uses software platform with well known secure
state avoiding attacks on running agents, and information
requester has to claim that an agent accessing informa-
tion sources cannot harm the execution agent platform.
Information collection is challenged by reaching specific
goal which usually requires communication of multiple
information providers (information systems or human ac-
tors) and thus cannot be achieved in mere single commu-
nication step. The agents mediating the information need
to be coordinated by a process system, telling an agent
the location and type of requested information. Manag-
ing the itinerary (internal agent schedule) of the agent
deployments requires the discovery of information source
locations and linking the available and required informa-
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tion for planning further actions, while pursuing the spe-
cific goal.

2. Overview of the State of the Art
Distributed information collection requires fail tolerant
and scalable communication architecture. In the process
of designing the methods for information collection, the
existing and mature technologies are preferred to be em-
ployed to avoid the complications caused by bugs or un-
resolved issues.

2.1 Communication Infrastructures for Distributed
Systems

The following overview of existing agent platforms ap-
proaches presents the communication infrastructures used
for their development. The communication approaches
used in the existing agent platforms employ client-server
or peer-to-peer (P2P) communication paradigm. Here,
the overviewed approaches are focused on existing agent
platforms capable of agent platform discovery and agent
code mobility. The implementation of a P2P agent plat-
form [12] provides transparent interaction for distributed
P2P agents. Proposed agent platform uses own imple-
mentation of P2P communication, but the authors had
proposed that other P2P technology provider can be used,
e.g. JXTA1, OBEX2 or other. The approach described
in [14] explains how the gateway approach allows agents
and Web clients to invoke atomic agent services and Web
services using JADE agents. In the approach described
in [29], the JADE agent platform was used over the P2P
and service-oriented architectures. They proposed using
the JXTA technology for adapting P2P architecture and
Web service (WS) technology (specifically using AXIS2
WS framework) for adapting client-server architecture.
Paradigma agent platform [1] exploits the Jini technology
and addresses the issues of behaviour control as well as of
discovery, communication and interaction with other en-
tities. Another kind of Jini-based multiagent framework
for resource brokering and management in a Grid environ-
ment was proposed in [39]. The Ronin agent framework
[7] exploits Jini features to combine agent oriented and
service oriented approaches and provides dynamic service
discovery in the domain of mobile devices.

2.2 Agent Properties
Evolution of agent systems was focused on two strands
[34]. The original strand, founded with the first occur-
rence of agents in 1977, was focused on deliberative agents
mostly solving communication among agents, task speci-
fication and problem decomposition and negotiations ad-
dressing agents conflicts. Since 1995, the second strand
was focused on research of broader agent types dealing
with intelligent agent behaviour extending deliberative
actions using knowledge-based approaches. Agent clas-
sifications proposed by [34, 49, 16] reflect the agents’ fea-
tures according to agent abilities or exhibited properties.
These properties are summarized in the following section:

• Mobility. The mobility feature is neither a necessary
nor sufficient condition for an agent, but it brings

1JXTA Technology, http://java.sun.com/othertech/
jxta/index.jsp
2OBEX – Object Exchange, http://www.bluetooth.
com/English/Technology/Works/pages/obex.aspx

benefits of reducing communication cost, easier co-
ordination, asynchronous communication, flexibility
in distributed computing and advancements of pro-
cess execution integrated into the MA.

• Presence of a symbolic reasoning model. The classi-
fication separates the agents according to the ability
to react autonomously according to agent’s inter-
nal symbolic reasoning model. In the concrete, the
agents making immediate actions according to the
external stimulus are classified as reactive and those
invoking their internal reasoning process upon envi-
ronmental change are called deliberative agents.

• Co-action of primary agent characteristics [34].
These characteristics are autonomy, cooperation and
learning, where autonomous agents can act indepen-
dently without any human guidance, cooperation of
agents need to expose a kind of social behaviour (e.g.
to negotiate and make mutual agreements).

• Mediating some specific role. The classification fo-
cuses on agents’ purpose, figuratively “what they
do”, contrary to their behaviour. An agent in the
category can be considered as proxy or executor of
some specific tool (e.g. agent performs the role of
network management or price watch agent).

• Hybrid philosophies. The agent category whose con-
stitution is combing in two or more approaches which
benefit is based on a union of individual approach
benefits.

• Secondary attributes. Higher level of agent charac-
teristics actually adopting human properties such as
versatility, benevolence, veracity, temporal continu-
ity, etc.

2.3 Existing Applications and Platforms
It is worth considering the strengths of MAs and the situ-
ations in which they can be used effectively. The features
of arising and existing technologies are reviewed in order
to point to possible improvements of existing agent plat-
form approaches. The concept of MAs were successfully
used in the domain of network management in order to
reduce network bandwidth [36], searching quality of ser-
vice routing paths [28], network for information sharing
[50]. Another kind of domain where MAs have shown
their benefits is distributed data mining. The concept
of MAs enables to improve the response time for the dis-
tributed data mining process [25], to provide scalable data
mining applications [47], to support distributed knowl-
edge discovery [30], to provide approaches for constraint-
based data mining [44] with frequent disconnection. The
MAs were employed in such domains as human tracking
and interaction [6] or wireless sensors employing mobile
devices [23]. Nowadays, many of approaches, toolkits,
and platforms exist and expose huge number of different
quality and maturity levels. Although many agent plat-
forms were developed at various levels of completeness,
due to the descending popularity of agents in the last
years there were extinction of several platforms or discon-
tinuation of their support. In the following paragraph,
the most widely used agent development platforms are
overviewed. JADE agent platform3 is probably the most

3JADE - JAva Platform DEvelopment Framework, http:
//jade.tilab.com/
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frequently used development framework of MAS including
FIPA-compliant language support, even though it does
not support mature mobility features expected to be used
in MA applications. Therefore the JADE-LEAP [40] in-
troduced a JADE extension to enable it to run on wireless
devices and PDA’s such as cell phones and Palm comput-
ers. SeMoA4 agent platform was developed with special
regard on the security and authentification (using 3 levels
of protection mechanism). Agent platforms like Tryllian5

and JACK6 support developers with sophisticated visual
agent designing tools, but with weaker security mecha-
nisms (authentication using Java security mechanism and
Java cryptography extensions in case of Tryllian). Good
examples of agent platforms are D’Agents [13], Voyager7,
Ajanta [21] or Grasshopper8 providing sufficient security
mechanisms on various levels network protocol depen-
dency and code mobility mechanisms, but due to their
discontinuation of support they are not well suitable for
usage. Another approach for agent platform was devel-
oped in Aglets9 which implements agent mobility using
Java applet mechanism. This approach is more suitable
mostly for human communication agents. Reviewed agent
platforms provide agent running environments capable of
hosting agents. In the scope of this dissertation, the Se-
MoA agent platform provides the most advanced security
properties for agents including various security levels and
authorization. From the agent mobility point of view,
the JADE-LEAP platform suits best for mobile agent im-
plementation. The JADE platform allows integration of
WADE10 agent coordination system thus empowering uti-
lization of agent coordination. Considering the commu-
nication method property, the agent platforms employing
the RMI approach suit to the requirements, because they
allow direct invocation of remote methods. In this case
the D’Agents and Grasshopper suit best to the require-
ments, even though Grasshopper is no longer supported.
The communication language property is not very impor-
tant for implementation of agent system for information
acquisition, because the higher order inter-agent commu-
nication languages are widely used in implementation in-
telligent MASs. In addition, specific agent communica-
tion language can be integrated on top of the communi-
cation layer.
Aggregating the requirements for security, agent mobil-
ity, coordination of agents, and the ideal agent platform
should be made of SeMoA and JADE-LEAP with inte-
grated trust approaches and multicast lookup services.
Since none of the architectures fully meets these require-
ments specific for distributed secure agent platform used
for information collection, we are proposing to employ
the most suitable technologies such as the Jini discov-
ery mechanism and symethric/asymethric cryptography
to design a system that meets such requirements.

4SeMoA Platform Overview, http://semoa.
sourceforge.net/about/details.html
5Tryllian, http://www.tryllian.com/
6JACK, http://www.aosgrp.com/documentation/jack/
practicals/jack\_jde/html/p1n.html
7Voyager Pervasive Computing Platform, http://www.
recursionsw.com/Products/voyager.html
8Grasshopper, http://cordis.europa.eu/infowin/
acts/analysys/products/thematic/agents/ch4/ch4.
htm
9Aglets, http://aglets.sourceforge.net/

10WADE – Workflows and Agents Development Environ-
ment, http://jade.telecomitalialab.com/wade/

2.4 Agent Threats
The most critical challenges among all the above men-
tioned ones are security and trust. There are certain se-
curity and trust risks which must be solved between the
host platform, agent and other systems (more seemly dis-
cussed in [48]):

• Host platform attacking the agent. The main re-
quirements from the agent-side are laid out in re-
spect to the “malicious host problem” [4] requiring
isolated execution environment for agent execution -
not only virtual isolated execution environment but
dedicated isolated hardware.

• The agent attacking the host platform. The agent
platform has the following security requirements in
respect to agents: isolated execution environment
for agent execution - agents must be executed in
isolated environment (isolated hardware preferred),
so an agent can not harm legacy systems.

• The agent attacking another agent. It is required
that any agent which will be used in the system will
need to be audited and certified by a central author-
ity. In turn, every host platform will be configured
to execute only agents which are certified.

• Other entities attacking the agent system. Agents
will also connect to legacy systems (third party soft-
ware). Therefore there is also a risk of an agent be-
ing attacked by a legacy system but also vice versa –
the risk of attacking legacy system by an agent also
exists. Therefore another requirement which arises
from agents to the host platform is secure protected
connection to legacy systems.

Many types of the mentioned attacks are derived from
server-client communication [20], agent platform limita-
tions or gaining unauthorized access to confidential re-
sources.
Several methods were proposed to ensure the untampered
remote code execution. One of the methods tries verify-
ing the computations on the remote untrusted platform
by embedding the tracing code into software running re-
motely and cross checking the traces locally [32]. Another
solution how to ensure the untampered code execution in
the untrusted platform is known as program slicing. The
program is sliced into critical and non-critical program
code blocks and only non-critical blocks can be executed
in the untrusted platforms [51]. In [37] the author ex-
plains why the trusted platform was developed and used
for platform state attestation and gives an overview on ba-
sic concepts of TC. Nowadays, the TCG11-based solutions
seem to be most promising because of the strong stan-
dardization and deployment effort. These limitations of
software-based approaches can be overcome by using the
Trusted Platform Module (TPM) with its hardware-based
security. During the boot process, the TPM measures
(producing hashes) all the critical software and firmware
components, including the BIOS, boot loader, and operat-
ing system kernel, before the operating system is started.
By making these measurements and storing them on the
TPM, the measurements are isolated and secured from

11TCG – Trusted Computing Group, www.
trustedcomputinggroup.org/
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subsequent modification attempts. Recent work in secur-
ing MA platforms [43] proposes the mobile agent security
supporting environment secured by TPM.

2.5 Agent Coordination Mechanisms
Coordination of MAs is anoter challenge addressed in this
dissertation. The coordination principles are based on
the MA nature and its behaviour while dealing with spe-
cific problem. This means that the agents require specific
information in order to be able to run and produce in-
formation according to their behaviour while observing
the hosting environment. The task of the MAs coordi-
nation method is to identify specific agents that need to
be run according to the current state of problem. Such
definition of MAs coordination system is very similar to
approaches used in workflow or process management sys-
tems. A workflow management system (WFMS) is soft-
ware that manages workflow execution by interpreting the
process definition, interacting with workflow participants
and, where required, invoking external tools and applica-
tions. Formal process descriptions such as Petri Net [38]
or calculus of communicating systems (CCS) [31] were
proposed to understand systems before their deployment.
In most cases workflows adapt current industry standards
of Web service-based interfaces, namely SOAP, WSDL
and UDDI. There were many propositions for workflow
language standards such as WSFL12 initiated by IBM,
WSCI13 proposed by W3C consortium and XLANG14

extension of WSDL proposed by Microsoft corporation.
Then, IBM and Microsoft decided to combine both lan-
guages into BPEL4WS and later on it was extended into
WS-BPEL 2.015 that is the most commonly used lan-
guage for business process model description for compo-
sition of Web services. There are also simplified workflow
languages such as the Simple Conceptual Unified Flow
Language (SCUFL) [35]. Relevant approach in modelling
the process management based on the ontological seman-
tics is described by Soffer et al. [45] stating that seman-
tic constraints used in the process models can provide
rules for developing process models. Ontology-based ap-
proach for modelling the BPM is described in the work by
Notron et al. [33] that shows how business-oriented and
execution-oriented ontological representations of business
processes can be related similarly. During the agent plat-
form overview the WADE workflow system used in agent
execution was identified. WADE [5] brings the workflow
approach from the business process level to the level of
system internal logics, thus supporting the execution of
tasks defined according to the workflow metaphor.
An important part of the proposed work is the use of
knowledge modelling tools and languages for representa-
tion of processes coordinating the agents in the specific
cases. Essential overview of ontology-based knowledge
representation is given. An ontology is a specification of
a conceptualization. A “conceptualisation” refers to an
abstract model of some phenomenon in the world by hav-
ing identified the relevant concepts of that phenomenon.
That is, an ontology is a description of the concepts and

12WSFL - Web Services Flow Language, http://xml.
coverpages.org/wsfl.html

13WSCI - Web Service Choreography Interface, http://
www.w3.org/TR/wsci/

14XLANG, http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/
library/aa577463(BTS.70).aspx

15WS-BPEL 2.0, http://www.oasis-open.org/
committees/tc\_home.php?wg\_abbrev=wsbpel

their relationships that can occur in some domain. Knowl-
edge representation described using ontology is used for
several reasons: common understanding of the informa-
tion structure, reuse of domain knowledge, separation of
domain knowledge from operational knowledge and do-
main knowledge analysis. Formal methods for ontology
models description are based on Description Logic (DL)
[19]. The most important languages for knowledge repre-
sentation are XML16, RDF17, RDFS18 and OWL19.

3. Objectives of the PhD Dissertation
Addressing the requirements for the secured agent plat-
form, challenging the needs for trusted communication
mediated by agents and coordinated information collec-
tion, the following objectives were proposed for this dis-
sertation:

1. Design a generic schema of a secured agent platform
for coordinated information collection and a generic
architecture for running environment based on ex-
isting distributed platform.

2. Propose methods for secured agent invocation in dis-
tributed environment and establishing trust among
communicating parties.

3. Design a knowledge based process management sys-
tem addressing agent coordination for information
collection, based on information demand-driven agent
invocation.

4. Develop a methodology for proposed approach im-
plementation and deployment.

5. Experimentally verify the designed approach, per-
formance evaluation for agent platform and valida-
tion of the created methodology.

4. Motivation and Background
Over the last decades the agent technologies became a
promising tool for solving complex challenges in various
domains from resource planning up to artificial intelli-
gence, while the agent technologies were being evolved
mostly within the scientific community and commercial
adoption is still limited to deployment within the Intranet
environments or the virtual enterprises where participants
share the trusted network infrastructure [42]. During last
few years, research in Trusted Computing (TC) technol-
ogy has introduced the concept of confidential computer
features for sealing the computer platform state. Com-
bination of software and hardware components for TC
provides tamper resilient solution for platform state at-
testation.
Solving problems in the complex scenarios the informa-
tion are commonly spread among many distributed infor-
mation sources and their coordinated acquisition is needed.
The specific kind of information sources requires specific
MA implementation to mediate the information access
and collection. According to the available and required

16XML - Extensible Markup Language, http://www.w3.
org/XML/

17RDF - Resource Description Framework, http://www.
w3.org/RDF/

18RDFS - RDF Schema, http://www.w3.org/TR/
rdf-schema/

19OWL - Web Ontology Language, http://www.w3.org/
TR/owl-features/
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information the process activities need to be interlinked
in order to complete the required information at the fi-
nal state of process. Here, a set of possible process states
need to be modeled, modeling even exceptional states.
The processes are specified using ontological description
and the designed process execution system works upon
these descriptions to invoke suitable activities according
to the current process state. The first partial goal of this
dissertation addresses the proposition of agent platform
integrating TC and securing MA transfer and moreover
providing lookup mechanism for agent host platform dis-
covery that renders relevant services or resources. The
second partial goal addresses the proposition of methods
for information flow coordination mechanism. Our mo-
tivation, challenging in this dissertation, is to integrate
both specified goals in order to provide the concept of
agent platform for information collection within trusted
environment and setup security for MA avoiding various
kinds of attacks. The envisaged impact of the proposed
approaches contributes to the design patterns, and the
proposed approaches attain trusted information access via
proposed agent platform and information gathering pro-
cess system based on ontological description.

5. Methodology and Tools
In order to model, describe and develop the results for
this dissertation a UML20 methodology was used. It pro-
vides notification for describing every aspect of software
development. As a UML modelling tools the Astah Com-
munity modeller21 development tool was used. The OOM
(Object Oriented Methodology) [46] was used to specify
the building blocks of designed agent platform and the
agent coordination method. The KLAIM [3] language
was used as formalization language using modal logic to
describe properties for mobile agent system.
The following tools were used for designing the methods
and developing software components in this dissertation:

• Java23 is interpreted object-oriented language used
in this dissertation. Java programming language
is an object-oriented, platform independent, mul-
tithreaded programming environment.

• The Jini24 technology was used as a service oriented
architecture that defines a programming model which
both exploits and extends Java technology to enable
the construction of secure, distributed systems con-
sisting of federations of well-behaved network ser-
vices and clients.

• The Protégé25 tool was used for designing the on-
tological models of processes that allow to import
additional tools in form of plug-ins. Specifically,
the OntoViz plug-in was used for exporting ontology
graphs.

20UML - Unified Modeling Language, http://www.uml.
org/

21Astah UML modelling tool, http://astah.
change-vision.com/en/product/astah-community.

html and IntelliJ Idea UML plugin22

23Java, Sun Microsystems, Inc.: Java Technology, http:
//www.sun.com/java/

24Jini home page, http://www.jini.org/wiki/Main\
_Page

25Protégé Ontology Editor, http://protege.stanford.
edu

• Jena26 is an API in the Java programming language,
for creation and manipulation of RDF graphs. Jena
was used along with Java framework for building
Semantic Web applications.

6. Overview of the Approach
Our work in the MA domain proposes the platform de-
signed upon the existing and mature service-based tech-
nology – Jini, providing promising multicasting facilities
employed to discover the most appropriate hosting envi-
ronment for a MA. In this dissertation, the concept of Jini
is extended by a specialized service – called DSAP (Dis-
tributed Secure Agent Platform) service – allowing agent
issuer to transfer an agent and providing security and
agent code manipulation methods. Our approach differs
from existing Jini-based agent platforms [24, 22, 41, 15]
(based on the principles described by Bayassee [2]) in the
agent nature – in our work the DSAP service uses the Jini
mechanism for service propagation and lookup while other
approaches address agent as Jini service proxy per se. In
other words, our approach uses DSAP service for agent
migration while other approaches use Jini service proxy
as an agent. Novelty also lies in the agent deployment
incorporating TC methods for agent host platform attes-
tation before the agent is deployed. Our approach also
deals with coordination of distributed information collec-
tion, therefore the method for coordinated information
gathering is specified. Available approaches for process
or workflow management systems [5] require strict inter-
connection of process flow while for information collection
loosely coupled process activities suit better. Moreover,
in our agent coordination approach, we have opted for
ontological description providing taxonomy describing re-
sources whose access is coordinated. OWL is used as an
ontological representation. In addition, the information
coordination mechanism uses the ontological property re-
strictions to define information semantics and the RDF
descriptions to address external resources. Moreover, it
uses the activities to specify the elementary process entity
and the method of activity matching based on compari-
son of the activity preconditions with available resources
collected by a process so far (stored within the context
of process instance). The concept of this approach was
presented in [10].

The areas within the dashed rectangles in Figure 1 denote
the sphere of interest of this dissertation, which are:

1. Design of the process ontology introduces the ba-
sic concepts of process management ontology-based
representation;

2. Activity invocation mechanism provides methods of
ontological resource matching for the purpose of ac-
tivity invocation and process management;

3. Agent platform design introduces Jini-based approach
for agent relocation among trusted host platforms as
well as secures agent’s communication;

4. Overall methodology for adaptation and extension
of proposed approaches of process management and
custom agent design.

26Jena – A Semantic Web Framework for Java, http://
jena.sourceforge.net/
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Figure 1: Generic schema of proposed approach
describing important issues in the disertation.

One of the focuses in this dissertation is given on the
agent architecture that employs agent’s code transfer in
a secure manner from client environment to agent host
environment. The agent host platform uses TC approach
for platform state attestation, which means the platform
runs in well known state (system is running over the set
of hardware and software platform components that was
previously checked against viruses or other malware).

6.1 Extending the Jini Technology
Motivation for using Jini framework to design and im-
plement agent platform arises mainly from the need for
secured agent transfer over the network and from the need
for trust among agent home and hosting platforms as well
as to ensure the hosting platform reliance. Moreover, the
lookup mechanism of Jini services suits best to the need
for agent distribution. Our proposed agent platform dif-
fers from other Jini-based mobile agent approaches [24,
22, 41, 15] and Paradigm [1] in the way that the agent
code is transferred to the service provider computing fa-
cility using Jini service instead of invoking Jini service
proxy as an agent. The roles of communicating entities
shown in Figure 2 are:

• DSAP Server registers DSAP Service into a Lookup
Service,

• DSAP Service provides interfaces for agent deploy-
ment and its communication with client code (agent
code security, deserialization mechanism or dedicated
GUI),

• DSAP Proxy provides communication with DSAP
Service (agent code serialization and security poli-
cies),

• DSAP Client holds the client code communicating
with DSAP service and is responsible for discovery
of suitable DSAP Service platform

Figure 2: The concept of DSAP based on the Jini
framework, where DSAP service provides meth-
ods (dotted lines) for uploading agent (black oc-
tagon), sending messages and receiving event on
the client side.

Figure 3: Secured agent block containing entities:
properties, symmetric key, signature and byte-
code of an agent.

• Lookup Service provides service discovery capability
according to service interface or additional metadata
of required service.

6.2 Securing Agent Code
Agent repository was designed to store the certified agents.
In order to certify an agent, the trusted third-party au-
thority must review the agent’s code and issue the cer-
tificate indicating that agent code does exactly what its
creator states it should do and that it does not contain
any malicious code, which may jeopardize the integrity
of the host platform. Moreover, our architecture relies
on a Secure Docking Module (SDM) [8] (concept of key
store introduced in the Secritom project) providing a tam-
per resilient memory region to store the SDM protected
keys. The basic feature of SDM is that it releases pri-
vate keys only if the host platform adheres to a configura-
tion (trusted state) that enforces a key protection policy.
DSAP framework implements AES cipher for symmetric
encryption and RSA cipher for asymmetric encryption.
Agent data block is shown in Figure 3.

6.3 Agent Deployment in Trusted Environment
Deployment of agent code is shown in Figure 4. Here, pro-
cess management subsystem (PMS) was designed to co-
ordinate agents which are transferred into the host DSAP
platforms. PMS is able to verify certificate of agent classes
and to instantiate an agent object along with configur-
ing its attributes for a specific goal. The serialized agent
object and its classes are encrypted using AES key se-
cured by TDS1PubKE/D public key (method for securing
a block cipher using PKI is referred to as key encapsu-
lation) of the host platform. After the encrypted agent
migrates into host platform, DSAP service decrypts the
AES key using TDS1PrKE/D private key of the TDS (re-
ceived from SDM) and uses this key to decrypt an agent
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Figure 4: The schema of secured agent deploy-
ment using the DSAP platform.

Figure 5: Generic process ontology concepts used
by PMS.

code and object. The agent object is deserialized, instan-
tiated using classloader of DSAP service and run within
the Java environment. The results of the agent are en-
crypted using the same AES key and sent back to PMS.

6.4 Approach for Mobile Agents Coordination
In order to simplify the information integration and de-
velopment, the approach for mapping the ontological con-
cepts into Java classes was designed and developed as
the OntoMap tool [9]. In the context of the RAPORT27

project, the methods for ontology mapping were success-
fully used for integration of activity coordination [11],
activity rescheduling algorithm [27] and recommendation
tool using the same ontology [26], document integration
method as well as for building graphical user interface.
Moreover, the OntoMap approach was used to provide
Java interfaces for PMS that accesses a process described
using OWL ontology language hosted in Jena engine. The
structure of generic process ontology is depicted in Figure
5.

The mechanism of process management subsystem is

27RAPORT project, http://raport.ui.sav.sk/

Figure 6: Mechanism of process invocation used
in PMS.

Figure 7: Overhead measurements for agent code
transfer.

shown in Figure 6 and can be described in the following
steps:

1. Start new process. New process is started by match-
ing the activities (step 2) that does not require any
context resources.

2. Matching next activities. Briefly, the matching pro-
cess algorithm compares the preconditions for each
activity template with resources contained in the
context of the process. If the preconditions match
the available resources, a new activity is created ac-
cording to the activity template (step 3). Otherwise
the PMS waits for state changes in the process (step
4).

3. Create new activity. New activity is created only if
the preconditions of some activity template match
the resources in the context and thus the activity
can use resources from the process context. After
new activity was created the PMS waits for state
changes in the process (step 4).

4. State change listener. If some running activity has
acquired the information the state change listener is
invoked and the changes are updated in the context
of the process (step 5).

5. Context update. It simply takes resources that were
created during the activity run and puts them into
the context. In addition, if this activity is of end-
ing activity type, the process execution is finished;
otherwise a new activity is matched (step 2).

7. Validation and Verification of the Proposed
Approach

Verification of agent platform methods was prepared as
overhead measurements of platform method for agent code
transfer and its communication. Since these methods pro-
cess agent code and communication object sequentially,
there is no need of proving the correctness of the algo-
rithm i.e. the possibility to produce any false positive
result. The overhead measures shown in Figure 7 were
prepared using agent which queried MySQL database to
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Figure 8: The graph sketches the ontological rep-
resentation of ProcessTemplate and ActivityTem-
plate concepts. Activities are prescribed by ac-
tivityClass attribute in order to create activity
instance.

extract specific information. Since agent home and host
platform was located on the same computer but in the
different Java virtual machines, the network transfer over-
head was eliminated. In the case that the agent host plat-
form is deployed in the different computer, the network
overhead need to be considered depending on the net-
work bandwidth and latency. Agent code transfer com-
prises of the security provider initialization in ’upload’
method call, serialization agent classes and object into
bytecode, encrypting agent bytecode, encapsulating AES
key using agent host platform public key, calling the ’up-
load’ method of remote service to transfer agent bytecode
to agent host platform. Remote service code fragment
queries the SDM key storage to release private key of
agent platform and uses this key to decrypt AES key.
Symmetric AES key is used to decrypt agent bytecode
which is consequently deserialized into classes and agent
object (agent code). The agent classes are loaded in Java
virtual memory, agent object is put into the agent con-
tainer and the agent’s starting method is executed. Re-
mote service returns the status of agent deployment to in-
vocation code and moreover the handler is waiting on the
response of agent (in the case of performed measures, the
agent code queries MySQL database). The methods were
validated using software components that were incorpo-
rated in research projects aimed at information collection
for document management supporting system for admin-
istrative workflow processes [11] in the RAPORT project,
and agent platform for trusted information collection [17,
18] in the Secricom project28.

8. Achieved Results
According to objectives given in section 3, the following
results were achieved:

• Result 1: The architecture for secured agent plat-
form, which provides agent execution environment
in trusted manner, was designed. In addition, the
generic approach for coordinated agent deployment
and communication was designed, where the infor-
mation from agents are collected using process and
actor ontology. The architecture is shown in Figure
1.

• Result 2: Method for securing agent transfer and its
communication was proposed and designed, where
the transferred block of secured agent code is shown

28Secricom project homepage. http://www.secricom.eu/

Figure 9: The graph describes interconnection be-
tween Activity and Actor. Each Activity is de-
scribed by ActivityTemplate instances that con-
tain precondition and effect attributes. The pre-
condition specifies when the activity is created
and the effect specifies what activity is created
and which actor is delegated for data acquisition.

in Figure 3. Moreover, the agent deployment mech-
anism in trusted environment configured via TC ap-
proach was designed, where the method that allows
an agent code to trust its running environment is
sketched in Figure 4. These methods are incorpo-
rated into the design of overall agent platform as it
is apparent in the architecture of proposed DSAP
platform depicted in Figure 1.

• Result 3: The designed and developed methods for
coordinated agent deployment automate the infor-
mation gathering and integration using ontological
description. Information interlinking among various
concepts and resources is the major advancement
of using the ontological concept in process descrip-
tion. Overview of the approach for activity invoca-
tion is shown in Figure 6. The process execution
method uses ontological description of process and
activity templates (shown in Figure 8) to steer the
mechanism for activity creation and of actor con-
cept (shown in Figure 9) providing the method for
invocation of actor software entity – mobile agent.

• Result 4: Methodology for adaptation of the pro-
posed approach was described where the installa-
tion, adaptation of generic process ontology and in-
vocation of actor software entity are discussed.

• Result 5: Methods for coordination system were
originally designed, applied and validated in the ad-
ministrative workflow scenario supporting military
exercise preparation in the RAPORT project. Here,
the coordination system was used for workflow exe-
cution and knowledge-based information integration
into working documents. Methods of agent plat-
form approach were experimentally verified and val-
idated in the sample crisis scenario prepared within
the Secritom project, which exploited every feature
of designed agent platform, namely computer-to-
computer and human-to-computer secure commu-
nication via mobile agents deployed in trusted en-
vironment. In this sample crisis scenario the meth-
ods for agent coordination were successfully applied
in order to manage the deployment of agents and
their information flow. Performance of implemented
agent execution was evaluated, specifically perfor-
mance overhead of methods for securing and deploy-
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ment the agent code in trusted environment and se-
cure communication. This evaluation gives an over-
view on performance of proposed system and verifies
the method functionality.

9. Conclusions
Primary goal of this dissertation was to design a dis-
tributed secure agent platform for coordinated informa-
tion collection with special regard to security and trust.
The dissertation goals are described by objectives in chap-
ter 3. Analysis of the state-of-the-art methods and overview
of existing approaches follow the set goals. The main
contribution is in the proposed approach for intercon-
nection and coordination of distributed heterogeneous re-
sources, like legacy systems or human communication de-
vices, using mobile agents in real-time manner. Special
focus was put on securing agents’ communication and pro-
viding trusted execution environment for mobile agents.
Moreover, information gathering from distributed hetero-
geneous resources, mediated by mobile agents, is coordi-
nated using a process management method which enables
to define complex information flow for different scenario.
The activities in agent coordination mechanism are de-
scribed by an ontology that allows information integra-
tion. Proposed approaches and methods were validated
in two application scenarios within one national and one
international research project.
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Abstract
Computers are used by the general public for an increas-
ing number of tasks where security is an important aspect.
Most of the computers are used to execute potentially ma-
licious applications, often without the user’s knowledge,
alongside applications that process sensitive data. The
common security functions of the current common oper-
ating systems do not provide sufficient protection of the
confidentiality and the integrity of the sensitive data pro-
cessed by one application against other applications run-
ning on behalf of the same user.

We show that the operating system has an important role
in security – it is often impossible to effectively deal with
security at the application layer without a suitable sup-
port of the operating system. We analyze several typical
examples of applications used in home and office environ-
ments and generalize the security requirements and the
security properties of the data used by the applications.
We design a security model including a formally defined
information flow policy to protect the confidentiality and
the integrity of the data. We state and prove basic secu-
rity properties of the model. We analyze several existing
protection profiles for operating systems, and we argue
that none of them is suitable for an operating system with
the intended use. We present a new protection profile that
supports our new security model. Finally, we show that
it is feasible to modify Linux operating system to make it
compliant with the presented protection profile.
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1. Introduction
During the past few years we have been observing a signif-
icant increase in the number of people who use computers
to perform tasks where security is important. Typical
such applications, that are of interest to general pub-
lic and can be expected to be used on home comput-
ers, include Internet banking, e-government applications,
electronic signature creation and verification applications.
We will use the term security-critical application to de-
note such applications.

Organizations use information systems to store and pro-
cess confidential business data and personal data. Unau-
thorized access to information stored or processed by all of
the mentioned applications (and many others) can often
cause a substantial loss to the affected person or organi-
zation. It is usually the user’s responsibility to protect
the sensitive data. However, common users are not infor-
mation security experts and can only follow some guide-
lines given to them. Even that is usually possible only
if the guidelines are simple enough. While a larger orga-
nization can dedicate some computers to security-critical
applications and protect them against unauthorized ac-
cess, modification or software installation, it can hardly
be expected in a home environment.

In our previous research [12] we have shown that it is gen-
erally infeasible to deal with security on the application
layer without a suitable support from the operating sys-
tem. We have also analyzed several common general pur-
pose operating systems and discussed the insufficiency of
their security functions to counter some common threats.
The principal results of the analysis, in an updated form,
are presented in our thesis. It has motivated our work on
designing a security model to be implemented in an op-
erating system providing sufficient security functions to
allow using a single computer with a single operating sys-
tem for both security-critical applications and untrusted
applications.
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2. Security in Common Operating Systems
In the thesis, we have analyzed two groups of currently
common desktop operating systems for personal comput-
ers. The first group consists of Microsoft Windows 2000/
XP Professional/Vista, and the second one consists of the
Linux operating systems.1.

We have used the security functional requirements classes
specified in the international standard ISO/IEC 15408
[4] to organize the analysis of the security functions of
the considered operating systems. Operating systems in
both groups use hardware resources to protect themselves
against manipulation by processes, and to protect the
processes against each other. They implement security
functions for security audit records generation and re-
view, user data protection, user identification and authen-
tication, security management, limited trusted path and
trusted channels, and other security requirements. As
far as access control is concerned, operating systems in
both groups implement discretionary access control mech-
anisms, and some of them (Linux, Windows Vista) option-
ally provide different sorts of (partial) mandatory access
control mechanisms.

2.1 Security Problems of Common Operating Systems
We have identified several common security problems that
are not addressed sufficiently by the considered operat-
ing systems if potentially malicious applications are to be
used simultaneusly with security-critical ones.

2.1.1 Abuse of privileges by an administrator
Linux operating systems not not apply discretionary ac-
cess control to the processes running on behalf of the user
with ID 0 (root). A system administrator can, by default,
run any program on behalf of this user. The administra-
tor can, therefore, manipulate with data of any user, and
can also modify parts of the operating system and appli-
cations, e.g. to capture sensitive input such as passwords,
PINs, . . . . The SELinux security module can be used
with a carefully specified security policy and with a suit-
able separation of duty among more people to lower the
risks of abuse of privileges by an administrator.

In Windows operating systems, the users can limit the ac-
cess of administrators to their data. However, this feature
is insufficient because it can be circumvented by abusing
the privileges for backup operators. The protection of
confidentiality of the data can be improved using encryp-
tion, but the administrators are still able to overcome the
encryption by designating a special user able to decrypt
all files.

To sum up, the system administrators (and other users
with special privileges) effectively control the entire sys-
tem. Their trustworthiness is therefore very important
for the overall security of the operating systems.

1To be correct, there are many Linux distributions, such
as Slackware, Debian, RedHat, Suse, Ubuntu, . . . . A
Linux distribution consists of the Linux kernel and a col-
lection of libraries, system utilities and application pro-
grams. Its security functions are determined mainly by
the kernel itself and by the basic system utilities and
libraries that are shared among the individual distribu-
tions. This allows us to neglect the differences among the
individual distributions and talk about the Linux operat-
ing system.

2.1.2 Too many processes with high privileges
Another common problem is that many processes pro-
viding various services run on behalf of privileged users
(e.g. root on Linux, or special system user on Windows).
Many of these processes do need the privileges, but there
are also many of them that need only a small subset of
the privileges. Programs contain various flaws that may
allow attackers to execute arbitrary code with the privi-
leges of the exploited process. When such flawed program
runs within a process with an administrator’s privileges,
it may allow an unidentified attacker to abuse the admin-
istrator’s privileges.

2.1.3 Abuse of privileges of an ordinary user
A currently very common problem is the abuse of privi-
leges of an ordinary user by malicious applications. Many
users do not realize that the programs they have obtained
from untrusted sources (such as the huge number of web
pages) can, on top of (or instead of) the declared activ-
ities, perform any operations, including malicious ones,
while abusing the user’s privileges.

Another problem is that applications often contain flaws
that allow a code embedded in a specially crafted docu-
ment to be executed as a result of the application’s pro-
cessing of the document. When the user uses such appli-
cation to process a document obtained from an untrusted
source, the risk is similar to that of directly running a
program from an untrusted source. This problem be-
comes even more significant when we consider common
web browsers or e-mail clients that, to be more user-
friendly, automatically run various applications to pro-
cess documents in web pages or e-mail attachments, often
without asking the user whether or not to do so. This is
probably the most common way of spreading computer
viruses and Trojans nowadays. The lack of awareness of
users also helps the attackers to use this way to abuse the
users’ privileges. The users often trust unauthenticated
information. A typical example is the e-mail address of
the sender of an e-mail message – it is trivial to forge
while many users, seeing a known e-mail address, believe
that the message must have been received from a person
they trust. The message often comes from a virus, Tro-
jan or another malware that attempts to exploit a security
flaw in an application the recipient is expected to use to
process the message.

2.1.4 Direct manipulation with the hardware
Direct manipulation with the hardware while it is not con-
trolled by the operating system also presents a nonneg-
ligible possibility of breaking security of the considered
operating systems. If an attacker can physically manipu-
late with a computer, he or she can modify the contents of
its hard disks, and thus modify any data, applications or
parts of the operating system. Even though the operating
systems support digital signature verification for system
components or for software packages during installation,
the signature verification depends on data stored on the
disk that may be subject to unauthorized modification
via direct hardware manipulation. The system can also
be modified not to perform the verification at all. This
problem cannot be, in general, solved at the operating sys-
tem layer without booting the system from a medium that
can be trusted not to have been modified in an unautho-
rized way (e.g. a physically protected read-only medium
or a file the authenticity of which is verified before using
it by the computer’s firmware and hardware).
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2.2 Existing partial solutions
Some of the problems mentioned above can be partially
solved using the features provided by the considered oper-
ating systems. The problem with processes with too high
privileges can, in some cases, be solved by minimizing the
privileges to the minimal required set. It is, however, not
always sufficient or possible.

The problem with abusing the user’s privileges can be
sometimes solved by increasing the awareness of the users,
and by strict separation of the security-critical activities
from the risky ones (such as web browsing or e-mail pro-
cessing). When a user uses different accounts for different
purposes, he or she can set the access control lists in the
way that the programs running with the user’s identity for
the risky operations cannot interfere with the sensitive
data that are to be accessed only by processes running
with the other user’s identity.

There have been many projects for the Linux operating
systems (e.g. [6, 8, 9, 1, 7]) implementing various secu-
rity mechanisms (most often a sort of mandatory access
control) to effectively solve some of the problems. They
finally resulted in the inclusion of Linux Security Module
(LSM) framework in the Linux kernel, and in the accep-
tance of SELinux module as a standard part of the kernel.
SELinux can be used to protect confidentiality using Bell-
LaPadula based multi-level security policy, and using any
policy specified in terms of domain and type enforcement
mechanism. The latter is nowadays used by several Linux
distributions (e.g. RedHat, Debian) to limit the impact
of exploiting flaws in applications on Linux servers. At-
tempts to use a strict SELinux policy on desktop systems
have failed due to too diverse requirements of desktop sys-
tems [11, 2], and they have resulted in usage of so called
targeted policy that constrains many of the system ser-
vices and server processes but leaves the user-started pro-
cesses unconfined in a single domain. This way the user’s
data are not protected against malicious code started by
the user, either directly or indirectly via a flawed appli-
cation and a malicious document.

Windows operating systems also brought several inter-
esting attempts to solve the problems. Windows Vista
introduces two new security features that are worth men-
tioning. One of them is called Mandatory integrity control
(MIC)[18]. Filesystem objects and processes are assigned
integrity levels, and a process can only modify objects
with the same or lower integrity level than the process’s
integrity level. In fact, one half of the standard Biba
model[20] rules are used. It can also be configured to en-
force one half of the standard Bell-LaPadula model[10] –
a process can only read from objects with the same or
lower level. Because MIC only implements a half of the
standard rules, it lacks the provable security properties
of Bell-LaPadula and Biba models. Its primary use was
to protect the user’s data and programs against a ma-
licious code executed by a flawed web browser. It does
not, however, prevent other processes from reading (and
acting upon) malicious data that have been downloaded
from untrusted sources.

Another new security feature introduced in Windows Vista
is User Account Control (UAC)[19]. It deals with the,
well known and unfortunate, fact that many users on
desktop systems use accounts with administrator privi-
leges (either to overcome problems with some software

or just out of a sort of laziness) for their normal com-
puter usage. This leads to a situation that even a flawed
web browser or e-mail client can perform operations that
are restricted to administrators, and it effectively makes
the access control mechanisms ineffective. UAC works by
disabling some of the special privileges normally given to
administrators and prompting the user for a permission
to grant these privileges to the process that attempts to
perform an operation that requires the privileges. This
way, the processes cannot perform the privileged opera-
tions without the user knowing about it. They can still,
however, perform any operations that do not require the
privileges dedicated to administrators.

2.3 Existing Protection Profiles
The security requirements for IT products are often spec-
ified in the form of a protection profile (PP) according to
the international standard ISO/IEC 15408 [3]. In the the-
sis, we have analyzed several existing protection profiles
for operating systems. In the PP registry2, several pro-
tection profiles for operating systems are registered. Two
of them, Controlled access protection profile (CAPP)[16]
and Labeled security protection profile (LSPP)[17], are
for general use. A few others are specifically tailored to
the needs of the Department of Defense of the U.S.A.
for the classified information processing, but they are not
suitable for general home/office use.

The security objectives and the functional security re-
quirements of the CAPP do not cover protection against
abuse of an administrator’s privileges – a trustworthy ad-
ministrator is assumed. No protection against malicious
code executing with a user’s privileges is provided because
all access control decisions are based on the user’s iden-
tity regardless of the program being executed. The user
has thus no way of preventing a malicious program from
accessing any data accessible to the user. Even if the user
attempts to restrict his/her own access rights to an ob-
ject, the malicious program running on the user’s behalf
can grant the access rights to the user (or to any other
user).

The LSPP improves the protection of confidentiality of
data in the environments where information is/may be
classified in the Bell-LaPadula way. When a process (sub-
ject) is executed at a security level, it cannot read from
objects with a higher security level (thus containing more
sensitive information), and it cannot write to objects with
a lower security level. For example, if communication ob-
jects connecting to untrusted external systems are classi-
fied at the lowest level, a malicious program running at a
higher level cannot send sensitive information to the ex-
ternal systems, and a malicious process operating at the
lowest level (and thus able to communicate with the exter-
nal system) can read no sensitive information (contained
in an object with a higher level).

The LSPP, however, contains no improvements regarding
integrity protection. A malicious program running at the
lowest security level can still cause damage to valuable
data stored on the system. As we will show later, the
integrity protection can be of equal, or sometimes even
higher importance that the confidentiality protection.

The LSPP, just like the CAPP, does not cover the pro-

2http://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/pp.html
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tection against abuse of an administrator’s privileges – it
assumes a trustworthy administrator.

We can conclude, that an operating system compliant
with any or all of the mentioned protection profiles can
still suffer from the problems discussed in this section.

3. Goals, Objectives and Methods
The problems mentioned in the previous section have given
rise to the primary goals of the thesis:

• designing a suitable security model for an operating
system supporting secure use of security-critical ap-
plications alongside untrusted and potentially mali-
cious applications,

• creating a protection profile, compliant to the
ISO/IEC 15408 standard[3, 4, 5], for a general pur-
pose operating system supporting such use, utilizing
the security model.

In order to achieve the goals, we have set the following
objectives to fulfil in the thesis:

1. Identify and categorize typical applications and iden-
tify the protection requirements.

2. Specify the data classification scheme.

3. Specify the security model.

4. Formulate and prove security properties of the model.

5. Create the protection profile.

In order to specify the security model we have used a
simplified model of an operating system consisting of ac-
tive entities – subjects (processes) performing operations
on passive entities – objects (files, directories, commu-
nication objects, processes, . . . ). We started with read,
write, create and delete operations, and we extended the
set of operations later to cover a more realistic operating
system. We have modelled access control and informa-
tion flow control using logical functions operating on sub-
jects and objects and yielding true or false depending on
whether the operation is permitted or not.

The structure of a protection profile is specified by the
international standard ISO/IEC 15408 [3]. We have used
the standard to write our protection profile.

4. Our Results
4.1 Classes of Applications Considered
We have considered the typical applications used on per-
sonal computers in the home and small office environ-
ment. We have identified several classes according to the
security requirements for their data.

4.1.1 Malicious applications
A special class of applications is the class of malicious
applications. These are applications that have been in-
tentionally programmed to perform malicious activities.
The typical examples are computer viruses, worms, Tro-
jan horses and other kinds of so called malware. They can
be downloaded from the Internet by the user, received as

an attachment of an e-mail message, or a vulnerable appli-
cation may be turned into a malicious one by processing
malicious data. The user is usually unaware of the fact
that a particular application is malicious.

It has to be assumed that the malicious applications do
anything not prevented by the operating system or the
environment of the computer (e.g. a network firewall).

4.1.2 Local applications
The class of local applications contains the applications
that are used to process data stored in a local filesystem.
These applications generally do not need network access
to perform their tasks. The typical examples are text
processors, spreadsheets, presentation software, graphic
editors, . . . .

Local applications are used to process data with varying
requirements regarding the confidentiality and integrity
protection. If they process malicious data, they may be-
come malicious due to programming errors.

4.1.3 Sensitive web access
Web browsers are often used to access remote services that
process data requiring confidentiality and/or integrity pro-
tection. A typical example is an Internet-banking system.
It provides access to financial information; it allows the
user to submit transaction orders to the bank, etc. It
also processes authentication data (e.g. passwords). All
such data may be considered confidential by the user, and
therefore, are to be adequately protected. The confiden-
tiality and the integrity of the data during their trans-
mission is usually protected by means of cryptography.
Cryptography is usually also used to provide authentica-
tion of the remote system. But the data is also to be
protected while stored in the memory or in a file on the
local computer. Consider an instance of a web browser
used for general Internet access. It may have processed
some malicious data, a and therefore, it may have be-
come a malicious application exporting everything to an
attacker. If the instance of the web browser is later used
to access an Internet banking system, all the confidential
information may leak.

4.1.4 Digital signature creation
A digital signature creation application needs access to
the private key. The private key is a very sensitive piece
of information the confidentiality of which has to be pro-
tected. The integrity of the private key has to be pro-
tected as well because its modification can lead not only
to the loss of ability to create correct digital signatures,
but also to the leak of information that is sufficient to
compute the corresponding private key in certain cases.

4.1.5 Digital signature verification
A digital signature verification application needs access
to the public key. The public key requires no confiden-
tiality protection, but it does require integrity protection.
If attackers were able to modify the public key used to
verify a digital signature, they would be able to create a
digitally signed document that would pass the signature
verification process.

4.1.6 Data encryption
A data encryption application using asymmetric cryptog-
raphy needs access to the public key of the receiver of
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the data. As mentioned above, the public key requires
no confidentiality protection, but it does require integrity
protection. In the case of encryption, if the public key
were modified by an attacker, the attacker would be able
to decrypt the encrypted data instead of the intended re-
ceiver.

The encrypted output of a data encryption application
may be transmitted via communication channels that do
not provide confidentiality protection even if the confiden-
tiality of the original data is to be protected.

4.1.7 Data decryption
A data decryption application, as well as a data encryp-
tion application using symmetric cryptography, needs ac-
cess to the private (secret) key with the confidentiality
and integrity protection requirements mentioned above.
The output of a data decryption application may also re-
quire confidentiality protection.

4.2 Security Model
4.2.1 Objects
It can be seen in the examples in the previous section
that we have to deal with data with varying requirements
regarding the confidentiality and integrity protection. As
far as the confidentiality is concerned, we can classify the
data into three basic categories:

• public data,

• normal data – C-normal,

• data that are sensitive regarding their confidential-
ity – C-sensitive.

The public data require no confidentiality protection. They
may be freely transmitted via communication channels
and/or to remote systems that provide no confidentiality
protection. An example of public data is the data down-
loaded from public Internet.

The normal data are to be protected by means of dis-
cretionary access control against unauthorized reading by
other users than the owner of the data.

The C-sensitive data are the data that their owner (a
user) wishes to remain unreadable to the others regard-
less of the software the user uses, and even if the users
makes some mistakes (such as setting wrong access rights
for discretionary access control). Examples of C-sensitive
data are private and secret keys, passwords for Internet
banking, etc.

As far as the integrity (or trustworthiness) of data is con-
cerned, we can also classify the data into three basic cat-
egories:

• potentially malicious data,

• normal data – I-normal,

• data that are sensitive regarding their integrity –
I-sensitive.

The requirements of the integrity protection of data is
tightly coupled to the trustworthiness of the data. The

trustworthiness of data can be thought of as a metric of
how reliable the data are. If some data can be modified
by anyone, they cannot be trusted not to contain wrong
or malicious information. If some data are to be relied
on, their integrity has to be protected.

The potentially malicious data require no integrity pro-
tection, and can neither be trusted to contain valid in-
formation, nor can be trusted not to contain malicious
content.

The normal data is to be protected by means of discre-
tionary access control against unauthorized modification
by other users that the owner of the data.

The I-sensitive data are the data that their owner wishes
to remain unmodified by the others regardless of the soft-
ware the user uses, and even if the users makes some mis-
takes. The I-sensitive data are to be modifiable only under
special conditions upon their owner’s request. A special
category of I-sensitive data is the category of the shared
system files such as the programs, the libraries, various
system-wide configuration files, the user database, . . . .
Some of these files may be modifiable by the designated
system administrator, some of them should be even more
restricted.

The number of the confidentiality and integrity categories
may be higher in real systems. The three levels described
above have a general and easy to understand meaning,
and we will use them in this section to explain the ideas
of our new model.

4.2.2 Subjects
It follows from the examples in the previous section, that
we have to deal with subjects with varying levels of how
much we can trust them to do what they are expected
to do. While we cannot trust a malicious application to
do anything good, we will clearly have to trust a signa-
ture creation application to create correct signatures, for
example.

A common approach to ensuring the confidentiality and/or
the integrity of information in systems that deal with data
classified into several confidentiality/integrity levels, is to
define an information flow policy, and then to enforce the
policy. In order to enforce an information flow policy,
subjects are divided into two categories – trusted and un-
trusted. A trusted subject is a subject that is trusted to
enforce the information flow policy (with exceptions) by
itself; an untrusted subject is a subject that is not trusted
to enforce the policy by itself, and therefore the policy has
to be enforced on the subject’s operations by the system.

A typical information flow policy protecting confidential-
ity (e.g. one based on Bell-LaPadula model[10]) states
that a subject operating at a confidentiality level CS may
only read from an object with a confidentiality level COr

if CS ≥ COr , and may only write to an object with a
confidentiality level COw if CS ≤ COw . If a subject is to
be able to read from a more confidential object, and to
write to a less confidential object, it has to be a trusted
subject.

A typical information flow policy protecting integrity (e.g.
one based on Biba model) states that a subject operating
at an integrity level IS may only read from an object with
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an integrity level IOr if IS ≤ IOr , and may only write
to an object with an integrity level IOw if IS ≥ IOw .
Only a trusted subject can read from an object with a
lower integrity level, and write to an object with a higher
integrity level.

The problem with the division of subjects into the two
categories is that it would lead to the need of too many
trusted subjects in the home and office environment. Con-
sidering the examples given in the previous section, many
of the identified applications would have to be trusted.

We will divide subjects into three categories:

• untrusted subjects,

• partially trusted subjects, and

• trusted subjects.

An untrusted subject is a subject that is not trusted to
enforce the information flow policy. It is assumed to per-
form any operations on any objects unless it is prevented
from doing so by the operating system.

A trusted subject is a subject that is trusted to enforce the
information flow policy by itself. A trusted subject may
be used to perform tasks than require violation of the
policy under conditions that are verified by the trusted
subject. A trusted subject can, therefore, be used to im-
plement an exception to the policy.

A partially trusted subject is a subject that is trusted to
enforce the information flow policy regarding a specific
set of objects, but not trusted to enforce the information
flow policy regarding any other objects. In other words,
a trusted subject is

• trusted not to transfer information from a defined
set of objects (designated inputs) at a higher con-
fidentiality level to a defined set of objects (desig-
nated outputs) at a lower confidentiality level in a
way other than the intended one, and

• trusted not to transfer information from a defined
set of objects (designated inputs) at a lower integrity
level to a defined set of objects (designated outputs)
at a higher integrity level in a way other than the
intended one, but

• not trusted not to transfer information between any
other objects.

The sets of designated inputs and outputs regarding con-
fidentiality are distinct from the sets regarding integrity.
Any of the sets may be empty. A partially trusted subject,
like a trusted one, can be used to implement an exception
to the policy, because it can violate the policy (and it is
trusted to do it only in an intended way).

The most important difference between trusted and par-
tially trusted subjects is in the level of trust. While
trusted subjects are completely trusted to behave cor-
rectly, partially trusted subjects are only trusted not to
abuse the possibility of the information flow violating the
policy between a defined set of input objects and a defined
set of output objects.

4.2.3 Information Flow Policy
Having specified the objects and the subjects and their
classification, we can formulate the information flow pol-
icy to protect the confidentiality and the integrity of the
information stored in, or transferred via the objects. We
will first specify the policy objectives in an informal way,
and then we will define the policy formally.

In accordance with the classification of objects, the infor-
mation flow policy has the following objectives:

1. Prevent reading of C-sensitive objects by subjects
of other users than the owner of the object.

2. Prevent modification of I-sensitive objects by sub-
jects of other users than the owner of the object.

3. Prevent information passing from objects with a
higher confidentiality level3 to objects with a lower
confidentiality level by untrusted subjects with the
exception stated below.

4. Allow the user to explicitly allow a subject to read
a C-normal object on per request basis. The user’s
approval in such case must be obtained via a mech-
anism independent on the subject.

The idea of this objective is to allow the user to
perform operations such as submitting a C-normal
document to a remote system, that is not trusted
to process C-normal data in general and is consid-
ered a public object with respect to our classification
scheme, without the need to reclassify the document
first (a therefore to expose its content to any sub-
ject). Because this approach is very prone to the
user’s mistakes, it should be limited to C-normal
objects and not applicable to C-sensitive objects.

5. Prevent information passing from objects with a
lower integrity level4 to objects with a higher in-
tegrity level by untrusted subjects.

6. Allow the user to specify the maximal integrity level
for each subject and prevent the subject from writ-
ing to objects with a higher integrity level.

The idea of this objective is to prevent modification
of objects with a high integrity level unless required
by the user.

7. Allow the user to define four sets of special input and
output objects (two sets for confidentiality protec-
tion and two sets for integrity protection) and two
special confidentiality levels (for reading and writing
respectively) and two special integrity levels associ-
ated with the sets for each partially trusted subject,
and apply the same rules to partially trusted sub-
jects with the following exceptions:

(a) Allow a partially trusted subject to transfer in-
formation from an object Oin with a confiden-
tiality level cin to an object Oout with a confi-
dentiality level cout < cin if the object Oin is
in the input set for confidentiality protection,
the object Oout is in the output set for confi-
dentiality protection, cin is at most the special

3Assuming the ordering of the confidentiality levels as
follows: public < C-normal < C-sensitive.
4Assuming the ordering of the integrity levels as follows:
potentially malicious < I-normal < I-sensitive.
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confidentiality level for reading, and cout is at
least the special confidentiality level for writ-
ing.

(b) Allow a partially trusted subject to transfer in-
formation from an object Oin with an integrity
level iin to an object Oout with an integrity
level iout > iin if the object Oin is in the input
set for integrity protection, the object Oout is
in the output set for integrity protection, iin is
at least the special integrity level for reading,
and iout is at most the special integrity level
for writing.

8. Allow the user to define the maximal confidentiality
level for reading Cmax

S , the minimal confidentiality
level for writing Cmin

S , the minimal integrity level
for reading Imin

S and the maximal integrity level for
writing Imax

S for each trusted subject S, and allow
the trusted subject S to read from an object O with
a confidentiality level CO and an integrity level IO

only if CO ≤ Cmax
S ∧ IO ≥ Imin

S , and allow the
trusted subject S to write to the object O only if
CO ≥ Cmin

S ∧ IO ≤ Imax
S .

The trusted subjects are, therefore, able to transfer
information between any objects within some limits.

In the thesis, we present a security formal model described
by a logical function for each operation. The functions op-
erate on subjects and objects and determine whether the
particular operation is allowed. Every object is assigned
4 attributes, every subject is assigned 18 attributes, and
these attributes are used to specify the logical functions.

In the thesis, we also present formally specified and proved
theorems stating the security properties of our model5.
The model prevents untrusted subjects from causing any
information flow from an object with a higher confiden-
tiality / lower integrity level to an object with a lower
confidentiality / higher integrity level. It also ensures that
partially trusted subjects are able to cause such informa-
tion flow only if they obey the rules mentioned above.

4.3 Protection Profile Overview
To fulfil one of the goals of the thesis, we have created a
protection profile, compliant to the ISO/IEC 15408 stan-
dard[3, 4, 5], for a general purpose operating system suit-
able for using security-critical applications alongside po-
tentially malicious ones.

Our protection profile has been designed to support our
new security model in addition to the common discre-
tionary access control policy supported by the common
existing operating systems.

Our protection profile specifies several assumptions about
the security environment of the operating system, namely
about the hardware and its physical surroundings:

• the hardware supports access control for memory
regions and peripheral devices,

• the processor(s) restrict the use of privileged in-
structions to the operating system,

5The theorems can also be found in [14].

• the hardware is physically protected against modi-
fication,

• and the internal communication paths (such as sys-
tem buses) are protected against unauthorized mon-
itoring and tampering with.

The hardware assumptions are consistent with the cur-
rently common PC hardware. The other two assumptions
are to be upheld by the environment, most commonly us-
ing physical security mechanisms.

It is also assumed that an operating system compliant
with the protection profile is constructed as a modifi-
cation of an existing operating system. On one hand
this limits the choice of security functional requirements
and, most notably, security assurance requirements; on
the other hand it allows a compliant operating system to
be used in practice by utilizing existing applications and
hardware support.

The objectives of the protection profile can be summa-
rized as follows:

• restricting access to identified, authenticated, and
authorized users only,

• enforcing a discretionary access control policy based
on user identities,

• enforcing confidentiality and integrity protection ac-
cording to our new security model,

• cryptographic confidentiality and integrity protec-
tion of stored data,

• auditing of security related events,

• residual information protection,

• system management restricted to authorized system
administrators,

• limiting the ability of an authorized administrator
to abuse his/her privileges,

• and the feasibility of construction of a compliant
operating system by modifying an existing operat-
ing system while preserving its compatibility with
existing applications.

The security functional requirements specified in the pro-
tection profile can be summarized as follows:

• Security Audit (FAU) – the protection profile re-
quires that the operating system is able to generate
audit records for the listed events, that the autho-
rized audit administrators are able to review, sort
and search the audit records, and configure the set
of audited events, and that the audit records are pro-
tected against unauthorized modification and dele-
tion.

• User Data Protection (FDP) – the protection pro-
file requires that the operating system enforces the
discretionary access control policy and our infor-
mation flow policy based on the user identity and
group membership and other security attributes as-
sociated with subjects and objects. It also requires
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removal of any residual information from resources
upon their allocation. Support for cryptographic
protection of integrity and confidentiality of stored
data is also required.

• Identification and Authentication (FIA) – the pro-
tection profile specifies security attributes to be as-
sociated with each user and the user’s processes. It
allows minimal strength requirements for authenti-
cation data to be specified. It requires a successful
identification and authentication of an authorized
user before performing any other action on the user’s
behalf. It requires re-authentication before perform-
ing several specific security-critical actions.

• Security Managements (FMT) – the protection pro-
file requires the management of the security attributes
and data to be restricted to the authorized users
acting in specific roles, and in compliance with the
information flow and access control policies. The
protection profiles defines several security roles and
splits the privileges and responsibilities among them
in order to minimize the ability of a single individual
(e.g. a system administrator) to abuse his/her priv-
ileges. It also supports authorization of security-
critical operations by multiple administrators.

• Protection of TOE Security Functions (FPT) – the
protection profile requires the operating system to
protect itself against tampering by unauthorized sub-
jects, as well as to separate the security domains of
subjects. The protection profile requires that the se-
curity functions must always be invoked before other
operations within the scope of control can be per-
formed, i.e. it may not be possible to bypass the
security functions. The protection profile also re-
quires the operating system to perform tests during
start-up to verify the crucial assumptions about the
hardware.

• Resource Utilization (FRU) – the protection profile
requires the operating system to enforce the max-
imum quotas on disk space used by an individual
user.

• TOE Access (FTA) – the protection profile requires
the operating system to support session locking on
the user’s request as well as automatically after a
specified period of inactivity. It also requires the op-
erating system to maintain and display information
about successful and unsuccessful session establish-
ments.

• Trusted Path/Channel (FTP) – the protection pro-
file requires the operating system to provide a trusted
path between the user and itself for specified security-
critical interactions including (re-)authentication, au-
thentication data management, special security at-
tributes management, . . . .

• Cryptographic Support (FCS) – the protection pro-
file specifies requirements for cryptographic key gen-
eration and destructions, and for cryptographic op-
erations.

The security assurance requirements specified in the pro-
tection profile are based on EAL3[5] augmented with the
addition of requirements for detection of modification dur-
ing delivery of the operating system.

5. Discussion
In the thesis, we discuss the benefits of our model. We
present several usage examples based on the considered
classes of applications. These examples can also be found
in [13]. We also compare our new security model and
our protection profile to several other projects and to the
mentioned existing protection profiles.

5.1 Our New Model vs. MIC in Windows Vista
MIC can be used to prevent a potentially malicious ap-
plication running at a low integrity level from modifying
data at a higher integrity level. Unlike our new model,
however, it does not prevent an untrusted application run-
ning at a higher integrity level from reading (potentially
malicious) data at a lower level. If the application con-
tains a flaw that can be exploited by processing malicious
data, the user can, e.g. by an accident, use it to read and
process malicious data stored at the low integrity level,
and thus turn the application to a malicious one that can
spoil data at its (higher) integrity level.

MIC also allows confidentiality protection to be turned
on. Unlike in our new model, the confidentiality and in-
tegrity levels in MIC are not independent, the same level
is used for both. It can be used to prevent a potentially
malicious application running at a low level from reading
(and also from modifying) data at a higher level. Unlike
our new model, it does not prevent an application run-
ning at a higher level (and thus capable of reading data
at that level) from writing to objects at a lower level.
Any application is thus able to export any data that it
can read to external untrusted systems, or to store them
to a low-level file.

MIC is a useful feature that allows a careful user to use a
web browser or to test a potentially malicious application
without the risk that they will modify (and optionally
also read) any data classified at a higher level. The user
must be careful enough, however, not to open any files
classified at the low level in another application running
at a higher level unless the application is trusted not to
misbehave upon reading the data.

The integrity and confidentiality protection provided by
our new security model is definitely stronger than that
of MIC, and it has provable security properties similar to
those of Bell-LaPadula and Biba models.

5.2 Our New Model vs. SELinux
SELinux, by implementing a flavour of domain and type
enforcement, provides a very flexible security mechanism
that can be used to enforce a wide range of security poli-
cies. We show in the thesis that it can be used to imple-
ment our new model as well.

The commonly used SELinux policies[11, 2] define unique
types and domains for many typical system services, server
applications, and their data, and strictly restrict the set
of operations the processes running within these domains
are allowed to perform. The strict version of the policy is
suitable for servers but causes problems on desktop sys-
tems because the restrictions are too strict to be accepted
by users. The targeted version of the policy, that restricts
many system services but leaves the applications started
by the user in a single, unconfined domain, is suitable for
desktops. It prevents a flawed system service program
from accessing data it does not have to be able to access.
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It does not, however, prevent user-started applications
from accessing the user’s data, perhaps except for some
specially designated sensitive data (such as private keys)
accessible only to certain applications.

The targeted policy could be combined with our new
model to provide combined benefits of both. The tar-
geted policy provides more rigorous restrictions for spe-
cific services while our new model can be used to protect
the ordinary users’ data.

5.3 Our Protection Profile vs. CAPP and LSPP
Our protection profile, the CAPP, and the LSPP are de-
signed for general purpose operating systems. We will
now discuss the benefits of our protection profile when
compared to those two.

All three protection profiles have some common objec-
tives, such as restricting access to authorized users only,
audit, discretionary access control policy enforcement, re-
sidual information protection and restricting system man-
agement to authorized administrators only. They also use
similar security functional requirements to fulfil these ob-
jectives. We will, therefore, concentrate on the objectives
that make the protection profiles different.

There are three new, important objectives in our protec-
tion profile when compared to the CAPP or the LSPP:

• enforcing confidentiality and integrity protection ac-
cording to our new security model,

• cryptographic confidentiality and integrity protec-
tion of stored data,

• and limiting the ability of an authorized adminis-
trator to abuse his/her privileges.

The first is intended to address the problem (discussed
also in the section 2.1) of abusing the privileges of a user
(including an administrator) by malicious code (whether
executing as a standalone malicious applications, or as a
part of a flawed application). Our new model has prov-
able security properties that ensure that no untrusted
applications can cause information to flow from objects
at a higher confidentiality and/or lower integrity level to
objects at a lower confidentiality and/or higher integrity
level. The user can, thus, run a malicious application as
an untrusted subject without the risk that it could cause
an information leak or spoiling. Applications that need
to be able to override this restriction can often be run as
partially trusted subjects where the amount of trust can
be very limited. We expect this approach to minimize the
risk resulting from flaws in such applications.

The second new objective addresses the problem of di-
rect manipulation with storage devices. Data encryption
provides for confidentiality protection of the stored data
against manipulation by means that are not under control
of the operating system. Cryptographic integrity protec-
tion can prevent unnoticed unauthorized modification of
the stored data including the operating system itself.

Our protection profile is missing the assumption of a trust-
worthy administrator (this assumption is present in both
the CAPP and the LSPP). The third objective addresses
the problem of privilege abuse by an administrator. This

is not addressed by the other two protection profiles. In
our protection profile, it is addressed by separating the
privileges and responsibilities for various aspects of sys-
tem management (such as general system management,
security management, audit management), and by defin-
ing distinct security roles for such activities. When the
roles are assigned to different individuals, no single person
can cause an unnoticed security policy violation. For en-
vironments, where this problem is a major concern, our
protection profile supports multiple independent autho-
rizations for critical operations.

When compared to the LSPP’s Bell-LaPadula style confi-
dentiality protection, our protection profile addresses the
integrity protection as well as the confidentiality protec-
tion. The integrity protection is often at least as impor-
tant as the confidentiality protection, as we have argued
in the section 4.2. The concept of the partially trusted
subjects, that we have introduced, is also a convenient
way of minimizing the amount of trust given to applica-
tions that have to be able to violate the rules for untrusted
subjects.

5.4 Benefits Summary
The key benefits of our new security model are summa-
rized in the table 1. While we have based our new model
on the ideas of Bell-LaPadula and Biba models[10, 20],
we have introduced significant improvements. Unlike oth-
ers (e.g. MIC[18]), we use independent confidentiality and
integrity levels, and, most notably, we have introduced
partially trusted subjects. The introduction of partially
trusted subjects allows us to achieve strong security prop-
erties with minimal trust in correct behaviour of the par-
tially trusted subjects.

Our protection profile, unlike the well-known and often
used protection profiles (CAPP[16] and LSPP[17]), ad-
dresses the issues of privilege abuse by a system admin-
istrator, includes cryptographic protection against direct
storage media manipulation, and provides for both confi-
dentiality and integrity protection according to our new
security model.

5.5 Feasibility of Implementation
The thesis includes a feasibility study to show that it
is feasible to modify a real, existing operating system
to comply with our protection profile. We have chosen
Linux operating systems as the base. We compare the
security functions of Linux operating systems with the
security functional requirements of our protection profile,
and identify the missing features.

We suggest two ways of implementing our new security
model – the major missing feature – in Linux. In one
approach we suggest using Linux Security Module frame-
work present in the Linux kernel. In the other one we
show how a SELinux policy can be created to enforce the
rules of our new security model (see also [15].

6. Conclusions
The goals of our thesis were to design a suitable secu-
rity model and to create a protection profile for a general
purpose operating system for home and office environ-
ment suitable to support the use of security-critical ap-
plications alongside untrusted and potentially malicious
applications. We have presented several typical examples
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our new model Bell-LaPadula Biba MIC
confidentiality protection X X X
integrity protection X X X
prevents untrusted subjects
from causing information
leak/spoiling

X X X

prevents partially trusted sub-
jects from causing arbitrary in-
formation leak/spoiling

X

Table 1: Summary of the benefits of our new security model

of applications used in the target environment, analyzed
the security requirements and properties of the data in-
volved, and designed a security model with a formally
defined information flow policy to protect the confiden-
tiality and the integrity of the data. In the thesis, we
have formally proved important security properties of the
model. We have created a new protection profile utilizing
our new security model. We have discussed the benefits of
our new security model and protection profile for security.
We have compared them to other projects and protection
profiles. Finally, we have discussed possible ways to mod-
ify Linux operating system to comply with our protection
profile. It seems to be feasible to make the needed mod-
ifications in a near future. Having said that, we believe
we have managed to fulfil the goals.

We can see the following tasks that might follow the the-
sis:

• Implementation – attempt to implement the sug-
gested modifications. This is currently a work in
progress of two of our students, and we expect to
have the first results in June, 2010.

• Usability testing – find out whether the resulting
system can be used without unacceptable discomfort
for the users.

• Compare the different possible ways to make the
needed modifications in terms of performance, us-
ability, compatibility, extensibility, . . . .
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Abstract
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ware designs are introduced. In particular, we aim at
model checking of circuits with multiple clocks and ver-
ification of parametrized hardware designs. Considering
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we use for modelling the clock domain crossing of a cir-
cuit. Models derived in such a way can then be model
checked as usual while possible problems stemming from
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ered. Four proposed ways of modelling a data transfer
differ in their precision and the incurred verification cost.
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1. Introduction
It has been observed that verification becomes a major
bottleneck in hardware design development, up to 80%
of the overall development cost or time [1, 2]. There
are two approaches that are widely used in the verifica-
tion phase of the development cycle of hardware systems:
simulation and testing, and formal analysis and verifica-
tion. The main idea of formal verification is to prove
the correctness of a design instead of performing some
random test cases. Different techniques for the proof pro-
cess have been proposed during last decades, one of which
is model checking [3]. Model checking consists in verify-
ing that a model of a system (or sometimes the system
itself) satisfies a given property by exhaustively explor-
ing the state space. If a violation of a property is found,
a model checker provides the user with a counter-example
showing the case when the property does not hold. The
properties to be checked are often expressed by formu-
las of some temporal logic (e.g., CTL or LTL [3]) or in
some specialized property specification language. Each
method of formal verification can be classified using two
criteria: soundness and completeness. A sound method is
capable to detect all possible errors, i.e., if the positive
answer guarantees the correctness of a system. A com-
plete method guarantees that the counter-example found
in a model is also feasible in the real system.

Since the size of state space grows exponentially with
the size of a system, model checking greatly suffers from
state space explosion problem. To cope with state-space
explosion problem, different techniques in hardware verifi-
cation have proven to be useful such as, abstraction meth-
ods simplifying a system before verifying it. An abstrac-
tion (modelling) of a system may be classified as an under-
approximation (model checking of an under-approximated
model is complete, but unsound) or an over-approximation
(allowing the proof do be sound). An over-approximation
is not complete (it introduces false alarms), thus if a viola-
tion of some property is detected on an abstract system,
it should be verified in the original, not approximated,
model.

Even though model checking is successfully applied and
has become the state-of-the-art in many design flows, still
many problems remain [1]. Here, we aim at two of such
problems: (i) multiple clocks of a circuit, or (ii) parame-
trization of designs. When verifying a multiple-clock cir-
cuit, one must take into account that the digital data in
a real circuit are transferred via analog signals. Unfor-
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tunately, current modelling techniques suitable for model
checking assume that the circuit is purely digital, thus er-
rors due to delays of a real circuit may be missed. When
dealing with parametrized designs (parametrization is wid-
ely used when creating libraries of re-usable hardware
components), the problem appears if the number of dif-
ferent configurations of parametric modules is unbound.
In such a case, the state space is infinite, but the current
model checkers used in a hardware design flow work on
a finite state-space basis.

As for what concerns dealing with designs with multiple
clocks, we concentrate on clock domain crossing signals.
We aim at proposing verification approaches capable of
revealing errors related to clock domain crossing signals.
These approaches should be fully automated, i.e., not re-
quiring the users to get involved in verifying clock domain
crossing and even to understand synchronization prob-
lems. Current methods of modelling a system to be ver-
ified are unsuitable for model checking of clock domain
crossings as they hide the transient responses of a circuit.
To deal with this, we provide four approaches to extend
the model of a system with transient behaviour such that
subsequent model checking is able to automatically reveal
synchronization faults.

The second aim of the thesis is to facilitate formal verifi-
cation of parametrized designs. Currently, verification of
parametrized modules includes verification of various con-
crete instances of the modules. In our approach, we were
motivated by the recent advances in formal verification of
a counter automata. The thesis provides the method how
to transform a generic HDL design to a counter automa-
ton to allow verification of all possible configurations of a
design at once.

Structure of the paper. The following section introduces
the reader to to the basics of hardware design HDL lan-
guages, and to the current techniques used for modelling
such designs for their subsequent model checking. The
Sections 3 and 4 discuss both of the original contribu-
tions. We start with an explanation of the problem and
the basic principles of the presented solution. We also
provide the related work in the given area. Subsequently,
a description of the proposed techniques is provided. In
particular, Section 3 deals with verification of designs with
multiple clocks and provides four approaches for model
checking such designs. In Section 4, we discuss the area
of verification of parametrized hardware designs via trans-
formation of an HDL design to a counter automaton. A
general summary of discussed methods provides Section 5.

2. Background

2.1 Hardware Designs in RTL
Even though more and more of the effort is given to
the area of the abstract hardware development (such as
the algorithmic level of a description via ANSI C/SystemC
language), hardware developers still use less abstract level
of a hardware description, register transfer level (RTL).
In RTL, the design is based on the connection of registers,
logic gates, and data transfer between them. A register is
a hardware element which is able to hold data—a bit or
a bit-vector value. The source code of a design includes
a declaration of communication channels of a bit or a bit-
vector type (these will be the wires in a circuit), logic

gates which provide a computation function, and the reg-
isters for holding the current state of a running circuit.

Different Types of a Description. The dataflow descrip-
tion specifies the relation between ports or signals by pre-
defined arithmetic, logic, or conditional connectors. In
structural description, the hardware is designed in a hi-
erarchical structure, i.e., the high-level unit is described
via lower-level components, which are specified with inter-
connection of a circuit elements. We see all the units and
primitive elements simply as components. A component
is an instantiation of the entity. An instance of the entity
is made if the mapping of signals to ports is provided.
If the entity is a generic entity, the instantiation is only
possible if all its parameters are assigned with particular
values. The behavioural description consists of processes
running simultaneously. Each process specifies the be-
havioural characteristics of a hardware it represents. The
behaviour of the process is described by sequential state-
ments like assignment, loop cycle, or condition. We have
to, however, note that sequential statements in VHDL
processes have a different meaning than in typical pro-
gramming languages—the sequence they are based on is
not the execution sequence, but rather a sequence of pref-
erences of how to proceed to the considered output values.
Since there is no way how to efficiently synthesize a hard-
ware design from complex behavioural requirements, the
behavioural and the dataflow description is widely used
for a low-level description of parts of a system (e.g., com-
binational logic gates, simple registers, counters), while
the structural description is used for building more com-
plex components or the entire system.

2.2 Modelling Hardware Designs
Depending on circumstances, the model can be closer or
farther from the actual system, but there are at least two
issues that deserve a closer attention here: namely, mod-
elling of the signal propagation in the circuits and mod-
elling of its environment.

2.2.1 Modelling Signal Propagation
When designing a new digital hardware, developers con-
sider the circuit under construction to be digital, but
the real signals and logic operations are analog. In most
cases, typically when dealing with synchronous hardware,
the digital view on a circuit during the design is not
a problem, since there exist automated methods and tools
which are able to detect problems possibly caused by set-
tings unachievable by real, analog circuits. However, es-
pecially when dealing with asynchronous circuits, we have
to note that there is no universal method how to model
a system such that further verification of the model is
able to reveal problems caused by wrong assumptions of
an analog implementation of the digital design.

In this work, we use so-called zero-delay modelling which,
in contrast to widely used modelling of synchronous cir-
cuits (as described in [3]), gives emphasis to events on
clock signals. Zero-delay modelling considers with the sta-
ble states of a circuit only. Briefly, the stable state of
a circuit is the state that the circuit holds until an ex-
ternal event occurs. On the other hand, unstable states
arise due to transition and propagation delays of real gates
changing their stable states. The zero-delay modelling is
suitable for verification of circuits with multiple clock sig-
nals since the state of the circuit evaluates both common
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signals and the clock signals. Zero-delay modelling deals
with binary values only. It is unable to model tri-state
logic functions or the value of an input port of a compo-
nent which is not connected. Further in the text, we call
the model obtained by zero-delay modelling as the zero-
delay model.

2.2.2 Modelling Environment
When model checking a system, it is desirable to verify
that the specification holds in all circumstances caused by
the environment of a system. To cover all possible runs
of a system, the specification of the environment should
be such that it includes every situation that can actu-
ally happen. This can often be approximated by allowing
a purely random behaviour of the environment. For ex-
ample, in Cadence SMV, the random value of the signal
clk in the next state of the system may be defined by
the assignment statement: next(clk) := {0,1};

The operator next on the left side of the assignment
means that the statement defines the future/next value
of the variable clk. The right side of the assignment
{0,1} represents a non-deterministic choice of values 0
and 1. Such a statement provides the variable clk with
a random value in every step of a system execution.

The randomness of all clock signals allows the model to
represent all possible frequency ratios and phase shifts
between any two clocks. However, modelling all possible
variations of clock signals is undesired in most cases since
it does not represent a real scenario and complicates state
space exploration (e.g., we should exclude from the model
the behaviour in which the clock signal never changes).
This can be easily achieved by using fairness assumptions
expressed, e.g., in temporal logic formulae (for instance,
in LTL, (G F clk)∧ (G F ¬clk) specifies that the clock is
alive, i.e., it is not possible to stop the function of a cir-
cuit).

In the thesis, we use the zero-delay modelling, in which
clock signals are defined as external signals (their values
are retrieved from the environment of the component be-
ing verified). In the case of a property which refers to
a clock event, the event must be expressed explicitly: we
use (¬clk ∧ X clk) for a rising edge of the signal clk and
(clk ∧ X ¬clk) for a falling edge.

3. Verifying Designs with Multiple Clocks
In this section, we aim at verification of data transfer
between two mutually asynchronous clock domains. We
start with a summary of related work in this area and we
provide a description of possible synchronization prob-
lems. Then, we aim at eliminating the need of man-
ual verification of synchronization solutions by providing
an automatic method for deriving a model of the transient
behaviour that can manifest in a given design. A design
composed with such a model can then be model checked
as usual while possible problems stemming from the syn-
chronization are implicitly covered. Four different ways of
modelling the transient behaviour, differing in their pre-
cision and the incurred verification cost, are in particular
proposed. Two of these methods were originally published
in [4]. The two other ones have not yet been published,
they will be submitted for publication soon.

3.1 Related Work
There have appeared multiple papers in the area of verifi-
cation of asynchronous systems or systems with multiple
clock domains in the past two decades. We will reference
the reader to the main papers only.

Solutions of a proper data transfer within the circuit or
between separate circuits (so-called synchronization prob-
lem) begin with the analysis of the impact of the tran-
sition delay [5]. Several solutions have been proposed:
the simple one-wire solution via a two-flip-flop synchro-
nizer [6], a dual-clock FIFO synchronization channel [7],
or predictive synchronizers [8] for periodic clock domains.
In [9] and [10], possible problems of a synchronization are
discussed and verification methods of some of presented
problems are introduced. The methods include several
areas of verification using static analysis [11, 12], using
simulation-based verification with System Verilog asser-
tions [13], or using automatic formal verification [14].

We have to note that all of these verification methods
try to cover well-known methods of synchronization, but
there is no universal verification method for an arbitrary
synchronization. In [9], synchronization problems and
their verification are discussed. However, for the verifi-
cation of a handshake protocol, the authors admit that
“the check involves intense user intervention, because au-
tomatic analysis of signals involved in a handshake pro-
tocol is not trivial.”. This chapter proposes several auto-
matic methods of verification of synchronization subsys-
tems, including transaction-based protocols.

3.2 Modelling Asynchronous Behaviour
In the following, we provide four methods how to model
a system in a way which exposes possible data inconsis-
tency flaws caused by a wrong synchronization in the sys-
tem. We model the system using the zero-delay abstrac-
tion described in Section 2.2 and enhance the model at
places which may produce inconsistent states.

All four proposed methods differ mainly in their efficiency.
The first method (extending all critical input ports) is
quite precise in a matter of modelling possible synchro-
nization faults, but it rapidly increases the size of a model.
The second method (extending critical signal paths) tries
to lower these costs with an over-approximation of asyn-
chronous data transfer. Both of methods has been pub-
lished in [4], the next two methods are new. The third
method (modelling with one-step destabilizer) is inspired
by its predecessors but model inconsistent states in a more
efficient way. The fourth method (extending clock domain
outputs) aims at false alarms caused by a coarse over-
approximation of presented methods and provides a more
refined model of a given system.

The Basic Idea. The basic idea of all four proposed meth-
ods lies in generating a random phase to the propagation
of a signal through a critical signal path whenever a signal
changes. When the signal is sensed by some gate on such
an edge, one cannot predict its value. Each method of
extending a model introduce the random phase on differ-
ent parts of a circuit and with different lengths of phase1.

1In the following, by introducing a random value on some
signal we mean the assigning a non-deterministic choice
of values 0 and 1 to the signal.
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In general, the proposed approach is based on two as-
sumptions: (1) clock signals are random all the time, and
(2) model checking analyses all possible behaviours in-
cluding all clock phase shifts. Theoretically, in an ex-
tended model, when a source clock domain changes a sig-
nal propagating to another clock domain, a model checker
examines all possible scenarios which include the follow-
ing three cases: (i) The destination clock domain reads
a signal before its change, (ii) a signal is sensed within
a random phase representing a rising or a falling edge of
a signal, and (iii) a signal is read after it is stabilized.

If a signal is sensed by the destination clock domain before
or after the random phase, such situations clearly justify
stable behaviour of a system. Reading of a random value
simulates the case that the destination clock domain reads
the signal exactly at time when the signal is changing.

Definitions. In order to precisely define the notion of
gates, signals, ports, and critical signal paths, we view
a particular RTL hardware design in an abstract way as
a tuple H = (S,C, P,G,M) where: S is a finite set of
signals. C is a finite set of clock signals, C ∩ S = ∅. In
order to obtain a more regular description, we introduce
a special clock signal ⊥ 6∈ C ∪ S that we associate with
combinational gates. We denote C⊥ = C ∪ {⊥}. P is
a finite set of gate ports. G ⊆ C⊥ × 2P × 2P is a fi-
nite set of gates (combinational logic gates, flip-flops, or
latches). A gate—we use the notation g = (c, I, O) ∈ G in
the text below—is represented as a tuple consisting of its
clock signal c (which is ⊥ for combinational gates), a set
of input ports I ⊆ P , and a set of output ports O ⊆ P
such that I ∩ O = ∅. And finally, M : P → S is a signal
interconnection function.

A hardware design H = (S,C, P,G,M) is valid iff: (1)
port is shared by two or more gates, i.e., ∀g1 = (c1, I1, O1),
g2 = (c2, I2, O2) ∈ G, g1 6= g2 : (I1 ∪O1)∩ (I2 ∪O2) = ∅,
(2) every signal is set by one output only, i.e., for a signal
s ∈ S and gates g1 = (c1, I1, O1), g2 = (c2, I2, O2) ∈ G, if
output ports p1 ∈ O1 and p2 ∈ O2, M(p1) = M(p2) = s,
then p1 = p2, and (3) every port is connected with some
signal, i.e., M is a total function. Further in the text, we
implicitly suppose that a hardware design is valid.

A signal path π is a string of gates and their I/O ports in-
terleaved by signals connecting the ports (. . . , gate, out-
put port, signal, input port, gate, . . . ). Formally, for
a hardware design H = (S,C, P,G,M), a signal path
π = 〈g1o1s1i2g2o2s2i3g3 . . . gn−1on−1sn−1ingn〉 of length
n > 1 is a connected sequence of gates, ports, and sig-
nals such that ∀j ∈ {1, ..., n − 1} : gj = (cj , Ij , Oj) ∈
G ∧ gj+1 = (cj+1, Ij+1, Oj+1) ∈ G ∧ oj ∈ Oj ∧ ij+1 ∈
Ij+1 ∧ sj ∈ S ∧ (oj , sj) ∈ M ∧ (ij+1, sj) ∈ M . A critical
signal path is a path which starts with a gate in some
clock domain and ends in a gate in another clock domain.
We call critical input ports as all input ports of a critical
signal path. Further, we define a destination port being
the input port which appears at the end of a given critical
signal path. Finally, we define a clock domain output be-
ing a critical input port which appears at the beginning
of a critical signal path.

3.2.1 Extending All Critical Input Ports
We now introduce the approach when we extend the zero-
delay behaviour of every connection of a signal and an in-
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Figure 1: The automaton of a delayed input gate.

put port on critical signal path to make its value random
for a single verification step (a step in the execution of
a model) whenever there is a change of the stable value.
We have to note that since we introduce a one step delay
before every critical input port, there is a specific case of
accumulated delay in signal path intersection which re-
quires further consideration.

To model the impact of rising and falling edges in a crit-
ical input port, we replace every connection of a signal
to a critical input port by a new virtual gate. The new
gate delays the original signal value before propagating
it to the original input—we call the new gate a delayed
input ∆. We introduce the behaviour of ∆ by the finite
automaton in Fig. 1. The arcs represent if values of pre-
ceding signal s, originally connected to the critical input
port, differ in the current s and future state s′, the con-
trol states identify values of output of ∆ (in the state s,
the delayed input holds a value of signal s, state x repre-
sents a random value).

3.2.2 Extending Critical Paths
Previously proposed method is rather precise but may
cause a significant state-space explosion due to the num-
ber of newly introduced state variables. We try to avoid
this explosion by introducing a less precise, approximate
model. The previous approach delays a propagation of
a new stable value through a critical signal path with
a single step per each critical input port. We over-ap-
proximate such a behaviour by a phase of random values
on the output of critical signal path such that the phase
takes at least the number of steps as a cumulated delay
generated by the previous method. We introduce a de-
stabilizer as a virtual gate we use to generate a phase
of random values on the output of a critical signal path.
A destabilizer will be connected to the destination port
of a critical signal path where random values can become
visible. We create one destabilizer δρ for every set of crit-
ical signal paths having the same destination port (we
denote [ρ] being the set of paths ρ with the same desti-
nation port). The destabilizer starts to generate random
values if one of the clock domain outputs of considered
signal paths changes its value. The length of a random
phase is given by a length (a number of input ports) of
the longest critical signal path of [ρ].

3.2.3 Modelling with One-step Destabilizers
In the third method of modelling data transfer between
two clock domain, we focus on the number of random out-
puts generated by the destabilizer described above. Our
goal is to show that only one step of generating random
values is sufficient for most hardware designs. We describe
an modification of the model with destabilizers that pro-
duces random outputs for only one verification step—we
call them one-step destabilizers. The extension of a zero-
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delayed model is performed in a similar way as described
in the previous section dealing with extension of critical
paths.

As before, a one-step destabilizer δ1 added to the output
of a critical signal path ρ randomizes the output shared
with critical signal paths [ρ]. The behaviour of a one-step
destabilizer is the following. In a stable state, a one-step
destabilizer produces a value of the original destination
port of a critical signal path. If at least one of the mon-
itored inputs changes, the one-step destabilizer produces
a random output and the destination clock domain is
able to receive either 0 or 1. If this change is caused by
a single clock domain, the one-step destabilizer produces
a random phase for a single verification step—a change
of signals of a source clock domain is caused by rising
(or falling) edge; the rising (or the falling respectively)
edge cannot happen immediately in the next step, thus
the monitored signals hold their value and the one-step
destabilizer switches back to a stable state.

3.2.4 Delaying the Clock Domain Output
When comparing the use of one-step destabilizers with
the other methods, its main advantage is that it dramati-
cally reduces the number of new state variables—just one
state variable per the output of a group of critical sig-
nal paths is introduced. The disadvantage is that it in-
troduces false alarms. These false alarms make troubles
especially when verifying a synchronization implemented
by a combinational logic changing one signal value at
a time. More precisely, the problem appears in critical
signal paths with the same destination port holding its
value even if some clock domain outputs of the signal
paths sense a value change. In such a case, a one-step
destabilizer senses the change on the monitored inputs
and produces a (false) signal change at the destination
port. To refine such a model, we use the logic of the com-
binational gates of a critical signal path to restrict the
randomness. We let every clock domain output of ev-
ery critical signal path random every time it changes its
value and we let this random value be sensed by the rest
of the combinational logic. If the logic is designed such
that it does not propagate a change further to the sys-
tem, the destination port of a given critical signal path
does not sense the change.

3.3 A Comparison of Modelling Methods
In this section, the modelling capabilities of the proposed
methods are shown on experiments with models of two
different synchronization mechanisms. The experiments
of the proposed methods were performed on two such
components—(i) a synchronization module using a sim-
ple handshake protocol, and (ii) an asynchronous FIFO
unit. We performed the experiments on good and buggy
versions of these components (a buggy version incorrectly
implements the synchronization).

We implemented all proposed modelling methods in tool
CDCreveal which uses Cadence SMV as an input lan-
guage. We successfully used the tool on both asynchronous
units. Table 1 and Table 2 show the statistics of a veri-
fied model and the size of its state space: The first column
identifies the used method (noext means that no modelling
of CDC was performed, dinput represents the method
of extending all critical input ports, destabil represents
the method using plain destabilizers, osd stands for one-
step destabilizers, and doutput represents the method of

method var. trans. reach. set satisfied

noext 18 194 2251 true
dinput 22 226 4255 true
destabil 28 266 8431 true
osd 22 226 4255 true
doutput 22 226 4255 true

(a) A correctly implemented handshake

method var. trans. reach. set satisfied

noext 17 180 1598 true
dinput 20 204 4016 false
destabil 25 240 7817 false
osd 21 212 4538 false
doutput 20 204 4016 false

(b) A buggy handshake protocol

Table 1: Experimental results with model checking a sim-
ple handshake synchronization protocol.

method var. trans. reach. set satisfied

noext 41 873 32224 true
dinput 179 3123 N/A N/A
destabil 61 1269 164042 false
osd 43 953 37314 false
doutput 73 1691 65533 true

(a) Correctly implemented synchronization

method var. trans. reach. set satisfied

noext 41 845 33213 true
dinput 179 3111 N/A N/A
destabil 61 1241 155346 false
osd 43 925 69823 false
doutput 73 1659 70134 false

(b) Wrong synchronization of counters

Table 2: Experiment results of model checking the asyn-
chronous FIFO.

extending clock domain outputs), the column variables
shows the number of binary state variables of the model,
the trans. relation is the number of nodes of the BDD
encoded transition relation, the column reach. set repre-
sents the number of BDD nodes of the set of reachable
states, and satisfied shows if the verified property was
satisfied in a model. The time spent by model checking
of our two examples was below 2 seconds for all cases
(except one special case of asynchronous FIFO discussed
below), thus this data does not carry any useful informa-
tion. The “not available” (N/A) information in case of
extending the model with delayed inputs at every critical
input port means that the model was so complex that
the Cadence SMV model checker exceeds 4GB memory
limit while computing the set of reachable states.

4. Verifying Parametrized Hardware Designs
In this section, we propose a novel way of verifying pa-
rametrized hardware components. Namely, inspired by
the recent advances in the technology for verification of
counter automata, we propose a translation from (a subset
of) VHDL to counter automata on which formal verifica-
tion is subsequently performed. The subset of VHDL that
we consider is restricted in just a limited way, mostly by
excluding constructions that are anyway usually consid-
ered as erroneous, undesirable, and/or not implementable
(synthesisable) in hardware.
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In the generated counter automata, bit variables are kept
track in the control locations whereas integer variables
(including parameters) are mapped to (unbounded) coun-
ters. When generating counter automata from VHDL, we
first pre-process the input VHDL specification in order to
simplify it (i.e., to reduce the number of the different con-
structions that can appear in it), then we transform it to
an intermediate form of certain behavioural rules describ-
ing the behaviour of particular variables that appear in
the given design, and finally we put the behaviour of all
the variables together to form a single counter automaton.

We have implemented a prototype tool performing the pro-
posed translation. Despite there is a lot of space for
optimising the generated counter automata and despite
the fact that reachability analysis of counter automata
is in general undecidable [15], we have been able to ver-
ify several non-trivial properties of parametrized VHDL
components, including a real-life component implement-
ing an asynchronous queue.

4.1 Related Work
Recently, there have appeared many works on automatic
formal verification of counter automata or programs over
integers that can also be considered as a form of counter
automata (see, e.g., [16, 17]). In the area of software
model checking, there have also appeared works that try
to exploit the advances in the technology of verifying
counter automata for a verification of programs over more
complex structures, notably recursive structures based on
pointers [18, 19, 20, 21].

In this chapter, we get inspired by the spirit of these
works and try to apply it in the area of verifying generic
(parametrized) hardware designs. We obtain a novel,
quite general, and highly automated way of verification
of such components, which can exploit the current and
future advances in the technology of verifying counter au-
tomata (e.g., in [22], the authors were inspired by our
counter automata models). To the best of our knowledge,
there is no approach that provides verification of a generic
HDL module for all of its possible instances.

4.2 Preprocessing VHDL for Translation
Languages like VHDL or Verilog are simple to use for
hardware design but they are very rich languages for di-
rect translation to counter-automata-based model. In this
section, we discuss how to transform a hardware design
in VHDL to a uniform description using a small set of
language constructions.

The Considered Features of VHDL. Due to the high
complexity of VHDL, we do not cover all forms of VHDL
constructs and all possible behaviours of the designed
hardware. However, most of the restrictions that we de-
scribe below correspond to constructions or behaviour
which are in theory possible, but are usually not used, rep-
resent undesirable design practices, or are often not even
synthesisable. In particular, we do not consider cyclic as-
signments, processes sensitive on signal edges of two or
more signals, or unstable states. Moreover, we restrict a
hardware design to be used without most of IEEE library
extensions, we do not allow a bit-wise access to variables
with a parametric range and we do not allow for loops
over parametrized variables, and we also disallow a use of
procedures and functions.

Simplifying VHDL Code. A developer is able to use
VHDL constructs to describe the same hardware design in
different ways. For example, in the low-level, a developer
can use either a behavioural or a dataflow description to
express the same design. To avoid a complex direct trans-
formation from the VHDL language to counter automata,
we first transform a VHDL source code to a form which is
much simpler for all the subsequent transformation steps.
The goal of the simplification is to obtain code consisting
of conditional signal assignments only.

Handling Integer Variables. When translating opera-
tions on integer variables used in VHDL to operations
on counters, we have to take care of the fact that in
VHDL, arithmetical operations over integers are always
implicitly evaluated modulo the range of the appropri-
ate integer variables. In counter automata, we have to
make the modulo computation explicit (e.g., an assign-
ment v1 <= v2+v3; over integer variables represented on
n bits has to be translated to an assignment of the form
v1 := (v2 + v3) mod 2n). For analysing the generated
counter automata, we then, of course, need a tool that
can cope with counter manipulations corresponding both
to arithmetical, logical, and relational operators directly
used in the considered VHDL design as well as to the ad-
ditional operations stemming from implementing the im-
plicit modulo computations.

4.3 An Intermediate Behavioural Model
In order to make the translation from the simplified VHDL
to counter automata smoother, we implement the trans-
lation via an intermediate behavioural model that we will
now present.

A Definition of the Intermediate Behavioural Model
The intermediate behavioural model of a hardware com-
ponent is defined as a triple M = (V, T,B) where: V is
a finite set of variables, T : V → {bool, int} is a function
that associates every variable with the boolean or the in-
teger type, and B is a finite set of behavioural rules that
describe the behaviour of a given hardware component
and that have a form which we introduce below.

Let Vi ⊆ V be a set of input ports and Vp ⊆ V a set
of parameters. We define V = V × {last, next, posedge,
negedge} to be the set of possible references to the values
of variables from V with the following meaning:
(v, last) ∈ V refers to the value of v in the last reached
(i.e., current) state—in expressions, we usually abbreviate
it simply to v, (v, next) ∈ V , abbreviated to v′, denotes
the value of v in the next state, (v, posedge) ∈ V , ab-
breviated to ↑v, has the boolean meaning ↑v = ¬v ∧ v′
and denotes the positive edge of a 1-bit variable v (for
which T (v) = bool), and (v, negedge) ∈ V , abbreviated
to ↓v, has the boolean meaning ↓v = v ∧ ¬v′ and de-
notes the negative edge of a 1-bit variable v (for which
T (v) = bool). Further, let E be the set of all (well-typed)
expressions that one can form over V using arithmeti-
cal (+,−, ∗, ...), relational (=, 6=, <,>,≤,≥), and logical
(¬,∧,∨, ...) operators, and let C be the subset of E con-
taining all boolean-valued expressions. Let ⊥ ∈ E denote
an empty expression (see below).

We can now introduce special conditional assignments
that play the role of the behavioural rules constituting
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the set B of an intermediate behavioural model. In par-
ticular, B ⊆ C∗ × V × E. We write a behavioural rule
b ∈ B as c → v := e for c ∈ C∗ being a list of enabling
conditions, v ∈ V the variable set by the rule, and e ∈ E
being an expression defining the new value of v. In other
words, a behavioural rule b with a list of enabling condi-
tions c = c1c2...cn says that if c1 ∧ c2 ∧ ... ∧ cn holds for
a given valuation of the variables, v will get a new value
obtained by a valuation of e. If c = ε, we consider it to be
always true, and the assignment v := e is always enabled.

For a behavioural rule b : c → v := e ∈ B, we de-
note: cond(b) = c the enabling condition of b, var(b) = v
the variable to be set, value(b) = e the expression defin-
ing the new value of v. Further let, F (e), for e ∈ E ∪C∗,
be the set of reference to variables occurring in e, and
B(v) = {b | b ∈ B, var(b) = v} be the set of behavioural
rules over a variable v.

4.3.1 Extracting Behavioural Rules from VHDL
In order to obtain the set of behavioural rules B from
a description consisting of if-then-else statements, we ex-
tract the rules from VHDL statements as follows: For each
parallel assignment v <= e;, we add a rule ε → v := e
into B. For each sequential process that sets a variable v
by a single, possibly nested, if statement (after the pre-
processing, there is no other possibility), we proceed as
follows. For each assignment statement v <= e; that ap-
pears on the leaf level of such a (nested) if statement, we
add a rule c′1, c

′
2, ..., c

′
n → v := e into B (n ≥ 1). Here,

c1, c2, ..., cn are all the branching conditions that one tests
before reaching v <= e, and c′i = ci if the condition is sup-
posed to hold (i.e., we are nesting into an if ci or elsif ci
branch) whereas c′i = ¬ci if the condition is supposed not
to hold. An example of such a transformation is shown in
Fig. 2.

4.3.2 Adjustments of Behavioural Rules
To be able to model check a component, we need a model
of its environment too. Currently, we model the envi-
ronment to behave in a completely random way. For
every such an input v ∈ Vi, we add the following be-
havioural rules: If v is a 1-bit variable (i.e., T (v) = bool),
we add the rules ε → v := v and ε → v := ¬v to B.
Otherwise (i.e., T (v) = int), we extend B by the rule
ε → v := random. Here, random represents a random
integer value.

We are only interested in stable states that are defined
by the so-called state variables. In the hardware develop-
ers’ jargon, such variables are also known as registers or
signals which save their value. From a set of behavioural
rules, a non-state variable can be identified by the fact
that its value is set by a rule with the empty enabling con-
dition. The remaining variables are then state variables.
The only exception are input variables whose values are
defined and held by the environment of the modelled com-
ponent. Let further Vs = Vi ∪ {v | v ∈ V, cond(b) 6= ε}
be the set of state variables. Before generating counter
automata, we change the intermediate behavioural model
to use the state variables only.

Next, for technical reasons allowing us to ease the subse-
quent construction of a counter automaton from interme-
diate behavioural rules, we prefer to have all the manipu-
lation of 1-bit state variables in guards of the rules. That
is why, we transform every behavioural rule b : c→ v := e

over a 1-bit state variable v ∈ Vs, T (v) = bool, to the rule
bnew : c, v′ = e→ v := e.

Since gates working in transparent and synchronous mode
differ in a behaviour, we manifest this effect in behavioural
rules. A gate working in transparent mode produces out-
put which reflects current values on the input, i.e., for be-
havioural rule b ∈ B representing the transparent mode,
i.e., F (cond(b)) ∩ V↑↓ = ∅, a value of var(b) in the next
step should be calculated from values of all variables in
cond(b) and value(b) in the next step too. To reflect
this, we adjust behavioural rule b such that every vari-
able reference v that appear in cond(b) and value(b) will
point to its next value v′. On the other hand, if the be-
havioural rule b represents the synchronous mode, the
next value of var(b) should be calculated from current
values of value(b). In this case, the way our algorithm for
generating behavioural rules works implies that the set
of generated behavioural rules B must also include be-
havioural rules bτ ∈ B representing the transparent mode
whose condition is built solely of the conditions c1, c2, . . . ,
cn (possibly negated), for cond(b) = c1, . . . , cn, ↑v, cn+1,
. . . , cm. Due to the order of the evaluating conditions,
the bτ rules have a priority over b (note that they will
work with the future values of variables). That is why,
in order to exclude a possible conflict of the rules bτ with
b, we have to replace every variable reference v to v′ in
c1, c2, . . . , cn in b.

4.4 Generating Counter Automata
We start building the counter automaton A representing
the design by defining its set of counters as the set of
all integer-typed state variables from V—formally, wrt.
the definition of counter automata, X = {v | v ∈ Vs,
T (v) = int}. Further, we build control locations of A
based on all possible valuations of all control state vari-
ables in V , i.e., 1-bit state variables from the set Vq =
{v ∈ Vs | T (v) = bool}. Formally, we define the set of
control locations of A as Q = {q | q : Vq → {0, 1}}.

The design of a component in VHDL does not include
any specification of its initial state. In most cases, how-
ever, the specification of the component includes a com-
bination of signals which resets the component to some
initial state and assigns some constants to all its internal
variables. For the generation of A, to obtain these con-
stants and thus define the initial location and the initial
constraint on counters, the user must explicitly specify
the resetting signals by providing the appropriate valua-
tion of input variables that encodes them. By evaluating
enabling conditions of all the rules inB under the given re-
setting valuation of the input variables, we get a subset of
rules that are initially enabled. Each of such behavioural
rules defines an initial value for one variable—by evaluat-
ing the assignment parts of these rules, we can initialize
the variables. The obtained values of control state vari-
ables make up the definition of the initial location q0,
the valuation of integer variables allows us to construct
the initial constraint ϕ0 on counters2. If the modelled
component has no resetting signals or the desired initial
state is not the reset state, the initialization must be de-
fined explicitly by the user.

2In fact, this applies only to the counters other than
the ones representing parameters—if the possible values
of parameters are also to be constrained somehow, it is
up to the user to add the appropriate constraint into ϕ0.
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¬c1, c2 → v := e2
¬c1,¬c2, c3, c4 → v := e3
¬c1,¬c2, c3,¬c4, c5 → v := e4
¬c1,¬c2, c3,¬c4,¬c5 → v := v
¬c1,¬c2,¬c3 → v := e5

c1 → v := e1
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Figure 2: Synthesis of behavioural rules wrt. the conditions passed till a certain assignment can be fired: (a) a normalized
VHDL if statement, (b) the syntax tree representing the if statement, (c) the set of behavioural rules for the variable
v derived from the given if statement.

Considering the transition relation, for an expression e ∈
E and two locations q1, q2 ∈ Q of A, we denote by eq1,q2

the valuation of e where for each v ∈ Vq, (v, last) is eval-
uated as q1(v) and (v, next) is evaluated as q2(v). We
allow the valuation to be partial—if e contains integer
variables, they remain untouched. We construct the tran-
sition relation of A by checking for every pair of control
locations q1, q2 ∈ Q, q1 6= q2, whether the intermediate
behavioural model allows us to connect them: (1) For
each b ∈ B with cond(b) = c1c2 . . . cn for some n ∈ N, we
(as far as possible) evaluate the enabling condition of b,
i.e., we compute guardq1,q2(b) =

∧
1≤i≤n c

q1,q2
i . Further,

let Be = {b | b ∈ B, var(b) ∈ Vs, guardq1,q2(b) 6= false}
be the set of all (conditionally) enabled behavioural rules
setting the value of state variables. (2) We further one-by-
one consider all subsets Bt ⊆ Be such that Bt contains
exactly one rule b such that var(b) = v for each state
variable v ∈ Vs. For each Bt, we perform the following
steps:

1. In each rule b ∈ Bt, we iteratively substitute all ref-
erences to the future values of counter variables by
the expressions assigned to them within Bt. This is,
we substitute each v′ for v ∈ Vs \ Vq by the expres-
sion value(bv) where bv ∈ Bt and var(bv) = v.3 We
repeat this step till all references to future values of
counters disappear.

2. Based on the set of rules Bt, we create a transition

q1
ϕ−→ q2 of A where ϕ = (

∧
b∈Bt

guardq1,q2(b)) ∧
(
∧
b∈Bt,var(b) 6∈Vq

α(var(b) := valueq1,q2(b)) and α is

a function that transforms an assignment v := e to
a formula v′ = e.

4.5 Experiments
For our experiments, we implemented in Python a proto-
type version of the translation that we proposed here (up
to some issues of the VHDL pre-processing mentioned in
Section 4.2). In particular, we implemented a translation
to counter automata in the input language of the ARMC
tool [17] and also to integer programs in the C program-

3At this point, only the variables representing counters
are considered since the references to future values of con-
trol state variables are taken care through the partial val-
uation of the expressions.

ming language for Blast [23]. Both of the tools are based
on predicate abstraction and the CEGAR approach.

We have concentrated on verifying of safety properties,
i.e., on reachability of some bad states. To distinguish
the bad states, we change a given VHDL specification
by creating a 1-bit variable whose value is a propositional
logic formula representing the bad states. The translation
then distinguishes states with this bit unset (the good
ones) and set (the bad ones). Transitions to the bad states
are controlled by a propositional formula.

To test the proposed counter-automata-based model ex-
traction method, we have first applied it to two small
non-parametric components (having integer variables, but
of a fixed width). Then we applied the method to two
more complex parametric components. The first two com-
ponents (a counter and a register) represent basic ele-
ments from which hardware is built on the RTL level. For
the counter, we verified that there is no overflow possible.
For the register, we verified that the data transfer from its
input to the output and the reset of the register function
correctly. A more complex case study that we consid-
ered is a synchronous LIFO component which implements
a stack with two operations—push and pop. The generic
nature of this component is given by a parametrization
of the number of items the LIFO can save. This compo-
nent implements among other signals whether it is empty
or full. We verified whether these signals are always set
correctly for any possible size of the LIFO. The last veri-
fied component is an asynchronous FIFO. We successfully
verified two properties of the component: (1) the queue
does not inform that it is full incorrectly (on four differ-
ent configurations of the AsFIFO-Full), and (2) the queue
does not inform that it is empty and full at the same time
(AsFIFO-FE).

The results of our experiments are summarized in Ta-
ble 3. The first column identifies the component and/or
the verified property—Counter and Register as the basic
blocks of RTL design, the component of a LIFO queue
(SynLIFO), and two safety properties for asynchronous
FIFO, one of which is performed on different configura-
tions of the FIFO (verified properties were satisfied for
all the cases). The next column provides the number of
control locations in the counter-automaton model—note
that the number corresponds to 2n+2, which is the num-
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Component |Q| |δ| |X| Extraction ARMC Blast

Counter 6 14 2 < 1s < 1s 3.4s
Register 10 44 2 1s < 1s 2.6s
SynLIFO 66 985 2 23s 1.7s 8h
AsFIFO-Full (i) 18 205 7 2s 1s N/A
AsFIFO-Full (ii) 66 838 12 45s 7s N/A
AsFIFO-Full (iii) 66 2628 12 1m3s 1m21s N/A
AsFIFO-Full (iv) 130 4148 12 3m42s 4h6m N/A
AsFIFO-FE 34 612 11 16s 15h29m N/A

Table 3: Experiments with extracting from VHDL and with their subsequent reachability analysis.

ber of control locations over n 1-bit state variables, one
location representing an initial state constraining values
of parameters, and one location representing a bad state.
Columns 2 and 3 represent the number of transitions be-
tween control locations and the number of used counters
(integer variables). Column 4 represents the time needed
for translating the designs into counter automata by our
prototype. Columns 5 and 6 represent times needed for
analysing the generated counter automata in ARMC and
Blast (“N/A” means that the verification did not finish).
The experiments were performed on an Intel E6750 pro-
cessor with 2GB DDR3 memory.

5. Conclusion and Future Research
We have introduced two original approaches to formal
verification of hardware designs. We conclude each of
the methods in its own section.

5.1 Verifying Asynchronous Hardware Designs
For verifying asynchronous systems with multiple clock
domains, we have introduced four original approaches. All
of the approaches refine the zero-delay modelling of hard-
ware designs with an appropriate description of transient
behaviour of a circuit. Such a refinement allows the qual-
ity engineer to perform a check of clock domain cross-
ings within the functional verification of a circuit with
no need of verifying CDC independently. The proposed
approaches differ in their precision and the incurred veri-
fication cost. The first approach (based on extending all
critical input ports) is quite precise, but may contribute
to the state explosion problem in a significant way since
it introduces a number of new state variables. The other
approaches are much more efficient as they are based on
an over-approximation of the behaviour of the clock do-
main crossing, and hence use less new variables. The
methods are, however, still precise enough to allow one
to prove interesting properties on various hardware de-
signs as we have illustrated by our experiments. Every
method is implemented in the prototype tool CDCreveal ,
which uses the input language of the Cadence SMV model
checker. The implementation can be simply modified to
be used with a different model checker.

Future Directions in Verifying CDC. Since the over-
approximation of the possible behaviour that arises when
using destabilizers, one-step destabilizers, or delaying gates
on clock domain outputs, one cannot be sure if detected
problem reflects a possible behaviour of a real system.
Thus, one must verify the reason of such an alarm. A
possible solution that is worth exploring in the future is
is to analyse each critical signal path to decide if it needs
to be modelled with a more refined approximation of a sig-
nal path behaviour. Another possible research direction

aims at the state explosion problem of every proposed ex-
tension method. Most of asynchronous hardware designs
use some kind of the synchronization method that has al-
ready been verified. An analysis of a correct synchronizer
is unnecessary if the synchronizer is correctly connected
to the design. An interesting idea is to combine the veri-
fication approaches proposed here, based on extension of
the models, with using a library of synchronizers and with
some light-weight static checks of their correct use.

5.2 Verifying Parametrized Hardware Designs
To deal with parametrized hardware designs, we have pre-
sented a new, quite general and automated, approach to
formally verify parametrized VHDL components. The
approach is based on an automated translation of hard-
ware components to counter automata and on exploit-
ing constantly improving technology for verifying counter
automata (or integer programs). We have implemented
a translation scheme presented in the thesis in the proto-
type tool VHD2CA. It was successfully used together with
the ARMC tool [17] for verification of several interesting
properties of parametrized VHDL components, including
a real-life component.

Future Research of Parametrized Systems. In the fu-
ture, an effort can be put to lifting some of the restrictions
of our initial approach, e.g., allowing a bit-wise approach
to parametrized components by an automated abstrac-
tion of bit-wise operations. Another interesting research
direction is to investigate possibilities of reducing the size
of the automata that we generate. Since some transi-
tions generated by the algorithm proposed before may be
unfeasible, it is possible that some control locations are
unfeasible too and may be safely removed from gener-
ated counter automaton. The size of generated counter
automaton can also be reduced by disallowing a given
subset of transitions or state locations in a similar way
as specifying a fairness property, i.e., by specifying which
executions of a system are valid, thus other executions
may be removed from the analysis. Further, we would
like to do more experiments with real-life components us-
ing more different tools for handling counter automata
(or integer programs), perhaps even contributing to their
development by thinking of heuristics suitable for counter
automata derived from hardware components.
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Abstract
The paper deals with text document retrieval from the
given document collection by using neural networks, name-
ly cascade neural network, linear and nonlinear Hebbian
neural networks and linear autoassociative neural net-
work. With using neural networks it is possible to re-
duce the dimension of the document search space with
preserving the highest retrieval accuracy.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Cluster-
ing; I.2.6 [Learning]: Connectionism and Neural Nets

Keywords
Text document retrieval, Document space dimension re-
duction, Latent semantic indexing, Cascade neural net-
work, Hebbian neural networks, Autoassociative neural
network, Document clustering

1. Introduction
Text documents became a part of our everyday life. Lots
of papers in our offices were replaced by lots of documents
in the computers and on the internet. As the amount of
documents became more and more higher, the chance to
find the right information is more and more lower. Be-
cause of this, the attempts to retrieve the right informa-
tion in the sufficient amount of time are made.

Information retrieval is a wide research area mainly on the
internet. One part of information retrieval is the retrieval
of the text documents what is the focus of work.
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When the number of documents is large, the amount of
the data in the text document space can be reduced by
various methods. One possibility to reduce the document
space is to divide the documents into groups - clusters,
with similar documents in each cluster. The work deals
with text document space dimension reduction and their
clustering by neural networks.

Work is divided into five sections. In the first section
there is introduction into text document retrieval. In the
second section of the work there is presented work done
in the text document retrieval area, and the basic terms
in this area are explained. Next, the basic information
retrieval models which were used for text documents are
there described. In the third section, the aims of the work
are presented which are oriented in the proposal of text
document retrieval models using analytical solution and
by neural networks. In the fourth section, the experiments
made are described and the results are shown. In the fifth
section, the whole work is concluded.

2. State of the ART
Text document retrieval system consists from the two
main parts: the user part and the text document retrieval
part. At the beginning, the user poses the query to the
system, the system creates from the query the inner rep-
resentation and compares it with the representation of the
documents. Most relevant documents connected with the
query are sorted by the relevance and returned to the user
as an answer. Documents with higher relevance are shown
to the user as a first, documents with lower relevance are
shown at the end of the document list.

Information retrieval models differ. They differ in the
user query representation, they differ in the representa-
tion of documents and, also, they differ in the way of
assigning relevant documents to the query. The query
can be represented as a pattern, as a keyword, and in the
different structure forms. Documents can be represented
by inverted index, by matrix of keywords and documents,
database, knowledge base etc.

It is often advantageous to group similar documents into
several groups before they are asked for. Documents in
the document collection can be grouped by two manners:
by classification and by clustering. Classification is made
by assigning documents to the predefined categories, clus-
tering is somewhat different. The cluster, to which doc-
ument belongs is not known before, the document is as-
signed there on the base of its properties. The documents
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Figure 1: Precision and recall

with similar properties are placed in one cluster [13, 15].
Clustering can be divided on the hierarchical clustering
and non-hierarchical clustering [13]. Hierarchical cluster-
ing methods can be divided on agglomerative and divi-
sional clustering.

Text document retrieval system assigns higher relevance
between the documents and query to documents that are
more similar to the query. To ensure that the system
works correctly, the retrieval parameters are computed.
The most known parameters are the precision P and recall
R (Figure 1), and the F-measure F computed from them.

Precision P is the division of the relevant documents
found (relevant answer set, Ra), to the all documents
found by the system (answer set, A).

P =
|Ra|
|A| (1)

where |.| gives the number of elements in the set.

Recall R is division of all relevant documents found by
the system (Ra) to the number of all relevant documents
(Rl)

R =
|Ra|
|Rl| (2)

F-measure F is computed from precision and recall:

F =
1.5RP

0.5P + R
(3)

Precision, recall and F–measure can be computed only for
one query at a time. There is also possibility to compute
the average precision, recall and F–measure as an average
of the obtained values from each tested query.

There are three main approaches to the information re-
trieval nowadays. They are boolean approaches [1, 2],
vector space model approaches [3, 8, 12], and the n-gram
approaches [10, 14].

The boolean model is the first text document retrieval
model used in the world. The queries in the boolean
model are represented as a keywords separated by the
operators AND, OR, NOT, and BUT. The documents in
the boolean model are stored in an inverted index. The
system finds documents that are in the set represented by
the query expression.

In the vector space model, each document is represented
as a vector of keywords, and when the document repre-
sentations are placed as a columns in the matrix, such a
matrix is called vector space model (VSM) matrix. Query
is also represented as a vector of keywords. The relevance
of the document to the query is computed as a cosine
similarity between document and query representation.

Representation by n-grams is based on the assumption,
that high probability is assigned to the words, that co-
occur and low probability is assigned to the words that
never co-occur.

Problem of the text document retrieval can be solved also
by neural networks. Nowadays, there are different neural
networks used for text document retrieval [6, 7, 9, 16].
Generally, we can divide neural networks for text doc-
ument retrieval into three main categories: feed-forward
neural networks (spreading activation neural network, CO-
SIMIR) [9], Kohonen neural networks (WEBSOM, GH-
SOM) [7, 16], and recurrent neural networks (ART and
ARTMAP neural networks, Hopfield neural network) [6].

The most often used model for text document retrieval is
Vector Space Model. Because the VSM matrix is for large
document collections very large and sparse, so there is a
need to reduce the text document space and simultane-
ously preserve the accuracy of the document similarity on
the maximum value. One of the dimension reduction tech-
niques used in this work is Principal Component Analysis,
PCA [4, 5, 11] that reveals principal components of the
vector space model matrix. Principal components show
the greatest variance or the largest energy places of the
analyzed data. There are several approaches to compute
the PCA, for example by Singular Value Decomposition
(SVD). In this work the problem is solved by SVD and
by neural networks.

Feature space dimension reduction methods by neural
networks can be divided to linear and nonlinear methods
and there can be used for example Hebbian neural net-
works or autoassociative neural network. All mentioned
neural networks are described in the section 4.

3. The Thesis Objectives
In the work, we use vector space model for text document
representation due to its suitable representation, it is not
too large for large document collections as n-gram mod-
els and, it is not so imprecise as is the boolean model,
and, with vector space model, the dimension reduction
can easily be done. The vector space model can be repre-
sented by the spreading activation neural network. Using
this paradigm, the cascade neural network model for text
document retrieval can be proposed.

In this work, also, the text document space dimension
reduction methods are proposed by two main approaches,
and they are:
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1. SVD on the base of LSI model,

2. Linear Hebbian neural network with Oja learning
rule, nonlinear Hebbian neural network with Oja
learning rule, and linear autoassociative neural net-
work,

to find principal components of VSM matrix.

On the base of this, the objectives of the work can be
divided into three areas:

1. The proposal of text document retrieval models by
Vector Space Model and Feed-forward Neural Net-
works.

2. The proposal of text document retrieval models and
text document space dimension reduction by Prin-
cipal Component Analysis and LSI model and their
retrieval by analytical solution.

3. The proposal of text document retrieval models and
text document space dimension reduction by Prin-
cipal Component Analysis and LSI model and their
retrieval by feed-forward neural network solutions.

4. Proposal of the text document retrieval mod-
els

The text document retrieval model used in the work has
these properties. Input query is represented as a set of
keywords, the document collection is represented as a
VSM matrix, and the document relevance is computed
on the base of cosine similarity.

Text document retrieval part of the system (recall the di-
vision of the text document retrieval system in the intro-
duction) more precisely has three main subsystems as it
is on the Figure 2. First subsystem is the user query sub-
system where user poses a query, second is the indexing
subsystem where the documents and query are compared,
and third is the administrator or documents subsystem
where the documents are stored.

4.1 Proposal of text document retrieval model by cas-
cade neural networks

This system has complex structure which can be sim-
plified by substitution of the relations between the sub-
systems by neural networks, where first neural network
solves the relation between user query and keywords of
documents and second neural network solves the rela-
tion between keywords and relevant documents. On the
base of this paradigm the cascade neural network can
be proposed, where the first problem can be solved by
the three-layer feed-forward neural network, and second
problem can be solved by spreading activation neural net-
work. First neural network can be used between user
query subsystem and the indexing subsystem and second
neural network can be used between indexing subsystem
and document subsystem.

4.1.1 Proposal of Keyword Recognition Model on the
base of the Three-Layer Feed-Forward Neural
Network

The first neural network used is between the query subsys-
tem and the indexing subsystem and it is the three–layer

Figure 2: Text Document Retrieval System

feed–forward neural network where input layer represents
the query in natural language, middle layer represents its
inner representation and output layer represents the set of
keywords. The user poses a query in the natural language
on the input and the neuron in the output represents the
recognized keyword. The backpropagation algorithm is
used for training, and the output is computed by follow-
ing formulas

netzj =
n∑

i=1

wijki + θzj , j = 1 . . .M (4)

zj = f(netzj) =
1

1 + e−netzj
(5)

netkj =
m∑

i=1

vvijzi + θkj (6)

xj = f(netkj) = netkj (7)

Three-layer feed-forward neural network was trained on
the training set of 164 different types of twenty keywords
and the used keywords were recognized with precision ap-
proximately 0.9959. But in the case of recognition of
words that are not keywords, the reached precision was
much lower.

4.1.2 Proposal of Text Document Retrieval Model on
the base of the Spreading Activation Neural
Network

The second neural network used between the indexing
subsystem and the administrator subsystem is the Spread-
ing Activation Neural Network.

Spreading activation neural network serves for the text
document retrieval, where document collection is repre-
sented by the VSM matrix. VSM matrix has following
structure:
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Figure 3: Spreading Activation Neural Network

X =




x11 x12 . . . x1n
x21 x22 . . . x2n

...
...

. . .
...

xm1 xm2 . . . xmn


 (8)

where xij is the frequency of the keyword i in the docu-
ment j. Spreading activation neural network (Figure 3)
has on the input the vector of keywords that represent
the user query and on the output the vector of relevances
of all the documents in the collection to the user query.
The weights of the spreading activation neural network
are the same as the elements of VSM matrix.

W = X (9)

and the relevance of the documents to the given query is
computed as

r = qX (10)

so the spreading activation neural network has no training
phase.

Spreading activation neural network is in experiments on
the collection of 90 documents and 20 keywords shown as
suitable for text document retrieval. Spreading Activa-
tion Neural Network has simple structure, but for large
document collections it is very large, so it is suitable to
reduce the number of elements in the VSM and Spreading
Activation Neural Network

Three-layer feed-forward neural network and spreading
activation neural network can be connected. Input to
the three-layer feed-forward neural network is the user
query in natural language and the output is the correct
keyword. The keyword serves as an input to the spreading
activation neural network where the output represents the
vector of relevances of all the documents in the collection.
So the output of the first neural network serves as an
input to the second neural network. By combining these
two neural networks the cascade neural network model is
created (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Cascade Neural Network Model

4.2 Proposal of the Text Document Retrieval Model
by the Dimension Reduction of the Text Docu-
ment Space on the Base of Latent Semantic In-
dexing Model

From the reason of high dimension of VSM matrix when
the document collection is large, it is suitable to reduce
the dimension of the document space, that represents
recognition feature space. The manner by which the text
documents are reduced in the work is principal compo-
nent analysis PCA, by which the set of keywords reduces
to the much smaller feature set. The obtained model is
the Latent Semantic Model. Most often method of the
text document space dimension reduction is the singular
value decomposition SVD of the VSM matrix, which rep-
resents the analytical solution.

VSM matrix is by the SVD reduced to the three subma-
trices:

X = USVT (11)

where U is the matrix of left singular vectors of the matrix
XXT, S is diagonal matrix of positive singular values and
V is the matrix of right singular vectors of the matrix
XTX. By reducing the certain number of singular values,
the size of matrices U and V is reduced to the Ur and
Vr, where r is the dimension after reduction and it is the
same number as is the number of reduced singular values.
Reduced VSM matrix then can be rewritten as

Xr = UrSrV
T
r (12)

On the base of Ur, Sr and Vr matrices, the represen-
tation of documents in the reduced feature space can be
computed as

dr = dUrinv (Sr) (13)

and it can be compared with query representation

qr = qUrinv (Sr) (14)

where d is the representation of the document by the vec-
tor of keywords, dr is the representation of the document
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Figure 5: Clustering of documents by SVD

in the reduced feature space, q is the representation of
query as a vector of keywords and qr is the query repre-
sentation in the reduced feature space.

The similarity of the document with the query is com-
puted on the base of the cosine measure of their reduced
representations in the feature space.

sim (dr,qr) =
dr.qr

|dr||qr|
(15)

where dr.qr is the inner product of the document and
query in the reduced feature space and |.| gives the length
of the particular vector.

When the document representations are reduced to two–
dimensional feature space, they can be depicted as a points
in the two-dimensional coordinate system. As we will see,
the clusters of similar documents in this coordinate sys-
tem were formed with mutually similar documents in each
cluster. In other words, by dimension reduction of the
document space, similar documents are positioned near
each other.

For the testing of the dimension reduction approaches,
the three document collections are used. First document
collection has 60 documents and 60 keywords, the ma-
trix has dimension of 60x60. When the methods used
work correctly, the three clusters are formed from the col-
lection and in each cluster there are twenty documents
which are always the same. The second testing collection
is made from the part of Reuters1 document collection
and has 900 documents and 135 keywords. When the ex-
periments were correct, the documents were divided into
four clusters. The third document collection is also part
of the Reuters document collection with 600 documents
and 2000 keywords. If the experiments were correct, this
document collection in the reduced space can be divided
into two clusters.

As an example, four clusters are made from the collection

1http://www.daviddlewis.com/resources/testcollections/
reuters21578/

Figure 6: F–measure of document retrieval by Sin-
gular Value Decomposition

of 900 documents and 135 keywords by SVD and they are
shown on the Figure 5.

For each query there were chosen relevant documents (Rl)
from the VSM matrix and then the answer set (A) of
documents from the reduced document collection from
the LSI was created. By comparison of these two sets of
documents and averaging it over all tested queries, the
precision, recall and F-measure were computed, see the
equations (1), (2), (3).

The highest precision, recall and also F-measure was ob-
tained by the model reduced to the 10 dimensions (Figure
6, circle over line) and the lowest values were obtained by
the reduction to two dimensions (Figure 6, square over
line), what was expected because the higher dimension
after reduction, the more relevant documents is found in
the answer set.

SVD has one disadvantage, and it is that the larger the
document collection is, the more complex is the compu-
tation of SVD. Due to this disadvantage it is sometimes
better to replace SVD by training the neural network.

4.3 Proposal of the Text Document Retrieval Models
on the base of Feed-forward Neural Networks

Principal component analysis PCA is solved by SVD, that
enables the dimension reduction of the document space.

The singular value decomposition is for large collections
too complex, so it can be replaced by the training algo-
rithms of neural networks.

For retrieval of the text documents there were used dif-
ferent types of neural networks in this work. The first
type of neural network is the Hebian neural network with
Oja learning rule, the second type is the autoassociative
neural network.
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Figure 7: Linear Hebbian Neural Network

4.3.1 Proposal of the Text Document Retrieval Model
on the base of The Linear Hebbian Neural Net-
work with Oja Learning Rule

The first manner of using the linear PCA is the linear
Hebbian neural network with Oja learning rule (Figure
7). It is a two-layer neural network, where the input layer
has so many neurons, how many keywords is in the VSM
matrix, and the output layer has so many neurons as is
the number of dimensions in the reduced feature space.
Weights are at the begining of training set to small ran-
dom values. The learning algorithm is unsupervised. The
document from the document collection comes on the in-
put, then the output is computed and on the base of in-
put, weights and output the weight change in the next
time step is computed. Here are the formulas:

yi(t) =
∑

p

wip(t)xip(t) (16)

wij(t+ 1) = wij(t) + γ(t)yi(t) (xj(t)− yi(t)wi(t)) (17)

where x represents one document from the VSM matrix,
y represents the output of the neural network, i.e. docu-
ment representation in the reduced feature space, wij rep-
resents the connection weight between j-th input neuron
and i-th output neuron, W represents the weight matrix,
t is discrete time step, and γ(t) is the learning parameter.
After training the neural network, the document repre-
sentation appears on the input and the reduced document
representation is on the output.

Linear Hebbian neural network with Oja learning rule has
one advantage against SVD. The whole proces of SVD
computation is replaced by training the neural network.
Training the Hebbian neural network gives sometimes bet-
ter output then the SVD. After training on all three collec-
tions separately, the neural network created the expected
clusters, so it works correctly (Figure 8).

Linear Hebbian neural network gives the best results of
precision, recall, and F-measure (Figure 9) by the reduc-
tion to ten dimensions (circle over line) and the worst re-
sults by the dimension reduction to two dimensions (square
over line).

4.3.2 Proposal of the Text Document Retrieval Model
on the base of Nonlinear Hebbian Neural Net-
work with Oja Learning Rule

Figure 8: Clustering of documents by the Linear
Hebbian Neural Network with Oja Learning Rule

Figure 9: F–measure of document retrieval by
Linear Hebbian Neural Network

Principal component analysis has also its nonlinear ver-
sion, represented by the nonlinear Hebbian neural net-
work with Oja learning rule. In order to compare the
performance and the accuracy with the linear neural net-
work, it is now analyzed.

Nonlinear Hebbian neural network has the same topol-
ogy as linear Hebbian neural network (Figure 7), only in
the output layer, there is nonlinear activation function,
y = g(y), where g(y) is nonlinear output function, in this
paper we used for comparison tanh() function. The learn-
ing rule is represented by the formula:

wij(t+ 1) = wij(t) + γ(t) (g(yi(t))xj(t)− g(yi(t)))wi(t)
(18)

Nonlinear Hebbian neural network gives due to the non-
linear activation function different results as a linear Heb-
bian neural network or SVD (Figure 10), but there were
also expected clusters created. The performance accuracy
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Figure 10: Clustering of documents by the Non-
linear Hebbian Neural Network with Oja Learning
Rule

is not so good as in the linear Hebbian neural network,
but it can be used for document clustering too.

Nonlinear Hebbian neural network was analyzed on each
of the three collections, and by using different nonlinear
functions. As a best nonlinear functions there were shown
the tanh and logsig, where the expected clusters were cre-
ated and the worst behavior has shown the function rad-
bas, where no clusters were created. The functions logsig
and radbas are defined by the formulas

logsig(n) = 1

1+e−n2

radbas(n) = e−n2

Nonlinear Hebbian neural network gives best F-measure
(Figure 11) when it is reduced to ten dimensions and the
worst F-measure, when it is reduced to two dimensions.

Figure 11: F–measure of document retrieval by
Nonlinear Hebbian Neural Network

Figure 12: Autoassociative Neural Network

4.3.3 Proposal of the Text Document retrieval Model
on the base of Linear Autoassociative Neural
Network

Linear autoassociative neural network has three layers
(Figure 12). The input and output layers have the same
number of neurons, representing the vector of keywords.
The number of neurons in the hidden layer equals the di-
mension of the reduced feature space. All layers in the
linear autoassociative neural network have linear activa-
tion function. The same document xk represents both,
input and expected output. The training algorithm is un-
supervised backpropagation, that means, on the base of
the expected output that equals the input, only the input
to the neural network for training is needed. After the
training the document is brought on the input and the
values of hidden neurons are computed, which represent
the document in the reduced feature space, given by the
formula

c = xkW (19)

where c represents the coordinates of document repre-
sentation in the reduced feature space, xk is input and
expected output document and W is the weight matrix
between the input and the hidden layer.

Linear autoassociative neural network gives similar results
as linear Hebbian neural network with Oja learning rule,
the correct clusters were always formed (Figure 13). F-
measure for comparison is depicted on the figure 14. In
comparison with linear Hebbian neural network, the au-
toassociative neural network is faster, but not so accurate.

4.4 Assessment
There were applied four methods (SVD, linear Hebbian
neural network, nonlinear Hebbian neural network, and
autoassociative neural network) on three document col-
lections (60x60, 900x135, 600x2000) that is twelve exper-
iments together. In each experiment, the precision, recall
and F-measure was computed. From the obtained results
it is obvious that for given training sets, the linear au-
toassociative neural network is faster than Hebbian neu-
ral networks, but is less precise, then the linear Hebbian
neural network. By several trainings of the neural net-
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Figure 13: Clustering of documents by Linear Au-
toassociative Neural Network

work, the formed clusters were not always positioned on
the same place, because of random setting the weights on
the beginning of the training, but the right clusters were
always formed.

From the obtained precisions, recalls and F-measures, de-
picted in the work, it can be seen, that the best results
were obtained by the collection 60x60, what can be ex-
pected, because it was the smallest and least sparse col-
lection. Less precise outcomes belong to the 600x2000
collection and the worst result gave the 900x135 collec-
tion, what can be expected again, because it was most
sparse. Highest average F-measure had the LSI model
and the lowest average F-measure had the nonlinear Heb-
bian neural network. But all four models gave similar
results.

The highest difference between the LSI model and the
neural networks used in this work is that the matrices
obtained by the SVD are fixed for dimension reduction
r. Against it, when we want to change the dimension af-
ter the reduction by the neural network, we have to train
the network again. On the opposite side, neural networks
have one advantage against the LSI model, they work
with only one document representation at a time, whilst
in the LSI we need whole document collection at once to
compute the SVD. From the compared algorithms all can
be used for the dimension reduction and also for the doc-
ument clustering, as they have the similar results. Used
neural networks use unsupervised learning algorithms. By
each of the algorithms, the number of clusters is not known
in advance.

5. Conclusions
In the state of the art, the basic terms are described and
the related work is presented. From the state of the art
it follows that the most suitable query representation for
our purposes is in the form of keywords and the docu-
ment collection representation by the VSM matrix. The
easiest representation of VSM matrix is by the spreading
activation neural network.

The text document retrieval part of system has three main
subsystems, and they are the query subsystem, indexing

Figure 14: F–measure of document retrieval by
Linear Autoassociative Neural Network

subsystem and the administrator subsystem. The tran-
sitions between these subsystems can be replaced by the
neural networks, where input of the first neural network
represents the user query subsystem and the output of
the first neural network represents the indexing subsys-
tem. The output of the first neural network represents
also the input to the second neural network – spreading
activation neural network. The output of the second neu-
ral network represents the relevance of documents – the
administrator subsystem. Such a model is called cascade
neural network model.

The VSM matrix represented by a spreading activation
neural network is for large collections too large, so it is
suitable to reduce the dimension of the document space.
It can be solved by SVD, that creates the reduced query
representation and the reduced representation of the doc-
uments, and so it is possible to reduce the complexity of
document representation. Model that uses the SVD for
dimension reduction is called the Latent Semantic Index-
ing (LSI) model.

Because the SVD is very complex for large VSM ma-
trices, there appears possibility to replace the SVD by
training the neural network. Neural networks used in the
work search for the principal components of the VSM ma-
trix. There are used three types of neural networks, linear
and nonlinear Hebbian neural network and autoassocia-
tive neural network. All of these neural networks can be
used not only for the dimension reduction but also for the
document clustering.

The main contribution of this work is the analysis and
synthesis of described algorithms for dimension reduction
and clustering the text documents and for text document
retrieval by means of neural networks in comparison with
LSI and SVD.
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Abstract
This article addresses issues of the Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture Modeling (SOAM). SOAM comprises gather-
ing requirements, analyzing the requirements to identify
services and business processes, and finally implementing
the services and processes. It is a heterogeneous approach
that combines a number of well-established practices. The
key question in SOAM is how to integrate these practices
to model a true service-oriented system with all its bene-
fits and requirements.

The approach presented in this paper is a way to the inte-
gration of Business Process Modeling and Service Model-
ing. It is achieved by using a transformation method that
transforms business processes diagrams into services dia-
grams. The generated service diagrams describe how the
process is realized using services. Particularly, the method
transforms diagrams modeled by means of the Business
Process Modeling Notation into a set of UML diagrams.
Furthermore, the formal description of the transforma-
tion is presented in this proposal. The principle of the
transformation method is demonstrated in a case study.
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1. Introduction
Nowadays, if a company wants to be profitable and suc-
cessfully meet competition, it must effectively cooperate
with its business partners and it should be able to quickly
adapt to changes in the market. To follow this, it is nec-
essary to have a well-designed infrastructure. More than
usually, a modern information system plays a significant
role in a particular company’s infrastructure.

Among modern information systems, Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture (SOA) is a complex solution for analysis, de-
sign, maintaining and integration of enterprise applica-
tions that are based on services. Services are autonomous
platform-independent entities that provide one or more
functional capabilities via their interfaces. In other words,
SOA is an architectural style for aligning business and
IT architectures. It offers a framework for flexible and
agile business processes while reducing the cost of appli-
cation development and maintenance. For this reason,
a number of well-known companies (e.g. IBM, HP, Ora-
cle, Microsoft) have included SOA-based solutions to their
portfolio of offered products.

1.1 Objectives of this article
It is obvious that services are the basic elements in the
concept of SOA. Each new service has to be designed to
fulfill both business requirements and the fundamental
SOA properties such as loose coupling, service indepen-
dence, stateless, and reusability. It means that Service-
Oriented Architecture Modeling (SOAM) should focus not
only on design of services but also on modeling of busi-
ness requirements. Unfortunately, these two techniques
are used at different levels of design of enterprise architec-
tures. This implies that the designers of services, on the
one hand, and the modelers of business processes, on the
other hand, usually use different resources, methods, and
tools. Therefore there arises a semantic gap between the
models of both groups. This gap prevents the IT special-
ists from implementing business processes directly from
business process models created by business analysts.

This paper presents a possible way how to bridge that
semantic gap. It introduces an approach for integration
of Business Process Modeling (BPM) with Service Mod-
eling (SM). The approach is based on a technique that
transforms business process diagrams into models of a
service orchestration1. A particular service orchestration

1Service orchestration is a special form of collaboration
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represents the realization of a corresponding business pro-
cess. To be more specific, the business process diagrams
are modeled by means of the Business Process Modeling
Notation (BPMN) and the service orchestration is mod-
eled by means of the Unified Modeling Language (UML).
Since UML models are widely understandable by IT im-
plementers, the models produced by the transformation
can easily be used by implementers to create a particular
implementation of the given business process. Besides,
a formal description of diagrams of business processes is
presented in this article. The description facilitates the
specification of the transformation process, and makes the
specification independent of languages that are used to
model business processes.

2. Service-Oriented Architecture
The goal of this chapter is to shortly introduce the concept
of SOA and outline its basic aspects. In addition, the
principles of services as fundamental SOA elements are
explained in this chapter.

SOA is not a concrete architecture it is something that
“leads” to a concrete architecture. Hence, SOA is rather
a paradigm than a standard. Thus, there are various def-
initions of SOA, e.g. by OASIS (Organization for the
Advancement of Structured Information Standards) [14],
Newcomer and Lomow [13], and by Erl [7]. Other defini-
tions proposed by various industry experts can be found
in [10]. The definitions are more or less the same mean-
ing. Mostly, they differ only in the point of view of the
authors. Generally, we can say that SOA is a style of
designing large distributed information systems based on
autonomous, QoS-capable, vendor diverse, interoperable,
discoverable and potentially reusable service. discover-
able and potentially reusable services,

2.1 Services
This section explains the meaning of the term service. As
for SOA, it is hard to find an exact definition of the term
service because so many definitions exist, e.g. by New-
comer and Lomow [13], OASIS [14], and by Bieberstein
et al. [5]. If I should summarize the definitions, I will
say that service is a mechanism to enable access to one
or more capabilities, which are accessible via service in-
terfaces. The service interfaces hide the implementation
from potential service consumers, i.e. they create an ab-
straction of the service. Besides, services are provided
by service providers. A service provider is responsible for
providing a service description of each service. The de-
scription is based on service interfaces and it defines how
to invoke a service and how to communicate with the ser-
vice. Services communicate with their environment by
means of messaging (see Figure 1).

In practice, SOA services are usually implemented as Web
Service. For more details see [12].

2.1.1 Principles of Service
This section shortly introduces basic principles of services
[7], [27]:

• Services are reusable – The reusability ensures that
each service functionality will be implemented only
once and can be used repeatedly.

among services.

Figure 1: Basic concept of SOA

• Services share a formal contract – The contract (de-
scription) defines how to communicate with a par-
ticular service.

• Services are loosely coupled – The loose coupling is
a concept of minimizing dependencies. This leads
to better flexibility.

• Services abstract underlying logic – Services act as
black boxes, i.e. they hide their details from outside
world and are accessible only via their interfaces.

• Services are composable – Composability is based on
the fact that services can be used by other services.
Composability can be simply understood as another
form of reuse because a particular service can act in
several compositions.

• Services are autonomous – Services have control over
the logic they encapsulate. This supports the other
principles, such as loosely coupling.

• Services are stateless – A stateless service is a ser-
vice that does not maintain any state information
between different service calls. It means that after
the service call is over, all local information that has
been created temporarily for that call at the service
side is thrown away.

From the above-mentioned follows that the key elements
of SOA are services. To clarify their roles in SOA, this sec-
tion presents SOA as a partially layered architecture. For
details see Figure 2. In the figure, SOA consists of three
abstract layers (application layer, service layer and busi-
ness process layer) and two sections in parallel with these
layers (integration layer and controlling layer). Each of
these layers is introduced individually in the following
sub-sections.

Application Layer
The Application layer consists of existing custom built ap-
plications, sometimes referred to as legacy systems. Such
systems can be decomposed into smaller fragments – com-
ponents. Components are the basic building blocks of ser-
vices

Service Layer
The service layer is located between the business process
and application layer. This is where the services that
participate in realizations of business processes reside.
The variety of business functionality is enormous, and
services serve very different purposes and play different
roles. Therefore, within this layer, three other abstract
layers can be identified. These sub-layers divide services
into three categories:
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Figure 2: SOA as a partially layered architecture

• Application services – These services encapsulate
platform-specific aspects and implementation details
from the outside world are intended to provide tech-
nology specific functionality.

• Business services – These services represent business
logic. Business services act as controllers to com-
pose available application services to execute their
business logic.

• Process services — Process services allow us to di-
rectly link process logic to service interactions. It
means that process services compose business ser-
vices, in order to execute a process.

Business Process Layer
This layer provides the business logic. The logic is gen-
erally expressed in the form of business processes. In the
context of SOA, a business process is implemented as a
sequence of services, usually as a sequence of process ser-
vices which orchestrate business services. Hence, from the
IT point of view, realizations of business processes can be
considered as long-term running applications.

Integration and Controlling
These layers enable the integration of services, provide
techniques and tools required to monitor, manage, and
maintain quality of services, security, performance, and
availability.

3. Related work
The aim of this chapter is to present the current state in
the area of integration of business process modeling and
modeling of target IT architectures, modeling of services,
and related issues of BPM.

3.1 UML Profiles for SOA
The first profile is from Amir and Zeid [2]. They intro-
duce a simple UML profile that is intended to use for
modeling of web services. Next profile for web services
can be found in [21]. The profile is intended to enable
visually-oriented design of web services’ contracts. For
this purpose, a number of various UML stereotypes are
introduced. Then, each WSDL element is represented by
the corresponding UML stereotype. Next, an advanced
profile is presented by Johnston [8]. The profile is defined
by means of UML 2.0 and can be used in different stages
of the development lifecycle of a service-oriented solution.
Rao [22] introduces Reference Architecture of SOA-based
systems. The author identifies six fundamental types
of services that may collaborate in a particular system.

Moreover, the author provides a way how to model the
relation among services and underlying components. Fi-
nally, the SENSORIA project [9] adds an advanced SOA
support to the UML by means of its UML4SOA profile.
The profile is based on a meta-model of SOA and it is pri-
marily intended to model both structural and behavioral
aspects of service orchestrations.

All the above mentioned profiles are a good starting point
to model both the structural and the behavioral proper-
ties of services by means of UML. But, most of them are
either too platform-specific ([2], [21]) or do not provide the
relation to business requirements ([8], [22]), which must
be taken into account when we model services. However,
I used the knowledge gained by the study of those pro-
files to create a framework for modeling of services which
is proposed in Section 4.2.

3.2 BPEL and BPMN
In the field of BPM, there are two fundamental modeling
languages, BPEL2 and BPMN3. Both of them have their
opponents and followers. Thus, the way of using them is
a frequently discussed topic.

The primary difference between BPEL and BPMN is that
BPMN is a modeling standard while BPEL is an execution
standard. Therefore, it is more than difficult to use BPEL
in the target domain of BPMN and vice versa. Other
differences between BPEL and BPMN are discussed in
[26].

3.3 Bridging the Gap between Business and IT
This section brings a short overview of the current state
in the area of bridging the gap between business and IT
in general. Subsequently, integration of BPM and SM is
introduced as a particular way how to bridge the gap. At
last, existing approaches in the field of the BPM-to-SM
integration are discussed.

3.3.1 The Current State
Currently, the need of an alignment between business
needs and IT capabilities is a frequently discussed topic
in both academic and industrial environment. In 2009,
a group of SOA experts introduced a SOA Manifesto
[1]. This manifesto highlights six business values that
are brought by using SOA and 14 guiding principles de-
scribing how a SOA-based system should be build. One of
the principles is directly related to the need of the Busi-
ness/IT alignment:

Verify that services satisfy business requirements and goals.

Besides, there exist other groups of SOA developers deal-
ing with the issue of bridging the gap between business
and IT. For example, the SOA Consortium [6], or the
Business Ecology Initiative [32]. Next, the importance of
bringing Business Process Management and SOA together
is also stressed in [28]. The author explains why the rela-
tionship between Business Process Management and SOA

2BPEL is provided as an OASIS standard for designing
and running business processes [15].
3The Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) is a
standard for capturing business processes in the early
phases of systems development, which is now managed
by the Object Management Group (OMG) [18].
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should not be considered as competitive one. More par-
ticularly, the author presents several reasons why to use
both Business Process Management and SOA in order to
produce maximal business value.

3.3.2 Integration of BPM and SM
Models of business processes are traditionally used to
specify how things must/should/could be done in order
to fulfill given business goals that produce a “business
value”. It is more or less clear that the real business value
is delivered through the execution of a particular busi-
ness process. To execute a business process, the model
of the process can directly be run in a workflow based
runtime platform or the model can be transformed into a
“solution model”that represents a particular realization of
the process. Such transformation enables using of exist-
ing solutions, which increases the level of reuse, facilitates
changes, and leads to better performance, scalability, and
security. Of course, the solution model must be imple-
mented afterwards in order to execute the process.

The next section presents existing approaches that deal
with the possibility of realization of business processes
through the integration of business process modeling with
modeling of target IT solutions, especially with service
modeling.

3.3.3 Realization of Business Processes through the
Integration of BPM and SM

The idea of a transformation that produces service-based
solution models from models of business processes was ini-
tially introduced by Amsden in [3]. The author presents
an approach called business services modeling. The ap-
proach describes a high-level mapping of a business pro-
cesses to a corresponding Business Service Model (BSM).
More precisely, each BSM shows a particular business pro-
cess as a UML 2.0 collaboration that specifies the par-
ticipants in the processes and what they are responsible
for. Although the author of [3] presents a mapping be-
tween a business process model and the corresponding
UML BSM in an example, the mapping process is not
clear, because most of the transformation is done by IBM
modeling tools. Consequently, Amsden [4] presented a
series of five articles about developing software based on
SOA. The approach presented in the series is similar to
the one presented in my paper. The author focuses on
realization of business processes. For this purpose, he
introduces a method that transforms models of business
processes into service-based models that represent real-
ization of the business processes. Similarly as in [3], the
author demonstrates the approach through an ad hoc ex-
ample. However, the way of decomposing the input busi-
ness process is not clear and a relatively large portion of
the principle is hidden by using of various IBM modeling
tools. Moreover, some services are designed in such a way
that they do not meet fundamental SOA principles (e.g.
stateless, see Section 2.1.1). In a nutshell, no systemat-
ical method how to transform business process diagrams
is presented. So, it is more than debatable whether the
approach can be successfully applied to any business pro-
cess.

My approach solves the above mentioned problems of [3]
and [4]. See Chapter 5 for results. Following proposals
are focused on various transformation of BPMN. An auto-
matic translation from BPMN diagrams to human read-

able BPEL code was proposed in [19] and [20]. The au-
thors of those proposals formally define a subset of BPMN
due to unclear semantic in the specification. Using that
formalism, they present a systematical approach for de-
composing business process models based of workflow pat-
terns. Unfortunately, the subset of BPMN is too small to
cover common business cases. The elements representing
roles, messages, data artifacts and some types of tasks
and events are missing in the subset. In this article, [19],
and [21] are used to establish a formal basis of BPMN.

3.4 Related Topics in the Field of BPM
In order to create a method that transforms business pro-
cess diagrams, it was necessary to be acquainted with
the issues of BPM. The following proposals gave me the
required knowledge. First of all, [24] and [25] must be
mentioned. These two proposals laid the foundations of
pattern-based modeling of workflow processes. Their au-
thors brought a detailed analysis of 26 workflow patterns.
These patterns were designed independently of current
workflow languages. The use of them in various workflow
tools is discussed in those papers. Murzek and Kramler
[11] deal with transformation of business process mod-
els between several modeling languages. The authors de-
scribe the ambiguity of models arising from the transfor-
mation between different modeling languages. Based on
this, they discuss most stressing model transformation is-
sues, e.g. decision (un)ambiguity, different start objects,
split/merge unambiguity, and different final nodes.

4. Transformation of Business Process Diagrams
into Models of Service Orchestration

This section describes how to transform a business pro-
cess that is modeled by means of BPMN into a corre-
sponding service orchestration that realizes the business
process. Before we start with the transformation process
itself, the theoretical background of the transformation
must be introduced. The transformation process is then
described in Section 4.4.

4.1 Formal Description of the Transformation
This section provides a formal approach to describe BPMN
diagrams. In the transformation process, the formal de-
scription of BPMN diagrams is used to identify and reduce
workflow patterns. BPMN is a language with a graphical
notation, it means that the BPMN standard (v1.4) pro-
vides a set of graphical elements and defines how to link
these elements in order to create a diagram (i.e. a model
of a business process). However, the standard does not
define any semantics or formal description of the syntax.
Therefore, a systematical processing of BPMN diagrams
can be quite difficult without any formal description of
their structure.

This section gives a formal description of BPMN dia-
grams. The definitions presented in this section are in-
spired by [21] (see Section 5.1 for the details about the
relation between [20] and this article).

Definition 1. An Extended Core BPD of a BP modeled
by means of BPMN is a tuple BPD = (O, E, G, A, T, TR,
TSI, TSP, TSE, TU, ES, ESN, ESM, EST, EI, EIM, EIMT,
EIMC, EIT, EIE, EIMCE, EITE, EIEE, EE, EEN, EEM, GF,
GJ, GX, GM, GV, F, P, L, M, D, DM, DT, DTI, DTO,
DPI, DPO, Datingmsg, Datingin, Datingout, Cond, Excp,
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Pooling, Lining, Roling), shortly only P = (O, F, P, L, M,
D, Dating, Cond, Excp, Pooling, Lining, Roling) with:

• O is a set of objects, which can be partitioned into
disjoint sets of activities A, events E, and gateways
G,

• A can be partitioned into disjoint sets of tasks T
and sub-processes TSP,

• T can be partitioned into disjoint sets of receive
tasks TR, send tasks TS, service invocation tasks
TSI, script execution tasks TSE and undefined tasks
TU,

• E can be partitioned into disjoint sets of start events
ES, intermediate events EI, and end events EE,

• ES can be partitioned into disjoint sets of unde-
fined start events ESN, message start events ESM

and timer start events EST,

• EE can be partitioned into disjoint sets of undefined
end events EEN and message end events EEM,

• EI can be partitioned into disjoint sets of message
intermediate events EIM (EIM can be partitioned
into disjoint sets of throw message intermediate events
EIMT and catch message intermediate events EIMC),
timer intermediate events EIT, and error interme-
diate events EIE,

• EIMCE ⊆ EIMC is a set of exception catch message
intermediate events,

• EITE ⊆ EIT is a of exception timer intermediate
events,

• EIEE ⊆ EIE is a set of exception error intermediate
events,

• G can be partitioned into disjoint sets of parallel fork
gateways GF, parallel join gateways GJ, data-based
XOR decision gateways GX, event-based XOR de-
cision gateways GV, and XOR merge gateways GM

(note that XOR means choose M from N possibili-
ties),

• F ⊆ O × O is the control flow relation, i.e. a set of
control flows connecting objects,

• P is a set of pools,

• L is a set of lanes,

• M ⊆ (P ∪ TSI ∪ TSP ∪ TS ∪ EIMT ∪ EEM) × (P ∪
TSI ∪ TSP ∪ TR ∪ EIMC ∪ ESM) is a message flow
relation, i.e. a set of message flows between pools,
tasks and intermediate message events,

• Msource = P ∪ TSI ∪ TSP ∪ TS ∪ EIMT ∪ EEM is a
set of source nodes of the message flow relation,

• Mtarget = P ∪ TSI ∪ TSP ∪ TR ∪ EIMC ∪ ESM is a
set of target nodes of the message flow relation,

• in short M ⊆ Msource × Mtarget,

• Cond: F ∩ (GX × O) −→ C is a injective function,
which maps sequence flows emanating from data-
based XOR gateways to a set of boolean conditions
C,

• Excp: (EIMCE ∪ EITE ∪ EIEE ) −→ A is a surjec-
tive function assigning each exception intermediate
event to an activity such that the occurrence of the
event signals an exception and thus interrupts the
performance of the task,

• Pooling: O−→ P is a non-injective and non-surjective
function assigning each object to a pool such that
the pool contains the object,

• Lining: O−→ L is a non-injective and non-surjective
function assigning each object to a lane such that
the lane contains the object,

• Roling: L−→ P is a non-injective and non-surjective
function assigning each lane to a pool such that the
lane represents a role within the pool,

• D is a set of data objects, which can be partitioned
into disjoint sets of message data objects DM and
task data objects DT,

• DTI ⊆ DT is a set of input task data objects,

• DTO ⊆ DT is a set of output task data objects,

• Datingmsg: DM −→ M \ ( (P ∪ EIMT ∪ EEM) × (P
∪ EIMC ∪ ESM) ) is an injective function assigning
each message data object to a message flow, whose
set of sources is restricted to TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TS and
the set of target to TSI ∪ TSP ∪ TR,

• Datingin: DTI −→ (TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TSE ∪ TS) is a
non-injective and non-surjective function assigning
each input task data object to a task such that the
task consumes the data object,

• Datingout: DTO −→ (TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TSE ∪ TR) is a
non-injective and non-surjective function assigning
each output data object to a task such that the task
produces the data object,

• DPI = DTI \ DTO is a set of input process param-
eters, i.e. a set of input task data objects that are
not produced by any tasks,

• DPO = DTO \ DTI is a set of output process param-
eters, i.e. a set of output task data objects that are
not consumed by any tasks.

The relation F defines a directed graph with nodes (ob-
jects) O and arcs (control flows) F. For any node x ∈ O,
input nodes of x are given by in(x) = {y ∈ O | yFx} and
output nodes of x are given by out(x) = {y ∈ O | xFy}.
Definition 1 allows for graphs that do not have start or
end events, contain objects without any input and output
or with multiple input/output, etc. Therefore, the defini-
tion needs to be restricted to Well-formed Extended Core
BPD. Some parts of the BPMN standard allow for un-
connected elements (e.g. can be easily transformed into
a Well-Formed Extended Core BPD [11]. The definition
of a Well-formed BPD contains also some restrictions on
the message flow relation and to the data objects.

Definition 2. An extended core BPD in Definition 1 is
a Well-Formed Extended Core BPD iff:

• | P | > 1, | L | > 1, there is at least one pool with
at least one lane in the BPD,
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• ∀s ∈ ES ∪ dom(Excp): in(s) = ∅ ∧ | out(s) | = 1, i.e.
start events and exception events have an indegree
of zero and an outdegree of one,

• ∀e ∈ EE: out(e) = ∅ ∧ | in(e) | = 1, i.e., end events
have an outdegree of zero and an indegree of one,

• ∀x ∈ A ∪ (EI \ dom(Excp)): | in(x) | = 1 and |
out(x) | = 1, i.e. activities and non-exception in-
termediate events have an indegree of one and an
outdegree of one,

• ∀g ∈ GF ∪ GX ∪ GV: | in(g) | = 1 ∧ | out(g) | >
1, i.e. fork or decision gateways have an indegree of
one and an outdegree of more than one,

• ∀g ∈ GJ ∪ GM: | out(g) | = 1 ∧ | in(g) | > 1, i.e. join
or merge gateways have an outdegree of one and an
indegree of more than one,

• ∀g ∈ GV: out(g) ⊆ ( EI \(EIMT ∪ dom(Excp) ) ∪
TR, i.e. event-based XOR decision gateways must
be followed by intermediate message or timer events
or receive tasks,

• ∀g ∈ GX: ∃ an order <g, which is a strict total order
over the set of flows {g} × out(g) and ∃x ∈ out(g)

such that Âň∃f ∈{g} × out(g) ((g, x) <g f), i.e. (g,
x) is the default flow among all the outgoing flows
from g,

• ∀x ∈ O: ∃s ∈ ES ∪ dom(Excp): ∃e ∈ EE: sF*x ∧
xF*e, i.e. every object is on a path from a start
event or an exception event to an end event,

• ∀f = (x, y) ∈ F: ( (Pooling(x) = p1) ∧ (Pooling(y)
= p2) )⇒ (p1 = p2), i.e. a control flow can connect
only objects from the same pool,

• ∀x, y ∈ O: ( ((x 6= y) ∧ (Pooling(x) = Poling(y)))
⇒ (xF+y) ), i.e. within a pool, there is only one
path and all contained objects are on this path,

• ∀x ∈ O: ( Roling(Lining(x)) = Pooling(x) ), i.e. all
objects from a lane belong to the pool that the lane
belongs to,

• ∀x, y ∈ O: ( (x 6= y) ∧ (Lining(x) = Lining(y)) ⇒
(∃p ∈ P: (Pooling(x) = p) ∧ (Pooling(y) = p)) ),
i.e. a lane can contain objects only from the same
pool,

• M is irreflexive and:

– ∀m = (x, y) ∈M ∩ ( (Msource \ P)× (Mtarget \
P) ): ( (Pooling(x) = p1) ∧ (Pooling(y) = p2) )
⇒ ( p1 6= p2 ), i. e. a message flow can connect
two objects only from different pools,

– ∀m = (x, y) ∈ M ∩ ( (Msource \ P) × P ):
∀o ∈ O: Pooling(o) 6= y, i.e. a message flow
can connect objects from a pool to an abstract
pool,

– ∀m = (x, y) ∈ M ∩ ( P × (Mtarget \ P) ):
∀o ∈ O: Pooling(o) 6= x, i.e. a message flow
can connect an abstract pool to an object from
another pool,

– ∀m = (x, y) ∈ M ∩ (P × P): ∀o ∈ O: (Pool-
ing(o) 6= y) ∧ (Pooling(o) 6= x), i.e. a message
flow can connect two different abstract pools,

– ∀x ∈ (EE ∪ EIMT): | (
⋃

y ∈ Mtarget (x, y) ∈
M | ≤ 1, i.e. each throw message intermediate
event or end event can be a source of at most
one message flow,

– ∀y ∈ (ES ∪ EIMC): | (
⋃

x ∈ Msource (x, y) ∈
M | ≤ 1, i.e. each catch message intermediate
event or start event can be a target of at most
one message flow,

• DT \ (DTI ∪ DTO) = ∅, i.e. the set of all task data
objects (DT) contains only input task data objects
(DTI) and output task data objects (DTO),

• ∀d ∈ DT: (d ∈ dom(Datingout) ∩ dom(Datingin))
⇒ ( Pooling(Datingin(d)) = Pooling(Datingout(d))
), i.e. tasks that produce and consume the same
data object must belong to the same pool.

In order to analyze a BPD, we have to decompose it into a
set of fragments (called as graph components), which refer
to subsets of the BPD. A graph component is a subset
of a BPD that has one entry point and one exit point.
Before identifying patterns, it is necessary to formalize the
notion of graph components in a BPD. To formulate the
definitions, I use an auxiliary function elt over a domain
of singletons, i.e. if X = {x}, then elt(X) = x.

Definition 3. Let BPD = (O, F, P, M, D, Dating, Cond,
Excp, Pooling, Lining, Roling) be a well-formed extended
core BPD. A subset of BPD, as given by C = (OC, FC,
CondC), is a Graph Component iff:

• OC ⊆ O \ (ES ∪ EE), i.e. a graph component does
not contain any start or end event,

• | (
⋃

x∈OC in(x)) \ OC | = 1, i.e. there is a single
entry point into the graph component, which can be
denoted as entry(C) = elt( (

⋃
x∈OC in(x)) \ OC ),

the entry point does not belong to the graph com-
ponent,

• | (
⋃

x∈OC out(x)) \ OC | = 1, i.e., there is a single
exit point out of the graph component, which can be
denoted as exit(C) = elt((

⋃
x∈OC out(x))\OC), the

exit point does not belong to the graph component,

• there exists a unique source object iC ∈ OC and a
unique sink object oC ∈ OC and iC 6= oC, such that
entry(C) ∈ in(iC) and exit(C) ∈ out(oC),

• FC = F ∩ (OC × OC),

• CondC = Cond[FC], i.e., the Cond function where
the domain is restricted to FC.

The decomposition of a BPD helps to define an iterative
approach, which allows us to incrementally transform the
“componentised” BPD into UML diagrams. Below, I de-
fine the function Fold that replaces a graph component by
a single task object in a BPD. This function can be used
to perform iterative reduction of a componentised BPD
until no graph component is left in the BPD.

Definition 4. Let BPD = (O, F, P, M, D, Dating, Cond,
Excp, Pooling, Lining, Roling) be a well-formed extended
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core BPD and C = (OC, FC, CondC) be a graph compo-
nent. The function Fold replaces C in BPD by a blank
task object tC /∈ O, i.e., Fold(BPD, C, tC) = BPD’ = (O’,
F’, P’, M’, D’, Dating’, Cond’, Excp’, Pooling’, Lining’,
Roling’) with:

• O’ = (O \ OC) ∪ {tC},
• TC is the set of tasks in C, i.e., TC = OC ∩ T,

• TU’ = (TU \ TC ) ∪ {tC}, is the set of undefined
tasks in BPD’, i.e. tC is a undefined task,

• F’ = (F ∩ ((O \ OC) × (O \ OC))) ∪ {(entry(C),
tC ), (tC , exit(C))},

• Cond’ =





Cond[F’] . . . . . . if entry(C) /∈ GD

Cond[F’] ∪ ((entry(C), tC,
Cond(entry(C), iC)) . . . . . . otherwise

• P’ = P,

• Pooling’ = Pooling[O \ OC] ∪ {(tC, Pooling(oC))},
for any oC ∈ OC,

• Roling’ = Roling,

• Lining’ = Lining[O \ OC] ∪ {(tC, l)}, for any l ∈ L,

• let Msource
C = Msource \ (OC ∩ Msource) and Mtarget

C

= Mtarget \ (OC ∩ Mtarget) then

• M’ = M \ ((Msource
C ×Mtarget) ∪ (Msource ×Mtarget

C )),
i.e. after application of the Fold function, the dia-
gram contains only message flows that do not start
or end in an object that belongs to the graph com-
ponent,

• Datingin’ = Datingin[DTI \ {e: e ∈DTI ∧Datingin(e)
∈ OC ∩ (TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TSE ∪ TS)}],
• Datingout’= Datingout[DTO \ {f: f ∈ DTO ∧

Datingout(f) ∈ OC ∩ (TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TSE ∪ TR)}],
• D’ = D \ ({d: d ∈ DM ∧ Datingmsg(d) ∈ ((Msource

C

× Mtarget) ∪ (Msource × Mtarget
C ))} ∪ {g: g ∈ DTI

∧ Datingin(g) ∈ OC ∩ (TSP ∪ TSI ∪ TSE ∪ TS)} ∪
{h: h ∈ DTO ∧ Datingout(h) ∈ OC ∩ (TSP ∪ TSI

∪ TSE ∪ TR)}), i.e. if a data object is associated
with a message flow that starts or ends in an ob-
ject that belongs to the graph component, the data
object do not belong to the set of data objects of
the diagram that raised by the application of the
Fold function. Similarly, data objects that are in-
put or output parameters of a task that belongs to
the graph component do not belongs to BPD’.

• Excp’ = Excp[(EIMCE ∪ EITE ∪ EIEE ) \ (OC ∩
(EIMCE ∪ EITE ∪ EIEE ))].

Definition 5. Let BPD = (O, F, P, M, D, Dating, Cond,
Excp, Pooling, Lining, Roling) be a well-formed extended
core BPD and C = (OC, FC, CondC) be a graph compo-
nent. The following graph components are identified as
Well-Structured Patterns:

1. C is defined as a Sequence Pattern iff OC ⊆ A and
entry(C) /∈ GV. C is a Maximal Sequence Pattern
iff C is a sequence-pattern and there is no other
sequence-pattern C’ such that O’C ⊂ OC where O’C
is the set of objects in C’.

2. C is defined as a Parallel Pattern iff:

• iC ∈ GF ∧ oC ∈ GJ,

• OC ⊆ A ∪ (EI \dom(Excp)) ∪ {iC, oC},
• ∀x ∈OC \{iC, oC}: in(x)={iC} ∧ out(x)={oC}.

3. C is identified as a Switch Pattern iff:

• iC ∈ GD ∧ oC ∈ GM,

• OC ⊆ A ∪ (EI \dom(Excp)) ∪ {iC, oC},
• ∀x ∈ OC\{iC, oC}, in(x)={iC} ∧ out(x)={oC}.

4. C is identified as a While Pattern iff:

• iC ∈GM ∧ oC ∈GD ∧ x ∈A ∪ (EI \dom(Excp)),

• OC = {iC, oC, x},
• FC = {(iC, oC), (oC, x), (x, iC)}.

5. C is identified as a Repeat Pattern iff:

• iC ∈GM ∧ oC ∈GD ∧ x ∈A ∪ (EI \dom(Excp)),

• OC = {iC, oC, x},
• FC = {(iC, x), (x, oC), (oC, iC)}.

4.2 Primitive and Composite Services
In my approach, I use two types of services: primitive
services and composite services. Each primitive service is
derived from a service invocation task, and it is respon-
sible for providing functional capabilities defined by the
task. A composite service is an access point to an or-
chestration of other primitive or composite services. The
idea of primitive and composite services along with the
way how services are modeled by means of UML, which
is described in the next section, forms a framework for
modeling of services.

4.3 Model of a Service
In this paper, each service is modeled as a stereotype ser-
vice that extends the UML class Component [17]. This
concept was initially introduced in [30] and [23]. Each ser-
vice is characterized by a unique specification. The service
specification describes the behavior and the architecture of
a particular service and defines a communication protocol
of the service.

The behavior describes which actions are executed when
an operation of the service is invoked, and the architec-
ture includes definition of ports and interfaces. The com-
munication protocol specifies in which order a particular
service must send/receive messages, i.e. how a consumer
should communicate with the service, in order to success-
fully fulfill its role in a particular orchestration.

4.4 Transformation Rules
The core of the transformation is described in Figure 3 to
6. Each figure depicts a transformation table. Each row
of a particular table represents a transformation rule. For
better readability, the transformation rules are expressed
in the graphical form using the BPMN and UML notation.
Each rule defines how to transform a workflow pattern
(eventually a basic BPMN element) into a UML-based
service specification. Each specification has three parts:
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• Service structure. It is modeled by means of UML
component diagrams. To be more specific, the struc-
ture is described by two component diagrams. The
first one depicts the service topology by means of
UML packages and the other one depicts how ser-
vices are connected to each other in a service orches-
tration.

• Communication rules. These are defined by means
of an UML sequence diagram.

• Description of the behavior (an UML activity dia-
gram).

Some rules include context information that is needed to
understand the use of the rule. For this purpose, elements
that are newly created according to a particular rule are
inserted into a red-line-bordered area. If nothing is high-
lighted, all depicted elements are considered to be newly
created, unless otherwise stated. Note that some patterns
can be transformed more than one way (see e.g. Figure
4, Rule 5).

4.4.1 Transformation Rules for Basic Elements
The transformation rules for basic BPD elements are de-
picted in Figure 3. The transformation table containes
rules for swimlanes (Rules 1,2 ), start events (Rule 3),
sub-processes (Rule 4a) and tasks (Rules 4b,c).

4.4.2 Transformation Rules for Sequence Patterns
In Figure 4 it is shown how to transform Sequence pat-
terns. Rules 5a to 5c define the transformation of two
service invocation tasks. The transformation can be done
in three different ways. Generally, the first rule (5a) is
usually used if we need to create a new standalone ser-
vice. The second rule (5b) is used if we need to control
the primitive services for a reason, i.e. because of QoS
or security issues. If we want to use an existing service
with only some modifications of its functionality, we can
apply the third (5c) rule. Rule 5d can be used when we
transform a script execution task.

4.4.3 Transformation Rules for Parallel and Switch
Patterns

Next, the transformation rules for Branching Patterns are
depicted in Figure 5. Branching patterns include Parallel
branching pattern (Rule 6a) and Switch pattern (Rule
6b). The principle of these patterns is described in [24].

4.4.4 Transformation Rules for Cycle Patterns
In Figure 6 it is shown how to transform Repeat Patterns
(Rule 7a) and While Patterns (Rule 7b).

4.5 Example of Transformation
This section gives an ad hoc example, in which the basic
idea of the transformation is demonstrated. The example
is primarily intended to explain several concepts which are
related to the subject of the transformation. It means that
the example provides no sequence of transformation rules
which were applied during the transformation. It provides
only the input BPD and the output service orchestration.

Figure 7 depicts an exemplary “Purchase Order” business
process. The example is adopted from [16]. The pro-
cess starts by receiving a purchase order message. Sub-
sequently, the “Invoicing” role calculates an initial price.

This price is not yet complete, because the total price
depends on where the products are produced and the
amount of the shipping cost. In parallel, the “Schedul-
ing” role determines when the products will be available
and from what locations. At the same time, the shipping
information is updated and the process requests shipping
from the “Shipping” role. Afterwards, “Shipping” waits
for a shipping schedule to be sent from “Scheduling”. As
soon as the shipping information is known, the complete
price can be calculated. Finally, when the complete price
is available and shipping is ensured, the invoice can be
completed and sent to the customer. The process ends
when the schedule is processed.

In this example, I assume that following tasks were iden-
tified as service invocation tasks: “Initiate Price Calcula-
tion”, “Complete Price Calculation”, “Request Shipping”,
“Request Production Scheduling” and “Send Shipping
Schedule”. The remaining tasks are script execution tasks.

The orchestration that can be generated from the diagram
in Figure 7 is depicted in Figure 8. The orchestration is
composed of two composite and four primitive services.
The PurchaseOrder service is one of the composite ser-
vices and it represents the business process itself. This
service orchestrates the rest of remaining services. The
behavior of PurchaseOrder is depicted in Figure 9.

This example is used in following sections in order to ex-
plain the principle of asynchronous services, passing of
data and stateless services.

4.6 Asynchronous Services
In my approach, each service that enables asynchronous
communication must implement an auxiliary interface that
provides a method to accept replies to asynchronous calls.
In Figure 8, we can also see that the PurchaseOrder ser-
vice provides the AsyncReply interface at its consumer
port for this purpose.

4.7 Stateless Services
The other characteristic feature of my approach is the re-
striction on services’ interfaces to provide only one service
functionality. Regardless, it is possible to implement ser-
vices with more interfaces (i.e. with more functional ca-
pabilities), but the interfaces must provide independent
functionality (see the PriceCalculation service in Fig-
ure 8). It means that services are not allowed to hold any
state information between two independent incoming re-
quests, in spite of which interface the service was invoked
on. This leads to stateless services. Although stateless
services provide better reusability I must cope with the
issue of holding states of services that are participating in
the orchestration in relation with the state of the parent
composite service. This is explained in the next section.

4.8 Passing of Data between Services
Generally, every composite service is responsible for keep-
ing its subordinate services independent and stateless.
This is achieved by forwarding state information between
particular invocations of any subordinate service via the
composite service. It means that the service that realizes
a process changes its state instead of services that im-
plements functional capabilities of particular tasks. The
merit of such design is the independence of requested ser-
vices, although they share data and states.
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Figure 3: Transformation rules for basic elements
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Figure 4: Transformation rules for Sequence patterns

Figure 5: Transformation rules for Branching Patterns
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Figure 6: Transformation rules for Sequence patterns

Figure 7: Business process model of the “Purchase Order” process [16]

Figure 8: The derived service orchestration
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Figure 9: Behavior of the service orchestration

5. Results
5.1 Comparison with Other Approaches
Amsden [3] initially introduces the idea of how to bridge
the semantic gap between business requirements and the
architecture of IT solutions that are intended to meet
them. The principles described in that proposal are not
much detailed but they were a good starting point for the
process of establishing the transformation rules described
in Section 4.4.

Next, Amsden presents a similar concept to this in [4].
However, the concept is incomplete, sometimes unclear
and suffers from several shortcomings. The most serious
problem of that proposal is that no systematic approach
is presented – the whole transformation process is demon-
strated in an ad hoc example. Next, some services are de-
signed in such a way that they store data affecting their
functionality between two single incoming requests, which
contrasts with one of the fundamental SOA principles –
stateless.

On the other side, my approach can be applied to a real-
world business process Moreover, the proposed framework
for modeling of services (see Section 4.2 and 4.6 – 4.8) en-
sures that generated services will have the following prop-
erties:

• Abstraction is achieved by means of interfaces;

• Reusability results from using the flat model and
composite services;

• Stateless is supported by the concept of composite
services;

• Extensibility is based on using ports and indepen-
dent interfaces.

Concerning the formal approaches, [20] and [19] propose
a formalism that can be used to decompose a BPD and,
consequently, transform it into BPEL code. The major
shortcoming of [20] and [19] is that the set of modeling
elements that are covered by these proposals is too small.
To be able to model common business cases, my paper
extends the original set to include the following elements:

• sub-processes, service invocation tasks, script tasks,
receive tasks, send tasks,

• pools, swimlanes,

• data objects,

• message flows,

• start message events, end message events, throw
message intermediate events, and catch message in-
termediate events.

5.2 Main Contribution
Considering the above presented comparison, the follow-
ing merits of my approach could be summarized.

• The approach transforms models that describe ac-
tivities and requirements into models that describe
architecture and behavior of a particular solution.

• The transformation algorithm can be implemented
in any programming language and regardless of a par-
ticular software development tool. Input/output di-
agrams can be specified by use of any type of graph-
ical or textual notation. The only restriction here
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is that a BPMN diagram that inputs the transfor-
mation must meet the formal definition of business
process diagrams given in Section 4.1.

• The generated service models can be implemented
using various technologies. As already mentioned,
Web Services (WS) are one of the suitable technolo-
gies for implementing SOA services. In order to use
WS, the generated service diagrams must be trans-
formed into corresponding WS models.

• The proposed framework for modeling of services
enables to integrate structural models of services
with models of SOA-lower-level elements, especially
components, which are responsible for performing
service functionalities.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
To conclude, this paper deals with Service-Oriented Ar-
chitecture Modeling, especially with the integration of
Business Process Modeling and Service Modeling. For
this purpose, an approach that supports the integration
has been proposed. The approach is based on a trans-
formation technique that defines how a business process
model should be transformed into a model of service or-
chestration and how services should collaborate within the
orchestration in order to fulfill the business goals speci-
fied in the business process model. More precisely, the
proposed approach includes an UML framework for mod-
eling of services, formal specifications of BPMN diagrams
and service orchestrations and, finally, a set of transfor-
mation rules based on workflow patterns. Some of those
features are novel and have not been integrated into the
existing methods of modeling of SOA.

The ongoing research should be focused primarily on two
areas, to improve the proposed approach by adding new
features and to eliminate possible drawbacks of the ap-
proach. For example, additional transformation rules
could be created in order to support more workflow pat-
terns (e.g. transformation rules for control-flow patterns
that are based on intermediate events). Next, there are
two software applications that partially implement the
transformation method presented in this thesis. The first
one is intended to analyze BPMN diagrams in order to
find workflow patterns. The other one transforms BPMN
diagrams into UML Business Services Specifications. So,
the future work should focus on consolidation of these
two applications into a new one that will fully implement
the approach presented in this article.

Unfortunately, due to the limitation of space in this arti-
cle not all ideas could by fully explained. The detailed
description of the research objectivities, methods, and
achievements can be found in the author’s disertation [29].
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Abstract
Understanding structure and function of DNA sequences
represents one of the most important goals in area of
modern biology research. However, algorithms for DNA
analysis are usually complicated by mutations caused by
an evolution process, which are usually occurred in form
of character insertion, deletion and substitution. With
respect to these defects the time complexity of the algo-
rithms grows and limits their practical usage. Techniques
for an acceleration of the key operations using specific
circuits bring a certain expectation into this area. The
designed circuits are able to achieve the speedup in or-
ders of thousands in comparison to the most powerful
conventional processors. Despite of huge performance of
these circuits they are not used in wide range of real word
applications. The main reason lies in often variability of
input tasks that leads to change of architecture sizes with
respect to the target platform properties. These mod-
ifications usually require an intervention of experienced
designer and thus complicate their practical usage. The
objective of this thesis is therefore dedicated to design and
implementation of novel methods for automated mapping
of circuits into the chips with FPGA technology. At first
the problem of mapping is investigated into the detail and
formally defined. Based on the formal model a novel map-
ping technique is designed. In comparison to the previous
approaches, this technique is capable to find the optimal
sizes of the resulting circuit and it does not limit descrip-
tion of the architecture parts to linear functions only.
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1. Introduction
Understanding structure and function of DNA sequences
represents one of the most important goals in area of mo-
dern biology research. Currently, the scientists have a
huge amount of data covering the different kind of species
including their various development stages. However, the
detailed analysis of these data is complicated by the pres-
ence of mutations, which occurs as a consequence of an
evolution process. At the lowest level they are usually
observed in form of character insertion, deletion or sub-
stitution. These defects increase the time complexity of
algorithms for sequence analysis and thus complicate their
practical usage. To the examples of often used operations
in this area belong: sequence alignment and searching for
specific secondary structures such as palindromes, tan-
dem repeats, triplexes, quadruplexes etc. This problem
becomes more significant in the light of the novel sequenc-
ing technologies. While the first human genome assem-
bling took a decade, the new nanopore or SMRT (Single
Molecule Real Time sequencing) techniques are able to
generate billions of base-pairs per minute at cost of hun-
dreds of dollars.

One of the possibilities, how to reduce this problem and
achieve the required performance for biological sequence
analysis and its filtration lies in utilization of specific
hardware circuits. In the last two decades a lot of works [4,
11] were dedicated for acceleration of the one of the most
important operations – sequence alignment. Several archi-
tectures were designed, some of them were implemented
to chips with ASIC or FPGA technology and they showed
a speedup in orders of hundreds or thousands in compar-
ison to the most powerful conventional processors. De-
spite of such speedup these accelerators are not widely
used in real word applications. One of the main reasons
lies in often variability of the tasks using the sequence
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alignment operation. This operation distinguishes for ex-
ample: type of input sequence (DNA vs. proteins), score
function, type of alignment (local vs. global) or lengths
of both input sequences.

All these parameters affect the sizes of resulting circuit,
amount of consumed resources and working frequency. In
case that the user has a certain FPGA chip containing
limited number of configurable gates, then the question is
how to select the circuit sizes to spend computation re-
sources effectively and achieve the maximal speedup for a
concrete target application. Unfortunately, existing tools
are not able to solve this task and an arbitrary change re-
quires an intervention of experienced designer. This mo-
tivated some of researches and the first approaches for
automated mapping of circuits with respect to the user
application requirements and the target platform param-
eters were developed [1, 10]. However, none of them is
able to find the optimal circuit sizes and they are still
subject of research.

The goal of this thesis is therefore to investigate the state-
of-the-art methods in this area, identify their weaknesses
and design a novel approach. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows: Section 2 describes the state-of-the-
art methods in this area and identifies their drawbacks.
Formal definition of mapping problem including a novel
method for searching of optimal architecture sizes is a
part of section 3. Finally, the proposed method is evalu-
ated on an example of circuit for sequence alignment (see
section 4).

2. State of the art
Techniques for automated mapping of algorithms into the
chips with ASIC or FPGA technology belong to area of
High Level Synthesis. Selection of the appropriate method
primarily depends on character of computation. The de-
tail inspection of algorithms for DNA sequence analysis
shows, that they usually represent computations inside
nested loops. The following part of the text is therefore
focused on description of the basic approaches for synthe-
sis of nested loops and summarizes the state-of-the-art
methods in this area.

The objective of the nested loops synthesis is to find a
suitable mapping of the computation inside the loop on
the available computation elements (or processors). An
interesting approach, how to represent and partially solve
this task is based on integer linear programming theory
(ILP). As an input an arbitrary number of loop nests is
assumed (e.g. for cycles), where the inner loop body is
composed of arbitrary number of equations in form:

xi = fi(. . . , xj [I − dji], . . . ) (1)

where I ∈ Zr is a value of index variable, r is the num-
ber of loop nests, x[I] is a value of variable x at index
I, fi is an arbitrary function and dij ∈ Zr is a vector
of data dependencies between variable xi and xj . If all
loops are unrolled they represent index space (IS), i.e. the
space of all indexes where the loop body has to be evalu-
ated. If boundaries of individual loops are limited and not
calculated dynamically during the computation, then IS
represents polytop or polyedr in r-dimensional space. The
data dependencies play one of the most important role

during the mapping process. If they are supplemented
into the index space, we achieve data dependency graph
G = (V, E) where V is set of vertexes (corresponding to
the points of index space) and E is set of edges represent-
ing data dependencies between vertexes.

2.1 Scheduling and allocation
The objective of scheduling is to assign a moment t(I)
for each index space point I, which it will be processed
in. However, during the schedule construction, all data
dependencies have to be observed according the above
graph. Formally, function t : Zr → Z is schedule if it
satisfies condition 2.

(∀I, I ′ : I, I ′ ∈ IS ∧ (I, I ′) ∈ E : t(I) < t(I ′)) (2)

The objective of allocation is to assign a number of pro-
cessing units for each index space point, which will process
it. Concurrently, it is assumed that each index space point
is processed by just one processing unit. The allocation
function has to be designed with respect to existing sched-
ule because each computation unit can process only single
point at the time. Formally, function a : Zr → Zr−1 is
allocation with respect to the schedule t if it satisfies con-
dition 3.

(∀I, I ′ : I, I ′ ∈ IS : t(I) = t(I ′) ⇒ a(I) ̸= a(I ′)) (3)

The searching of schedule and allocation functions is not
trivial task. They have to characterize not only valid func-
tions (with respect to the data dependencies) but quality
functions as well. Unfortunately, a number of possible
schedules and allocations corresponds to index space size.
However several approaches [3] for reducing this space and
finding the best solution exist.

2.2 Partitioning
The highest level of parallelism and speed-up of an al-
gorithm is achieved, when the r-dimensional index space
is calculated using r − 1 dimensional array of computa-
tion units. The rest single dimension is time. However,
there are not so many computation units in real chips and
therefore r − 1 dimensional array is called as virtual pro-
cessor array, which is mapped into the physical processor
array, often limited to 1D or 2D structures. Two basic
techniques used during the mapping process are:

• Local parallel, global sequential (LPGS): An array
of computation units calculates a part of the index
space simultaneously. As this part is finished then
the whole array is shifted to another part. This
technique is called tiling and the given part of index
space is called as a tile.

• Local sequential, global parallel (LSGP): The index
space is split into the several parts where each part
is processed by single processing unit sequentially.
Then all computations units operate in parallel to
calculate the whole index space. This technique is
called clustering and the given part of index space
is called as a cluster.
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This partitioning process affects the original task of sche-
duling. It is composed of three major steps: 1) Selection
of the partitioning scheme LPGS, LSGP or their combi-
nation. 2) Selection of the direction for index space com-
putation. 3) Searching for the optimal sizes of the tile or
cluster with respect to required criterion.

Please note that all three parts of scheduling process are
related to each other and unsuitable selection in one step
automatically affects all other parts. Constrained sche-
duling is generally NP complete task which has not been
solved in a satisfactory manner and it is still subject of
research. Published algorithms are usually capable to
search a suitable cluster size for a certain type of cir-
cuit, however they assume a lot of simplifications and thus
they are applicable to limited area of target applications
only. Moreover, often used ILP model assumes architec-
ture described using linear functions, which is not usually
satisfied in the case of circuits mapped to the FPGA tech-
nology. An interesting alternative approach was described
in [10], where linear functions are replaced by more gen-
eral monotonic functions that reflects properties of real
components better. However, it has not been formally
defined so far and it is not capable to find the optimal
cluster or tile size in other way then by using exhaustive
computation.

3. Method
Based on the knowledge about state-of-the-art methods
in area of nested loops synthesis, we can review the pos-
sibilities of techniques for automatic mapping of architec-
tures for DNA sequence analysis, which were described
in [8]. Please note that for all designed architectures
for sequence alignment, searching of approximate palin-
dromes and tandem repeats, the appropriate partitioning
scheme (LPGS, LSGP or combination) and direction of
computation were selected. The remaining step is to find
the optimal cluster or tile size capable to achieve the low-
est computation time or other criterion required by user
(i.e. the last step of scheduling process). The objective of
this thesis is therefore to follow the approach published
in [10] and express the dependencies for amount of con-
sumed resources and computation time with respect to
cluster or tile size in form of general functions. For these
purposes a novel model called parametrized architecture
is introduced. Using this model the task for searching of
optimal architecture size is defined formally and a novel
effective method is designed.

3.1 Parametrized architecture
As an input a template of the circuit corresponding to se-
lected partitioning scheme is assumed. This template can
be obtained as a result of automated process for synthesis
of nested loops or it can be obtained based on existing
architecture designed by experienced designer. Variable
parts of the circuit corresponding to the cluster of tile
size are specified using architecture variables N1, ..., Nk.
Except of these variables the sizes of resulting architec-
ture depend on input task parameters such as maximal
lengths of analyzed sequences, number of the task queries,
data width for character representation, etc. and tar-
get platform parameters such as amount of available re-
source, input and output bandwidth etc. Both of these
groups of parameters will be called architecture parame-
ters P1, ..., Pland it is usual that all of them are known be-
fore the synthesis process in form of constants. To find the
optimal sizes of architecture, it is necessarily to express

Figure 1: Examples of architectures: (a) lin-
ear/systolic array, (b) grid (c) tree structure

relations for amount of consumed resources and computa-
tion time with respect to variables N1, ..., Nk and param-
eters P1, ..., Pl. At first, we will concentrate on amount of
consumed resources.

A model of arbitrary circuit can be described using tree
structure where lists represent elementary components
and edges express hierarchical relations between compo-
nents and sub-components. If a certain part of the circuit
contains an array of variable size, then the appropriate
edge is evaluated by the architecture variable Ni repre-
senting number of instances of sub-component inside the
superordinate component (see examples of linear array
and grid architectures on figure 1). In general, the num-
ber of instances may not be expressed by variable only but
by arbitrary function of variables N1, ..., Nk and parame-
ters P1, ..., Pl (see example of tree structure on figure 1c,
where overall number of nodes corresponds to 2N − 1,
where N represents the number of lists).

Each of elementary components requires a certain amount
of resources for its realization. Therefore, the lists are
evaluated by the number representing this amount. Sim-
ilarly to edges, the amount of resources may not be ex-
pressed by scalar value only but by function of variables
N1, ..., Nk and parameters P1, ..., Pl in general. If more
than one kind of resources is used for the circuit realiza-
tion, then a function is reserved for each type. Thus the
evaluation of list is expressed by m-tuple g = (g1, ..., gm)
of functions in general. The circuits mapped to FPGA
technology are typical examples, where look-up tables
(LUTs), registers, BlockRAMs, embedded multiplier etc.
are considered as a different types of resources.

Definition: (Tree structure of parametrized architec-
ture)
A tree structure of parametrized architecture with k vari-
ables realized in technology with m kinds of resources is
defined as oriented tree with evaluation of lists and edges.
It is 6-tuple Skm = (V, H, F, G, c, d) where:

• V is a set of vertexes representing individual com-
ponents and sub-components of the architecture,

• H is a set of ordered pairs {(u, v)} such that (u, v) ∈
H when v is sub-component of component u,

• F is a set of functions {fi|fi : Zk → Z} represent-
ing numbers of instances of sub-components within
superordinate components.

• G is a set of ordered m-tuples {gj = (gj1 , ..., gjm)}
where each item of m-tuple is function gjl : Zk → Z
for all l ∈ {1, ..., m}. This set of m-tuples is used
for evaluation of lists where each function represents
amount of consumed resources of certain kind of re-
source 1...m.
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• c is a mapping c : H → F where just one function
f ∈ F is assigned for each edge h ∈ H (evaluation
of edges),

• d is a mapping d : V → G where just one function
g ∈ G is assigned for each list v ∈ V .

Please note that internal nodes are not evaluated. Amount
of resources for their realization can be expressed as a sum
of resources of all their sub-components. Amount of re-
sources for arbitrary node of the tree can be expressed
recursively as:

R(u) =

{
d(u) list∑

∀(u,vi)∈H c((u, vi)) × R(vi) internal
(4)

If the above equation is applied to the root, then it repre-
sents a general function for computation of amount of re-
sources for the whole architecture. Note that the equation
is composed of linear combination of functions Zk → Z
and the result is also m-tuple of functions.

Except of amount of resources it is necessarily to know the
relation for index space computation time with respect to
certain size of cluster or tile. This time can be expressed
as a function fT of variables N1, ..., Nk and parameters
P1, ..., Pl in general.

During the optimal cluster or tile size searching it is neces-
sarily to respect certain restrictions of variables N1, ..., Nk.
The first group of restrictions results from ranges of orig-
inal algorithm loops and represents the fact that it does
not make sense to create the bigger cluster or tile than
the size of original space. The second group of restric-
tions depends on target platform properties. To typical
examples belong limited amount of computation resour-
ces and limited input/output bandwidth, which allows to
feed up only limited number of processing elements with
the new data or to process the data from a certain num-
ber of elements on the opposite side. Neither in this case,
it does not make sense to built bigger cluster or tile. All
these restrictions will be called as constraints and they
can be expressed as a set of inequations O composed of
functions of variables N1, ..., Nk and parameters P1, ..., Pl.

Now, we have all necessary relations for optimal cluster
of tile size searching. Formally, they are summarized in
the following definition of parametrized architecture.

Definition: (Parametrized architecture)
Parametrized architecture with k variables realized in tech-
nology with m kinds of resources is defined as triplet
Akm = (fR, fT , O) where:

• fR = (fR1 , ..., fRm) is ordered m-tuple of functions
representing amount of resources for the whole ar-
chitecture with respect to variables N1, ..., Nk where
each item is in form fRl : Zk → Z for all l ∈
{1, ..., m},

• fT is function fT : Zk → Z representing computa-
tion time (in number of steps) with respect to vari-
ables N1, ..., Nk,

• O is set of constrained conditions including restric-
tions to loops ranges as well as restrictions defined
by target platform properties. All conditions oi ∈ O
are described in form of inequations oi : Zk →
Z op 0 of variables N1, ..., Nkwhere op ∈ {>, ≥}.

3.2 Mapping of parametrized architectures
A lot of possible instances (sizes of clusters and tiles) can
exist for a certain parametrized architecture and capable
to satisfy all constrained conditions. All of these instances
form space of all realizable circuits – Design Space and
each of them is uniquely identified by values of variables
N1, ..., Nk. At first, lets define the conditions that have
to be satisfied for a circuit to be included into this space.
Lets Akm = (fR, fT , O) is parametrized architecture and
P1, ..., Pl are input parameters, then an instance of the
circuit defined by the values of variables (n1, ..., nk) is
included into the design space if the following conditions
are satisfied:

• Each component has to consume a positive amount
of resources. As amounts of resources of list com-
ponents are generally expressed by the functions,
some of them can achieve a negative values on cer-
tain intervals. However, the component with nega-
tive amount of resources is not realizable and thus
it can not be a part of the design space.

gij (n1, ..., nk) > 0 pro ∀gij ∈ gi and for ∀gi ∈ G
(5)

• The results of functions representing the number of
instances of sub-components within superordinary
components have to be non-negative integer. Sim-
ilarly to previous condition, the circuit containing
negative number of instances of some component is
not realizable and thus it can not be a part of design
space.

fi(n1, ..., nk) > 0 for ∀fi ∈ F (6)

• Amount of resources for the whole circuit can not
exceed amount of available resources on the chip
R = (r1, . . . , rm) and thus the following condition
has to be satisfied:

fRi(n1, ..., nk) ≤ ri for ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m} (7)

• Set of constrained conditions has to be satisfied:

oi(n1, ..., nk) have to be satisfied for ∀oi ∈ O (8)

If all above defined inequations 5 up to 8 are put together
and modified such that they contain zero on the right
side and operation > resp. ≥ only, then we will obtain
the following set of inequations:

gij (n1, ..., nk) > 0 for ∀gij ∈ gi and ∀gi ∈ G
fi(n1, ..., nk) > 0 pro ∀fi ∈ F

ri − fRi(n1, ..., nk) ≥ 0 for ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , m}
oi(n1, ..., nk) for ∀oi ∈ O

(9)
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All solutions of the set 9 represent the design space. The
objective of the mapping process is to find a circuit sizes
that will not only satisfy the set 9 but they will meet the
input criterion the best. Therefore it is necessary to apply
an evaluation function to the design space and select a
solution corresponding to its maximum or minimum. As
the objective is to find the circuit capable to process the
index space as fast as possible in most cases, the function
fT will be selected as evaluation function.

A task of searching of function extreme f(x) on interval
bounded by functions gi(x) belongs to area of optimiza-
tion problems on constrained space, which are usually de-
scribed in form 10.

P : {x|gi(x) ≥ 0 resp. gi(x) > 0}
x ∈ P : f(x) = max[f(z)] ∀z ∈ P

(10)

An approach for solving of this optimization problem pri-
marily depends on properties of used functions. If all of
functions f and gi are linear then this task belongs to
area of linear programming (LP) and the space of real-
izable circuits limited by gi functions forms polyedr in
n-dimensional space. Searching of extreme of function f
on such space operates in two steps: (1) set of inequations
is transformed into standard matrix form of LP task, (2)
maximum of evaluation function is calculated using sim-
plex method.

If at least one of functions f or gi is nonlinear, then the
optimization problem belongs to the area of nonlinear
programing and the method for its solution depends on
several factors. For example, it is distinguished whether
the evaluation function is continuous or not. In case of
continuous evaluation function the methods can use its
derivation. A typical example of such method is Newton
method [6], which scans the space in gradient direction
until the local extreme is found. In case the evaluation
function is not continuous then other methods such as
grid method, simulated annealing or group of genetic al-
gorithms have to be used.

Please note that none of above mentioned methods for
nonlinear programing guarantee detection of global ex-
treme and even most of them do not guarantee the con-
vergence as well. Before the certain method is selected, it
is necessarily to investigate the functions continuum and
other properties, which is not possible to do it automati-
cally without intervention of experienced mathematician
so far. If the functions used in parametrized architectures
for DNA sequence analysis are analyzed in more detail,
then we will observe that they are usually nonlinear but
monotonic. Detailed description follows.

Functions representing amount of resources of elemen-
tary components
Amount of elementary component resources (list) is
usually constant or grows incrementally depending
on some of architecture variables N1, ..., Nk. How-
ever, in some cases the amount of resources decreases
for longer array of processing units.

Functions evaluating the edges
Numbers of sub-components instances are usually
constant or represent simple growing functions e.g.

n for systolic array, n2 for grid (monotonic for n ≥
0), 2n − 1 for tree architecture etc.

Function representing amount of resources of the whole
architecture
It is composed of linear combinations of functions
evaluating edges and lists. As the combination of
growing and decreasing functions can occur in inter-
nal nodes, then the function for the whole amount
of resources is not monotonic, but the combination
of monotonic functions bounded on input interval.

Function representing the computation time
With respect to construction of circuits for DNA
sequence analysis the array of processing elements
extended in some of its dimensions (sequence align-
ment, palindrome detection) or using more compu-
tation cores (sequence alignment, tandem detection)
leads to the computation speed-up. This speed-up
usually has linear or incremental character, which
represents monotonic function.

All of these findings may not be accepted in general and it
is always possible to find an architecture violating mono-
tonicity in some of its part. On the other side, if this
condition is satisfied for all functions, then it is possible
to use a general bisection method in n-dimensional space
or create its new variant for detection of the best solution.

3.3 Basic method scheme
The required inputs are: the parametrized architecture
A = (fR, fT , O), target platform parameters (amount of
resources, input/output bandwidth) and task parameters
(lengths of sequences, numbers of queries, data widths).
As an output the best or group of the best solutions with
respect to evaluation function (fT ) is required. Whereas
it is supposed that all used functions are monotonic or
linear combinations of monotonic functions. Generally
the method can be split into two parts:

1. Design space computation – the space of all realiz-
able circuits is calculated based on the parametrized
architecture, the platform and the task parameters.
This space can be represented in form of intervals
or sub-spaces in Zk.

2. Application of evaluation function – selected evalua-
tion function is systematically applied on the design
space calculated in previous step. Objective is to
find the best or group of the best solutions.

Please note that this model represents a general scheme
rather. More effective strategy of design space exploration
is achieved by connection of both phases. While the first
part identifies the sub-space of realizable circuits the sec-
ond one evaluates it and shows direction for the next sub-
space computation and its refinement.

3.4 Design Space Computation
As was mentioned in section 3 the space of all realizable
circuits is bounded by set of inequations 9. In case that
this set is composed of monotonic functions only then
the existing bisection method [7] can be used for detec-
tion of all solutions. However, the results of detailed
analysis show that some of functions are not monotonic
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but in form of linear combination of monotonic functions
(LCMF) rather. Therefore, in the following part of the
text we will try to generalize the method [7] for LCMF. At
first, lets introduce a general bisection method [5], which
is independent on function f properties. The method is
composed of three major steps:

1. Test whether the input space D contains root of
function f or not.

2. Splitting of the space D geometrically into two parts
D1 a D2 such that D = {D1

∪
D2} a D1

∩
D2 =

⋄D1

∩ ⋄D2 where ⋄D represents boundary of D.

3. Recursive application of the bisection method to
sub-spaces D1 and D2.

The most important part of the method is the first step
– Root inclusion test, which identifies whether the cer-
tain space contains the root of function or not, or it is not
possible to decide at this level. In case of monotonic func-
tion it was proofed that the method will operate correctly
even if only two states are distinguished: 1) space does
not contain root and 2) it is not possible to decide [7].

In case the input inequation is in form fLCMF > 0 or
fLCMF ≥ 0 the root inclusion test can be performed for
example using algorithm 1. This algorithm utilizes func-
tion fTreeEval for computation of lower bound L and
upper bound K of LCMF function. Based on these two
values it decides whether 1) the space contains the root
and does not satisfy the inequation entirely (K < 0 or
K ≤ 0) or 2) it does not contain root and satisfies the in-
equation entirely (L ≥ 0 or L > 0) or 3) it is not possible
to decide (in all other cases).

The situation where it is not possible to decide is caused
by two factors: 1) function f goes from negative values to
positive ones or in the opposite direction, i.e. it contains
the root or 2) the error caused during the lower and upper
bound computation is too high, the values of bounds pred-
icate the root presence but it is not present. In the first
case it is correct situation, where the bisection method
has to split the space into two parts and to refine the root
position. In the second case it represents a false positive
root detection, which will be disclosed in following steps
because this error converges to zero with decreasing space
size [8].

The main part of the method is described in algorithm 2.
At first, the root inclusion test is performed for each in-
equation in the set. Based on the results the three situa-
tions are distinguished:

1. The space does not contain the root for some of
inequation, then this space can not be a part of the
design space, it does not make sense to continue and
the recursive computation is stopped.

2. The space does not contain the root, however all
inequation in the set are satisfied. Then this space
is a part of the design space entirely, it does not
make sense to continue, the recursive computation
is stopped and positions of the space are saved.

3. The space does not contain the root for some of the
inequation but satisfies the inequation and for the

other inequations (at least one) it is not possible
to decide. In this case the space has to be split
and recursive computation continues until the space
diameter will fall under the threshold ϵ.

Input: Space bounded by a and b points, inequation f
in form of LCMF

Output:
NO - does not contain root and space does not satisfy
inequation f
YES - does not contain root and space satisfies
inequation f
UNKNOWN - it is not possible to decide
InclusionTest(a, b, f)
begin

fmax = fTreeEval(f, a, b, MAX);
if fmax < 0 then # space < 0

return NO ;
fmin = fTreeEval(f, a, b, MIN);
if fmin ≥ 0 then # space ≥ 0

return YES ;
return UNKNOWN ;

end
Algorithm 1: Root Inclusion Test

Input: Space bounded by a and b points, set of
nonlinear inequations fset

Output: List of all intervals between a and b points,
where all inequations from fset are satisfied

Bisection(a, b, fset)
begin

result = STOP;
foreach f ∈ fset do

inside = InclusionTest(a, b, f);
if inside = NO then

return [];
else if inside = UNKNOWN then

result = CONTINUE;
end

end
if result = STOP then

return [a, b];
else

if (|a, b| > ε) then
i = LongestAxis(a, b);
am = a;
bm = b;
am[i] = bm[i] = (a[i] + b[i])/2;
return
[Bisection(a, bm, fset), Bisection(am, b, fset)];

else
return [];

end

end

end
Algorithm 2: Computation of design space bounded by
functions in form LCMF

3.5 Application of Evaluation Function
In previous section we defined the algorithm for design
space computation. The last step of the optimization
problem is to find the best or group of the best solutions
in this space with respect to evaluation function feval.

At first, it is necessary to analyze evaluation function
characteristics. As was mentioned in section 3 this func-
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tion is monotonic in most cases and with increasing sizes
of architecture the overall computation is accelerated. The
monotonicity can be effectively utilized during the eval-
uation process because a maximum or a minimum of ar-
bitrary part of the design space (specified by interval
I = ⟨a, b⟩) can be calculated in constant time – extremes
can occur on boundary points only. Thus a basic version
of algorithm for detection of the best solution could op-
erate in following steps: 1) For each part of the design
space find the boundary point with maximum or mini-
mum of the evaluation function and calculate this value.
2) If maximum or minimum is better then the best known
so far, then replace the items in an output list with this
actual sub-space. I case that the actual sub-space is com-
parable to the best known, then append it into the output
list.

So far, we supposed that the design space exploration
task is solved in two steps: design space computation and
application of evaluation function. The main disadvan-
tage of this approach is that it calculates the whole de-
sign space including the intervals, which never became the
part of the best solutions. Similarly the evaluation func-
tion is applied to all detected sub-spaces. More effective
approach is to interconnect both of these steps. While the
bisection method finds the candidate intervals, the eval-
uation function tests its and routes the computation to
perspective areas only. Thus the recursive computation
is stopped in areas, which can not achieve better solution
then the best known so far. Original bisection method is
extended with two rules:

1. From two bisected areas it is selected only that one
which achieves the better score. If both results are
comparable, then both of them are selected.

2. Both of bisected areas are evaluated preliminary and
the recursive computation is applied to that one,
which has the higher chance to achieve the better
score. Computation of the second part is performed
if and only if it has a chance to achieve a better
score then the best result from the first part.

3.6 Algorithm time and space complexity
An important property of any algorithm is its time and
space complexity and a potential comparison to exhaus-
tive computation. In case of optimal architecture size
searching task the exhaustive computation means that
each point of k-dimensional space bounded by variables
N1, ..., Nk is tested whether it is a part of the design space
or not. Next, all points of the design space are evaluated
and the best ones are selected as an algorithm output. For
imagination, if the k-dimensional space is scanned and the
range of each dimension is n, then the time complexity of
exhaustive computation is O(nk).

Lets concentrate on algorithm 2 for design space compu-
tation. Number of steps primarily depends on character-
istics of used functions and numbers of roots correspond-
ing to set of inequations. Unfortunately, generally it is
possible to design such LCMF function, which will cause
the presence of the root in each point of the space. Then
the proposed method have to investigate each point of the
space and the time complexity is even worse than exhaus-
tive computation because of steps necessary to recursive
descent from the whole area to the endpoints (2nk − 1

steps). On the other side, the best case occurs if the com-
putation is directed to single point only and other areas
are excluded from the design space. Number of bisections
corresponds to the length of the way from root down to
the certain endpoint in the list, i.e. log2(n

k) steps. Please
note that the interconnection of both phases (design space
computations and application of evaluation function) does
not affect the number of steps for the best and the worst
case.

However, if the method is applied to a real task, none of
above mentioned extremes happens and the method usu-
ally achieves better results in comparison to exhaustive
computation. As the real value of the time and space com-
plexity depends on used function, we decided to measure
it experimentally on artificial and real tasks described by
sets of inequations. As the artificial tasks the tree sets of
different combinations of stair, parabolic, hyperbolic and
other functions were selected. Their detailed description
is available in [8]. As the real tasks architectures for se-
quence alignment, detection of approximate palindromes
and tandems were selected.

For all six test sets the numbers of bisection operations
(SBis) and numbers of detected areas (#A) satisfying the
set of inequations were measured. The results are sum-
marized in table 1. Numbers of bisection operations per-
formed in case of interconnection of both phases are listed
in column SE . The size of the whole search space DSize

can be used for illustration about the number of steps
performed by exhaustive computation.

Table 1: Experimental measurement of time and
space complexity

Task DSize SBis #A SE

Artif. func. 1 16 384 1 211 141 302
Artif. func. 2 16 384 9 487 960 19
Artif. func. 3 16 384 2 247 279 338
App. palindromes 1 000 17 4 14
App. tandems 1 000 16 4 13
Sequence alignment 16 384 999 157 760

The results in table 1 show: (1) In all examples of artificial
and real tasks the proposed method is capable to calcu-
late the design space with lower number of steps then the
exhaustive computation. The number of steps is roughly
one order lower then the original space. (2) Interconnec-
tion of both phases brings significant decrease of number
of bisection operations, roughly two orders in comparison
to the original space size.

4. Experimental evaluation
For evaluation of the proposed method an example of ar-
chitecture for sequence alignment (described in more de-
tail in [8]) was selected. This circuit is based on systolic
array (SA) of processing elements (PEs), which calculates
the whole dynamic programming matrix gradulary. As
the real tasks usually produce huge amount of queries
more than one SA can be placed on the single chip and
operate in parallel fashion. It is supposed that the target
platform is in form of acceleration card connected to PCI
Express bus. Input strings for individual SAs are trans-
fered from host RAM to the local memories inside the chip
using DMA operations. Similarly in the opposite direc-
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tion, the calculated scores are aggregated from SAs into
the single output stream and transferred back to the host
RAM (see figure 2). Therefore additional blocks neces-
sary for DMA operations realization and communication
with system bus are included as well.

Aggregation
tree

array
Systolic

array
Systolic

array
Systolic

PCI
PCI

DMA

DMA

ctrl.

ctrl.

bridge

Buffers

Figure 2: Overall architecture of the system for
sequence alignment

A variant of this circuit allowing processing of strings
longer than available number of PEs was described in [8].
In this case the computation is performed band by band
whereas the intermediate results are stored into the auxil-
iary FIFO memory. This kind of computations generally
allows to build shorter SAs and effectively utilizes the
available PEs. On the other side, each array represents
a certain overhead and consume additional resources for
realization of FIFO memory and other necessary compo-
nents. Therefore it makes sense to consider this variant
of the circuit and search for optimal number of arrays as
well as for their length.

4.1 Architecture Model
At the beginning of the model construction, lets define
the input task parameters specified by user. To the most
important ones belong: ranges of the first input string
lengths L1min and L1max , ranges of the second input
string lengths L2min and L2max , number of queries Q and
character data width CDW (v bits). Based on these inputs
other necessary parameters can be derived (equation 11)
such as average lengths of the both input strings L1avg

and L2avg , data with for storing or distribution of the
score value SDW and data width EDW of the item trans-
ferred back to the host RAM (it is supposed that it is
composed of score value and number of SA which gen-
erated its). Target platform parameter are: amount of
available resources RFPGA, input BSin and output BSout

system bandwidth.

L1avg = (L1min + L1max)/2
L2avg = (L2min + L2max)/2
SDW = ⌈log2(max[L1max , L2max ])⌉
EDW = ⌈log2(NSA)⌉ + SDW

(11)

Based on the overall architecture described above, it is
possible to build the tree structure of parametrized archi-
tecture (see figure 3). The architecture is composed of
eleven nodes split into two levels. The function fR repre-
senting the overall amount of resources is expressed as a
sum of resources of all elementary components:

Figure 3: Parametrized architecture

fR = NSA · [RSA + RL1Mem+
RL2Mem] + RTree + RDMA

RL1Mem = fmem(L1max , CDW )
RL2Mem = fmem(L2max , CDW )
RTree = NSA · RBuf + ftree(NSA) · RMx

RBuf = fmem(Const, EDW )
RMx = f(EDW )
RSA = NPE · RPE + RFifo + RCtrl

RPE = f(SDW , CDW )
RFifo = fmem(L2max − NPE , SDW + CDW )

(12)

where RL1Mem and RL2Mem represent amount of resour-
ces for auxiliary buffers for input strings, RTree for aggre-
gation tree, RBuf for exported score values buffer, RMx

for aggregation tree multiplexer, RSA for systolic array,
RPE for processing element, RFifo for auxiliary interme-
diate results memory and RCtrl for systolic array control
logic.

Auxiliary function fmem(Items, DataWidth) expresses an
amount of resources for realization of memory blocks com-
posed of given number of items of appropriate data width.
The main reason for this function is the fact, that different
technologies build memory blocks from different compo-
nents, fmem function abstracts this dependencies. Auxil-
iary function fTree(n) returns a number of internal nodes
of the tree, which has n lists, where n is arbitrary number
(even out of the power of two).

Average computation time needed for processing of sin-
gle query Tavg is expressed in equation 13. It considers
splitting of computation into the bands according to the
number of PEs as well as the time for the last band, which
can be generally unaligned to array length.

Tavg(NPE) =
⌈L1avg /NPE⌉ · L2avg + (L1avg − 1) mod NPE

F
(13)

Overall computation time fT required for the task com-
posed of Q queries is derived in following equation 14. As
the lengths of input strings are usually variable, it is not
possible to express this time exactly for individual SAs
and thus this time represents average value rather.

fT (NSA, NPE) =
Q · Tavg(NPE)

NSA
(14)

An important parameter of the architecture is a require-
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ment for the input system bandwidth BIn. This band-
width has to be sufficient to feed all SAs with the new
characters. Relation for BIn is derived in following equa-
tion 15. It results from bandwidth required by single SA
which is multiplied by number of arrays. Then the band-
width for the single array is calculated as an amount of
data required during the query processing.

BIn(NSA, NPE) =
(L1avg + L2avg ) · CDW

Tavg(NPE)
· NSA (15)

Similarly, the required output bandwidth BOut has to be
sufficient to transfer all calculated scores back to host
RAM. Equation for BOut is as follows:

BOut(NSA, NPE) =
EDW

Tavg(NPE)
· NSA (16)

A set of constrained conditions O resulting from ranges
of loops and properties of the target platform is defined
using inequations 17. The first condition represents the
fact that it does not make sense to build SAs longer than
the length of the input sequences. Similarly, the second
condition expresses the fact that it does not make sense to
connect more SAs than the number of queries and thus the
available resources can be used for example to make the
arrays longer. The last two conditions limits the number
of SAs and their lengths with respect to available input
BSin and output BSout system bandwidth.

L1max − NPE ≥ 0
Q − NSA ≥ 0
BSout − BOut(NSA, NPE) ≥ 0
BSin − BIn(NSA, NPE) ≥ 0

(17)

Thus we have all necessarily parts of parametrized archi-
tecture A = (fR, fT , O).

4.2 Evaluation and Results
An objective of this subsection is to evaluate the pro-
posed model on a certain task and show how the sizes of
resulting circuit will differ on selected chips with Virtex5
LXT technology. The input task is defined as follows: the
lengths of both input strings are in range 80-120 charac-
ters (L1avg = L2avg = 100), DNA sequences will be an-
alyzed (CDW = 2) and number of the task queries Q is
100 and more. Used FPGA chips contain huge amount of
computation resources in range 7200 slices (xc5lx50t) up
to 51840 slices (xc5lx330t). Moreover, all chips contain an
embedded IP core for connection to PCI Express x8 bus,
where the maximal input and output bandwidth achieve
16Gbps.

At first, individual parts of architecture were implemented.
For description of the circuit the VHDL language was used
and the synthesis was performed using Xilinx ISE tools.
The blocks for controlling of DMA operations and for ac-
cess to PCI Express bus were adopted from NetCOPE
platform [9]. All values representing amount of resources
for elementary components were supplemented into the
model in form of constants (into the fR function). An
overall amounts of resources were calculate by the model

(function fR) for different values of input task parameters
L1avg , L2avg , CDW and Q, and these amounts were com-
pared with the values obtained from the real implemen-
tations. The difference about 5% was measured between
the model and real implementations, which can be caused
for example by optimization techniques used by tools for
synthesis, placing and routing.

Using the model of parametrized architecture and the
method described in section 3, an optimal size of circuit,
i.e. number of SAs (NSA) and its length (NPE), were
found for selected chips with Virtex5 technology. The re-
sults listed in table 2 show that the method prefers the
array lengths, which divide the L1avg = 100 without re-
minder. It is a correct behavior because the PEs are used
the most effective. Only the first row represents an excep-
tion, where the method selected a different ratio between
number of arrays and their lengths which was caused by
the tiny amount of resources. The lack of input/output
bandwidth was not observed even in case of the biggest
chip with the most number of arrays. Therefore the avail-
able bandwidth 16Gbps is sufficient for this type of task.

Table 2: Architecture sizes for selected chips with
Virtex5 technology

FPGA Slices NPE NSA pHW SUp

xc5vlx50t 7 200 15 6 21,16 423
xc5vlx110t 17 260 20 13 62,62 1 252
xc5vlx220t 34 560 25 23 135,61 2 712
xc5vlx330t 51 840 20 43 207,13 4 142

Additionally, the circuit performance and its speed-up in
comparison to the same algorithm implemented in the
software was evaluated for individual chips. As the soft-
ware algorithm calculates DP matrix sequentially, its per-
formance can be measured in number of DP items pro-
cessed per unit time independently of input strings lengths.
At conventional processors it is possible to achieve the
performance approximately 0.05 billions of items per sec-
ond [2] (measured at processor Xeon 3GHz). On the other
side, the hardware circuits calculates DP matrix in par-
allel and thus for the performance evaluation it is neces-
sary to take into account an overhead caused during the
initialization and finishing phase. The hardware perfor-
mance expressed in number of items processed per unit
time is derived in equation 18. The resulting values of
performance as well as the speed-up are shown in the last
two columns of the table 2. As we can see, the circuits
are able to achieve the speed-up in orders of hundreds
or thousands in comparison to the same algorithm im-
plemented in the software and tested on one of the most
powerful conventional processor.

PHW (NSA, NPE) =
L1avg · L2avg

Tavg(NPE)
· NSA (18)

5. Conclusions
An acceleration of algorithms for DNA sequence analysis
using dedicated circuits brings a certain expectation how
to face up the increasing amount of biological data and
requirements for their elaborate processing. Such circuits
are capable to achieve the speed-up in orders of hundreds
or thousands in comparison to conventional processors.
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Despite of this huge speed-up these accelerators are not
widely used in real world applications. One of the main
reasons relies in the often variability of tasks, which affects
the sizes of resulting computation arrays. Technology of
programmable chips (FPGA) is able to solve this variabil-
ity effectively, because the input task parameters can be
specified at synthesis time and thus the circuit optimal for
certain requirements of target application can be created.
However, in case that the user has a certain FPGA chip
containing limited number of configurable gates then the
question is how to select the circuit sizes to consume the
computation resources effectively and achieve the maxi-
mal speedup for concrete target application.

Therefore this thesis was focused on designing a new tech-
nique for automated mapping of existing architectures to
the chips with FPGA technology. The study of state-of-
the-art methods shown that existing techniques are not
able to find the optimal architecture sizes. Moreover, they
require the linearity of all used functions, which is not pos-
sible to satisfy for the real circuits. The problem of the
optimal sizes searching was investigated in more detailed
and formally defined using the parametrized architecture
model. Using this formal description a novel method for
searching of optimal circuit sizes was designed.

Finally, the proposed method was evaluated on an exam-
ple of circuit for sequence alignment. The parametrized
model of this architecture was built with respect to pa-
rameters of the real target platform. An application of
the proposed method shown how the sizes of the circuit
can change on different chips with Virex5 technology.
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Abstract
With the growing number of viruses and network attacks,
Intrusion Detection Systems have to match a large set of
regular expressions at multi-gigabit speed to detect ma-
licious activities on the network. Many algorithms and
architectures have been designed to accelerate pattern
matching, but most of them can be used only for strings or
a small set of regular expressions. The capacity of avail-
able FPGA chips is a limitation for architectures based on
a nondeterministic finite automaton. Therefore we pro-
pose new algorithm to find a non-collision set of states
which enables to map a part of the transition table to the
memory instead of the FPGA logic cells. For all analysed
sets of regular expressions, the algorithm was able to find
a non-collision set with 61.4 % of states in average and a
non-collision set with 83.6 % of states for the best case.
System of Parallel Automaton Parts is introduced, it is
a model which represent a division of the automaton by
sets of states. New NFA Split architecture is proposed for
mapping of the model to the FPGA. As non-collision sets
of states are mapped to the hardware architecture with
embedded memory blocks, the amount of consumed flip-
flop registers and look-up tables is significantly decreased.
For all tested sets of regular expressions, the NFA Split
architecture reduces the amount of consumed flip-flops to
43.3 % and look-up tables to 66.8 % in average.
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1. Introduction
The growth of computer networks provides more oppor-
tunities for suspicious activities. The amount of worms,
viruses and network attacks is steadily increasing. Suspi-
cious activities on a network can be detected by Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDS), where the most important op-
eration is pattern matching in packet payload. Pattern
matching is a time-critical task and current processors
are not able to match patterns on multi-gigabit networks
without packet loss, even if they use the best algorithms.
IDS systems use hardware acceleration of pattern match-
ing to speed-up processing of network traffic and achieve
multi-gigabit throughput.

In recent years, researchers have introduced many hard-
ware architectures [1,2,7,18–21,23] for pattern matching
based on FPGA and ASIC technology. Most of presented
approaches are able to work at multi-gigabit speed and
support large set of patterns, but can operate only with
strings and cannot be easily extended for regular expres-
sions. Vern Paxson has shown [14] that regular expres-
sions are more powerful for intrusion detection. Several
papers have presented architectures for regular expression
matching [5,6,15] with significant hardware acceleration,
but only with small set of regular expressions.

As the amount of regular expressions for intrusion detec-
tion is steadily increasing, regular expression matching
remains a serious challenge. Therefore we propose new
NFA Split architecture which reduces the amount of con-
sumed FPGA resources in order to match larger set of reg-
ular expressions at multi-gigabit speed. The proposed re-
duction uses model of nondeterministic (NFA) and deter-
ministic (DFA) finite automaton for effective mapping of
regular expressions to FPGA. We have designed an algo-
rithm to find non-collision set of states and split the NFA
automaton to deterministic and nondeterministic parts.
A System of Parallel Automaton Parts is introduced to
represent the division of the automaton. In NFA Split
architecture, deterministic parts are mapped to memory
units and the nondeterministic part into the FPGA logic.
We have observed that significant part of the transition
table can be stored in a memory, which yields less FPGA
resource consumption and support of more regular expres-
sions.

The paper is divided into the following sections: Section 2
briefly summarises related work for pattern matching,
while Section 3 introduces analysis of mapping nondeter-
ministic automata to FPGA. An algorithm to find non-
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collision set of states is proposed together with system of
parallel automaton parts in Section 4. In Section 5 NFA
Split architecture and synthesis of regular expressions into
hardware matching units is described. Section 6 describes
experimental results obtained by evaluation of proposed
architecture and algorithms, and finally, Section 7 con-
cludes our work and suggests next possible ways of our
research.

2. Related Work
In recent years, many researchers have proposed high-
speed pattern matching hardware architectures. Sourdis
et al. proposed an architecture based on parallel com-
parators [19] and pre-decoded CAM [18]. Baker et al.
introduced an acceleration of the KMP algorithm [2] and
synthesis of patterns to FPGA [1, 23] which uses a tree-
based hardware strategy to share FPGA resources among
multiple patterns. In [20] Tan et al. propose an efficient
algorithm that converts an Aho-Corasick automaton into
multiple binary state machines in order to reduce space
requirements. Several approaches use an off-chip memory
to store a set of patterns and then reduce communica-
tion with the memory by hash functions [4] or Bloom
filters [7, 8].

Vern Paxson has shown [14] that regular expressions are
more powerful for detection of suspicious activities on the
network. Many string matching architectures are fast but
cannot be extended to regular expressions. Mapping of
regular expressions to custom hardware was first explored
by Floyd and Ullman [9], who showed that an NFA can be
implemented using a programmable logic array. Sindhu et
al. [15] proposed efficient mapping of NFAs to FPGA and
Clark et al. improved the mapping by shared decoder [5,
6] which significantly reduces amount of consumed logic
resources.

Kumar et al. [11, 12] and Yu et al. [22] proposed to use
memory-based architectures which use a DFA to represent
set of regular expressions. As DFA representations require
large amount of memory, algorithms to reduce DFA size
were introduced. Yu et al. [22] have proposed an efficient
algorithm to partition a large set of regular expressions
into multiple groups, such that overall space needed by
the automata is reduced dramatically. Kumar analysed
influence of regular expressions on the size of DFA [11]
and proposed to represent regular expressions by Delayed
Input DFA (D2FA) [12]. In [3] Betcchi introduced first
architecture which combines NFA and DFA. She use a
DFA automaton and converts dot-star sub-expressions to
NFA automata in order to reduce memory requirements.
As the architecture uses a memory to store NFA transition
table, the architecture can be easily overwhelmed if an
attacker prepare an appropriate network traffic. Despite
these optimisations the size of models derived from DFA
are large.

We propose new algorithm to find a non-collision set of
states which enables to map a part of the transition table
to the memory instead of the FPGA logic cells. The algo-
rithm does not analyse regular expressions but combines
a model of deterministic and nondeterministic automata.
System of Parallel Automaton Parts is introduced as a
model which represents a division of the automaton by
sets of states. New NFA Split architecture is proposed for
mapping of the model to the FPGA in order to reduce the
amount of consumed flip-flop registers and look-up tables.

1 regular expression m regular expressions
of length n of length n together

Processing Storage Processing Storage
complexity cost complexity cost

NFA O(n2) O(n) O((nm)2) O(nm)
DFA O(1) O(Σn) O(1) O(Σnm)

Table 1: Worst case comparisons of DFA and NFA
time and space complexity.

3. Analysis of Existing Architectures
For a regular expression matching, deterministic and non-
deterministic finite automata are used. The advantage of
deterministic automata is a linear time complexity in the
worst case. One input symbol is processed in every clock
cycle. This means that the matching speed can be guar-
anted. On the other hand the disadvatage of DFA is a
space complexity. Due to the deterministation of the au-
tomaton, the amount of states grows exponentially and
consequently the size of the transition table grows expo-
nencially too. Then it is a problem to find a large and
fast enough memory to store the transition table. NFA
has a linear space complexity with respect to the length
of the regular expression, but have to cope with nondeter-
minism. If backtracking is used, one input symbol is pro-
cessed with O(n2) time complexity, where n is the number
of automaton states. The worst case time complexity to
process one input symbol and space requiremets for DFA
and NFA is shown in Table 1.

Parallel processing can increase matching speed or de-
crease memory requirements. A simple acceleration tech-
nique of regular expression matching in hardware is to use
multiple parallel units, which brings up an overhead with
data distribution and with repliacation of data structures.
Therefore many approaches use parallel processing at the
level of automaton. For example a nondeterministic au-
tomaton can use parallel processing to compute multiple
next states and reduce backtracking. If k next states can
be computed at once, the time complexity to process one
input symol is reduced to O((nm

k
)2). For the determinis-

tic automaton, parallel processing can be used to reduce
memory requirements. The set of regular expressions can
be divided into k subsets and every subset can be matched
by a different matching unit. The memory requirements
are reduced to O(k · Σ

m
k

n). Parallel processing can be
used also to transform the input alphabet or to compress
the transition table.

FPGA technology provides massive parallel processing by
look-up tables, flip-flop registers and embedded memory
blocks. Massive parallel processing can be used to accel-
erate regular expression matching with nondeterministic
automata. Sidhu and Prasanna [16] introduced the first
mapping technique of nondeterministic automaton to the
FPGA in order to accelerate regular expression matching.
The authors represent every state by one flip-flop register
(one bit), which can be set to logical one or zero. Accord-
ing to the stored value the state is active or inactive. As
every state can be set independently of each other to logi-
cal one or zero, any subset of states can be active concur-
rently. The architecture solve the nondeterministic choice
of next state by activation of all next states which can be
reached by executable transitions. Therefore every input
symbol can be processed in one clock cycle. Every transi-
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tion is represented by an AND gate between state and a
comparator of the input symbol and a, where a ∈ Sigma
is the symbol that labels the transition. An OR gate is
used to combine all signals from AND gates which rep-
resent input transitions to given state. Clark [5, 6] has
improved the mapping of the NFA to the FPGA by a
shared decoder which transforms input symbols to indi-
vidual signals. Using the shared decoder, transitions can
be reresented by a two-input AND gates instead of 8-bit
comparators, which significantly reduces amount of con-
sumed look-up tables.

Current approaches for mapping of NFA to the FPGA
enables to have active any subset of states. Although
more than only one state can be concurrentlly active in
an NFA, usually many states are inactive when an input
symbol is accepted. Flip-flop registers of inactive states
and corresponding next state logic is not used to calculate
next states. It means that in every clock cycle only part
of the FPGA logic is used.

The ratio between concurrently active and inactive states
corresponds to the ratio between used and unused logic
to calculate next states of the automaton. The maxi-
mum amount of concurrently active states can be deter-
mined from relations between nondeterministic and de-
terministic models of finite automata. For a DFA AD =
(ND, ΣD, δD, qD

0 , F D), every state qD ∈ QD is defined
by set of states qD ⊆ Q from the original NFA AN =
(Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ). Moreover, every set of states, which can
be active concurrently in the NFA, is represented by one
state in the DFA. Therefore we can find state qD

max which
corresponds to the maximum amount of concurrently ac-
tive states in the NFA:

∀qD ∈ QD : |qD
max| ≥ |qD| (1)

We performed an analysis how effectively the FPGA logic
is used in current mapping techniques of NFA to the
FPGA. For the analysis, we used regular expressions of
L7 decoder [13] and five selected modules of Snort [10].
These sets of regular expressions were transformed to an
NFA and then the created automaton was determinised.
After that selected a state qD in the DFA according to
Equation 1 which corresponds to the maximum amount
of concurrently active states in the NFA. The results of
the analysis are summarised in Table 2.

The table contains for all sets of regular expressions the
total amount of NFA states in the first row, the maximum
amount of concurrently active states in the second row
and the proportion between maximum amount of concur-
rently active states and all NFA states in percent in the
third row. We can see that for all selected sets of regular
expressions less than 4 % of states can be concurrently
active. It means that in every clock cycle less than 4 %
of FPGA resources are used to calculate next states and
the remaining 96 % are not used.

As every set of states which can be active concurrently
in the NFA is represented by one state in the DFA, we
can analyse the common size of set of concurently active
states in NFA. For regular expression of the L7 decoder,
we have created a histogram of DFA states in Figure 1. In
the histogram, all DFA states qD ∈ QD are split to bars
according to the |qD|, where qD is the set of concurrently

active states in the NFA.
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Figure 1: Histogram of DFA states. All DFA
states qD ∈ QD are split to bars according to the
|qD|, where qD is the set of concurrently active
states in the NFA.

In Figure 1 we can see that most of DFA states are defined
by set with one or two NFA states. It means that only
one or two flip-flop register and corresponding next state
logic is commonly used to calculate next states in current
mapping techniques of NFA to FPGA. Moreover, all sets
of concurrently active states contain less than 4 % of all
NFA states. Results of the analysis show oportunities for
a new more efficient mapping technique of NFA to the
FPGA.

4. System of Parallel Automaton Parts
The result of the analysis is that the majority of states are
not active and do not need to access transition table at
the same time. It can be considered for efficient mapping
of NFA to the FPGA and store a part of the transition ta-
ble in embedded blocks of memories (BlockRAMs). Two
concurrently active states can cause a collision in memory
access if both states have transitions stored in the same
memory. Therefore we call two states which can be con-
currently active as states with collision. As an opposite
to collision states we call two states which cannot be con-
currently active as states without collision or non-collision
states.

Definition 1. (States without collision) Let A be an
NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ). Two states qi, qj ∈ Q, qi ̸= qj

are called states without collision or non-collision states,
if for any input string w ∈ Σ∗ does not exist a sequence
of configurations:

(q0, w) ⊢∗ (qi, ε)

(q0, w) ⊢∗ (qj , ε)

Similarly we will use these terms for set of states. Tran-
sitions for a set of states without collisions (non-collision
set of states) can be stored in a memory instead of FPGA
logic, because single access to the memory is guaranteed.
Set of states without collision can help not only to store
a part of the transition table in memory, but also enables
to improve state encoding. As states in the set cannot be
concurrently active, binary encoding can be used. Then
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L7 dec. Snort 1 Snort 2 Snort 3 Snort 4 Snort 5

All states of NFA [-] 774 3888 2774 1060 1038 819
Max. active states [-] 23 122 19 18 25 32
Max. active states [%] 2,97 3,14 0,68 1,70 2,41 3,91

Table 2: The maximum amount of active states in nondeterministic automaton for regular expressions
of L7 decoder and for regular expressions of five selected modules of Snort.

the current state of the automaton is represented by less
bits and consequently less flip-flops are used. We propose
an algorithm which has an NFA A = (Q, T, δ, q0, F ) as
the input and calculates the set of states without collision
Qnca. The algorithm consists of the following 5 steps:

1. Transform NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) to DFA AD =
(QD, Σ, δD, qD

0 , F D), where QD ⊆ 2Q.

2. For all states qi ∈ Q create the set Sca
qi

which con-
tains collision states with qi:

Sca
qi

= {qj ∈ Q | qi ̸= qj ∧ ∃qD ∈ QD : qi, qj ∈ qD}.

3. Let Qnca = Q.

4. Keep removing collision states from the set Qnca

until the set contains only states without collisions:

(a) select a state qmax ∈ Qnca with the largest set
of states Sca

qmax
:

∀qi ∈ Qnca : |Sca
qmax

| ≥ |Sca
qi

|
(b) remove qmax from Qnca,

(c) for all states qi ∈ Qnca remove qmax from the
set Sca

qi
and

(d) if ∃qi ∈ Qnca : Sca
qi

̸= ∅ then go to (a).

5. Qnca is the set of states without collision.

First, concurrently active states are detected by a trans-
formation of the automaton. Then the Qnca is set to
the whole set of NFA states Q and collision states are
subsequently removed, until no state in Qnca has a col-
lision. The state to be removed is selected according to
the heuristic, which is based on the number of collision
states |Sca

q |. It means that states with the most collisions
are removed first. As the algorithm does not check all
subsets of Q, it might not find the optimal solution. On
the other hand, the algorithm provides very good results
for all inspected sets of regular expressions. In average,
more than 61% of states were identified as states without
collision Qnca, which means that a significant part of the
transition table can be stored in memory.

The proposed algorithm can be applied again to the set
QN = (Q \ Qnca) in order to obtain next set of states
without collision. Generally, if the algorithm is applied
k times, it can find k sets without collision Qnca

1 , ...Qnca
k .

Then every set Qnca
i ⊆ Q, i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩ determines a part

of the NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) which has the state–
transition function restricted to the set of states Qnca

i .

Definition 2. (Part of the automaton determined by a
set of states). Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) be an NFA and
Qs ⊆ Q is a set of states. Then the set of states Qs deter-
mines the part of the automaton A/Qs , which is defined
by tuple A/Qs = (Qs, Qin, Qout, Σ, δs, qs

0, F
s), where

• Qs ⊆ Q is the set of internal states.

• Qin = {qs | qs ∈ Qs ∧ qs ∈ δ(q, a) ∧ q ∈ (Q \ Qs)} is
the set of input states.

• Qout = {q | q ∈ (Q \ Qs) ∧ q ∈ δ(qs, a) ∧ qs ∈ Qs} is
the set of output states.

• Σ is the input alphabet.

• δs : Qs ×Σ → 2Q is the state-transition function re-
stricted to the set of states Qs. For a state qsrc ∈ Qs

a qdst ∈ Q and an input symbol a ∈ Σ of transition
qdst ∈ δs(qsrc, a) is defined only if the transition
qdst ∈ δ(qsrc, a) is defined.

• qs
0 is the inital state of the automaton part which is

defined as:

qs
0 =

{
q0 for q0 ∈ Qs

idle for q0 /∈ Qs

• F s ⊆ F is the set of final states restricted to Qs:

F s = F ∩ Qs

Definition 3. (Deterministic part of the automaton).
Let A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) be a nondeterministic automa-
ton and Qs ⊆ Q is a set of states. Part of the automaton
A/Qs = (Qs, Qin, Qout, Σ, δs, qs

0, F
s) is called determinis-

tic part of the automaton, if for any input symbol a ∈ Σ
and state qs ∈ Qs exists at most one state q ∈ Q such
that q ∈ δs(qs, a). If the part of the automaton is not
deterministic, the part is called nondeterministic.

As at most one next state is defined for current state and
input symbol in deterministic part of the automaton, we
can define state-transition function for deterministic part
of the automaton A/Qs = (Qs, Qin, Qout, Σ, δs, qs

0, F
s) as:

δs : Qs × Σ → Q (2)

As two states cannot be active in the set of states with-
out collision, the part of the automaton determined by
the set of states without collision is deterministic. Us-
ing the proposed algorithm, we can find in the automa-
ton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) sets of states without collisions
Qnca

1 , ...Qnca
k which divide the automaton to (k +1) parts

A/Qnca
1

, ...A/Qnca
k

and A/QN . The part A/QN is deter-

mined by the set QN = (Q\∪k
i=1 Qnca). We do not know

any specific information about the part A/QN . Neverthe-
less parts determined by sets of states without collisions
A/Qnca

1
, ...A/Qnca

k
are deterministic, which can be utilized

for mapping to the hardware architecture.

Generally, if an automaton is split to multiple parts with
specific characteristics, the known characteristics can be
utilized during the mapping to the hardware architecture.
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Therefore we define for an automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F )
System of Paralel Automaton Parts A/[Q1,Q2,...Qk], which
splits the automaton to k parts determined by sets of
states Q1, Q2, ..., Qk ⊆ Q.

Definition 4. (System of Paralel Automaton Parts) Let
A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) be an automaton and sets of states
Q1, Q2, ..., Qk ⊆ Q determine k different parts of the
automaton A/Q1 , A/Q2 , ...A/Qk . System of Parallel Au-
tomaton Parts A/[Q1,Q2,...Qk] is defined by set of states

Q1, Q2, ..., Qk, if

Q =

k∪

i=1

Qi

For the System of Parallel Automaton Parts, the only one
condition is that the union of sets of states Q1, Q2, ..., Qk

have to be equal to the set of all automaton states Q.
Then transitions of the automaton can be defined between
states which belong to different parts of the automaton.
If every part is mapped to a single hardware unit, these
transitions can be viewed as communication between two
different hardware units. Generally, all automaton parts
can be connected by transition one to each other. Then all
hardware units which represent automaton parts have to

be fully interconnected and k(k−1)
2

bidirectional lines are
needed to connect k hardware units (automaton parts).

The communication model can be significantly simplified
if System of Parallel Automaton Parts has a central part
and all transitions between two different automaton parts
enter or leave the central part. Then the number of

bidirectional connection lines is reduced from k(k−1)
2

to
(k − 1). We can see in Figure 2 the difference in com-
munication model between System of Automaton Parts
A/[Q0,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4] without a central part (Figure 2a) and
with the central part A/Q0 (Figure 2b).

Figure 2: The difference in the communica-
tion model between System of Automaton Parts
A/[Q0,Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4] (a) without a central part and (b)
with the central part A/Q0 .

Definition 5. (Centralised system of automaton parts)
Let A/[Q1,Q2,...Qk] is a System of Automaton Parts for
NFA A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ). The System A/[Q1,Q2,...Qk] is

called centralised if for any set of states Qj , j ∈ ⟨1; k⟩ it
holds:

1. ∀i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, i ̸= j : (Qi ∩ Qj) = ∅
2. ∀i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, i ̸= j : (Qi

in ⊆ Qj
out)

3. ∀i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, i ̸= j : (Qi
out ⊆ Qj

in)

Then A/Qj is called a central part or a central item of the
centralised system A/[Q1,Q2,...Qk].

As the System of Automaton Parts A/[QN ,Qnca
1 ,...Qnca

k
],

which is created from k sets of states without collisions
Qnca

1 , ...Qnca
k and the set QN = Q \ ∪k

i=1 Qnca
i is not cen-

tralised, we propose a new algorithm to transform System
of Automaton Parts A/[QN ,Qnca

1 ,...Qnca
k

] to the centralised

System A/[QcN ,Qc1 ,...Qck ] with central part A/QcN . The
algorithm constists of the following four steps:

1. Let ∀i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, i ̸= r : Qci = Qnca
i \ Qnca

r

2. Let QcN = QN

3. For all i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, i ̸= r do:

(a) QcN = QcN ∪ Qci
out

(b) ∀j ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, j ̸= r : Qcj = Qcj \ Qci
out

4. The System A/[QcN ,Qc1 ,Qc2 ,...Qck ] is centralised and
A/QcN is the central part.

The algorithm moves output states of all parts A/Qci ,
i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩, to the central part A/QcN . Then all outgoing
transitions from part A/Qci , i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩ can go only to the
central part and all conditions for centralised System of
Parallel Automaton Parts must hold.

5. NFA Split Architecture
We have introduced the algorithm to find set of states
without collisions and the System of Automaton Parts,
which corresponds to the division of the automaton ac-
cording to the multiple subsets of states. The created
model of automaton parts can be utilized for mapping of
NFA to the FPGA. Using the proposed algorithm, we can
find in the automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) k sets of states
without collision Qnca

1 , ...Qnca
k and split the automaton A

to k deterministic parts A/Qnca
i

, i ∈ ⟨1; k⟩ and one non-

deterministic part A/QN , where QN = Q \ ∪k
i=1 Qnca

i .

Sets of states Qnca
i and QN determine system of parallel

automaton parts A/[QN ,Qnca
1 ,...Qnca

k
], which can be trans-

formed to the centralised system in order to reduce the
complexity in communication between parts. For the cen-
tralised system, we propose new NFA Split architecture
which can be used for mapping of the model to the FPGA
technology in order to store part of the transition table
in the memory instead of FPGA logic. The architecture
is shown in Figure 3.

Nondeterministic part A/QN is mapped to FPGA logic
as an nondeterministic unit (NU) and deterministic parts
A/Qnca

0
, A/Qnca

1
, ...A/Qnca

k
are mapped to deterministic fi-

nite automaton units (DU). DU works like a DFA: it pre-
serves the current state and calculates the next state ac-
cording to the transition table stored in the memory. In
addition to DFA, it must (i) be able to activate states
in NU, (ii) support inactive state (no DU state is active)
and (iii) be able to activate any state from NU.

The NU has to deal with collision states. Therefore the
transition table is mapped to FPGA logic using archi-
tecture presented by Clark [6], where nondeterministic
behavior is solved by fine-grained parallel processing in
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Figure 3: NFA Split architecture consists of pro-
cessing units which correspond to division of the
automaton to deterministic and nondeterministic
parallel parts

FPGA logic. States are represented by flip-flops and tran-
sitions by combinational logic, which is mapped to look-
up tables. A shared decoder is used to convert input sym-
bols to one-hot encoding because it simplifies next-state
logic and reduces the amount of consumed resources.

The DU architecture is shown in Figure 4. It consists of
a memory (TMEM) to store the transition table, a unit
to calculate the next state (NSU), a collision detection
unit (CDU) and Input Encoder and Output Decoder for
communication with NU.

Figure 4: The Architecture of DU consists of a
transition table memory, a next state unit, a col-
lision detection unit and two units for communi-
cation with NU.

The current state is stored in the NSU and updated to
the next state every clock cycle. The next state is cal-
culated from the input symbol, current state and stored
transitions in the TMEM. First, the current state and
the input symbol are added in order to get an address to
TMEM. The address is a pointer to the transition which is
read and passed to CDU to check its validity. For a valid
transition, the current state is changed to the next state
which is stored inside the transition. If the transition is
not valid, the DU is switched to the IDLE state.

States without collisions have usually sparse rows in the
transition table. As rows contain only a few transitions
to next states, we can overlap sparse rows and store all
transitions in a smaller memory. If rows are overlapped,
we need to recognize which transition belongs to which

state. Therefore every transition in the TMEM contains
together with the next state value also the value of the
input symbol. If the transition contains a different sym-
bol compared to the input, then the transition is for a
different state and consequently no transition is defined
for the current state.

As every two states si a sj have a different value si ̸= sj ,
it is guaranteed that collision between overlapped rows
can be reliably detected only by the value of the input
symbol. The current state does not have to be stored in
every transition to detect the collision. Let us suppose
that a collision occurs and is not detected by the stored
symbol vsym. Then assume there are two different states
si and sj and one input symbol vsym. For the collision, the
following equation si + vsym = sj + vsym must hold, but
it means that si = sj , which contradict the assumption
si ̸= sj .

The overlapping can decrease memory requirements, but
it is necessary to find a good placement of rows in the
memory. Therefore we designed an algorithm which uses
a heuristic to find suboptimal overlapping of transition
table rows in the memory. The algorithm consists of the
following consecutive steps:

1. Sort all Qnca states according to the number of out-
going transitions.

2. Select state q ∈ Qnca with the largest number of
outgoing transitions, map it to the memory and re-
move it from Qnca.

3. For the selected state q, find a free place in the mem-
ory. All possible locations need to be tested from the
starting address. If the row with q cannot fit into
the memory, memory size is increased.

4. If Qnca ̸= ∅ then go back to point 2.

As most of the states have only a few outgoing transitions,
the proposed algorithm can efficiently overlap all rows and
map all states without collisions to memory with overhead
less than 10 %.

Both the NU and the DU can activate states in the other
unit. Communication between both units is ensured by
Input Encoder and Output Decoder. The architecture of
both units is shown in Figure 5. Encoder and Decoder
are used primarily to convert state values between one-
hot and binary encoding. Encoded or decoded values are
then issued to DU or NU.

If the DU has to activate one or more states in the NU,
a value of state is converted by Output Decoder to sig-
nal which represents the state in NU. As the state value
has usually less than 16 bits, the decoding is fast and
consumes only a few LUTs. An activation of a state in
the DU from the NU is more complicated, because tran-
sitions to the DU can go to many states which has to be
converted to the binary value of the next state.

For many target states, the encoding logic has to convert
many inputs to one binary value. It means that many
LUTs can be in cascade and maximum frequency of DU
can be affected. In order to speed-up the encoding, we
use flip-flops to represents also states which are a target
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Figure 5: The architecture of Input Encoder and
Output Decoder which converts values of states
between binary and one-hot encoding.

of transitions to the DU. The encoder is then pipelined
in two consecutive stages (state update and encoding).
In the first stage, only the next state is calculated, but
using retiming a part of the encoder is moved from the
second stage to the first pipeline stage and frequency is
not decreased.

6. Experimental Results
The proposed architecture was evaluated on various sets
of regular expressions. We used regular expressions from
L7 decoder [13] and seven different modules of Snort [17].
First, we evaluated the algorithm that computes the set of
states without collision and splits the automaton to mul-
tiple deterministic and one nondeterministic parts. For
every set of reugular expressions, NFA has been created
and the proposed algorithm was used to create k = 8
non-collision sets of states Qnca

1 , Qnca
2 , ..., Qnca

8 . The mea-
sured results are shown in Table 3. The table contains the
amount of all NFA states Q, the size of non-collision sets
Qnca

1 , Qnca
2 , ..., Qnca

8 and the size of QN set, which con-
tains remaining states QN = Q \ ∪8

1 Qnca
i

We can see in Table 3 that the proposed algorithm was
able to find a non-collision set Qnca

1 with 61.4 % of states
in average and a non-collision set with 83.6 % of states
for the best case. For A/[Qnca

1 ,...Qnca
8 ], the amount of

states represented by non-collision sets Qnca
1 , Qnca

2 , ...Qnca
8

was increased to 84.7 % in average.

We implemented the proposed NFA Split architecture in
VHDL together with program for mapping nondetermin-
istic and deterministic parts of the automaton to NU and
DU units. Both units were created to process one byte per
clock cycle. Then we measured the utilization of Xilinx
Virtex-5 LX155T FPGA resources for the proposed archi-
tecture and compared the results with mapping of NFA
to FPGA logic presented by Clark [6]. Table 4 contains
results for NFA Split architecture with one DU, where
is mapped deterministic part A/Qnca

1
to DU. We can see

that the NFA Split architecture with one DU reduces the
amount of consumed look-up table to 66.8% and flip-flops
to 43.3% in average for all selected sets of regular expres-
sions only at the cost of a few kilobytes of memory, which
can be implemented by BlockRAMs. We analysed also

Clark et al. NFA Split
Rule set LUT FF LUT FF

[-] [-] [-] [-]

L7 decoder 1538 836 1231 237

Snort (1) 4680 4043 2466 821
Snort (2) 2965 876 1883 374
Snort (3) 1637 555 1370 261
Snort (4) 2436 1392 2233 924
Snort (5) 2807 1099 1969 368
Snort (6) 2680 1097 2259 543
Snort (7) 10314 2812 3393 1439

Table 4: The utilization of a Xilinx Virtex-5
LX155T FPGA resources for the proposed NFA
Split architecture with one DU.

Rule set #Tr Overhead Memory
[-] [-] [%] [B] [BR]

L7 dekodér 2622 65 2.42 9068 6

Snort (1) 18226 109 0.59 61880 27
Snort (2) 15909 90 0.56 53996 24
Snort (3) 7290 133 1.79 25052 12
Snort (4) 4468 457 9.28 16621 9
Snort (5) 6481 12 0.18 21913 12
Snort (6) 8273 174 2.06 28508 15
Snort (7) 6606 26 0.39 22383 12

Table 6: Memory utilization of NFA Split archi-
tecture with one DU.

FPGA logic utilization for NFA Split architecture with
multiple DUs. The results are shown in Table 5. We can
see that multiple DUs can further reduce the amount of
consumed FPGA resources, but the reduction is not as
significant as for the first DU. The reason is an exponen-
tial fall of non-collision sets size with k. While the first
non-collision set Qnca

1 contains 61.5 % of states in average,
it is only 10.5 % of states for the second set Qnca

2 .

For NFA Split architecture with one DU, we evaluated
the efficiency of mapping NFA transitions to memory us-
ing the proposed algorithm. The results are shown in
Table 6. The table contains in column #Tr the amount
of all transition in the deterministic part A/Qnca

1
, which

corresponds to the minimal representation of A/Qnca
1

in
memory words. Last two columns contain memory re-
quirements to store A/Qnca

1
transition table using the pro-

posed algorithm, which tries to find a good overlapping
of transition table rows. The memory requirements are
in bytes and FPGA BlockRAMs (BR). The overhead of
the algorithm is in the third and fourth column. We can
see that the proposed algorithm has an overhead less than
10 % in comparison to minimal A/Qnca

1
representation.

7. Conclusion
In the paper we propose new NFA Split architecture which
reduces the amount of consumed FPGA resources in order
to match a large set of regular expressions at multi-gigabit
speed. The proposed reduction uses model of nondeter-
ministic and deterministic automaton for efficient map-
ping of regular expressions to FPGA. We introduced an
algorithm which is able to find non-collision sets of states,
split an automaton to one nondeterministic and multiple
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NFA k Split
Rule set Q Qnca

1 Qnca
2 Qnca

3 Qnca
4 Qnca

5 Qnca
6 Qnca

7 Qnca
8 QN

[-] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%] [%]

L7 dekodér 806 78.4 7.7 4.0 1.7 1.9 0.7 0.5 0.6 4.5

Snort (1) 3888 83.6 6.2 2.6 1.3 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.4 3.7
Snort (2) 819 63.7 8.5 5.0 2.8 2.2 2.0 1.6 1.5 12.7
Snort (3) 527 59.8 7.0 4.9 3.0 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.1 16.9
Snort (4) 1344 35.9 8.8 5.0 2.3 1.6 0.8 0.7 0.5 44.4
Snort (5) 1060 70.7 10.8 5.4 3.5 3.1 1.7 0.9 0.8 3.1
Snort (6) 1038 56.9 18.8 7.5 4.7 3.2 2.4 2.3 0.5 3.7
Snort (7) 2774 53.4 28.4 5.4 4.5 2.3 2.1 1.1 0.9 1.9

Table 3: The size of NFA and non-collision sets found by proposed algorithm.

NFA k Split
Rule set k=2 k=3 k=4 k=8

LUT FF LUT FF LUT FF LUT FF

L7 dekodér 1364 183 1468 159 1495 153 1669 156

Snort(1) 2743 589 2866 497 2990 456 3222 388
Snort(2) 1853 317 1922 289 1938 278 2147 256
Snort(3) 1283 235 1312 220 1330 213 1575 204
Snort(4) 2170 814 2237 755 2294 732 2489 714
Snort(5) 2168 262 2282 215 2412 186 2542 148
Snort(6) 2378 369 2427 299 2442 258 2586 203
Snort(7) 3778 720 4157 578 4370 461 4786 315

Table 5: The utilization of Xilinx Virtex-5 LX155T FPGA resources for the proposed NFA Split archi-
tecture for multiple DUs (k=2, k=3, k=4 and k=8.)

deterministic parts and map significant part of the tran-
sition table to a memory with a single access port. As it
can be seen in Table 3, the proposed algorithm was able
to find non-collision sets with 61.4 % of states in average
and a non-collision set with 83.6 % of states for the best
case. Moreover, the amount of states represented by eight
non-collision sets was 84.7 % in average for all sets of reg-
ular expressions. We measured the amount of consumed
logic resources for the NFA Split architecture with one
DU on the Virtex-5 LX155T FPGA and compared the
results with Clark mapping of NFA to FPGA. The pro-
posed NFA Split architecture with one DU reduces the
amount of consumed look-up tables to 66.8 % and flip-
flops to 43.3 % in average for all selected sets of regular
expressions only at the cost of a few kilobytes of memory
which can be easily implemented by BlockRAMs. NFA
Split architecture with multiple DUs can further reduce
the amount of consumed FPGA resources, but the reduc-
tion is not as significant as for the first DU. The reason is
an exponential fall of a non-collision set size with k. As
less FPGA resources is utilized, more regular expressions
can be supported.

We introduced also an efficient mapping of a transition
table to a memory. As deterministic part of the automa-
ton has usually a sparse transition table, we overlapped
rows to save space in memory and proved that only input
symbols can always detect collisions between two different
rows. Therefore transitions can be stored in a small mem-
ory with fast access. As we can see in Table 6, the over-
lapping of rows has low memory requirements for all sets
of regular expressions. The proposed algorithm needed
only 10 % overhead in comparison to the minimal repre-
sentation of the transition table.

The presented algorithms and architecture is able to split
NFA to multiple deterministic and nondeterministic part.
In future work, we want to explore if non-collision sets can
be increased by partial determinisation of the automaton.
Concurrently, we want to improve mapping of automa-
ton parts to FPGA in order to achieve further reductions
of look-up tables and flip-flop registers and support fast
change of regular expressions without FPGA reconfigura-
tion.
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1. Introduction
The number of IT companies and corporations in the Eu-
ropean Union that have decided to have their internal
management systems certified according to one of the
recognized international standards has been increasing
steadily. This is obvious from web presentations of lead-
ing IT service providers, but also from presentations of a
large number of IT companies that are less well-known.
Many of them already have a Quality management sys-
tem and Environmental management system certification,
but these days they usually also have certifications in IT
services management (ISO/IEC 20000) and Information
security management (ISO/IEC 27000). Unfortunately,
continuity management certification is still quite often
missing.

The ISO/IEC 20000 and ISO/IEC 27000 standards have
some approaches and business goals in common. That
is why ISO/IEC 27013 is intended to be published by
ISO/IEC organizations. The ISO/IEC 27013 standard
focuses on implementing IT service management (today
in ISO/IEC 20000) and information security management
(today in ISO/IEC 27000) into one management system.

This paper stems from this idea. In addition to that,
we aim at ensuring information security of the IT ser-
vices provided. In order to achieve this goal, Service Level
Agreement (SLA) is qualitatively extended by a Protec-
tion Level Agreement (PLA) definition. Moreover, it is
not possible to focus on a single domain (one organization)
in this kind of environment. The only way to manage
information security of IT services in a multi-domain en-
vironment (IT service provider and IT service consumer)
is to develop a management system for this multi-domain
environment.

According to the above-mentioned international stan-
dards, management is performed by a risk management
process. This brings up another key goal of this paper
– developing a risk management methodology for multi-
domain environments.

The authors of this text develop a unique new approach to
risk management, in which it is possible to evaluate con-
trols of risk treatment and optimize the risk treatment
process on both sides of the contract. In order to evalu-
ate the treatment controls, new terms are defined in the
paper – relevancy of control and maturity of control. The
ability to control and reduce the risk is calculated from
the relevancy and maturity values. The authors are aware
that this ability might be different in different organiza-
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tion environments (IT service provider and customer).

The text does not focus on risk analysis as such, as a num-
ber of risk analysis methods have already been described.
Instead, the authors use the existing risk analysis meth-
ods and develop a new risk management approach.

The new risk management method is significant advance-
ment in the whole risk management process. At the same
time it is important to note that the developed risk man-
agement process works just as well in a single domain
environment.

The paper is organized in the following way:

• Firstly, methodology requirements are introduced
– both the requirements of ISO/IEC 20000 and
ISO/IEC 27000 and the methodology for risk anal-
ysis which is used in the text.

• Secondly, Protection Level Agreements are defined
to embed information security to IT service man-
agement.

• Thirdly, a new risk management process is devel-
oped.

• Finally, the developed methods are demonstrated in
a selected case study.

The risk analysis method is not discussed in detail on pur-
pose. This is because the authors’ results are independent
of the selected risk analysis approach.

The research described in the paper is innovative and
unique in the following aspects:

1. It introduces a new system for IT service informa-
tion security by extending standard Service Level
Agreements.

2. It is consistent with real business situations in which
security incidents may occur on both sides of the
contract.

3. The developed risk management approach enables
evaluation of risk treatment controls.

4. Based on the evaluation of controls, the selected con-
trols are (or are not) implemented in real business.

5. The new risk management approach is independent
of the existing risk analysis methods; therefore, it
can be used in any existing risk management system.

6. Modeling of real risk values is possible by using the
new risk management method.

7. The new risk management method is open to specific
needs of a particular business.

2. Methodology Requirements
This chapter gives a brief introduction of international
standards and requirements. It aims to provide a basic
framework, not a detailed description. For better under-
standing, it is recommended to study the international
standards described below.

2.1 ISO/IEC 20000
The ISO/IEC 20000 standard [6, 7, 1, 2, 3] is intended
for implementation of processes that ensure IT services
providing in accordance with best practices. ISO/IEC
20000 is the first International Standard for IT Service
Management. It is based on and intended to supersede
the earlier British Standard BS 15000. ISO/IEC 20000 is
a process-based standard. ISO/IEC 20000 is not intended
for product, tool or IT service assessment.

It can be used by businesses tendering for their services;
by businesses requiring a consistent approach by all ser-
vice providers in a supply chain; by service providers to
benchmark their IT service management; as the basis
for an independent assessment; by an organization which
needs to demonstrate the ability to provide services that
meet customer´s requirements; and by an organization
which aims to improve service through effective applica-
tion of processes to monitor and improve service quality.

The international ISO/IEC 20000 standard consists of two
parts:

1. ISO/IEC 20000-1:2005 Information Technology –
Service Management – Specification.

2. ISO/IEC 20000-2:2005 Information Technology –
Service Management – Code of practice.

From a different point of view, this standard consists of a
number of mutually linked processes, which can be sum-
marized as follows:

Requirements for a management system: the task is
to provide a management system that consists of policies
and framework which enable effective management and
IT services implementation.

Planning and implementing service management:
it applies the Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) methodology
to all processes. The PDCA cycle was introduced by W.
Edwards Deming during his mission in Japan after World
War II, when several statistically oriented scientists were
sent to help rebuild the economy in Japan. The mean-
ing of PDCA is the following: plan = planning of service
management within the organization, do = implement-
ing the service management objectives and plan, check
= monitoring and measuring whether the service man-
agement objectives are being achieved, act = continuous
improving.

The principle of the PDCA methodology is widely used
in all management systems.

Planning and implementing new or changed ser-
vices: to ensure that new and changed services will be
deliverable and manageable at the cost and service quality
agreed.

Service delivery processes: to define, agree, record
and manage service levels; to produce agreed, on-time, re-
liable and accurate reports for informed decision making
and effective communication; to ensure that the service
continuity and availability agreed will be met in any cir-
cumstances; to budget and account for the cost of service
provision; to ensure that the service provider has sufficient
capacity to meet the current and future agreed demands
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of the customer’s business needs; to manage information
security within all service activities.

Relationship processes: the goal is to establish and
maintain a good relationship between a service provider
and customer; to manage suppliers.

Resolution processes: to restore the agreed service
back to the business as soon as possible or to respond to
a service request; to minimize disruption to the business
by identification and analysis of the cause of incidents.

Control processes: to define and control the compo-
nents of the service and maintain configuration informa-
tion; to ensure that all changes are assessed, agreed on,
implemented and reviewed in a controlled way.

Release processes: to deliver, distribute and track
changes in a release into the environment.

It should be emphasized that all of the processes are
closely related. For example, a satisfactory relationship
with customers cannot be established without a proper in-
cident management. A release process is running at risk
of total chaos unless change management is implemented.

The main difference between part one and two of ISO/IEC
20000 is in the fact that part one describes requirements,
whereas part two brings recommendations. The word
shall is used in every sentence of part one, whereas in part
2 it is should. That means that part two includes recom-
mendations, industry consensus, best possible practices
and recommended ways of meeting customer’s business
needs with agreed resources. Part two includes all of the
processes described in part one.

2.2 ISO/IEC 27000
The family of international standards ISO/IEC 27000 [8,
9, 10, 11, 1, 2, 4, 14, 13] has become a standard attitude to
establish information security. The most significant part
of ISO/IEC 27000 consists of the following:

• ISO/IEC 27001:2005 – Information technology – Se-
curity techniques – Information security manage-
ment systems – Requirements.

• ISO/IEC 27002:2005 (ISO/IEC 17799) – Infor-
mation technology – Security techniques – Code
of practice for information security management.
From practical point of view, this is a list and de-
scription of control that are used for information
security risk treatment.

• ISO/IEC 27004:2009 – Information technology – Se-
curity techniques – Information security manage-
ment – Measurement.

• ISO/IEC 27005:2008 – Information technology – Se-
curity techniques – Information security risk man-
agement.

The list is not complete at all, though. For example, the
plan of ISO/IEC organizations is to develop and publish
ISO/IEC 27013 which will focus on implementation of IT
service management (today in ISO/IEC 20000) and infor-
mation security management (today in ISO/IEC 27000)
into one management system. The next examples could

be ISO/IEC 27036 – security requirements in outsourcing,
and many others.

An extremely simplified information security manage-
ment system (ISMS) compliant with ISO/IEC 27001:2005
would contain the following three key principles. How-
ever, these principles are absolutely mandatory:

1. Information security management system is based
on the PDCA principle. This means that ISMS
is based on continuous improvement. Important
connections among particular parts of the ISO/IEC
27000 family are provided by PDCA as well; for ex-
ample, phase C refers to ISO/IEC 27004:2009, etc.

2. The risk analysis results define which way the ef-
fort will be directed. The risk analysis determines
priorities in information security.

3. Based on information security risk evaluation, some
of the controls from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 are se-
lected to be implemented. To ensure informa-
tion security in the organization, it is not neces-
sary to implement all of the controls from ISO/IEC
27002:2005 (it contains 133 controls). For example,
if e-business services are not provided by the orga-
nization, the related controls, obviously, are not im-
plemented. However, if there is an audit, a relevant
explanation must be provided.

This short explanation of ISO/IEC 27000 should be suffi-
cient for understanding the next part of this paper. How-
ever, it is strongly recommended to study all of the above
mentioned standards in detail.

In the next part of the paper, application of controls for
risk reduction means just the implementation of controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005.

2.3 BITS Recommendation
This part of the text aims to explain the selected attitude
to risk analysis. Without any further detailed explana-
tion, recommendation BITS [12] is used for risk analysis
[20, 19, 11, 5, 18, 16, 24, 22, 25, 21, 17]. This recommen-
dation is in accordance with ISO/IEC 27005:2008. The
risk value is calculated as follows:

risk = impact ∗ threat ∗ vulnerability (1)

Impact stands for a potential damage of information asset
of the organization. Threat is a probability that impact
will occur. Vulnerability means probability that the exist-
ing protection will fail and threat will cause impact. This
means that there is only one way to reduce the result-
ing risk value – by decreasing vulnerability. Impact and
threat define the risk scenario. All information regarding
the risk is stored and maintained in a risk register.

Threat and vulnerability are both probability values,
which means that they are evaluated on a 0 to 1 scale.
Impact is evaluated on a relative scale from 0 to 1000.
Nonetheless, our approach can be used in any environ-
ment, regardless to the selected risk management method-
ology. There is only one requirement – vulnerability must
be a part of the risk evaluation.
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For more information, readers are encouraged to study
the BITS recommendation and ISO/IEC 27005:2008.

3. IT Service Information Security – Protection
Level Agreements

According to ISO/IEC 20000, IT service providers have
to manage two basic objectives. First, they have to man-
age the internal environment in which the IT service is
produced. Second, they also need to control the external
environment (if possible) – for example, by a relation-
ship management process. In addition to that, IT service
providers must have an absolutely clear idea of the param-
eters of the IT service being provided. This is embedded
in the Service Level Agreement (SLA). If the goal is to
manage information security, a description of information
security requirements should be in the same place as ser-
vice level requirements.

Frankova and Yautsiukhin [15] in propose implementa-
tion of security for business processes. Without any
doubt, providing an IT service is an important business
process. Frankova and Yautsiukhin define a Protection
Level Agreement (PLA) as a contractual version of SLA.
PLA describes security requirements for business process
providers.

However, this approach has one drawback. Let us suppose
that IT service provider and IT service consumer are not
enemies, but partners [23]. Then it is possible to assume
that the PLA consists of two parts:

1. Information security requirements for the IT service
provider.

2. Conditions that need to be fulfilled before provider’s
engagement. In other words, the security re-
quirements cannot be claimed from the IT ser-
vice provider because the IT service consumer has
breached the agreed information security engage-
ment.

The critical part of PLA is the risk register mentioned in
the previous part of this text. The data in risk register
has to be communicated and agreed by both sides of the
SLA/PLA contract.

4. PLA Risk Management
Both IT service provider and consumer are concerned
about information security of the IT service being pro-
vided. If there is a risk of an information security inci-
dent, both sides of the SLA/PLA contract are responsible
for information risk treatment. This means that controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 are implemented on both sides
of the contract as well. Obviously, only relevant ISO/IEC
27002:2005 controls should be implemented.

To enable risk analysts, managers and decision makers
to select controls between the parties, it is necessary to
evaluate potentially implemented controls from ISO/IEC
27002:2005. Both relevancy and maturity of control are
evaluated in order to enable risk management system to
compare the selected controls:

Relevancy (also called supposed efficiency) is a newly
defined term. It is an expression of possible ability to con-
trol and reduce vulnerability. For example, control 9.1.1

Table 1: Relevancy definition
Degree: Relevancy of control – description:

0 Control is not relevant to vulnerability and
it is not implemented. It is possible to ig-
nore this particular control in the particu-
lar situation.

0,25 Control is poorly relevant to vulnerability.
0,5 Control is relevant to vulnerability.
0,75 Control is strongly relevant to vulnerabil-

ity.
1 Control is absolutely relevant to vulnera-

bility.

Table 2: Maturity definition
Degree: Maturity of control – description:

0 Control is not implemented.
0,25 Control is only intuitive, repeatability is

not ensured.
0,5 Control is defined.
0,75 Control is defined and measurable.

1 Control is implemented and optimized.
This control is not selected for risk reduc-
tion in the particular situation.

from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 Physical security perimeter: by
suitable placement of server, it is possible to reduce the
impact of fire; however, 9.1.4 Protecting against external
and environmental threats (include spark-quenching de-
vice installation) has a definitely higher ability to reduce
potential fire. We define relevancy of control as a linear
scale from 0 to 1 in which 1 indicates maximum relevancy
whereas 0 means no relevancy (i.e. this particular con-
trol is not selected/implemented). In future, it will be
possible to measure IT infrastructure to be able to derive
relevancy directly. At this point, evaluation of relevancies
is a goal of a risk analyst.

Maturity – this indicator is defined for every control
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 as well. The maturity indi-
cator shows how the particular control is already (if so)
implemented in the environment of the organization (sep-
arately for IT service provider and consumer). If the con-
trol is implemented 100%, the maturity is equal to 1, if
not, then it is 0.

The following tables (Table 1 and Table 2) define rele-
vancy and maturity.

4.1 Ability to Reduce Vulnerability
This part of the text explains how the particular controls
based on relevancy and maturity can be evaluated. The
evaluation is used to calculate the ability of control to
reduce the risk (to reduce vulnerability). The following
assumptions are used:

• Relevancy parameter describes the rate of ability
to reduce vulnerability. It is used to compare con-
trol between both sides of the SLA/PLA contract.
Higher relevancy means higher vulnerability reduc-
tion.

• Maturity parameter defines the level of implemen-
tation on the particular control in the organization.
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If the maturity is high, no possible area for im-
provement is defined by this particular control. This
means that control with high maturity does not re-
duce vulnerability as much as the control with lower
maturity.

To sum it up, each particular control contributes to vul-
nerability reduction by the portion of relevancy defined
by maturity.

Mathematically:

Ai = relevancyi ∗ (1−maturityi) (2)

Where: i ∈ 〈1, n〉 and n is the number of selected controls
from ISO/IEC 27002:2005.

To enable readers of this text to apply these conclusions
in real life, the following is presented:

1. In the case of two identical risk scenarios, the rele-
vancy of controls applied from ISO/IEC 27002:2005
catalogue is identical. However, if the vulnerabil-
ity is different, the maturity of controls is different
(higher vulnerability means lower maturity and vice
versa).

2. If the relevancy of two particular controls is 0.5 or
1, the reduction ability of the first control is equal
to one third compared to the second control (which
is two thirds).

3. If the relevancy of one particular control equals 0.5
and maturity equals 0.5, the reduction ability is 0.25
– in the context of the others.

4. In ISO/IEC 27002:2005, there is always at least one
control which is relevant to the identified risk. If
not, the risk is not from the information security
area. However, in special cases, it is necessary to
use narrowly specialized catalogues of controls (e.g.
the PCI DSS standard for e-business areas).

5. If there is vulnerability in the environment of the
organization, there is at least one control with ma-
turity lower than one. If this is not the case, there
must be a mistake in the analysis.

4.2 Function of Aggregated Vulnerability Reduction
Ability

Once all of the selected controls are evaluated for rele-
vancy and maturity (and their ability to reduce vulner-
ability), the next step is to select (keeping the resulting
risk value in mind) which of the controls will be really
implemented. Risk management analysts usually select
the controls that can be really implemented, and so the
decision in fact is which control will be implemented on
both sides of the SLA/PLA contract.

Prior to the procedure presentation, the key aspect is re-
peated: if an identical risk scenario is considered in two
different environments with two different vulnerabilities,
there is more space for improvement in the environment
where the vulnerability is higher. This is because the
relevancy of controls associated with two identical risk
scenarios is the same.

Usually, one can find two extreme approaches to the se-
lection of controls intended to be implemented in the real

Table 3: Maturity definition
Index: 1 2 3 4 5

Relevancy: 0,75 1 0,25 0,5 1
Maturity: 0 0 0 0,5 0,25

Ai 0,75 1 0,25 0,25 0,75

environment: either none of the selected controls is imple-
mented, or all of the selected controls are implemented.
We believe that a reasonable approach is somewhere be-
tween the two extremes. In risk management approaches
being used today, such a reasonable approach is simply
estimated. In this text, however, it is calculated exactly
(the complete example can be found in the next chapter).

First, the combination matrix C, type (m,n) where m =
2n, n is the number of selected controls, is defined. Every
row of the C matrix is defined by particular bits of bi-
nary numbers obtained from conversion of decimal value
of (m− 1).

Second, a formal definition of function of an aggregated
vulnerability reduction ability is as follows:

VAm =
n∑

i=1

C(m, i) ∗Ai (3)

The sum is computed for all possible combinations of im-
plementation (or no implementation) of the selected con-
trols; Ai is the value of ability to reduce vulnerability of
each particular control.

The following example is provided for better understand-
ing. Table 3 defines selected controls and the evaluations.

The combination matrix is given by:

C =




0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1 1
. . . . .
1 1 1 1 1




Every row of the combination matrix is (element by ele-
ment) multiplied by the vector of ability to reduce vulner-
ability; individual products are summed in each row. The
length of vector of the function of the aggregated vulner-
ability reduction ability is m. The particular values are
sorted. For the example defined above the resulting values
are shown in the following graph – Figure 1.

A very interesting result is in the rows of the combination
matrix. The rows are sorted by the sorted vector of the
function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction ability.
In this example, a few last rows of the combination matrix
are as follows:




. . . . .
0 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 0
1 1 0 0 1
1 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
1 1 1 1 1




Let us say beforehand that every row of the sorted com-
bination matrix indicates whether or not the particular
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Figure 1: Sorted values of aggregated vulnerabil-
ity reduction ability.

selected control is implemented in the SLA/PLA envi-
ronment. For example, columns one and two may repre-
sent implementation of controls on the side of IT service
provider; the remaining columns indicate implementation
of selected controls in the environment of IT service con-
sumer.

4.3 Function of Optimized Risk Reduction
The last step is a definition of an optimized risk reduction
function. Firstly, the function of the previous risk is de-
fined. Previous means the risk from the time of the risk
analysis (R stands for the risk, I stands for the impact, T
stands for the threat and V stands for the vulnerability):

RP = I ∗ T ∗ VP (4)

Secondly, an ideal risk value is defined. This value is
achieved when all of the selected controls are implemented
100% (maturity of all the controls is equal to one):

RI = I ∗ T ∗ VI (5)

Thirdly, the vulnerability for the given combination of
controls is defined as follows:

Vm = (VAm ∗ (VP − VI)) + VI (6)

This leads us to the following idea: the values of the vul-
nerability vectors are not spread from previous to ideal
vulnerability evenly. They are spread according to the
values of the function of the aggregated vulnerability re-
duction ability (i.e. according to a particular combination
of implemented controls within the given risk manage-
ment system).

Finally, the risk value for the given combination of con-
trols is defined:

Rm = I ∗ T ∗ Vm (7)

The above-mentioned example is now continued by defi-
nition of the risk scenario (only numeric values without
relevant context are mentioned, this would be necessary
in a real system):

Impact = 350, Threat = 50%, Vulnerability = 50%.
The resulting risk value according to BITS methodology
equals 87.5. The risk analyst, using his/her experience,
selected a set of controls and the ideal risk value achiev-

Figure 2: Risk values based on given combination
of controls.

able when all of them are implemented 100% is equal to
2 (the ideal resulting vulnerability is 1.14%).

For the sake of completeness, it is also necessary to define
the level of risk acceptance. This is usually given by the
risk management methodology. In this paper, the level of
acceptance equals 10 (green line); whereas 30 (red line in
the graph) stands for the level of acceptance if the risk re-
ducing would be expensive, etc. (i.e. a manager’s decision
is necessary). The resulting risk values according to the
sorted function of the aggregated vulnerability reduction
ability change are as follows – see Figure 2.

The corresponding combinations of controls are already
shown above.

5. Selected Case Study
The organization providing IT service in maintaining
hardware components and IT equipment (personal com-
puters, servers, network components, etc.) is considered
to demonstrate the functionality and advantage of algo-
rithms defined above. In this case, the service provider re-
sells IT hardware to customers and guarantees to provide
hardware maintenance. Thus, apart from compliance to
the SLA requirements, information security requirements
must be met as well. The following risk is considered as
an example:

• Description: the risk of sensitive data leakage –
hardware data carriers being maintained may con-
tain sensitive business or private information (con-
figuration files, critical business documents); in ad-
dition to that, these hardware components may be
provided to a third party.

• Impact: 450, leakage of sensitive information is pos-
sible in the case of improper data shredding.

• Threat: 0,3 (30%), the impact may occur – mis-
take of administrators is possible, intention is not
expected or is very improbable.

• Vulnerability: 0,3 (30%), lower maturity of informa-
tion security management system on the side of IT
service customer.
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• Resulting risk value = 40.5 – this risk has to be
treated immediately (based on the risk management
methodology).

• The ideal possible risk value in the case of ideal im-
plementation of all the selected controls is selected
by the risk analyst (the value equals three). The
lower value is probably not attainable if we consider
there are two different subjects involved (it is diffi-
cult to keep the business processes of a third party
under control).

5.1 Selection of Controls From ISO/IEC 27002:2005
For the purposes of risk treatment (i.e. decreasing the vul-
nerability), the controls from ISO/IEC 27002:2005 were
selected on both sides of the contract. Also relevancy and
maturity were evaluated on both sides of contract.

For the IT service provider, the following controls are se-
lected:

• 6.1.3; Responsibilities in information security area
should be defined to be clear and understandable;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.

• 7.1.3; Rules for the use of information assets should
be identified, documented and implemented; rele-
vancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.

• 7.2.1; Information assets should be classified; rele-
vancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.

• 7.2.2; Information assets should be labeled based
on correct classification; relevancy = 1; maturity =
0,75.

• 8.2.2; All employees (third parties included when
risk analysis indicates the need) should be trained
and tested in information security area on a periodic
basis; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.

• 8.2.3; Formal disciplinary rules should be in place;
relevancy = 0,5; maturity = 0,5.

For the IT service consumer, the following controls are
selected:

• 6.1.3; Responsibilities in information security area
should be defined to be clear and understandable;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,75.

• 6.1.5; Requirements for confidentiality should be
agreed and reviewed on a periodic basis; relevancy
= 0,75; maturity = 0,75.

• 6.2.1; Prior access of a third party is granted, all
associated risks should be identified; relevancy =
0,25; maturity = 0,5.

• 7.1.1; All information assets of the organization
should be identified and the list maintained; rele-
vancy = 1; maturity = 0.

• 7.1.2; A business owner should be identified for ev-
ery information asset; relevancy = 1; maturity =
0,25.

• 7.2.1; Information assets should be classified; rele-
vancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.

Figure 3: Risk values based on given combination
of controls.

Figure 4: Risk values based on given combination
of controls – acceptable values.

• 7.2.2; Information assets should be labeled based on
correct classification; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.

• 8.2.2; All employees (third parties included when
risk analysis indicates the need) should be trained
and tested in information security area on a periodic
basis; relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,5.

• 8.2.3; Formal disciplinary rules should be in place;
relevancy = 0,5; maturity = 0,25.

• 9.2.6; All storage medias in all forms should be secu-
rity checked to ensure they contain no sensitive data
prior to any transport from normal work location;
relevancy = 1; maturity = 0,25.

• 10.1.2; Changes should be managed; relevancy = 1;
maturity = 0,75

The risk value evolution based on a sorted combination of
controls is displayed in the following graph – see Figure 3.

Acceptable risk values are shown in the following graph –
see Figure 4.

It is necessary to follow a particular combination of re-
sulting controls and resulting risk to optimize the target
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risk value and final decision on control selection of both
sides of the SLA/PLA contract. Possible combinations
for the IT service customer and provider are listed below
for some resulting risk values (individual ones and zeros
are in the same order as definition of the selected controls
for the risk treatment):

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 011111;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 011111;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 101111;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 101111;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 110111;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 110111;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111011;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111011;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111101;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111101;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111110;
consumer: 10111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111110;
consumer: 11011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 00111111111

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 01011111111

• Risk = 4.0714; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 10011111111

• Risk = 4.7857; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 10111111110

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 11011111110

• Risk = 4.4286; provider combination: 111111;
consumer: 11111111011

The selection of a particular combination of control on the
side of provider and customer is based on the intended risk
value, real business situation and control implementation
expenses.

6. Conclusion and Future Research
In this paper, we have introduced a new dimension to
IT service information security (based on ISO/IEC 20000
and ISO/IEC 27000). A new risk management approach
was developed to ensure IT service information security.

The functionality and advantage of this approach was
demonstrated on the selected case study in a multi-
domain environment. However, this new approach is also
designed to be used within a single organization (e.g. for
risk management in information security). In addition to
that, there is an advantage of modeling risk evaluation
during a continuous risk treatment.

The potential for future research seems to be in the fol-
lowing areas:

1. The relevancies of controls from the ISO/IEC
27002:2005 are assessed by a risk analyst. However,
it will be possible in the future to measure real busi-
ness data in order to derive relevancies of controls.

2. Business expenses are not included in the developed
algorithms. One possible way of extension is to in-
volve a cost aspect to the algorithms.

3. The next step will be implementation of a risk reg-
ister in which the algorithms specified above will be
implemented.
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Abstract
The thesis investigates into keyword spotting and spoken
term detection (STD), that are considered as sub-sets of
spoken document retrieval. It deals with two-phase ap-
proaches where speech is first processed by speech recog-
nizer, and the search for queries is performed in the output
of this recognizer. Standard large vocabulary continuous
speech recognizer (LVCSR) with fixed vocabulary is not
capable incapability of detecting out-of-vocabulary words
(OOV). A hybrid spoken term detection system combin-
ing both word and subword parts in one recognition net-
work is proposed. Extensive experiments investigating
into different variants of this approach are performed, and
the results (in terms of spoken term detection precision,
speed, and necessary computing resources) are reported
on standard data from NIST STD 2006 evaluation.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]; H.5.1 [Multi-
media Information Systems]

Keywords
keyword spotting, spoken term detection, confidence mea-
sures, large vocabulary continuous speech recognition, com-
bined word-subword system, out-of-vocabulary words

1. Introduction
The research field of this thesis is spoken term detection.
The corner stone of this thesis is dealing with out-of-
vocabulary terms which are not present in dictionary of
word-based speech recognizer. Also, topics as term confi-
dence measures, weighted finite state transducers, index-
ing of spoken documents and phone multigram units are
touched.
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Short definition of important terms is placed in the fol-
lowing paragraph to avoid confusion of the reader of this
thesis.

Term is defined as one or multiple words in sequence like
"KEYWORD", "KEYWORD DETECTION" or "THE PRESIDENT

GEORGE BUSH". It is used within spoken term detection
(STD) context. For terms containing multiple words, the
exact logic of how the words can be connected needs to
be defined by the spoken term detector. For example, the
"KEYWORD DETECTION" term can mean words "KEYWORD"

and "DETECTION" in sequence where silence between them
is shorter than 1s. Another words can be allowed between
these two words. These conditions are defined in the spo-
ken term detection system.

Spoken term detection system is a system for spotting
(searching) given terms in given speech data. On con-
trary to a keyword spotter, spoken term detector some-
how parses and splits multiple word terms and searches
for term candidates according to defined criteria (distance
for example). The spoken term detection system is usu-
ally built-up on speech recognizer (and depends on it).

The STD system takes a set of terms and output of a
speech recognizer and produces a list of putative hits of
given term. Our spoken term detector is based on a large
vocabulary continuous speech recognizer – LVCSR.
The speech recognizer is mainly taken “as is” and is de-
scribed in section 4. The output list of putative hits of
given term can be viewed by human or processed by a sys-
tem (information retrieval or spoken document retrieval)
allowing for search of more complex queries.

Out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words handling is also im-
portant in case of word-recognition. Words which are
not present in word recognizer dictionary should be de-
tected. The problem of OOVs can be solved by recogniz-
ing subword units (syllables or phones). The drawback
of this approach is absence of strong word n-gram lan-
guage model and strong acoustic model of words which are
both included in large vocabulary continuous speech rec-
ognizer (LVCSR). That is why subword recognition does
not achieve so good accuracies. Phone recognition is quite
sensitive to pronunciation errors for example. These pos-
sible errors should be taken into account in the search.
On the other hand, LVCSR contains only a closed set of
words to be recognized and word language model prefers
likely word sequences off the “exotic” ones (probably car-
rying more information). Also, it is known that if an OOV
appears, it usually causes no 1 word error, but approxi-
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mately 2 – 4 word errors [2]. This is a justification of our
investigation into subword recognition.

2. Spoken term detection
The generic scheme of a spoken term detection system is
in figure 1. The spoken term detection system is built on
speech recognizer, which usually encapsulates also the fea-
ture extraction. The speech recognizer produces textual
strings or so-called lattices (figure 2) which contain speech
transcribed in words labels. The lattices are searched for
the given terms or keywords.

Figure 1: General scheme of spoken term detec-
tor.

Spoken term detection is based on the output of a speech
recognizer. It is a two step method where the first step
consists of the time consuming speech recognition and the
second one consists of a fast spoken term/keyword search.
The method inherits the main characteristics of the rec-
ognizer used. Input term/keyword must be converted to
a sequence of units similar to recognizer’s output units
(e.g. words, syllables, phones, etc.). Then the sequence is
searched in the output of the recognizer. The recognizer
(usually the slowest step of whole STD) is run only once.
The STD is run each time a term or keyword has to be
found. In comparison to the acoustic keyword spotting,
the search is very fast because it is done over “textual
data” (output of speech recognizer). Advantages of STD
are the speed of search and detection accuracy (depends
on recognizer’s accuracy). Searching speed can be opti-
mized by techniques known in information retrieval, such
as inverted indices, caching etc. to achieve searching times
less than 10−3s/hr/term.

The disadvantage of this approach is that the recognizer
has finite and closed vocabulary of units it can recognize.
Once the recognition is done, the spoken term detector
will “find” only units which were recognized by the rec-
ognizer. This is a drawback if a word recognizer is used.
STD approach can be split according to used recognizer
to word-based and subword-based. The word-based STD
has very high accuracy (having phone models “organized”
in words and strong word language model) but limited
vocabulary. The subword-based STD approach has un-
limited vocabulary (search word must be converted to a
sequence of subword units) but has lower accuracy (miss-
ing word acoustic models and word language model).

2.1 Theoretical background
In STD, we “ask” for the posterior probability p(termte

tb
)

of occurrence of the term term from time tb to time te.
A sequence of units w is constrained to w(termte

tb
) which

contains the term in given time, and the best sequence is
found:

ŵ(termte
tb

) = arg max
w(term

te
tb

)∈W(term
te
tb

)

p(w(termte
tb

)|D), (1)

where W(termte
tb

) is the set of all permissible sentences
having the term in defined time and D is the observed
data. Applying the Bayes formula, we get

ŵ(termte
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) =
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w(term

te
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)∈W(term
te
tb

)

p(D|w(termte
tb

))p(w(termte
tb

))∑
w′∈W p(D|w′)p(w′)

.
(2)

In practice, direct implementation of formula 2 is diffi-
cult. We do not know the time of occurrence tb and te of
the term term. Again, an approximation must be used
to hypothesize tb and te. The time of the term can be
suggested from W. To avoid having size of W infinite, W
is approximated by a lattice.

So, the real spoken detection task has two steps. The
set of the most likely hypothesis W ′ is generated. Then,
occurrences of searched terms are found in W ′ and esti-
mation of term posterior probability p(termte

tb
) is:

p(termte
tb

) =
p(D|w(termte

tb
))p(w(termte

tb
))∑

w′∈W′ p(D|w′)p(w′)
. (3)

2.2 Search in lattice
This section presents the “implementation” of the calcu-
lation of term posterior probability stated in equation 3
in the previous section. Lattices (figure 2) are nowadays
used as the multiple hypothesis output of speech recog-
nizer.

The lattice is an acyclic oriented graph. Each node n
represents a time. An arc a connects two nodes n1, n2

and represents a speech unit u = U(a) and set of two
likelihoods L(a) (acoustic LAc(a) and language LLM (a)).
Start time tb(a) and end time te(a) of arc a representing
unit U(a) correspond to the time of start node t(nb(a))
and end node t(ne(a)) of the arc a:

t(nb(a)) = tb(a)

t(ne(a)) = te(a).

The LAc(a) ∝ p(D|w(a
tb
te

)) and LLM (a) ∝ p(w(a
tb
te

)).

The best hypothesis (the most likely path) can be derived
from lattice. The best path through the lattice is also
known as 1-best or string output. N most likely paths
through the lattice are known as N-best output. Lattice
can be understood as compact representation of the N -
best output where N is a large number.

Searching for the term in the lattice is more robust than
searching for the term in the string output (1-best). Hav-
ing the lattice, we have the W ′ and we can estimate the
posterior probability of term according to equation 3. The
posterior probability gives confidence of term for partic-
ular occurrence of term (represented by arc a) in time
tb(a), te(a).

3. Evaluation
Conversational Telephone Speech (CTS) data from 2006
NIST Spoken Term Detection evaluations (NIST
STD06) [4] were used in our experiments. For our tests,
they are however not representative as the original NIST
STD06 development term set for CTS contains low num-
ber of OOVs. Therefore, first of all, all terms containing
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Figure 2: An example of word lattice. X-axis represents time.

true OOVs were omitted. Then, a set “artificial” OOV
was defined. A limited LVCSR system was created (de-
noted by WRDRED which means “reduced vocabulary”)
where 880 words were omitted from the vocabulary. We
selected 440 words from the term set and other 440 words
from the LVCSR vocabulary. This system had reasonably
high OOV rate on the NIST STD06 DevSet. The term
set has 975 terms of which 481 are in vocabulary (IV)
terms and 494 OOV terms (terms containing at least one
OOV) for the reduced system. The number of occurrences
is 4737 and 196 for IV and OOV terms respectively. We
can detect all the “artificial” OOV terms by the original
full vocabulary LVCSR (denoted as WRD). System pa-
rameters (decoder insertion penalties and scaling factors)
are tuned on the test set.

3.1 UBTWV - Upper Bound TWV
We used Term Weighted Value (TWV) for evaluation
of spoken term detection (STD) accuracy of our exper-
iments. The TVW was defined by NIST for STD2006
evaluation [4]

TWV (thr) = 1 − average
term

{pMISS(term, thr) +

βpFA(term, thr)}, (4)

where β is 999.9. The pMISS(term, thr) is miss probabil-
ity of the term and given threshold thr. The term false
alarm probability is denoted pFA(term, thr).

One drawback of TWV metric is its one global thresh-
old for all terms. This is good for evaluation for end-user
environment, but leads to uncertainty in comparison of
different experimental setups, as we do not know if the
difference is caused by different systems or different nor-
malization and global threshold estimation. This is a rea-
son for Upper Bound TWV (UBTWV) definition which
differs from TWV in individual threshold for each term.
The ideal threshold for each term is found to maximize
the term’s TWV:

thrideal(term) = arg max
thr

TWV (term, thr) (5)

The UBTWV is then defined as

UBTWV = 1 − avg
term

{pMISS(term, thrideal(term)) +

βpFA(term, thrideal(term))}. (6)

It is equivalent a shift of each term to have the maxi-
mal TWV (term) at threshold 0. Two systems can be
compared by UBTWV without any influence of normal-
ization and ideal threshold level estimation on the sys-
tems TWV score. The UBTWV was evaluated for the
whole set of terms (denoted UBTWV-ALL), only for in-
vocabulary subset (denoted UBTWV-IV ) and only for
out-of-vocabulary subset (denoted UBTWV-OOV ).

4. Word recognition
This section describes the recognizer used for experiments
stated in the thesis. During the pre-processing, the acous-
tic data was split into shorter segments in silences (output
of speech/nonspeech detector) longer than 0.5s. The data
was also split if the speaker changed (based on the out-
put of diarization). Segments longer than 1 minute were
split into 2 parts in silence the closest to the center of the
segment. This was done to overcome long segments and
accompanying problems during decoding.

Acoustic models from an LVCSR system were used for
subword recognition. Presented LVCSR [6] is a state-of-
the-art system derived from AMIDA LVCSR [7]. The sys-
tem uses standard cross-word tied states triphone models
and works in three passes of recognition (figure 3).

Figure 3: Schema of 3-pass recognition system
used in this thesis. The system is derived from
AMI LVCSR.

The acoustic models are trained on ctstrain04 corpora
which is a subset of h5train03 set defined at the Univer-
sity of Cambridge [5]. Total amount of data is 277 hours.
A bigram word language model (used for comparison) was
trained on 977M words of a mix of 9 corpora. The cor-
pora contain mainly conversation speech and round table
meeting transcripts.

The same ctstrain04 corpora was used as base phone cor-
pora for our experiments (phone multigrams). The size is
11.5M phones.

Baseline word recognition systems were evaluated in ta-
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ble 1. The baseline LVCSR system was denoted as WRD
and reduced vocabulary (880 words were omitted from
the vocabulary) LVCSR was denoted as WRDRED.

System WAC Word UBTWV
ALL IV OOV

WRD 69.20 0.724 0.727 0.715
WRDRED 66.50 0.486 0.694 0.000

Table 1: Comparison of word accuracy (WAC)
and UBTWV of different baseline LVCSR sys-
tems. WRD is the “full” vocabulary baseline,
WRDRED is the reduced vocabulary baseline.

5. Combined word-subword spoken term detec-
tion

We investigate into the use of different combination of
word and subword STD systems. Let us have a term
"Igor Szöke". The term is first split into in-vocabulary
(IV) and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) parts. Let us assume,
that the name Igor is in-vocabulary, and the surname
Szöke is an out-of-vocabulary word. If we choose phones
as the subword units, the out-of-vocabulary part is decom-
posed into sequence of phones s eh k eh. The combina-
tion of a word and subword based spoken term detection is
needed to spot both, in-vocabulary and out-of-vocabulary
parts of the term.

The combination of word and subword recognizer should
allow to traverse between words and subwords in any time.
If traversing penalties and other parameters are set cor-
rectly, the word part of the recognizer should well rep-
resent in-vocabulary speech. Out-of-vocabulary parts of
speech may be highly unlikely for the strong word recog-
nizer. However, these OOV parts are not so unlikely for
the subword part of the recognizer. This leads the recog-
nizer to switch from the word part to the subword part.
The result is the hybrid word-subword lattice where OOV
parts of speech are represented by phone sequences and
IV parts of speech by word sequences.

5.1 Building combined word-subword hybrid recog-
nition network

We used our static decoder SVite for hybrid recognition
experiments. The only one modification was realized in
the network for hybrid recognition/decoding.

The network can be seen as a weighted finite state trans-
ducer (WFST ) which maps a sequence of HMM models
to a sequence of word labels which are accepted by a lan-
guage model (weighted finite state acceptor).

The WFST is a finite state device that encodes a mapping
between input and output symbol sequences. A weighted
transducer associates weights such as probabilities, dura-
tions, penalties or any other quantity that accumulates
linearly along paths, to each pair of input and output
symbol sequence. WFST provide a natural representation
of HMM models, pronunciation dictionary and language
model [8]. Weighted determinization and minimization
algorithms optimize their time and space requirements,
and a weight pushing algorithm distributes the weights
along the paths of a weighted transducer optimally for
speech recognition.

Consider a pronunciation lexicon and take its Kleene clo-
sure by connecting an ϵ-transition from each final state to
the initial state. The resulting pronunciation lexicon can
transcribe any sequence of words from the vocabulary to
the corresponding phoneme sequence.

Consider a language model G and a pronunciation lexicon
L. The composition of these two WFSTs,

L ◦ G, (7)

gives a transducer that maps from phones to word se-
quences while assigning a language model score to each
such sequence of words. Incorporating context-dependent
triphone models is a simple matter of composing

C ◦ L ◦ G, (8)

where C represents the mapping from context-dependent
to context-independent phonetic units. Then, incorporat-
ing HMM models H:

H ◦ C ◦ L ◦ G, (9)

results to the transducer capable of mapping distribu-
tions to word sequences restricted to the language model
G. The hybrid word-subword recognition network can be
built by

H ◦ C ◦ (Lword ∪ Lsubword) ◦ Gsubword ◦ Gword, (10)

where H and C are the same as in Eq. 9, Lword is the pro-
nunciation dictionary mapping phones to words, Lsubword

maps phones to subword units (eg. syllables, multigrams
or phones). Gsubword is a weighted transducer created
from the subword language model and Gword represents
a word language model (weighted acceptor).

We used the OpenFST toolkit for building the recognition
network.

5.2 Word model
We need the word and subword language models and dic-
tionaries. The word LM must be open vocabulary, so it
must contain an “<unk>” word. The “<unk>” is considered
as the OOV word which will be modelled by the subword
model (see Figure 4).

5.3 Subword model
The second input is a subword model. Simple phone bi-
gram language model is shown as an example in the Fig-
ure 5. The <unk> symbol is replaced by this subword
model.

The substitution is illustrated in the Figure 6. The red
part of network is <unk> substituted by the subword model.

Parameters such as word insertion penalty and acoustic
or language model scaling factors can be tuned to control
the recognition accuracy and output of the LVCSR sys-
tem. However, the hybrid network is considered as one
unit by the decoder. The same penalty and scaling factor
apply for both word and subword parts. That is why three
different parameters were incorporated into the combined
network during its building. The first parameter is sub-
word language model scaling factor SLMSF. This param-
eter multiplies the log likelihood assigned to the subword
LM transitions. The second parameter is the subword
word insertion penalty SWIP. It is a constant which is
add to each transition’s log likelihood value leading to a
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Figure 4: An example of open vocabulary language model. The <unk> states for the out-of-vocabulary
words.
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Figure 5: An example of a subword (phone) language model.

word node. The last parameter is a subword cost SC.
It is a constant which is added to the <unk> symbol and
represents a simple cost of going to the whole subword
model.

5.4 Phone multigrams
Variable length sequences of phones are denoted as phone
multigrams. The multigram language model was pro-
posed by Deligne et al. [3]. Multigram model is a sta-
tistical model having sequences with variable number of
units. The definition of multigram model and its param-
eter estimation follows:

Let w = {w1, w2, . . . , wN} denote a string of N units, and
let s denote a possible segmentation of w into q sequences
q ≤ N of units s = {s1, s2, . . . , sq}. The n-multigram
model computes the joint likelihood L(w, s) of the cor-
pus w associated to segmentation s as the product of the
probabilities p of the successive sequences, each of them
having a maximum length of n:

L(w, s) =

q∏

i=1

p(si) (11)

Denoting as S the set of all possible segmentations of w
into sequences of units, the likelihood of w is:

Lbest
mgr(w) = max

s∈S
L(w, s) (12)

A n-multigram model is fully defined by a set of parame-
ters P consisting of the probability of each unit sequence
si ∈ D in a dictionary D = {s1, s2, . . . sm} that contains
all the sequences which can be formed by combination of
1, 2, . . . , n units:

P = (pi)
m
i=1 where pi = p(si) and

m∑

i=1

pi = 1 (13)

Maximum likelihood estimates of P can be computed
through Viterbi algorithm iteratively. Let s∗(k) denote
the most likely segmentation of w with given parameters
Pk at iteration k:

s∗(k) = arg max
s∈S

L(s|w, Pk) (14)

According to [3], the re-estimation formula of ith param-
eter (sequence) at iteration k + 1 is intuitive:

Pk+1
i =

c(si, s
∗(k))

c(s∗(k))
, (15)

where c(si, s) is the number of occurrences of sequence
si in segmentation s and c(s) is the total number of se-
quences in s.

The set of parameters P is initialized with the relative
frequencies of all occurrences of units up to length n in the
training corpus. To avoid over-training, it is advantageous
to discard low probable sequences: by setting pi = 0 to all
c(si) ≤ c0. The c0 parameter is denoted as multigram
pruning parameter. Sequences of length n = 1 are
excluded from pruning to ensure that each sequence is
segmentable. If a unit with length n = 1 has 0 occurrences
in s, then it’s probability is set to a very low number.

When the set of parameters P is estimated, any phone
string can be segmented into sequence of phone multi-
grams. The process of segmentation is straightforward.
All possible segmentations, according to the inventory of
phone multigrams, are created. Then, probability of each
segmentation is evaluated according to the probabilities of
multigram units. The best (most probable) segmentation
is considered as the segmentation of given phone string by
the set of phone multigrams. The process of phone string
segmentation to phone multigrams is implemented by the
Viterbi algorithm. Multigram units which occur less than
5 time (multigram pruning factor) are omitted from the
inventory.

Phone multigram system denoted as xwrd is used later in
this paper. Desription of this system is out of the scope
of this paper and was published in [9].

6. Hybrid recognition using multigrams trained
on hand-made LVCSR dictionary

We used three different subword models. The first is a
phone loop. The second and the third are phone multigram-
based units. Because deep description of all systems and
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Figure 6: An example of hybrid word-phone language model where the <unk> symbol was substituted by
the phone model.

experiments is out of the scope of this paper (the reader
is refered to read the thesis), we selected only several im-
portant experiments.

The multigram training data are pronunciations of words
in the following experiments. Each pronunciation variant
is taken as one utterance (phone string). The language
model built over the multigrams is also estimated on the
segmented (by multigrams) pronunciation dictionary.
Multigrams trained on the LVCSR dictionary are used
in [1]. We did the same experiment for better compar-
ison. The WRDRED pronunciation dictionary is taken
and multigrams (maximum multigram length lmgram = 5,
multigram pruning c0 = 5) are trained on the word pro-
nunciations. Hybrid system using the WRDRED dictio-
nary trained multigrams is denoted as HybridMgram-
DictLVCSR. The advantage of WRDRED dictionary is
in its correctness, the pronunciations are carefully hand-
checked.

System denoted as HybridMgramDictLarge is built
using automatically generated pronunciation variants (by
G2P1) of large number of words. A large set of word label
is collected from the corpora used for the word language
model estimation.

6.1 Hybrid systems based on manually versus auto-
matically built dictionary

We compare the accuracies for hybrid system based on the
LVCSR dictionary (HybridMgramDictLVCSR) and hy-
brid system based on the large dictionary (HybridMgram-
DictLarge). Both multigram systems are trained with
multigram pruning parameter c0 = 5.

Our cion is, that both systems are comparable. The
HybridMgramDictLVCSR system is slightly better on
UBTWV-IV and word accuracy, the HybridMgramDict-
Large is slightly better on the Mgram UBTWV-OOV and
achieves smaller size of the lattices for comparable word

1G2P: Automatic grapheme-to-phoneme conversion tool.

accuracy and UBTWV-IV. Figures 7 and 8 compare these
systems.

6.2 Subword model with bigram language model
Our approach to build hybrid word-subword recognition
networks allows to use subword language model with high-
er order than unigrams. We tested bigram subword lan-
guage model. We compare both, the HybridMgramDict-
LVCSR and the HybridMgramDictLarge systems. The
results are summarized in figures 9 and 10. From the word
accuracy point of view, the HybridMgramDictLVCSR bi-
gram system has slightly lower maximum accuracy than
the unigram system. The HybridMgramDictLarge bigram
system is slightly better than the unigram system on the
word accuracy.

The UBTWV-ALL of bigram systems are comparable.
Only UBTWV-OOV of HybridMgramDictLarge is sig-
nificantly higher for certain range of SWIP parameter.
UBTWV-IV of bigram systems are slightly lower for higher
values of SWIP compared to the unigram systems. On the
other hand, UBTWV-OOV are significantly higher. The
greatest differences between unigram and bigram subword
systems are seen on accuracy related to the same lattice
size (figure 10). We can see, that the bigram systems
have lattice sizes significantly reduced. The lattice size
does not grow so fast with increasing accuracy while the
SWIP is tuned.

Although HybridMgramDictLVCSR2gr and
HybridMgramDictLarge2gr are comparable, we decide to
select HybridMgramDictLarge2gr according to the
higher Mgram UBTWV-OOV accuracy.

7. Memory and speed
Memory consumption and system speed (decoding time)
are important factors for practical use. We evaluate the
real-time factor2 – RT factor and memory allocated by

2Proportion of the time of 1 CPU core needed to decode a
portion of acoustic data to the time length of the portion
of acoustic data.
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Figure 7: Dependency of the hybrid multigram systems WAC and UBTWV accuracy on the SWIP
parameter for two different subword models. The HybridMgramDictLVCSR is trained on the hand
made LVCSR WRDRED dictionary. The HybridMgramDictLarge is trained on dictionary created by
G2P tool automatically trained on large word list derived from the word corpora. The dark gray denotes
the baseline systems WRD and WRDRED. The multigram pruning parameter of trained multigrams is
c0 = 5 for both systems.

Figure 8: Dependency of the hybrid multigram systems WAC, UBTWV accuracy and lattice size on the
SWIP parameter for two different subword models. The HybridMgramDictLVCSR is trained on the hand
made LVCSR WRDRED dictionary. The HybridMgramDictLarge is trained on dictionary created by
G2P tool automatically trained on large word list derived from the word corpora. The dark gray denotes
the baseline systems WRD and WRDRED. The multigram pruning parameter of trained multigrams is
c0 = 5 for both systems.

the decoder after loading the recognition network and the
acoustic model. Real-time factors are measured without
feature extraction which has a constant RT factor and
is the same in all experiments. Also, time consumed by
spoken term detection algorithm is not included into RT
factor, because it represents only fraction of the time.
Both RT factor and allocated memory depend on the im-
plementation of the decoder, so they can vary for differ-
ent decoders. Decoding speed is tested on IntelR⃝ XeonR⃝

CPU, model E5345 at frequency 2.33GHz processor with
sufficient size of RAM.

Table 2 compares hybrid systems to the baseline ones from
memory and lattice size (index size), accuracy and speed
points of view. The first part of the table compares base-
line systems. We see that xwrd multigram baseline system
is significantly (up to 8 times) slower and produces signif-
icantly larger index (up to 18 times) compared to WRD.
On the other hand, the multigram xwrd system with un-
igram LM consumes only one tenth of RAM compared
to the other systems. The multigram xwrd system was
chosen as the baseline system of OOV terms detection
because it reaches the highest UBTWV-OOV accuracy.

A combined baseline system is combination of base-
line systems (WRDRED and xwrd) after the decoding, on
the search level. “Combined”UBTWV-IV accuracy is the
accuracy of WRDRED system, UBTWV-OOV accuracy
is the accuracy of xwrd system. RT factor and index size

are sums of word and sub-word systems.

Selected hybrid HybridMgramDictLVCSR2gr system is
compared to baseline systems. The UBTWV accuracy
is close to saturated accuracies of the combined baseline
system. If the baseline systems are tuned to produce com-
parable accuracy and speed, this hybrid system achieves
only 34% of the index sizes of the baseline systems. The
UBTWV-OOV accuracy deterioration is 0.027 against the
“reasonably” saturated xwrd multigram baseline 0.642.
The UBTWV-IV accuracy improvement is 0.029 against
the “reasonably” saturated WRDRED baseline 0.694.

The analysis of CPU and memory or disk consumptions
of hybrid systems shows that hybrid systems can be faster
and reduce needed disk space for storage of the indexes.
However, a hybrid system tuned to achieve accuracy com-
parable to “saturated” combined baseline system is about
two times slower (see the thesis). If the accuracy is not
the most important quality of STD system, hybrid system
can provide very good performance. The needed decod-
ing time can be reduced by 10% and the index size by
66% at the cost of 5% deterioration of UBTWV accuracy
(HybridMgramDictLVCSR2gr system).

We conclude, that hybrid system based on LVCSR vocab-
ulary (HybridMgramDictLVCSR2gr) is faster and con-
sumes less memory than the HybridMgramDictLarge2gr
system. This is caused by about two times smaller sub-
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Figure 9: Dependency of the hybrid multigram systems word accuracy and UBTWV accuracy on the
subword model. The HybridMgramDictLVCSR and the HybridMgramDictLarge systems are evaluated
also with bigram language model in the subword part (* 2gr). The dark gray denotes the baseline systems
WRD and WRDRED.

Figure 10: The dependency of the hybrid multigram systems word accuracy and UBTWV accuracy on
the lattice size while parameter SWIP is tuned. The HybridMgramDictLVCSR and the HybridMgram-
DictLarge systems are evaluated also with bigram language model in the subword part (* 2gr). The dark
gray denotes the baseline systems WRD and WRDRED.

word part. Also, the decoder can influence the RT factor.
We noticed that the RT of HybridMgramDictLarge2gr
system for higher beam pruning increased significantly
more than linearly. This was not observed in case of WR-
DRED system.

8. Conclusion and discussions
The thesis deals with spoken term detection. The corner
stone of this thesis is dealing with out-of-vocabulary terms
which are not present in dictionary of word-based speech
recognizer. We investigate into combination of word and
subword approaches to get the best search accuracy (es-
pecially for out-of-vocabulary words) having the highest
search speed and the lowest memory consumptions.

Several systems were described and tested in this thesis.
We aimed at evaluation of spoken term detection accu-
racy. The accuracy was evaluated on 3h of conversational
telephone speech. We searched for nearly 400 terms (hav-
ing up to 4 words) where about one third contains at least
one out-of-vocabulary word.

The Upper-Bound-Term-Weighted-Value (UBTWV) was
used as the primary evaluation metric. We derived this
metric from Term-Weighted-Value (TWV) defined by
NIST. The difference is in calibration of terms’ scores to
one global threshold. The UBTWV shifts the terms con-
fidences to maximize term’s TWV for threshold 0. Terms
are then pooled and average upper-bound TWV is calcu-
lated. By this, we can effectively bypass the calibration of
scores and concentrate on the actual system’s accuracy.

We also evaluated word accuracy and size of output pro-

duced by systems. The size of the output is important
from the practical point of view.

The baseline LVCSR system was used to demonstrate the
effect of missing words in the vocabulary. We have shown
a deterioration of spoken term detection and word recog-
nition accuracy. The baseline recognizer was also used to
demonstrate tuning the recognizer to “reasonably best”
accuracy.

One of set of subword systems were phone multigram sys-
tems. We adopted the approach of phone multigrams
published by Deligne and Bimbot [3]. First, we found
the optimal configuration of phone multigram model ac-
cording to spoken term detection accuracy. We proposed
two new multigram models with constraints (nosil and
noxwrd). These constrained phone multigrams were found
superior to the baseline multigrams. Beside the evalu-
ation of term confidences, we evaluated also the influ-
ence of number of out-of-vocabulary term segmentations
to multigrams. It was found, that this number of seg-
mentations has significant impact only on the accuracy of
out-of-vocabulary term detection. The conclusion is that
constrained multigrams significantly overcome standard
multigrams and phones. This system is more accurate,
faster and produces smaller lattices.

The last contribution were hybrid word-subword systems.
A framework based on WFST was defined for construc-
tion of hybrid word-subword language models. We inves-
tigated also the dependency of size of lattices and accu-
racy on parameters of hybrid language model. A hybrid
system can achieve higher accuracy than a word system
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System LM RAM RT UBTWV wrdSIZE
order ALL IV OOV sum wrd swrd

WRD 2 550MiB 1.36 0.724 0.727 0.715 0.190 0.190 –
WRDRED 2 470MiB 1.32 0.486 0.694 – 0.190 0.190 –

xwrd 1 22MiB 7.11 0.537 0.492 0.642 3.540 – 3.540
HybridMgramDictLVCSR2gr 2 + 2 1855MiB 8.62 0.691 0.723 0.615 1.100 0.440 0.700

Table 2: Comparison of memory and CPU requirements of hybrid systems. Column order denotes the
order of used language models. 2 + 2 means bigram word and bigram subword LM. Occupied memory
after the recognition network is loaded by the decoder is in column RAM. RT is the estimated real time
factor. Columns UBTWV and wrdSIZE denote the accuracies and index sizes of particular systems. The
first part of the table (the first 3 rows) compares baseline word and subword systems. The last line of
the table shows hybrid system. The real time factor is estimated on IntelR⃝ XeonR⃝ CPU, at frequency
2.33GHz.

having comparable size of produced lattices.

We trained phone multigram model only on pronunciation
vocabulary. The baseline hybrid system was based on pro-
nunciation multigrams derived from LVCSR dictionary
(similarly as proposed by Bazzi [1]). We extended this
baseline system further by training the multigram model
on large dictionary of out-of-vocabulary words. This sys-
tem achieved slightly better accuracy. We tested the in-
fluence of automatic grapheme-to-phoneme production of
pronunciations of out-of-vocabularies on the spoken term
detection accuracy. The influence was not significant.

The second extension was incorporation of bigram lan-
guage model over multigrams in the subword part of the
hybrid recognizer. The effect of stronger subword model
becomes evident on the accuracy of out-of-vocabulary
terms and smaller lattice size.

The hybrid system was evaluated from the lattice size
and computational speed points of view. This should en-
sure practical applicability of the proposed system. We
found that hybrid system can achieve slightly worse ac-
curacy with significant reduction of lattice size and the
same speed compared to the combined word and multi-
gram systems. From pure accuracy point of view, this
could be considered a failure of the proposed approach,
but in our opinion, this drawback is largely compensated
by its simplicity and efficiency – keep in mind that in the
combination of word and multigram systems, the data
must be processed separately by both systems which is
much more complicated.
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Abstract
In this paper we summarize the rationale, motivation,
and functionality of our method for visualizing ontolo-
gies based on the notion of ontology summaries and key
concepts that are most likely to describe the topical focus
of a given ontology. This approach offers an alternative
to the usual top-down browsing of extensive ontological
trees, and our preliminary studies show that people are
more likely to comprehend the topicality of a given on-
tology from the key concepts than they would be from
the top-level classes. Inspiration for the approach mostly
came from natural human approach to tackle problems at
different levels of analysis. These different levels of anal-
ysis are instantiated here in the form of (i) calculating
conceptual summaries of loaded ontologies, (ii) enriching
these with topological summaries, and (iii) providing a
selection of interactive means to get a quick snapshot of
what the ontology in question is about.
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1. Introduction
Many past projects developing semantic tools paid only
limited attention to users - with the result that ontology
engineering technology is tried and discarded by users af-
ter a brief trial. Needs of non-experts has been neglected
so far which resulted in unwillingness to accept ontology
as a useful and formally correct resource of information.
The major reason for existing ontology tools being dis-
carded by users is that they are simply too difficult to
use. Among the functionalities that capture the eye of
most users, many existing tools provide reasonable edit-
ing facilities and some visualization/navigation support.
However, as proven in two large scale studies of main on-
tology engineering environments [4], the user support is
far from ideal. Among many identified issues, several of
them are considered major from our perspective:

• studies revealed that complex graphs and lenghtly
trees starting at the abstract levels as primary visual
elements are generally found to be a poor metaphor
for user needs, and only tended to add the already
steep learning curve for a non-expert user.

• while Protege users surveyed about their experi-
ence with visualization, they often claimed that such
tools are too complex and do not reflect users’ mod-
els of what they would normally want to see in un-
familiar ontologies.

• we also discovered that non-experts often find them-
selves less efficient due to the lack of simple visual-
ization and navigation support especially in terms
of obtaining overviews of provided ontologies.

• generally, visual interaction was probably the area
where participants had strongest reactions, comment-
ing on confusing presentation that leads to a plod-
ding search across the whole collection of entities in
an ontology.

The above section of observations from the previous user
studies motivated us to propose an idea of visualization
and visual interaction based on ontology summaries. The
reason why the summaries caught our attention is sim-
ple - with a number of tools allowing users to access and
reuse ontological resources, it is more likely a user comes
across ontologies, which s/he needs to make sense of, to
quickly preview them and decide whether they are worth
downloading. Obviously, it is impossible to make a deci-
sion based on ontology URI that has no descriptive value,
nor the whole content of ontology which provides usually
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too much information to be digested. Here is where sum-
maries come to provide shortened presentation, highlight-
ing the most important features of an evaluated ontology.
As a result, the three key pillars were defined in order to
tackle all mentioned issues:

1. Focus on non-experts who deals with ontologies with-
out having deep insight of formalism or logic and
encourage them to take advantages of such an ap-
proach in the same way as users works with the In-
ternet without having understanding of related tech-
nologies.

2. Neglecting the ontologies re-use: Even though ma-
jority of ontologies are developed to suit particular
problem or certain type of task, the main benefit of
this technology is the possibility of re-use for future
applications. When building a new ontology it is
better to do it by re-using existing ontologies rather
than developing everything from scratch. Ontology
re-use, which is one of basic paradigms of knowledge
modelling, is a challenging problem due to lack of
existing techniques and tools.

2. Key principles
In this section of the paper we present key steps on the
way from ontology to its meaningful snapshot by facilitat-
ing the process of ontology understanding. While details
of this transition can by found in [8], a brief explanation
of key principles of our approach will be provided.

Vector description of the domain Vector description
is the most essential step that aims to summarize in-
formation about a domain which is being described.
It stores relevant information into a vector of weighted
terms where weight reflects importance of a particu-
lar term regarding the domain. The domain is there-
fore represented by one vector that may be used as
a reference entity for comparison.

Key concepts acquisition When deciding on importance
of particular parts of ontology and searching for con-
cepts with the highest information value it is vital
to be able to rank concepts according to their im-
portance. The notion of key concepts is based on
topological as well as cognitive measures and was
developed on Knowledge Media institute. In terms
of reducing information overload, key concepts are
used as a representation of all concepts in ontology.

Vector description of the key concepts Vector that
contains the description of a concept regarding its
ontology and it is built using related (neighbour)
concepts to cover the context of the described con-
cept. Thus, vector description is created for each
key concept from ontology and all these vectors to-
gether yields definition of an ontology.

Similarity measures All former steps give a setting where
two kinds of vector descriptions are available (vec-
tors of domains; vectors of the ontology) and then
each key concept vector can be compared with all
domain vectors to quantify similarities. The highest
value across the whole collection of similarities de-
termines the best match between key concepts and
domain.

Visualisation in context In spite of key concepts be-
ing fairly solid approximation of an ontology, they
are ambiguous and on their own are hardly enough
to conceive the meaning. Here is where the geo-
graphical maps come to help us better explain the
meaning of key concepts based on context. In this
metaphor the domains act as a background of a map,
defining area of interest or setting of reference. Key
concepts representing points are distributed on the
map . Together they create a comprehensible and
sensible way of explaining key concepts (and conse-
quently also an ontology) to non-experts.

Navigation in ontology All existing tools for visuali-
sation of ontologies [5] are provided with navigation
functionality as ontologies are often too complex to
be depicted altogether. Facilitation of navigation is
without a doubt essential and helps a user to better
define his requirements.

The process of ontology re-use support is laid above, par-
ticularly in terms of determining suitability of particular
ontology from predefined criterion. Forthcoming sections
discuss this process in deeper granularity.

3. Vector description of the domain
Ontology concept is much more than just a label that is
used to refer to the concept in natural language. Typ-
ically such a concept is set in certain kind of environ-
ment1 which further extends its meaning and makes it
a formal, unambiguous description of the object. Many
existing visualization techniques depict ontology objects
solely as terms regardless their context or environment.
On the other hand, though, there is a strong demands
for comprehensible and brief view presented by a visual-
ization tool, missing out inconspicuous information about
the ontology.

However contradicted this specification appears to be, it
can be fulfilled with intelligent data filtering and analysis
of data significance. We tackled those requirements by
using vector space model, an algebraic model for repre-
senting text documents (or any other object) as vectors
of identifiers [7]. The vector space model is well estab-
lished within information retrieval and commonly used
for representing text documents.

di = (wi1, . . . , wiM ) (1)

The equation 1. defines a vector, where wik is weight of
term tik in document di. By applying the vector space
model with the domain of interest in the role of a doc-
ument, we end up with exactly the same formula repre-
senting importance of terms regarding particular domain.
The domain represents a reference entity against which
the ontology is compared. Thus it is, in some extent, a
golden standard but unlike the traditional golden stan-
dard, this one is generated automatically.

By creating so-called vector description of the domain,
that consists of terms which fit into a particular domain

1other related concepts along with their relations and
properties
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Figure 1: Scheme of generating the vector descrip-
tion of a domain shows actual steps of processing
the input keyword alongside information flows be-
tween these steps.

Figure 2: Graphs of two ontologies, where green
nodes refers to original concepts whilst blue ones
are their nearest surroundings.

with various degrees (represented by weights), we obtain a
fairly solid approximation of the domain.The idea was to
gather terms which are relevant to the domain in order to
increase precision while comparing to an ontology. Such
a representation not only captures real circumstances but
it is as precise as all ontologies concerning the domain
(included in the used ontology corpus).

At the beginning of building the vector representing a do-
main is a keyword2, a label of the domain serving as a root
around which all related terms are grouped. The search
engines (e.g., [1], [3]) are keyword based and so they can
find ontologies where a specified keyword has emerged in
the name of classes, instances or other concepts. When a
concept containing the keyword is found in an ontology,
we tend to explore the nearest neighbours (sub/super re-
lated concepts) e.g., isA link or any other bound in/from
the original concept.

An example of two relevant ontologies is on Fig.2, where
the keyword is in green block (Academic Employee is the
original concept3) and neighbour concepts are in blue
blocks ( for the graph on the left: owl:Thing; Lecturer;
PhD Student). Only direct neighbours are taken into con-

2It also may be several keywords to describe one domain
if necessary.
3Concept in which the keyword has occurred.

sideration as they represent the closest context of the orig-
inal concept. All other concepts in ontology (on the pic-
ture in orange) have no bond with original concept and
so they are left out from further calculations. The exact
match between concept name and the user specified key-
word is not required and therefore even concept Academic
is considered original.

Ontology comprises a range of information though only
labels and local names of concepts are found interesting
for our purposes. The word concept includes classes, prop-
erties and individuals.

Afterwards, the obtained sub graph of ontology is being
processed and decomposed into terms. In order not to
lose data carried by links, these are reflected into initial
weights. As depicted on the Fig.2, surrounding concepts
extend the definition of the original concept found in the
ontology4. At first, initial weights are established for orig-
inal concept Academic Employee:

• for a Class the initial weight is wO = 10 + G;

• for an Individual it is wO = G;

• otherwise: wO = 1.

Weight for contextually-bounded is derived taking in ac-
count two measures, first of which is the initial weight of
the original object and the second is the number of terms
in its label5 as follows:

• Super object i.e. owl:Thing :

w =
wO + G

l

• Sub object i.e. Lecturer, PhD Student :

w =
wO

l

The label of each object typically consists of one or more
words (e.g. Musical Instrument). In the formula l stands
for the number of terms in the label/local name. The con-
stant G that emerges in almost every formula is a value
that reflects users̈ı£¡ requirements in terms of general-
ity. In other words: user can prefer more general objects
to less general objects. Thus, user is given the opportu-
nity to express the preference by a number on the scale
from 1 to 10 (1=least general; 10=very general). The de-
scribed calculation is performed on every ontology, where
the keyword was found. Several partial vectors (each for
one ontology) are then aggregated into one final vector of
the domain. The initial weight for certain term reflects its
importance regarding certain ontology, in case we want to
extend it on the whole ontology corpus, weights must be
aggregated for each occurrence of the term in all partial
vectors. At this point the initial weights are being ag-
gregated in case one term is present more than once in
partial vectors according to formula:

4All calculations are performed only on the left side graph
to keep it simple
5When no label is defined then local name is taken
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TF (tij) =
n∑

k=1

wk (2)

Final weight is marked as term frequency (TF) of the
term tij

6 in Eq.2 while wk are partial weights aggregated
across the whole collection of n vectors. This aggregation
that has been made then leaves us with vectors of terms
ordered by their importance regarding the domain.

Term frequency (or in our case term importance) has been
proven useful within information retrieval mainly because
of its simplicity [7]. Despite the term frequency being an
enhancement of term-weighting, the use in isolation can-
not ensure an acceptable retrieval performance. Specifi-
cally, when the high frequency terms are not concentrated
in a few particular documents, but they are instead dis-
tributed across the whole collection, all documents tend to
be retrieved - and this severely affects the search precision.
Here is where inverse document frequency comes along to
help to suppress negative aspects of using term frequency
solely. The reason why IDF has not been adopted into
our technique is that retrieving term frequency in the rest
of the corpus causes further delays what results in the de-
crease of practicality of the proposed approach. What we
did though was making a use of vectors which we have
accessible already (typically user compares an ontology
against several similar domains for which the description
vector was generated and these are accessible) and com-
pute inverse document frequency out of them, considering
occurrences of tested terms in other vectors while these
vectors play the role of corpus. In other words: the IDF
factor varies inversely with the number of vectors dfij to
which a term is assigned and collection of N vectors.

IDF (tij) = log10
N

dfij
(3)

Final weight is therefore computed by using Eq.2 and 3:

wij = TF (tij)IDF (tij) (4)

After computing weights for all terms from all different
domains we can build the Vector space model :

F (N ×M) =




d1
d2
...

dN


 =




w1,1 w1,2 · · · w1,M

w2,1 w2,2 · · · w2,M

...
...

. . .
...

wN,1 wN,2 · · · wN,M




(5)

Vector space model contains vector description of N do-
mains while every domain is defined by its vector descrip-
tion of the length M.

4. Key concepts summary
Vector description discussed in the previous section serves
as a reference model of the domains against which ontolo-
gies may be compared and found the best match between

6j-th term in the vector description for i-th domain.

the ontology and a domain. When comparing two data re-
sources it is crucial for them to be in the same form which
is not fulfilled in this case. The ontology is represented
by a complex graph that cannot be directly compared to
the vector. The problem was resolved by transforming
the ontology into vectors to resemble domains vector de-
scription.

The transition from the graph to a set of vectors is made
in two steps:

1. Key concepts identification

2. Vector description of the key concepts

Whereas the former deals with reducing the total num-
ber of concepts in ontology and replacing them with only
those with the highest information value, the latter ex-
tends the definition of found key concepts by building
vectors from their context.

4.1 Key concepts identification
The work in this paper is associated with the approach
taken by Peroni [2] that is based on identifying so-called
key concepts in an ontology, to generate a meaningful
snapshot of an ontology and facilitate the process of ontol-
ogy understanding. The notion of key concepts is highly
subjective, but one easily follows the rationale of choosing
n best descriptions of the content of a particular ontol-
ogy. The motivation of key concepts identification was,
to some extent, to reflect the role of so-called natural cat-
egories of the cognitive science.

While specific details on transition from the abstract no-
tion of natural categories to specific ontology measures
can be found in [2], we summarize the main aspects used
in our visual extension of the original algorithm. The two
core cognitive measures in choosing key descriptions for
an ontology are:

concept centrality is a common measure e.g. in social
network analysis, where it indicates how many times
a given node appears in all paths between the root
and leaves.

label simplicity reflects the number of compound terms
forming the concept name.

While the algorithm maximizes the former measure, the
latter measure is minimized (preferring simpler names to
more complicated ones). Applying these measures leave
us with concepts located in the middle layer of taxon-
omy as they are more expressive, in terms of user un-
derstanding. General concepts at the top of taxonomy,
having covered almost all the other concepts in the ontol-
ogy, are often too general and have several meanings. On
the other side of the scale are specific concepts located at
the bottom of the taxonomy which are so specific that are
unknown to a non-expert user.

4.2 Vector description of key concepts
Key concepts on their own are a good approximation of
the ontology content, they form essentially a list. One can
then choose a list with five, ten or more items to reflect
the breadh and granularity of coverage. In order to move
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Figure 3: Graph of the evaluated ontology. Key
concept in green square and all concepts consid-
ered when building vector description in orange
blocks.

to proper ontology summaries we add to the labels appro-
priate topological data and context. The introduction of
topology is essentially about linking the currently selected
key concepts taking into account the actual isA hierarchy
of the visualized ontology. Three types of connections are
calculated to cover context:

1. direct serialization (isA or subClassOf )

2. direct instantiation (typeOf )

3. distant ancestor

Whilst first two types are self-explanatory, the last one
needs to be specified. The distant ancestor to a key con-
cept is such a concept that has no direct connection with
the key concept but an indirect path exists. Its simple
definition is: C0 < isA > C1 < isA > C2 < isA > C3

exists in a given ontology, possibly within maximum k
number of hops, where C3 is key concept. In that partic-
ular case, the distant ancestor is considered C1 regarding
the key concept C3. This extension against domain vector
description was done to extend the size of the final vector
description of a key concept.

The rest of the key concept vector description calcula-
tion performs according to the same pattern as vector de-
scription of the domain. The only difference is that while
the domain vector description is aggregated from several
partial vectors, the key concept description has only one
vector as there is only one ontology.

5. Similarity measures of vector descriptions and
their visualization

In order to establish semantic similarity of two elements,
we need to have more than just their names. Technique
employed to collect and store information about domains
and/or key concepts were discussed in the previous sec-
tions and once the necessary background calculations are
done we can make a use of these data.

The reason for creating vector descriptions for domains
and key concepts is to create homogeneous resources which
may be compared mutually, resulting in establishing se-
mantic similarity for a pair (key concept - domain). The

similarity (so-called cosine similarity) is calculated by the
formula:

Sk =

m∑
l=1

xilxjl

√
m∑
l=1

x2
il

m∑
l=1

x2
jl

After performing the calculation for every pair (key con-
cept - domain) we obtain similarities S(xi, xj) where xi is
the vector of i-th key concept and xj is the vector of j-th
domain. Similarity matrix is then defined as:

S =




S11 . . . S1M

...
. . .

...
SN1 . . . SNM




The similarity matrix is subsequently used to determine
the best fit for every key concept which is used to create
topical map out of domains7 and key concepts8.

On the Fig.4 there is a screenshot of proposed visualiza-
tion technique implemented as a plug-in for NeOn tool-
kit. The picture consists of two elements which are back-
ground and an ontology being visualized. The background
serves mostly as a definition of user interest, what the user
is actually looking for, while coming across various ontolo-
gies. Thus background is a reference environment that
helps the user to assess or interpret various parts of an on-
tology and as such defines the appearance of the visualised
ontology. The yellow circles on the other hand represent
the ontology as a set of concepts with their mutual con-
nections. To avoid overwhelming presentation only key
concepts are depicted. These therefore are concepts with
the highest significance and, to some extend, replace all
other concepts in the ontology.

The key concepts do not entirely replace the other con-
cepts but are used as primary visual elements rather than
using root on abstract level of taxonomy (such as
owl:Thing). In this way we are presenting to users more
data without actually increasing the screen estate or di-
verging from the nature of visualized information.

Another innovation that is implemented in our summary-
driven visualization is inspired by the notion of term (tag)
popularity that is pretty familiar from the Web 2.0 appli-
cations. The original idea refers to terms in a respective
tag cloud and often suggests that tags in smaller fonts
are less important. Nonetheless, the idea of associating
some ontological measure with the size of the visualized
concepts has proven to be reusable and therefore used in
our technique.

In our case we associate the sizing of key concepts with
the abstract notion of conceptual zooming. Conceptual
zooming can be easily explained using the map metaphor
mentioned earlier. The main principle is that the amount
of data (e.g. cities) shown in the map depends on the

7on the background of the map
8representing points on the map
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Figure 4: Screenshot of the visualization based on summaries. The domains of interest at the background
define an environment in which an ontology (in this case the musicontology.owl) is depicted.

zoom level and that in turn corresponds to the map scale.
The key concepts take advantage of the subjective nature
of how much does one need to describe an ontology. Since
the concepts that are shown among the top ten are also
shown in top twenty, one can consider them more impor-
tant in sense of being more likely to be used by human in
summarizing what a given ontology is about.

In our extension we thus emulate key concept importance
by the information value it adds to the ontology summary.
Once we calculate the importance for each concept per se,
one can then introduce an action of conceptual zooming
or zooming at the conceptual level i.e. adding or removing
key concepts (and the related direct or distant links) to
the ontology summary. And all this in addition to the
usual zoom of showing closer details of an image.

6. Experimental analysis
Discussed points of the developed visualization technique
were sustained by large scale study [4] which identified
a number of key points where existing visualization tech-
niques obtained negative comments from non-experts. We
aimed to address all the concerns (highlighted in the fist
section) and make sure that proposed approach meets the
user’s demands.

6.1 Methodology and basic conditions
The described functionalities were embedded in the NeOn
toolkit that gave us a chance to evaluate this approach
with users. Evaluations were carried out with 5 ontology
experts each of which had a brief introduction to the tool
followed by a trial of all the functionalities on one on-
tology. Members of the group were chosen to have good
grasp of existing visualization tools and therefore be able
to compare them in terms of usability.

The ontology used during evaluation was picked bearing
in mind its quality, scale and topic. All three parameters
affect appraisal of experts and balance among these pa-
rameters impacts results heavily. With regard of compre-
hensibility, musiontology.rdf (for the music domain being
generally familiar) was chosen. The used ontology, cre-

ated in RDF specification, contains:

• 1696 triplets (statements),

• 83 classes,

• 119 properties,

• 14 instances.

The maximum depth of ontology is 5 whereas the average
depth is 2-3 classes. The picture Fig. 4 shows the musi-
contology.rdf as presented to experts in the experiment.

6.2 Results
Experts stressed the feature of depicting key concepts on
the map where the user can easily see the coverage for each
segment of the map. This is particularly interesting when
developing an ontology to identify the bits of ontology
which need a further development.

Map of terms shown as the background evoke semantic
distance within a scope9 although semantic distance is
implemented on the level of relationship key concept -
background10.

Negative comments were made on the process of adding
key concepts on the map, when the position is constantly
changing to ensure good visibility all key concepts. Ex-
perts claim it to be confusing to users, making an impres-
sion that key concepts change their assessment.

Along the new method of depicting an ontology, our tool
provides also more traditional approach of tree view visu-
alization, ordering key concepts into hierarchical layers.
This feature was considered as useful though they pro-
posed the indented list to be more appropriate in its full
length. This would be in contradiction with the aim to

9Distance on the map does not reflect similarity in mean-
ing and terms are within a scope distributed randomly

10not key concept - key concept
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alleviate cognitive load of users, let alone the fact that the
same approach was taken by Protege[6] developers.

Similarly, some experts do not find the grid useful. The
grid works, in some extend, as a splitter which unambigu-
ously determines borders of each scope and consequently
asses key concepts to scopes.

7. Conclusion
In the paper we presented motivation, rationale and ex-
planation of several user interaction capabilities embed-
ded in our visualization technique for visualizing ontolo-
gies based on their conceptual summaries. The core of
the presented approach is in working with ontology sum-
maries instead of top-down hierarchical trees (or forests).
To this extend an algorithmic suite for identifying key
concepts was developed and extended by topological and
navigational summaries.

The different way of facilitating the process of ontology
understanding, as laid out in paper, simplifies the process
of ontology understanding and makes a counterpart to
traditional methods which were proven ineffective. The
implemented visualization tool, underlying the proposed
approach, relies on and takes advantage of several third-
party products:

Watson necessary for a part of the functionality of the
key concept algorithm as well as vector description
of the domain, where Watson’s index acts as an on-
tology corpus. Watson also covers the access to the
ontology corpus, whereby we gather information ei-
ther about key concept11 or domain12.

Graph visualization is built on top of the JUNG (Java
Universal Network/Graph library), which is an Open
Source product supporting basic graph models.

Other libraries comprise a range of previously devel-
oped software modules supporting XML parsing, work
with taxonomies, etc.

While testing the implemented prototype, a set of draw-
backs has been spotted which influence in negative way
the final results of the algorithm. Due to the inequality
of distribution of ontologies in the used corpus, in terms
of covering the domains, we encountered a lack of quality
ontologies in some domains. The quality of the corpus
towards particular domain is crucial as having a signif-
icant effect on the quality of vector description for the
domain. Important point to raise is that if in ontologies
are favoured terms that are general, the specific concepts
will be excluded from the vector and consequently from
the comparison process.

Another in-built issue we became aware of when scaling
the test is the latency for extra popular13 domains. This
problem was resolved via a cache scheme, storing vectors
calculated in the past.

Next limitation is due to low-quality ontologies indexed in
an ontology corpus. These ontologies are either automat-

11when building vector description of the key concept
12while describing domain by vector description
13popularity is measured by the number of ontologies
which describe the domain

ically generated or are created without following common
practice. Since these are numerous, they are likely to
occur in the vector description. We partially solve the
problem by applying stop words reduction in the vector
together with a heuristic algorithm to the reduce number
of elements in the vector with no information value.

The motivation for the future research should be therefore
to improve the quality of vector description process what
creates a potential for further improvements not only in
the field of ontology visualization but also as a general
representation of the domain that can be used e.g. in clas-
sification. From the perspective of ontology visualization,
the next step should be to extend the technique to visual-
ize more than one ontology at the same time which allows
to see how different ontologies complement/overlap.
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Abstract
We present a model of user preference based on fuzzy sets
and aggregation. The model is implemented in a web-
based system Kore enabling preferential search for many
users with different preferences within one arbitrary do-
main. The implementation includes a tool for top-k search
and a tool for learning user preference from rated objects.
The system was tested by real users and we analyze their
satisfaction with the results according to correlation coef-
ficients. We propose a fuzzified description logic s-EL(D)
as a formal background for the preference model. The
description logic s-EL(D) contains crisp roles and fuzzy
concepts that represent user preference. Fuzzy sets are a
part of a concrete domain D. Fuzzy membership values
generate an order of individuals starting from the most
preferred to the least preferred. Therefore we also de-
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1. Introduction
One of the most challenging problems of current web is
the enormous amount of available data. In addition to
a standard task of finding some necessary piece of infor-
mation, web users often need to perform more complex
tasks like buying some item online, finding a hotel for
holiday, booking a flight, applying for a job. Such tasks
mean searching for the most suitable object from some
domain (like notebooks, hotels, flights, job offers). User
preference in such cases tends to be more complex than
a sequence of keywords. It is closely related with various
attributes like price, location, technical parameters, etc.

Of course, it is possible to find a hotel, notebook or other
item of interest with Google and many users would do
so, but it also requires some manual comparison of found
results. This way we obtain too many results and it is
very hard to filter out the irrelevant ones with keywords.
For example, it is difficult to restrict the search only to
notebooks with a dual-core processor and a price below
400 EUR (a dual-core processor can be also indicated with
“Core 2 Duo”, “Pentium D” or similar). We also lack the
ability to order the search results according to various
attributes like price.

Some e-shops and portals allow users to search for items
according to the attributes and to specify their preferred
values. The specified values are used by the system to gen-
erate a conjunctive query and evaluate it in a database of
all items. However, if we specify one of the requirements
as “a price below 400 EUR”, the system would exclude
also an item that costs 401 EUR, even if it has excellent
values of all other attributes. Therefore using conjunc-
tive queries sometimes leads to losing potentially relevant
results. If a user specifies multiple requirements, it is
not necessarily a conjunction. Some requirements can be
conflicting (e.g. if the user wants both low price and high
quality) and the user may sometimes dispense one require-
ment for the sake of other requirement. For example, the
user may be able to pay a slightly higher price if it means
a significantly higher quality. Instead of returning a set
of items that fulfill the conjunction of the user’s require-
ments, it is more appropriate to return a sequence of items
starting from the most preferred to the least preferred.

This is the problem addressed by preferential search. Ac-
cording to one of the possible definitions used in eco-
nomics, “preference refers to the set of assumptions re-
lating to a real or imagined choice between alternatives
and the possibility of rank ordering of these alternatives,
based on the degree of happiness, satisfaction, gratifica-
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tion, enjoyment, or utility they provide”1. This definition
points out several interesting aspects of user preference –
firstly, preference creates an ordering of objects (ordered
from the most preferred to the least preferred) and sec-
ondly, this ordering is based on different degrees of pref-
erence. We will address both aforementioned aspects of
preference – the representation of user preference, its ac-
quisition and querying are the main topics of our research.

Our own model of user preference is described in Section
2. It is based on preferences to single attributes, specified
as fuzzy sets of preferred attribute values. Instead of a
conjunctive query, we process multiple requirements as a
fuzzy aggregation. The preferential search is performed
with top-k algorithm [6].

The model of user preference is then defined within an un-
derlying formal language called description logic, which
offers the advantage of automated reasoning about the
knowledge. Section 3, contains our own fuzzified descrip-
tion logic together with the description of reasoning tasks,
algorithms and theoretical results. Section 5 investigates
an interesting problem of viewing preference within a de-
scription logic as an order of objects. We also study how
the proposed description logics are related to one another
in Section 6.

Section 7 focuses on an experimental implementation of
a preferential search system. We describe the user in-
terface, representation and access to data and also the
software tools integrated in the system. Then we present
the results of tests and experiments performed to evaluate
the system.

2. Fuzzy Model of User Preference
Let us consider a user searching for a notebook. She can
choose the best notebook according to many attributes:
price, disk size, processor speed, RAM, screen diagonal,
graphic card type, number of USB ports, weight, battery
life, eventually according to specific accessories like infra-
port, bluetooth and various memory card slots. The user
usually considers only a subset of all possible attributes,
so we will also use only a few attributes for the purpose
of this example. Table 1 shows a sample dataset that
will occur in several examples. The data is collected from
different web pages offering notebooks.

Table 1: A sample set of four notebooks with at-
tribute values.

id brand price (EUR) speed (GHz) screen
nb1 Acer 365 2.1 16”
nb2 Asus 500 2.2 17”
nb3 Toshiba 647 1.2 12,1”
nb4 Lenovo 986 1.66 16”

Table 2: A sample dataset of four notebooks with
preference values of user U1.

id CheapU1 FastU1 WidescreenU1 preferred
nb1 1 0.66 0.5 0.8
nb2 0.66 0.72 1 0.73
nb3 0.18 0.12 0 0.13
nb4 0 0.4 0.5 0.22

1http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Preference
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700€400€

Figure 1: Attribute preference CheapU1 with left-
trapezoidal function.

If the user searches for cheap, fast, widescreen notebook,
her possible attribute preferences are shown on the figures
1, 2 and 3. For example, Figure 1 shows that the user U1

is fully satisfied with notebooks that cost up to 400 EUR.
However, she does not prefer notebooks over 700 EUR at
all. Notebooks with price between 400 and 700 EUR are
preferred partially. Notebook nb1 from the table above is
cheap to a degree 1, while nb2 only to 0.66.

speed

1.0

0.0

FastU1

1GHz 2.6GHz

Figure 2: Attribute preference FastU1 with right-
trapezoidal function.

screen
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Figure 3: Attribute preference WidescreenU1 with
right-trapezoidal function.

Every membership functions shows where an “ideal” value
(or an interval of ideal values) of the attribute lies. CheapU1
from Figure 1 shows that an ideal price for user U1 would
be from 0 to 400. However, the ideal value depends on
the user. Other user’s ideal prices could be e.g. from 0
to 600. This is the reason why we add the user identifier
like U1, U2 into the name of the fuzzy set.

An attribute preference also depends on the attribute do-
main. The attributes mentioned above (price, speed and
screen) have numeric values, so they have a natural or-
dering. Such attributes are called ordinal. If two attribute
values are near on the x-axis, their degrees of preference
are usually also similar. Thus user preference can be of-
ten represented with basic fuzzy sets of triangular and
trapezoidal shape (see Figure 4).

The first type (left-trapezoidal function) is typical for at-
tributes like price. Products with lower prices are pre-
ferred more. Right-trapezoidal function is the most com-
mon. It occurs for attributes like speed, power and ca-
pacity, where we can say “the more, the better”. If the
user prefers one value (or an interval of values) somewhere
around the middle of the attribute domain, we get the
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Figure 4: Basic types of membership functions.

trapezoidal type. This may be the case of the attribute
screen. The user may prefer 14” screen, while 12” may
already be too small and 17” may be considered too large
and unwieldy. The last type (inverse) is not very likely to
occur in the domain of notebooks, but it is possible e.g. in
the domain of hotels, for the attribute distance (from the
city center). This type would mean that the user wants
to live either very close to the center or somewhere in a
quiet suburb.

Some attribute domains can not be naturally ordered.
Such attributes are called nominal or crisp attributes.
The attribute brand is an example from the domain of
notebooks. There is only lexicographic order of the words,
but it has nothing to do with preference. Values that are
near in the lexicographic order do not have to be pre-
ferred in similar degrees. However, most users have some
preferred brands. This preference can be represented as
a classical (crisp) set of values, but we use fuzzy sets that
allow some values to be preferred more than the others.
An example can be µ(Toshiba) = 0.9, µ(Lenovo) = 0.8
and µ(Acer) = 0.7. Other values will be preferred to the
degree 0. Compared to nominal attributes, we are not
able to determine the type of the fuzzy set here. Thus
nominal attributes can be a little more complicated for
preferential search and indexing.

If the user has a preference to e.g. three attributes, we
end up with three different preference values (one for each
attribute). The overall preference value is obtained with
her global preference (aggregation). It is formally defined
as a function @• : [0, 1]n → [0, 1], which is monotone
in all arguments and @•(1, . . . , 1) = 1 must hold. One
possible aggregation function is a weighted average. The
weights indicate how much the corresponding attribute
is important for the user. If the user cares about price
and speed of the notebook more than about screen, her
aggregation function can be:

3 · CheapU1(x) + 2 · FastU1(x) + WidescreenU1(x)

6

The preference degrees for attributes price, speed and
screen and overall preference using the aggregation func-
tion above, are shown in Table 2. Notebook nb1 is the
most preferred because the weight related with Cheap is
quite high. If we used other weights, e.g. 1 for CheapU1,
1 for FastU1 and 2 for WidescreenU1, then nb1 would be
preferred to 0.67 and nb2 to 0.85. It is easy to see that
the weights (and more generally, the choice of aggregation
function) have a significant influence on the result.

Other possible aggregation functions are OWA operators
[5], and also fuzzy t-norms and t-conorms. Aggregation
can be viewed as a generalization of both fuzzy conjunc-
tion and fuzzy disjunction. It is also possible to represent
global preference with a set of rules learned from a rated
sample of objects [8].

• GoodNotebookU1(x) > 0.8 IF CheapU1(x) > 0.8 AND
FastU1(x) > 0.5

• GoodNotebookU1(x) > 0.7 IF CheapU1(x) > 0.6 AND
WidescreenU1(x) > 0.4 AND FastU1(x) > 0.5

Every rule consists of a head (e.g. GoodNotebookU1(x) >
0.8) and a body. The body is a conjunction of clauses like
CheapU1(x) > 0.8. If the conjunction is satisfied for some
object x, then it will be preferred at least in the degree
specified in the head of the rule. However, the object
can be preferred to a higher degree as well. If the object
satisfies more than one rule, its overall preference will be
maximum from the values specified in rule heads. For
example, consider the notebook nb1 from Table 2 – it has
local preferences CheapU1(nb1) = 1, FastU1(nb1) = 0.66,
WidescreenU1(nb1) = 0.5. It is easy to see that both
rule bodies above are satisfied. Thus both inequalities
GoodNotebookU1(nb1) > 0.8 and GoodNotebookU1(nb1) >
0.7 must hold. The overall preference will be 0.8, so both
inequalities are satisfied.

3. Scoring Description Logic s-EL(D)

Description logics (DLs) denote a group of formal lan-
guages for knowledge representation. Their main advan-
tage is the ability of reasoning, i.e. inference of the im-
plicit knowledge. The knowledge is represented with con-
cepts and roles. Concepts can be viewed as unary predi-
cates and roles as binary predicates, expressing the rela-
tionships within the domain. There are several descrip-
tion logics differing with their complexity and expressive
power. The difference is in the syntactic constructors al-
lowed to create new, complex concepts. The more con-
structors we allow, the more complex will the resulting DL
be. This also leads to a higher complexity of reasoning
tasks.

The language of our description logic s-EL(D) consists of
a set of atomic concept names NC , atomic role names NR,
individual names NI and constructors NK . DL knowledge
base K = (T , A) consists of a TBox T and an ABox A.
The TBox contains all necessary definitions of complex
concepts. Every definition (TBox axiom) has the form
C ≡ D where C is a name of the new concept and D
is an expression made of simpler concepts and construc-
tors. This definition is treated as a logical equivalence.
ABox can use complex concept and role names defined
in the TBox to create assertions about individuals. We
distinguish role assertions R(a, b) and concept assertions
⟨C(a) ≥ t⟩, where t is a truth value. Thus the TBox con-
tains general knowledge and the ABox contains concrete
knowledge.

Complex concepts in the TBox are created from atomic
concepts according to special syntax rules using construc-
tors (see Table 3). DL s-EL(D) allows only two basic
constructors, concept conjunction C ⊓D and full existen-
tial restriction ∃R.C to create complex concepts. In Table
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Table 3: Syntax and semantics of s-EL(D)
Constructor Syntax Semantics

atomic concept A AI : ∆I → [0, 1]

role R RI ⊆ ∆I × ∆I

top concept ⊤ ⊤I = ∆I × 1

existential restriction ∃R.C (∃R.C)I (a) = sup{CI(b) : (a, b) ∈ RI}
existential restriction ∃u.P (∃u.P )I(a) = sup

b∈∆D
{P (b) : (a, b) ∈ uI}

concept conjunction C ⊓ D (C ⊓ D)I (a) = min{CI(a), DI(a)}
top-k constructor top-k(C) top-k(C)I(a) =

{
CI(a);

∣∣b ∈ ∆I : CI(a) < CI(b)
∣∣ < k

0; otherwise

aggregation @(C1, . . . , Cm) @(C1, . . . , Cm)I(a) = @•(CI
1 (a), . . . , CI

m(a))

3, A is an atomic concept name, C, D are complex con-
cept names, R is a role, u is a concrete role and a, b are
individuals.

The interpretation I consist of a non-empty domain ∆I

and an interpretation function •I . Table 3 shows that
the concepts are interpreted as fuzzy sets of individuals.
Roles, however, are interpreted as classical, crisp binary
relations. An interpretation I is a model of TBox defini-
tion C ≡ D iff ∀x ∈ ∆I : CI(x) = DI(x), ABox concept
assertion ⟨C(a) ≥ t⟩ iff CI(a) ≥ t and role assertions
R(a, b) iff (a, b) ∈ RI .

Apart from standard constructors ⊤, C ⊓ D and ∃R.C,
description logic s-EL(D) contains two new constructors,
namely aggregation @ and top-k. The latter is a special
modifier that leaves the first k membership values of the
concept C unchanged, but it sets all other values to 0.
Note that

∣∣b ∈ ∆I : CI(a) < CI(b)
∣∣ is a set of elements

preferred more than a. If this set contains at least k ele-
ments, then a is not among k most preferred individuals
according to the concept C.

If CI defines a strict ordering of the first k elements, i.e.
CI(a1) > · · · > CI(ak), then top-k(C) is unique. How-
ever, if we wanted to choose top-3(C) for CI(x) = 0.9;
CI(y) = 0.8; CI(z) = 0.7; CI(p) = 0.7; CI(q) = 0.6;
we could take the “strict” order either as (x, y, z, p, q) or
(x, y, p, z, q). So the top-three objects can be (x, y, z) as
well as (x, y, p). Note that top-k(C) from Table 3 includes
an element a if there are less than k elements that have
strictly greater membership value, which means including
all the ties.

Aggregation @ is a generalization of fuzzy conjunctions
and disjunctions, so it can be used as an alternative to
concept conjunction C ⊓ D. Aggregation functions are
m-ary fuzzy functions @•

U : [0, 1]m → [0, 1], monotone
in all arguments and such that @•

U (1, . . . , 1) = 1 and
@U (0, . . . , 0) = 0.

We use a fuzzy concrete domain D introduced by U. Strac-
cia [10], defined as D = (∆D, P redD). In our case, the
domain ∆D = R is a set of real numbers. If we need other
than numerical attribute values, we can easily extend the
concrete domain to contain other values as well (the com-
bination of multiple concrete domains is defined in [2]).
The set of fuzzy predicates PredD = {lta,b(x), rta,b(x),
trza,b,c,d(x), inva,b,c,d(x)} contains monotone and trape-
zoidal fuzzy sets (unary fuzzy predicates). The interpre-
tation of fuzzy predicates is fixed, handled by the concrete
domain.

xa b

1

0

rta,b(x)

xa b

1

0

lta,b(x)

xa c

1

0

trza,b,c,d(x)

b d xa c

1

0

inva,b,c,d(x)

b d

Figure 5: Basic fuzzy sets as elements of the con-
crete domain D.

Figure 5 shows lta,b(x) (left trapezoidal membership func-
tion), rta,b(x) (right trapezoidal), trza,b,c,d(x) (trapezoi-
dal) and inva,b,c,d(x) (inverse trapezoidal) with one vari-
able x and parameters a, b, c, d. Note that the parameters
influence the shape of the membership function to match
user’s attribute preference exactly. The membership func-
tion Cheap from Figure 1 would be defined as lt400,700 be-
cause the function is left trapezoidal (i.e. non-increasing),
all prices below 400 have a membership value 1 and all
prices above 700 have a membership value 0. The param-
eters can be chosen arbitrarily, but they must be fixed
for a concrete predicate. Note that the parameters are
subjective for an individual user U, so that different users
would have different parameters. In case of complex pref-
erential concepts, we add a user identifier like U1 to the
subscript, e.g. CheapU1.

If we want to associate a fuzzy predicate with some role,
i.e. to say that lt400,700 contains only the values of price,
we can use a special case of existential restriction ∃u.P
(e.g. ∃price.lt400,700). It is similar to ∃R.C, but P ∈
PredD is a concrete predicate and u is a concrete role.

4. Subsumption Problem and Instance Problem
in s-EL(D)

We have already mentioned that the main advantage of
DLs is automated reasoning. One of the most commom
reasoning problems is called subsumption problem – a con-
cept C is subsumed by D with respect to a TBox T ,
C ⊑T D, if for every model I of T and every individual
a ∈ ∆I holds CI(a) ≤ DI(a). The subsumption problem
in s-EL(D) can be decided with a structural algorithm,
similar to the algorithm proposed in [9], by finding homo-
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morphism between description trees for concepts D and
C. In the following text, we present our own structural
algorithms, extended from [9] to handle fuzzy predicates.
Note that the algorithms use a subset of s-EL(D) with-
out aggregations and top-k constructor. Let us begin with
some definitions from graph theory.

Definition 1. Let G = (V, E) and G′ = (V ′, E′) be
graphs. A homomorphism from G to G′ is a mapping
ϕ : V → V ′ such that ∀(u, v) ∈ E : (ϕ(u), ϕ(v)) ∈ E′.

We also need the ability to attach a label to any vertex
or edge. Thus we will use labeled graphs:

Definition 2. A labeled graph is defined as a triple
G = (V, E, l), where (V, E) is a directed graph and l is
a labeling function l : V ∪ E → L for some set of labels
L. For every x ∈ V ∪ E, the element l(x) ∈ L is called
the label of x. A labeled tree is a connected labeled graph
without cycles.

It is possible to represent an EL concept as a labeled tree
[9]. If the concept is atomic, it will be represented with
a single vertex, labeled with the concept name. Com-
plex concepts are treated differently – at first we need
to rewrite the concept C into an equivalent normal form
C ≡ D1 ⊓ · · · ⊓ Dn ⊓ ∃R1.C1 ⊓ · · · ⊓ ∃Rm.Cm where Di

denotes an atomic concept and Ci can be either a com-
plex concept in the normal form or a conjunction of con-
crete domain predicates (if Ri is a concrete role). Roles
R1, . . . , Rm must be distinct. This transformation can be
done using commutativity of conjunctions and the fact
that ∃R.(C ⊓ D) ≡ (∃R.C) ⊓ (∃R.D). Subsequently, we
can create the tree: concepts D1, . . . , Dn will form a label
of a vertex v0 and we create a new edge labeled with Ri

for every ∃Ri.Ci. The edge is oriented from the v0 to a
new vertex obtained recursively from Ci. If Ci is a con-
junction of concrete domain predicates, the label will be
a set of predicate names.

Definition 3. A s-EL(D) description tree is defined
as a labeled tree G = (V, E, l), where the labeling function
maps every vertex v ∈ V either to a subset of atomic
concept names or a subset of concrete predicates l(v) ⊂
NC ∪ PredD. Every edge e ∈ E is mapped to a role name
v(e) ∈ NR.

Concrete domain predicates (like lta,b, rta,b, trza,b,c,d,
inva,b,c,d) are allowed to occur only as a part of ∃R.P in
complex concept descriptions, where R is a concrete role
and P is a concrete predicate. Thus the normal from can
also contain a conjunction of concrete predicates. How-
ever, concrete predicates cannot occur in the same con-
junction with concept names. We can solve these two
cases separately.

Crisp subsumption between two fuzzy concepts C and D
can be checked by creating a s-EL(D) description tree
for each concept (let us denote them G(C) and G(D))
and searching for a homomorphism from G(D) to G(C).
Because s-EL(D) trees are labeled, the homomorphism
must match edges with identical labels. If a vertex v
is labeled with concept names, it must be mapped to a

vertex v′ labeled with a superset of the concept names
in l(v) (so that the first concept is more general). On
the other hand, if v, v′ are labeled with predicate names,
we must check if the conjunction of predicates from l(v)
is more general than the conjunction of l(v′). If such
homomorphism is found, the concept D is more general
than C, thus the subsumption C ⊑T D holds.

Definition 4. Let G(D) = (VD, ED, lD) and G(C) =
(VC , EC , lC) be s-EL(D) description trees for concepts D
and C, respectively. A mapping ϕ : VD → VC is a sub-
sumption-homomorphism from G(D) to G(C) iff all of the
following conditions are satisfied:

1. if v0 is a root of G(D) and w0 is a root of G(C),
then ϕ(v0) = w0,

2. lD(v) ⊆ lC(ϕ(v)) for every vertex v ∈ VD which is
labeled with concept names (lD(v) ⊆ NC),

3. (
∧• lC(ϕ(v)))(x) ≤ (

∧• lD(v))(x) for every x ∈ D
and for every vertex v ∈ VD which is labeled with
concrete predicate names (lD(v) ⊆ PredD),

4. (ϕ(v), ϕ(w)) ∈ EC for every edge (v, w) ∈ ED and
the labels are the same lD(v, w) = lC(ϕ(v), ϕ(w)).

Baader, Küsters and Molitor [3] showed that the homo-
morphism can be found in polynomial time for crisp EL.
The only substantial difference in our subsumption algo-
rithm is the presence of concrete predicates. Note that the
definition uses a “big operator” notation of Gödel fuzzy
conjunction

∧•. The expression
∧• lD(v) is a fuzzy con-

junction of concrete predicates that occur in the label of
v and

∧• lC(ϕ(v)) is a fuzzy conjunction of predicates in
the label of ϕ(v). Condition 3 in fact requires a crisp
subsumption between

∧• lC(ϕ(v)) and
∧• lD(v). Now we

need a method to decide subsumption between two con-
junctions of concrete predicates in polynomial time.

Let
∧• lC(ϕ(v)) be P1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm and let

∧• lD(v) be
Pm+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Pm+n, where P1, . . . , Pm, Pm+1, . . . , Pm+n ∈
PredD are arbitrary concrete domain predicates in the
form lta,b, rta,b, trza,b,c,d or inva,b,c,d. Every Pi has pa-
rameters a, b or a, b, c, d that specify points from the con-
crete domain. The membership function is linear between
these endpoints (see Figure 5). Tables 4 and 5 show how
we determine the membership value on different subinter-
vals.

Table 4: Membership values for left-trapezoidal
and right-trapezoidal type.

predicate (−∞, a] [a, b] [b, ∞)

lta,b 1 b−x
b−a

0

rta,b 0 x−a
b−a

1

Table 5: Membership values for trapezoidal and
inverse trapezoidal type.

predicate (−∞, a] [a, b] [b, c] [c, d] [d, ∞)

trza,b,c,d 0 x−a
b−a

1 d−x
d−c

0

inva,b,c,d 1 b−x
b−a

0 x−c
d−c

1

If we use Gödel t-norm, fuzzy conjunction is a minimum
of fuzzy values of all the conjuncts. The resulting fuzzy
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predicate is also defined by a function, which is piece-
wise linear on subintervals of the domain. The endpoints
of the subintervals can be chosen from the parameters
a, b or a, b, c, d of the original predicates, or from the in-
tersections of the increasing or decreasing parts of the
membership functions. Figure 6 shows the conjunction
(thick black line) of a trapezoidal and an inverse trape-
zoidal predicate (gray lines). Thin dashed lines mark the
parameters a, b, c, d and the dotted lines mark the inter-
sections. It is easy to see that if we partition the do-
main into all possible subintervals (using all parameters
and intersections), we only need to choose a function for-
mula according to Table 4 or Table 5 for each predicate in
the subinterval, substitute arbitrary value from the open
subinterval for x and compare the results. Thus we obtain
the function formulas for the conjunction.

1.0

0.0

inv trza ,b ,c ,d1 1 1 1 a ,b ,c ,d2 2 2 2

a2 a1 b2 b1
c2 c1 d2 d1

i1 i2

Figure 6: A conjunction of a trapezoidal and an
inverse trapezoidal predicate.

If we want to find a conjunction of the fuzzy predicates
from Figure 6, we need to check the intervals (−∞, a2],
[a2, a1], [a1, i1], [i1, b2], [b2, b1], [b1, c2], [c2, c1], [c1, i2],
[i2, d2], [d2, d1], [d1, ∞). Let us take interval [a1, i1] as an
example. Since it is a subinterval of [a1, b1], the first pred-
icate inva1,b1,c1,d1 is defined by the formula b1−x

b1−a1
(see Ta-

ble 5). It is also a subinterval of [a2, b2], so trza2,b2,c2,d2

is defined as x−a2
b2−a2

. After substituting any value from

[a1, i1] for x, we find out that b1−x
b1−a1

≥ x−a2
b2−a2

(note that

all the parameters would be numbers in a real example).
Thus the conjunction is defined by a formula x−a2

b2−a2
on

the interval [a1, i1]. Some of the subintervals will have
the same formula in the result, so they can be unified
(like [a2, a1] and [a1, i1] on Figure 6).

The last part of the algorithm is to check crisp subsump-
tion between two conjunctions of fuzzy predicates. We
take all subinterval endpoints from both conjunctions.
Then we check the condition (P1∧· · ·∧Pm)(x) ≤ (Pm+1∧
· · · ∧ Pm+n)(x) for every x in the subintervals. If we find
any intersection inside a subinterval, we can stop, because
the condition could not be satisfied. Otherwise we sub-
stitute a point from the subinterval for x and check if the
first membership function has lower values than the sec-
ond function. If the inequality is checked successfully for
all subintervals, then the crisp subsumption relationship
holds.

Every predicate has at most 4 parameters (a, b, c, d), so
we gain 4m interval endpoints for m predicates in a con-
junction. Moreover, we have to add the number of in-
tersections, which is bounded by 2(m2 − m) (there are
1
2
(m2 − m) possible pairs of predicates, every predicate

membership function has at most two strictly monotonic
parts, so we have to check four intersections for every pair
of predicates). Thus we have at most 2m2 + 2m + 1 in-
tervals. Then we check m function formulas to find the

minimum (the substitution and comparison needs only
constant time for each function). Thus the algorithm for
finding the conjunction of m fuzzy predicates has a com-
plexity O(m3).

The s-EL(D) description trees also help to answer the
question to which degree an individual a is an instance
of a concept C. In addition to description trees, we also
need a graph structure to represent assertions from the
ABox. Such structure will be called s-EL(D) description
graph.

Definition 5. A s-EL(D) description graph is defined
as a labeled graph G = (V, E, l), where the labeling func-
tion maps every vertex v ∈ V either to a fuzzy subset
of atomic concept names or to a concrete value l : V →
NC × [0, 1] ∪ D. Every edge e ∈ E is mapped to a role
name v(e) ∈ NR.

A s-EL(D) description graph can be created from an ABox
the following way:

1. We replace complex concept names with their def-
initions, so that the ABox contains only assertions
with atomic concepts. This means that we replace
⟨(C ⊓ D)(a) ≥ t⟩ with ⟨C(a) ≥ t⟩ and ⟨D(a) ≥
t⟩. The assertion ⟨(∃R.C)(a) ≥ t⟩ is replaced with
R(a, d) and ⟨C(d) ≥ t⟩ where d is a new individual
name. The ABox obtained this way is equivalent to
the original ABox (i.e. it is satisfied by the same
models).

2. We define a set nodes(a) = {(C, t)| ⟨C(a) ≥ t⟩ ∈ A}
for every individual a occurring in the ABox.

3. If (C, t1) ∈ nodes(a) and (C, t2) ∈ nodes(a) at the
same time and t1 ≥ t2, we remove the element
(C, t2).

4. We create a new vertex labeled nodes(a) for every
individual a from the ABox.

5. We also create a new vertex for every concrete value
occurring in the ABox. The label is identical with
the concrete value.

6. For every abstract role assertion R(a, b) from the
ABox we create a new edge labeled with R from
nodes(a) to nodes(b).

7. For every concrete role assertion u(a, b) we create a
new edge labeled with R from nodes(a) to b.

To check the instance problem, it is sufficient to create
a s-EL(D) description tree of a concept C, a s-EL(D)
description graph for ABox A and try to find a suitable
homomorphism ϕ and an evaluation eϕ. If such ϕ and eϕ

exist, then the individual is an instance of the concept C
to a degree eϕ(v0), where v0 is the root of the description
tree. Otherwise the degree is 0.

Definition 6. Let H = (VH , EH , lH) be a s-EL(D)
description graph for an ABox A, let G = (VG, EG, lG)
be a s-EL(D) description tree for a concept C and let
a be arbitrary, but fixed individual. Then an instance-
homomorphism ϕ : VG → VH is a mapping such that:
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1. for every vertex v ∈ VG and every concept C ∈ lG(v)
there exists (C, n) ∈ lH(ϕ(v)),

2. for every edge (v, w) ∈ EG holds (ϕ(v), ϕ(w)) ∈ EH

and moreover the labels remain the same lG(v, w) =
lH(ϕ(v), ϕ(w))

3. if v0 is a root of G, then ϕ(v0) = a.

Definition 7. Let G = (VG, EG, lG) be a s-EL(D) de-
scription tree for a concept C, let H = (VH , EH , lH) be
a s-EL(D) description graph for an ABox A and let ϕ be
an instance-homomorphism from VG to VH . Let ∧G be
an infix notation of Gödel conjunction. An evaluation is
a function eϕ : VG → [0, 1] defined by induction from the
leaves of the description tree:

1. for every leaf v ∈ VG which is labeled with concept
names lG(v) = {C1, . . . , Cn} the evaluation is de-
fined eϕ(v) = C1(ϕ(v)) ∧G · · · ∧G Cn(ϕ(v)), where
Ci(ϕ(v)) = t if (Ci, t) ∈ nodes(v), 0 otherwise.

2. for every leaf v ∈ VG which is labeled with concrete
predicate names lG(v) = {P1, . . . , Pn} the evalua-
tion is eϕ(v) = P1(ϕ(v)) ∧G · · · ∧G Pn(ϕ(v)), where
Pi(ϕ(v)) is determined by the concrete domain

3. for any other vertex w ∈ VG, lG(w) = {C1, . . . , Cn}
there are successors u1, . . . , um. The evaluation is
defined eϕ(w) = C1(ϕ(w)) ∧G · · · ∧G Cn(ϕ(w)) ∧G

eϕ(u1) ∧G · · · ∧G eϕ(um), where Ci(ϕ(w)) = t if
(Ci, t) ∈ nodes(w), 0 otherwise.

The paper [9] proves that the existence of the homomor-
phism can be checked in a polynomial time. We extended
the algorithm with removing complex concepts from the
ABox, computing nodes(a) and the evaluation, which can
be done in polynomial time. Therefore our algorithm also
finishes in polynomial time.

5. Description Logic o-EL(D) with Preorders
Compared to other fuzzified DLs, s-EL(D) defined in the
previous section uses fuzzy membership values to repre-
sent the notion of preference, not vagueness. Every pref-
erence concept in s-EL(D) orders all the individuals from
the domain according to their preference values. Conjunc-
tions or aggregations are necessary to obtain the over-
all order. This principle is similar to the rules of de-
cathlon: athletes compete in ten disciplines, each disci-
pline is awarded according to scoring tables. All scores
are summed up to determine the final order. This is the
case when all precise scores are important to determine
the final score.

There are other cases when the score itself is not impor-
tant, only the order. Recall another example from sport,
namely from Formula 1 car racing: the first ten drivers
gain points according to the point table (25, 18, 15, 12,
10, 8, 6, 4, 2, 1) regardless of their exact time, speed or
headstart. The final order is also determined by summing
up all points. A similar system is used in Tour de France,
where riders can earn points at the end of each stage. The
stages are divided into several types (flat, medium moun-
tain, high mountain) and each type has its own point
table. It is possible to gain extra points for winning time
trials and sprints. These examples show that sometimes

we can neglect the membership values and to consider
only the order of individuals.

Since preference is defined as an ordering of objects, we
will interpret the preference concepts as ordering of the
domain. Such description logic will be denoted o-EL(D)
where o stands for“order”(preliminary versions of this DL
were published in [11, 13, 12]). This approach is original
and does not appear elsewhere, in contrast to fuzzified
DLs which are very popular in DL community.

Every concept in o-EL(D) is interpreted as a non-strict
preorder of the domain. A preorder is a reflexive and
transitive relation. We do not require the antisymmetry
condition (as is required for partial orders) because there
can be two individuals that are not identical despite being
equally preferred. We call such individuals indiscernible
according to the preference concept C. A preorder is total
if for every pair of distinct individuals a, b holds a ≤ b or
b ≤ a.

To emphasize that o-EL(D) concepts are preorders, we
will write them as ≤C and we will sometimes use the infix
notation a ≤J

C b instead of ≤J
C (a, b) for atomic concepts.

Interpretations in o-EL(D) will be denoted J = (∆J , •J )
to be clearly distinguished from the interpretations in s-
EL(D). The interpretation domain ∆J is identical, the
difference is only in the interpretation function •J . If
a ≤J

C b, we say that a belongs to a concept ≤C less
or equal than b. (If ≤C represents user preference, we
say that b is preferred to a (or equally) according to ≤C .
Complex concepts in o-EL(D) are constructed according
to Table 6 (compare with Table 3). Note that roles are
crisp and their interpretation is the same as for s-EL(D).
Also note that lowercase letters in Table 6 denote individ-
uals, except for u which denotes a concrete role. ≤C , ≤D

stand for concepts, R stands for a role and P for a con-
crete predicate.

We use the same concrete domain as in case of s-EL(D).
Typical TBox definitions are ≤C≡≤D. ABox concept as-
sertions have the form a1 ≤C a2 or ≤C(a1, a2) and role
assertions R(a, c).

An interpretation J is a model of the TBox definition
≤C≡≤D if the two preorders are equal ≤J

C =≤J
D. A model

of role assertions R(a, b) is defined exactly as in s-EL(D),
while J is a model of a concept assertion a1 ≤C a2 if
(a1, a2) ∈≤J

C .

If an individual a is preferred to b in two order concepts
≤C and ≤D, the same relationship will hold in the con-
cept conjunction ≤C ⊓ ≤D. The main disadvantage is
that the concept conjunction often produces a partial pre-
order, even if ≤C and ≤D are total preorders. According
to the order-extension principle, it is possible to extend
(≤C ⊓ ≤D)J to a total preorder, but this extension does
not have to be unique. The extension is trivial for finite
domains and it is also possible for infinite domains us-
ing the axiom of choice. However, sometimes it is more
convenient to use aggregation @U instead of concept con-
junction, especially when we consider a conjunction of
more than two concepts.

The semantics of ∃R.≤C is very unusual at the first sight,
so we will explain it with help of s-EL(D). Let s-EL(D)
knowledge base contain the following assertions:
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Table 6: Concept constructors in o-EL(D)
Syntax Semantics

≤A ≤J
A⊆ ∆J × ∆J

R RJ ⊆ ∆J × ∆J

≤⊤ ∆J × ∆J

∃R.≤C {(a1, a2) : ∀c1 (a1, c1) ∈ RJ ∃c2 (a2, c2) ∈ RJ : c1 ≤J
C c2}

∃u.P {(a1, a2) : ∀c1 (a1, c1) ∈ uJ ∃c2 (a2, c2) ∈ uJ : P (c1) ≤ P (c2)}
≤C ⊓ ≤D {(a1, a2) : a1 ≤J

C a2 ∧ a1 ≤J
D a2}

@U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm) @•
U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm)

top-k(≤C) defined below

⟨C(c1) ≥ 0.8⟩
⟨C(c2) ≥ 0.3⟩
R(a1, c1)

R(a1, c2)

⟨C(c3) ≥ 0.5⟩
⟨C(c4) ≥ 0.6⟩
⟨C(c5) ≥ 0.6⟩
R(a2, c3)

R(a2, c4)

R(a2, c5)
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Figure 7: A graphical representation of s-EL(D)
knowledge base.

The same knowledge base is shown on Figure 7. Note
that membership degrees of different individuals in C are
indicated by their vertical position – the individual c1

with the highest membership degree 0.8 is on the top.
Role assertions are indicated with the arcs, as is usual in
ontology visualization.

If we want to find a membership degree of the individ-
ual a1 in ∃R.C, it is sufficient to find a supremum from
CI(c1), CI(c2) and analogously a supremum from CI(c3),
CI(c4), CI(c5) for the individual a2. We find out that
a1 must belong to ∃R.C to a degree at least 0.8 in ev-
ery model, while a2 has a degree at least 0.6. Note that
the supremum is usual in the interpretation of existential
quantifier in all papers concerning fuzzy DLs, regardless
of whether they use crisp or fuzzy roles. It also affects
the properties of fuzzy ∃R.C: if a1 has a higher degree of
membership than a2, we know that for every individual
ci connected with a2 via role R, there exists a better in-
dividual cj connected with a1 (better with respect to the
preference concept C). This feature of fuzzy existential
quantifier is used in our interpretation of ∃R.C in order
description logic o-EL(D).

Figure 8 shows the analogous knowledge base for o-EL(D).
Instead of fuzzy membership degrees, we have only the

c
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Figure 8: A graphical representation of analogous
o-EL(D) knowledge base.

preorder relation to work with. The interpretation of
∃R.≤C will be a preorder as well, so the definition must
specify which pairs of individuals will belong to it. The
pairs (a1, a2) have to fulfill the condition ∀c1 (a1, c1) ∈
RJ ∃c2 (a2, c2) ∈ RJ : c1 ≤J

C c2, which is just a formal-
ization of the condition stated above: for every individual
ci connected with a2 via role R, there exists a better in-
dividual cj connected with a1.

Also note that if the concept ≤C was a total preorder,
then ∃R.≤C will be also total. If the knowledge base
contains two role assertions R(a1, b1) and R(a2, b2), then
their order in the concept ∃R.≤C is the same as in ≤C

(which is total, so it contains either the pair (a1, a2), or
(a2, a1), or both). If the knowledge base contains only
R(a1, c1) and no such assertion for a2 then for every in-
dividual connected with a2 via role R (which is none in
our case), there exists a better individual c1 connected
with a1, so the pair (a2, a1) clearly belongs to ∃R.≤C ac-
cording to the definition. If there are no role assertions
for a1 and a2, then both (a1, a2) and (a2, a1) fulfill the
condition from the definition and so both pairs belong to
∃R.≤C . Thus all individuals that have role assertions
are ordered according to ≤C and all other individuals
share the lowest level of ∃R.≤C . A similar principle was
used in the definition s-EL(D) – if some individual a did
not occur in role assertions with R, then the supremum
sup{CI(b) : (a, b) ∈ RI} had to be chosen from an empty
set and sup ∅ was defined to be 0. The individual a would
have the lowest possible membership value in ∃R.C.

For every @U with arity m and for every m-tuple of or-
der concepts ≤Cj ⊆ ∆J × ∆J an aggregation @•

U (≤C1

, . . . , ≤Cm)J ⊆ ∆J × ∆J is a preorder such that the fol-
lowing holds: if a ≤J

Cj
b for every j = 1, . . . , m, then

(a, b) ∈ @•
U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm)J .

There are many possibilities to define aggregation @•
U .

We will show one possibility inspired by Formula 1 car
race point tables mentioned before. First of all, it is nec-
essary to define the level of an individual a in the inter-
pretation of a concept C. It is the biggest possible length
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of a sequence such that the first element is a and every
following element is strictly greater than its predecessor.

level(a, ≤J
C ) = max

l∈N
{l : ∃b1, . . . , bl ∈ ∆J ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l −

1} : bi ≤J
C bi+1 ∧ bi+1 ̸≤J

C bi ∧ b1 = a}

Next we define a point table for a concept ≤C and user
U. A point table is a non-increasing function over natural
numbers pointU

≤C
: N → N with values like 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3,

2, 1, 0, 0, . . . ending with zeros. The differences between
adjacent values are non-increasing. A pair (a, b) belongs
to aggregation @•

U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm)J if

m∑
j=1

pointU
≤Cj

(level(a, ≤J
C )) ≤

m∑
j=1

pointU
≤Cj

(level(b, ≤J
C )).

This means finding the level of individual a in every pref-
erence concept ≤J

Cj
, then determining the corresponding

points for these levels and sum up all the points. If the
individual b has better levels in the preference concepts
≤J

Cj
than individual a, it will also have more points in

pointU
≤Cj

.

It is also straightforward to define top-k queries. Let Ca =
{c ∈ ∆J : a ≤J

C c ∧ c ̸≤J
C a} be a set of individuals

strictly greater than a in ordering concept ≤C . Then
(a, b) ∈ top-k(≤C)J , iff:

1. a ≤J
C b ∧ |Ca| < k or

2. |Ca| ≥ k

If ≤C was a total preorder, then top-k(≤C) will be also
total. Top-k constructor preserves the original order of
the first k individuals, including the ties. Note that the
first k individuals often occupy less than k levels because
some of them are ties. Concerning the ties on the last in-
cluded level (not necessarily the k-th level), we can either
choose only some of them to fill up the needed amount
of elements, or we can return them all. Here we choose
the latter possibility, even if we end up with more than
k elements in the result, because it makes our definition
deterministic. If some element a has more than k strictly
greater elements in ≤J

C , so that it is beyond the last in-
cluded level (see condition 2), it is made lower or equal
to all other elements, which moves it to the last level in
top-k(≤C)J .

5.1 Order-Oriented Reasoning
Interpreting concepts as preorder relations has one main
drawback – it complicates the reasoning. The relation-
ship between various concept (or role) constructors and
the complexity of reasoning is well explored in descrip-
tion logics. Reasoning with complex roles is known to be
more time-consuming than reasoning in a DL with con-
cept constructors only [1]. Because concepts in o-EL(D)
are also binary relations, we can expect the reasoning to
have higher complexity than the polynomial complexity
in s-EL(D).

Some reasoning algorithms for o-EL can be designed by
modification of structural or tableaux approaches from
classical DLs. There is one more complication – the use
of aggregation functions may easily cause undecidability
of reasoning. Paper [4] proves decidability only for EL(D)

with atomic negation and a concrete domain D with func-
tions min, max, sum. Although aggregation functions are
more suitable to represent user preferences, we replace
them with concept conjunctions for the purpose of rea-
soning. We also leave out top-k constructor which will be
used only in top-k queries [6]. In this section we focus on
instance order problem – to find out if a ≤J

C b holds for
every model J of the knowledge base.

At first we construct the expansion and the transitive clo-
sure of an ABox A:

1. add a ≤C b (the assertion that we want to check)

2. replace all complex concept names in A with their
definitions

3. if a ≤C b ∈ A and b ≤C c ∈ A and a ≤C c /∈ A,
then add a ≤C c

Afterwards we decompose A by applying rules. Every
rule replaces some ABox assertion with new assertions or
constraints. New assertions are allowed to contain vari-
ables instead of individual names. Constraints have the
form P (x, y), where x, y can be values from the concrete
domain or variables and P is a concrete predicate. The
rule R∃ can be used for both abstract and concrete roles.

Table 7: Replacement rules for o-EL(D) ABoxes.
Rule Original assertions Replace with

R⊓ (≤C ⊓ ≤D)J (a1, a2) a1 ≤J
C a2 and a1 ≤J

D a2

R∃ (∃R. ≤C)J (a1, a2) RJ (a2, x) and c1 ≤J
C x

for all c1 such that
(a1, c1) ∈ RJ where
x is a new variable

After no more rules can be applied on ABox A, we end up
with constraints like P (x1, x2) and assertions of the form
x3 ≤C x4 and R(x5, x6). As the next step we try to sub-
stitute individuals and concrete values for the variables so
that all constraints and assertions are fulfilled. For each
variable x and role R we create a set of candidate values
CV (x, R) = {y ∈ ∆J ∪ ∆D : R(a, y) ∈ A ∧ y ̸= x}. We
have to choose one value from each candidate set such
that no predicate assertion P (x, y) is violated. If there is
such a substitution, then a ≤J

C b for every model J . If
not, a ≤J

C b may hold only for some models. A substi-
tution can be found with bMIP (bounded mixed integer
programming) method described in [10].

6. The Relationship between Scoring and Or-
dering Approach

Definitions for s-EL(D) and o-EL(D) are much similar,
but the two logics are not equivalent. At the first sight,
it is obvious that o-EL(D) drops exact membership de-
grees, thus it loses the ability to express some features of
s-EL(D). If we have a “constant” fuzzy concept CI(a) =
w ∈ TVn for every a ∈ ∆I , the corresponding order con-
cept in o-EL(D) will be ≤J

C = ∆J × ∆J , regardless of the
value w. Similarly, if DI(a) ≤ DI(b), the corresponding
order concept contains the pair (a, b) ∈≤J

D, but we lose
information about the difference DI(b) − DI(a).

If we compare a scoring concept C with an ordering con-
cept ≤C , we are concerned about the order of individu-
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als. It is straightforward to define corresponding order-
preserving concept ≤A for every primitive concept A and
for any interpretation AI . We define a ≤J

A b iff AI(a) ≤
AI(b). Concept constructors should also preserve order
of individuals. We start from a scoring concept A, trans-
form it to a corresponding ordering concept ≤A, use corre-
sponding constructors on both concepts and finally com-
pare order of individuals in the results.

Definition 8. Let C be a s-EL(D) concept, ≤C a o-
EL(D) concept. We say that ≤C is generated by C if the
following holds in all interpretations I, J : ∀a, b ∈ ∆I :
a ≤J

C b iff CI(a) ≤ CI(b).

Note that the concrete domain D is already defined in
such a way that ∃u.P is order-preserving. In addition,
the following properties of the concept constructors can
be proved:

Theorem 1. Let ≤C be generated by C. Then ∃R. ≤C

is generated by ∃R.C.

Theorem 2. Let ≤C be generated by C. Then top-
k(≤C) is generated by top-k(C).

The constructor ≤C ⊓ ≤D produces partial preorders.
Because of the minimum function in (C ⊓D)I , we cannot
model this constructor exactly in o-EL(D). There is no
way of comparing elements without fuzzy degrees in two
different preorders.

Theorem 3. Let ≤C be generated by C and ≤D be gen-
erated by D. Then ≤C ⊓ ≤D can be extended to a total
preorder which is generated C ⊓ D.

Note that aggregations are defined differently for o-EL(D)
and s-EL(D), so we cannot claim such a strong relation-
ship between them. The main problem is that we neglect
the exact membership values and we only keep the or-
der of individuals as we move from s-EL(D) to o-EL(D).
Our aggregations are defined in a rather universal way
that allows us to adjust them according to our needs (we
can set the weights in s-EL(D) and the point tables in o-
EL(D)). Thus if we want scoring and order aggregations
to correspond, we have to set the weights and point tables
properly.

Theorem 4. Let ≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm be o-EL(D) concepts
generated by C1, . . . , Cm. For every s-EL(D) aggregation
@U with weights w1, . . . , wm there exists an o-EL(D) ag-
gregation @′

U such that @′
U (≤C1 , . . . , ≤Cm) is generated

by @U (C1, . . . , Cm).

Note that if the domain ∆J is changed (some elements
are added or removed), this relationship does not have to
hold anymore. This lemma shows that the point tables
use similar principles as in scoring DLs.

7. Implementation
Our fuzzy preference model was implemented within a
system for preferential search [7]. The system is named
Kore2 and it consists of three main software tools imple-
mented in Java – acquiring and managing user prefer-
ences (UPreA), preferential top-k search (top-k, see [6])
and learning user preference from rated objects (IGAP
[8]). Figure 9 shows the functionality of the system. As
the first step, the user can select relevant attributes and
specify her attribute preferences. These preferences are
used in top-k search (step 1) and a sorted list of results
R0 is returned. The user can rate the results in a 5-degree
scale (step 2), thus creating a rated list U0. It is used as
an input for preference learning tool IGAP and the search
is performed with new preferences. This process can be
repeated a few times until the user is content with the
results. Every set of rated objects can help to refine the
user preferences.

Explicit specification
of user preference

User ratings
of objects

Learning global
preferences

Relevant
object search

1

2

3

4

User
profile
data

Domain
data

R0

U , U0 1

R , R1 2

Figure 9: Overview of the preferential search sys-
tem Kore.

7.1 UPreA: The Acquisition of User Preference
We need the user to specify which attribute values are
preferred and to what degree, and moreover the user has
to do this for every attribute that she wants to be con-
sidered. Thus our interface has to be intuitive and simple
enough not to discourage and dismay users. We tested
several versions of GUI components until we decided to
use sliders an palettes (Figure 10).

We divided the process of specifying user preferences into
two subsequent forms. The first form shows only one
slider for every attribute and these sliders serve to specify
the weights. The second form contains either a slider or
a palette for every attribute selected by the user. Those
attributes that were marked as “not important” on the
first screen are left out.

The sliders on the second form represent ordinal attributes
and they show all possible (ordered) attribute values. In
case of the attribute screen, the user chose the value 17”
which means that the corresponding fuzzy set has a non-
decreasing membership function and the value 17” is the
most preferred. Thus we obtain only a simplified model
of user preference – the selected value is preferred to 1.0,

2Kore is available online at http://x64.ics.upjs.sk:
8080/kore/
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Figure 10: The third version of user interface with sliders and palettes.

while other values have evenly decreasing membership de-
grees. This approach means hiding the complexity of the
model from users. It is similar to any standard search sys-
tem, where the user is allowed to select only one preferred
value for each attribute. Despite this simplification, our
system is still able to order objects by their preference
degrees and also retrieves objects with values close to the
selected value.

Nominal attributes are handled with a component called
palette. The list on the left side contains available at-
tribute values, while the list on the right contains values
selected by the user. It is possible to move values from
left to right and vice versa using the buttons in the mid-
dle. Selected values can be ordered using the buttons with
arrows pointing up and down. Then the system automat-
ically creates a fuzzy set where the first selected value is
preferred to a degree 1.0 and the preference degrees of
the following values evenly decrease. Again, we hide the
inner complexity of our model from the user and we just
require the user to select her preferred values.

The GUI is implemented within Wicket framework. We
added a new specialized slider component for wicket, us-
ing a freeware Javascript code by E. Khmelev3. We en-
hanced the slider component with new functions like auto-
matic setting of the“step”value (i.e. how will the selected
value change if we move the indicator by 1 pixel) and a
“snap to ticks” feature for attributes with a finite number
of possible values. Thus the slider in the implementation
behaves differently for continuous attributes like price

(the slider can be moved arbitrarily, the selected value
is shown on a flag above the indicator) and for discrete
attributes like screen (possible values are shown by the
ticks below the slider, the indicator will snap to the closest
tick after moving).

7.2 Evaluation
The implementation was tested by real users who looked
for the ideal objects in the domain of job offers and rated
the results in five different grades to refine their search.
The experiments involved 136 different users who rated
more than 500 sets of results. Some users rated the results
only once, but others went through several cycles (see

3http://blog.egorkhmelev.com/2009/11/
jquery-slider-safari-style/

Figure 9 for the illustration of cycles). We analyzed the
first five cycles for each user, which cover the major part
of our experimental results.

Now we are interested in the correlation of Ri and Ui,
i.e. the correlation of the order defined by the search
tool and by the user. If the correlation is high, then
our preference model resembles real user preference. We
used five different measures to determine the similarity
of two ordered lists. The first is called τ -correlation,
τ(≤1, ≤2) = 2D

1
2

·n·(n−1)
− 1, where D is a number of dis-

cordant pairs in both orders (i.e. such pairs (a, b) that
a ≤1 b and b ≤2 a) and C is the number of concordant
pairs. The second is a modification of τ -correlation called
weighted order similarity – we choose a decreasing vector
of weights such that differences between adjacent values
are also decreasing, e.g. w = (20, 15, 11, 8, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1)
for n = 10. Weighted order coefficient is then defined

as W = 1 −
n∑

j=1

∣∣wpj − wqj

∣∣ where pj is a sequence num-

ber of Ri
j and qj is a sequence number of U i

j . Other three
measures are Gödel,  Lukasiewicz and product fuzzy equal-
ity ≡•

G (C1, C2) = infx∈∆{(C1 →• C2) ∨• (C2 →• C1)},
which means that C1, C2 are equal if C1(x) implies C2(x)
and vice versa, for all x from the domain.

Finally, we compare results of these fuzzy measures on
Fig. 11. τ -correlation and weighted similarity seem to
be the most suitable measures. Fuzzy equalities impose
too strict conditions on fuzzy values. We do not expect
result lists and user ratings to be totally equal because
we learn new preferences from their difference. Correla-
tion increases most significantly between the first and the
second cycle where we start to use fuzzy rules. So experi-
ments proved that fuzzy rules are suitable representation
of user preference.

Another interesting point is that τ -correlation and weigh-
ted similarity have the same trends up to fifth cycle, while
all fuzzy equalities have the same trends from second to
fifth cycle.  Lukasiewicz equality has the greatest results
and Gödel equality has the smallest results because the
corresponding fuzzy implications also have this feature.

8. Conclusions
Our model of user preference is designed to support pref-
erential top-k queries. It is divided into attribute prefer-
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Figure 11: Comparison of different fuzzy mea-
sures.

ences and an aggregation function to obtain overall pref-
erence values. The model has been implemented in a
web-based system Kore4 and integrated with a tool for
preferential search (top-k) and inductive learning of user
preference (IGAP). The system was tested by real users
and the data logged from the experiment indicates that
there is a positive correlation between the order of results
returned by our system and the order generated by user
ratings. It also shows that inductive learning from ratings
improves the preference model.

We created a new scoring description logic s-EL(D) as a
language to describe the preference model. We extended
the structural algorithms from [9] to handle a fuzzy con-
crete domain D. If we use a simplified version of s-EL(D)
without aggregation and top-k constructor, the extended
reasoning algorithm retains polynomial complexity. We
used the same approach in case of instance problem and
we present a structural algorithm with polynomial com-
plexity.

DL s-EL(D) differs from other fuzzified description logics
because it has crisp roles. Fuzzy concepts do not represent
uncertain information, but rather vague user preference.
Every such preferential concept generates an order of in-
dividuals from the most preferred to the least preferred.
We propose another DL o-EL(D) which discards the fuzzy
membership degrees and keeps only the information about
order of individuals. Therefore concepts in o-EL(D) are
interpreted as preorders of the domain. This approach is
new and it significantly changes the perspective for con-
cept constructors and reasoning problems. We introduced
an order-oriented modification of instance problem, called
instance order problem – to find out if individual a is pre-
ferred more than b according to a concept ≤C in every
possible interpretation. We also present a tableaux-like
algorithm to solve instance order problem.

We further study the relationship between s-EL(D) con-
cepts and o-EL(D) concepts. If two such concepts ≤C , C
define the same order of individuals, we say that an order
concept ≤C is generated by a scoring concept C. Then
we prove that constructors ∃ and top-k preserve this prop-
erty. The situation is more complicated for concept con-

4http://x64.ics.upjs.sk:8080/kore/

junctions (because order-oriented conjunction produces
partial preorders) and aggregations (because they depend
on how we set weights and point tables).
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In the year 2010, Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava
awarded 138 Master’s degrees in fields within Information Sci-
ences and Technologies, studying at its Faculty of Informatics
and Information Technologies. This Faculty offers 3 study pro-
grammes. In Computer and Communication Systems and Net-
works, there were 59 graduates. In Information Systems, there
were 35 graduates. In Software Engineering, there were 66 grad-
uates.

The Faculty evaluates the cohort of its graduates each year, tak-
ing into account their study results but most importantly the
quality of their theses. According to their overall study results,
the top 1-2% receives Summa Cum Laude, the next 3% receives
Magna Cum Laude and the next 6% receives Cum Laude (lim-
its are approximate). Based on their thesis reviews, presentation
and defence, approximately 5% receives Award for Excellent
Thesis. The Faculty aims at distinguishing itself by a strong
research dimension. This is reflected also in Master’s theses,
which are expected to make contributions to some research prob-
lem related to the field of study of the particular student.

In 2010, 1 graduate received Magna Cum Laude and 8 graduates
received Cum Laude. In the following there are listed abstracts
of theses that were evaluated as the 8 top ones (roughly 5%) from
all the theses (138) submitted in 2010. Also, there are listed titles
of other 21 theses that received Honourable Mention.

Dean’s Award for Excellent Master Thesis
Student: Michal Holub
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Adaptation of Website´s Navigation Based on Be-
havior of Users
Supervisor: Mária Bieliková, Professor
Annotation: We deal with proposing a method for personaliza-
tion of website’s navigation. With personalized navigation the
user should get the right information without the need for explic-
itly asking for it. The main contribution of our proposed method
is automatic adaptation of showed links based on the monitor-
ing of user’s behaviour during his visit of the website. Another
novel feature is automatic estimation of user’s interest in visited
web page. We use proposed approach to recommend interesting
links among similarly behaving users. The recommended links
are presented in a form of personalized calendar and personal-
ized news sections. We evaluate our method in experiments with
adaptation of the structure of our web faculty portal.

Student: Stanislav Ochotnický
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Synthesis of VHDL from SIMULINK Model
Supervisor: Juraj Štefanovič, PhD.
Annotation: The aim of this thesis is to introduce a new tool for
speeding up development of specialized embedded systems with
high perfor-mance and reliability based on the FPGA technol-
ogy. The Tool de-veloped by us enables synthesis of the VHDL

from a model created in the Mathworks Simulink. The theoreti-
cal introduction contains infor-mation about embedded systems,
the FPGA technology and the Simu-link environment. We also
contemplate different tools for the FPGA synthesis from high-
level languages. The implemented tool was tested and regarded
as functional and fulfilling requirements. In the end we propose
possible further improvements and extensions of this tool.

Student: Michal Olšovský
Degree program: Computer Systems and Networks
Thesis title: TCP Protocol Performance
Supervisor: Margaréta Kotočová, Assoc. Professor
Annotation: We provide an overview of current performance
of the TCP protocol in various network environments from the
point of the delay and bandwidth. The work includes an anal-
ysis with the presen-tation of the TCP protocol from the OSI
model to its high speed va-riants with an emphasis on the ele-
ments affecting the protocol’s performance. An example is TCP
header with added extensions, con-gestion management, win-
dow’s management, or different variants of the TCP protocol.
We provide an overview of the most commonly used network
simulators used to simulate the performance of each TCP op-
tion. The practical part is dedicated to the specification, design,
implementation and testing of following extensions – window
scaling, window scaling with the can-cel option, window scal-
ing with the resume option and extended win-dow scaling.

Student: Jakub Šimko
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Enhancing Search Using Graphs and User Model
Supervisor: Michal Tvarožek
Annotation: Our aim is to enrich the exploratory search domain
by designing, implementing and validating new methods, that
use graph and graphic visual structures and deducting knowl-
edge about users. This document introduces to the realm of web
search and exploratory search, its problematic aspects and ana-
lyzes several solutions in this field. Exploratory search includes
support of open-ended search tasks and relies on visualization
of information space. Afterwards, design, implementation and
validation description of our new methods follows. Within the
scope of exploratory search, we employ ourselves by clarifying
the process of search by visualization of its history and concep-
tualizing and sorting of user’s results. We also design a support
method for creating term networks by analyzing the logs of sim-
ple game with web search engine that employs negative search.

Slovak Academy of Sciences Award for Excellent
Master Thesis
Student: Pavol Bača
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Replacing Object-Oriented Patterns with Intrinsic
Aspect-Oriented Patterns
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Supervisor: Valentino Vranić, PhD.
Annotation: We analyse possibilities of replacing object-oriented
patterns by advantageous aspect-oriented patterns instead of reim-
plementations. Aspect-oriented design patterns are also com-
pared with patterns in Christopher Alexander’s understanding.
We also analyse the way of replacement of four object-oriented
patterns by Cuckoo’s Egg and Worker Object Creation patterns.
The term ’replacement’ is discussed here in relation to Direc-
tor pattern. By using these four replacements a few of pattern
compo-sition examples have been made. The examples also par-
tially confirm these replacements. Quantitative assessments of
the examples have been made. In the results, the replacements
seem to be better from the perspective of separation concerns
and coupling. On the other hand, some restrictions have shown
which make the replacements not be better in all cases.

Student: Tomáš Kramár
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Supporting User Navigation Using Social Network
Context
Supervisor: Michal Barla
Annotation: Current search engines treat user queries in isola-
tion. User goals, interests and needs, i.e. his context are com-
pletely ignored. To solve this problem, we employ a simple fact
that similar users tend to have similar needs and browse simi-
lar Web pages. In this work we present a method to add search
to context by leveraging the structure of the underlying social
network. The proposed method was experimentally evaluated
on the adaptive proxy server platform, where we modified the
search results to include the recommended results. These recom-
mendation were successful in 22% of all cases (user clicked
some of the recommended links). Moreover, the users were
more interested in the recommended results than in the regular
results; users spent more than 4 seconds on the recommended
page in 54,7% of all cases, com-pared to 27,4% for regular search
results.

Student: Michal Kompan
Degree program: Software Engineering
Thesis title: Personalized Recommendation of Interesting Texts
Supervisor: Mária Bieliková, Professor
Annotation: We present an analysis of existing solutions and
systems, which cover topic of personalized recommendation of
news articles. The result of our work is proposal of the novel
method for personalized recommendation based on the article
content. We focused on fast content similarity search, and on
short and fast article representation, which can be used for real-
time recommendation. The article representation is based on
multicompound article vector, which represents the article based
on article title, correlation between article title and content, arti-
cle category, several keywords or readability index. This kind of
representation allows us to represent non text articles too (e.g.,
video or photo content). Proposed methods were verified in the
domain of news portal SME.SK.

Student: Ján Turoň
Degree program: Computer Systems and Networks
Thesis title: Visualization of SystemC Model Simulation
Supervisor: Katarína Jelemenská, PhD.
Annotation: We concern on simulation of digital systems de-
scribed using SystemC library and simulation results presenta-
tion. We analyze available simulators and tools for schematic
representation of SystemC designs and propose to extend ex-
isting tool SystemC+Visualizer by reactivating the built-in but
previously not used OSCI simulator. New data structure that
records all simulation data and routine for loading and presenta-
tion of its contents is proposed and implemented. Our applica-

tion creates block diagram of digital system and allows its sim-
ulation. Ports and wires are colored according to their current
logic value, which is also shown as a number. The new product
implemented as a static library is suitable for students as edu-
cating support tool, as well as for visual debugging of SystemC
models in general.

Dean’s Honourable Mention For Master Thesis
Balažia, Ján: Ethernet II Based Routing Using Helping

Protocol. Supervisor: B. Dado

Hrubý, Martin: QoS in MPLS Networks. Supervisor:
M. Kotočová

Koine, Peter: Interactive Presentation System. Supervisor:
K. Jelemenská

Marko, Peter: Security Analysis of Network Protocols.
Supervisor: L. Hudec

Martinský, Ladislav: Personalized Web Search Query
Suggestion. Supervisor: P. Návrat

Michalec, Vladimír: Application for Filtering Users’ Access
to Web Pages. Supervisor: I. Grellneth

Michlík, Pavel: Navigation and Search on Adaptive Social
Web. Supervisor: M. Bieliková

Nagy, Ladislav: Evolutionary Optimalization of the Busy
Beaver Problem. Supervisor: J. Pospíchal

Polák, Marek: Forms of Interaction in Virtual Reality Usable
in the Process of Education. Supervisor: A. Kovárová

Rada, Peter: Intelligent Managing of e-mail through
Extraction of Information, the Web and Social Networks.
Supervisor: M. Laclavík

Rodina, Dušan: Retrieving Design Patterns and Anti-Patterns
as Method for Improving Software Quality. Supervisor:
L’. Majtás

Ruttkay-Nedecký, Ivan: Visualization of Program Execution
in 3D Environment. Supervisor: P. Kapec

Szabó, Gabriel: Implementation of an Interface for Creating
Software with Hand Recognition. Supervisor:
J. Štefanovič

Šelmeci, Roman: Knowledge Base of Software Patterns
Realized in Integration Tools. Supervisor: P. Mederly

Ševce, Ondrej: Content Recommendation Based on Semantic
Analysis of Text. Supervisor: J. Tvarožek

Štiglic, Filip: Visual Recognition of Traffic Situation.
Supervisor: J. Štefanovič

Ukrop, L’uboš: Visualization of Graph Structures Using SOAP
Bubbles. Supervisor: P. Kapec

Valent, Adam: Measurement Car Driverś Reactions.
Supervisor: J. Štefanovič

Zahoranský, Dušan: Phonetic Person Searching. Supervisor:
I. Polášek

Zeleník, Dušan: Recommending Based on Similarity
Relations. Supervisor: M. Bieliková

Zelman, Andrej: Activation Model of Cerebral Cortex.
Supervisor: P. Hubka
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